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Preface

The present volume is the fourth in a series of five volumes covering the first order of the Jerusalem Talmud. The principles of the edition regarding text, vocalization and Commentary have been spelled out in detail in the Introduction to the first volume. The text is based on the editio princeps and, where that text is manifestly corrupt, on manuscript readings. There are no emendations.

The extensive commentary is not based on emendations. Biographical notes have been attached to the names of those personalities not already mentioned in the previous volumes.

Again I wish to thank my wife, Dr. Eva Guggenheimer, who acted as critic, style editor, proof reader, and expert on the Latin and Greek vocabulary. Her own notes on some possible Latin and Greek etymologies are identified by (E. G.).

For ease of study, the text in the present edition has been subdivided into paragraphs and vocalized following the rules of Sephardic rabbinic Hebrew. This is intended as a help for reading and understanding the text, not as a reconstruction of the unrecoverable rabbinic pronunciation at the time of the composition of the Yerushalmi. Genizah fragments show that the text of the existing manuscripts has been
partially adapted to Babylonian patterns. The vocalization of the Mishnah, which represents a different and better known development of the Hebrew language, in general follows the text of H. Yallon. As noted before, the main Amoraic language of the Yerushalmi is Aramaized Hebrew. While Y. Kutscher has traced the disappearance of the gutturals back to Hasmonean times, it is known that in the academy of Rebbi, the center responsible for the edition of the Mishnah, one insisted on a clear distinction between gutturals (Babli Megillah 24b). The total disappearance of the gutturals, where there is no difference in sound between ח머 (wine), זמר (donkey), שמר (wool), and זמר (lamb), is given as characteristic of uneducated Galileans in Babli Erubin 53b and confirmed by the Yerushalmi source Sir rabba on Cant. 2:4, which notes that for the uneducated, אהב (love) and עב (jealousy) sound the same. The Babli (Sanhedrin 27b) declares the Samaritans to be uneducated; the particular example is confirmed by Z. Ben Hayyim1. Since the elimination of gutturals was explicitly rejected by the Amoraim, it must be assumed that their speech, while based on rudimentary grammar, rejected the substandard pronunciation recoverable from contemporary Greek and Latin transcriptions of biblical texts.
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Introduction to Tractate Terumot

The Tractate deals with the rules of Great Heave and heave of the tithe, as given in Num. 18:8-32. Great Heave is the gift of the farmer to the Cohen at the time the produce is ready for storage; this heave has no minimum prescribed by biblical law. Heave of the tithe is given to the Cohen by the Levite from his tithe; it must be exactly ten percent. The rules of the heaves are complicated since heaves are sacred food available to any Cohen anywhere and, therefore, in danger of being mixed up with profane or impure food.

Heave, as a gift to the Cohen, must be designated as such. Chapter One, dealing with the rules of designation, contains a discussion of the definitions and legal status of persons incompetent to designate: minors, deaf-mutes who cannot communicate, and the insane.

Chapter Two discusses the groupings of food which can substitute for one another in the designation of heave. Chapter Three gives detailed rules in many special cases. Chapter Four deals with minimal and maximal amounts to be given as heave by rabbinic decree and with the heave obligations of partnerships. Since heave, as sacred food, must be eaten in ritual purity, the rabbinic amounts as well as the rules dealing with pure heave became obsolete when it was no longer possible to observe the rules of purity (cf. Berakhot Chapter 1, Note 3). Chapter Five
deals with the case that pure and impure heave became mixed; how to
save a maximum amount of pure heave. Chapter Six gives the rules for a
non-Cohen who ate heave in error; Chapter Seven deals with the non-
Cohen who ate heave intentionally, with the rules of competition of
penalties, and with cases of doubt about the status of food. Chapter Nine
spells out the rules of heave mixed with profane food, as well as heave
used as seeds for a new crop. Chapter Eleven finally gives the rules of
permitted use of heave, mainly the uses of impure heave available to non-
Cohanim.

Two chapters deal with subjects of general interest not otherwise
discussed in the Yerushalmi in great detail: Chapter Eight, starting out
with rules for dealing with worms in food, is devoted in the main to
health regulations and, in the last Halakhah, to the rules of Jewish
solidarity. Chapter Ten deals with the rules under which forbidden
admixtures in otherwise permitted food may be disregarded. The dis-
cussion is important because it shows the development of the rules
adopted by the Babli without discussion.

For the interpretation, as always the main guides are Maimonides and
R. Simson of Sens. Of the Eighteenth Century commentators, the most
useful is R. Eliahu Fulda; the least useful are R. Moses Margalit (משה
מגוד), R. Eliahu Wilna and, from the Twentieth Century, R. H. Kanievski, all of
whom tend to emend away the difficult portions and the disagreements
with Babylonian tradition. Similarly, the preliminary translation and
explanation by Alan J. Avery-Peck and Martin S. Jaffee (Chicago, 1988)
heavily depends on the emended Wilna text and a presumed but untenable
identification of the Tosephta underlying the Yerushalmi with the
Tosephta in our hands. The manuscript evidence, while meager, definitely
excludes most emendations. Of modern commentaries, that by R. Saul Lieberman (Tosefta ki-fshutah, New York, 1955) and R. Y. Qafeh’s commented edition and translation of Maimonides’s Commentary are most useful. Other sources are quoted by name when used.
Mishnah 1: Five [persons] cannot give heave and if they gave it is not heave: the deaf and dumb\(^1\), the insane, the minor, and one who gives heave from what is not his. The Gentile who gave heave for a Jew's property, even with the latter's authorization his heave is not heave\(^2\).

1 He is excluded only if he has no way of communicating with others.

2 But a Gentile may voluntarily donate heave from his own produce.

Halakhah 1: "Five [persons] cannot give heave," etc. Rebbi Samuel bar Nahman understood all of these from here (Ex. 25:2-3)\(^3\): "Speak to the Children of Israel that they should give heave for Me", excluding the Gentile, "from every man", excluding the minor, "whose intention is to volunteer", excluding the deaf-mute and the insane. "The following is the heave you shall accept from them", except from one who gives heave for what is not his.
While the verses deal with the voluntary heave for the Tabernacle, it is assumed that the word "heave" always has the same meaning (cf. Berakhot, Chapter 1, Note 70) and, therefore, is under the same restrictions.

Should not their action be proof of their intentions? As we have stated there: "If a deaf-mute, insane, or minor person brought them up, they are not under the category of 'when given' because they have action but no intention." What is their action? Rebbi Huna said, when he grabs it while full of dew. We also have stated there: "If a deaf-mute, insane, or minor person brought them down, even if he thought that [his animals'] feet should be doused, it is not under the category of 'when given' because they have action but no intention." What is their action? Rebbi Huna said, when he rubs them with water. We should also say here, let their action be proof of their intentions! Rebbi Samuel, Rebbi Abbahu, in the name of Rebbi Johanan; Rebbi Zeira in the name of the rabbis (Num. 18:27): "Your heave will be credited to you." When thought is mentioned...
in the verse, his action cannot prove his intentions; when thought is not mentioned in the verse, his action can prove his intentions. Since here thought is mentioned in the verse, his action cannot prove his intentions.

4 Reading of Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: פִּתָּה.
5 Speaking of deaf-mute, insane, and minor.
6 One should allow non-verbal communication of "intention to volunteer".
7 Mishnah Makhširin 6:1: "If somebody brings his produce up to his roof because of worms and dew descended on it, it is not under the category of 'when given' but if he intended this (that the produce should be wetted by dew), it is under the category of 'when given'. If a deaf-mute, insane, or minor person brought them up,...". As explained in Demay, Chapter 2, Note 141, produce is not susceptible to impurity unless it came into contact with water (or any other fluid causing impurity, cf. Demay, Chapter 2, Note 136) and that contact was desired, since the verse Lev. 11:38: "If produce got wetted by water... it will be impure" can also be read as: "If water was given on produce...". It is inferred that the wetting, even if happening by a passive process, must have an active ingredient, viz., that the moistening of the produce must be agreeable to the owner.

8 In the Babli, Hulin 13a, R. Johanan explains that he turns the produce over in order to distribute the moisture evenly. This is professional action. R. Simson conjectures that the action envisaged by R. Huna is the same as explained by R. Johanan.

9 Mishnah Makhširin 3:8. It is explained in that Chapter that water drawn intentionally will make produce susceptible to impurity even if the contact of the produce with it was unintentional. The example described in Mishnah 8 is that of cattle whose feet have to be washed, either because the animal was used for threshing and now is all dusty, or because of some medical condition. Then the water drops clinging to the animal after it was washed in the river will make produce susceptible to impurity unless the animal was driven to the river by "a deaf-mute, insane, or minor person." Here again, if the cattle are not only driven to the river but actively washed,
intention is clearly shown. "being accounted for", intent, and "being accounted for", intention, and "being accounted for", aiyru, are accounted for, rawna, and "being accounted for", aiyru, is account. It is the root of "thought", is account. It is the root of "thought", aim.

Rebbi Yose said, I questioned before Samuel: But with bills of divorce, thought is not written and his action cannot prove his intention! As we have stated: "Everybody is permitted to write a bill of divorce, even an insane person, a deaf-mute, and a minor." Rebbi Huna said, if a sane person directs him. Rebbi Johanan asked, is that: "he writes for her", for her personally? Rebbi Yose came back and said, there one person writes and another person divorces. But here, the same person thinks and takes heave. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha said, there, if he would write himself and divorce, would that not be a divorce? But here, he thinks and takes heave.

11 Reading of the Rome ms. and all Mishnah mss. Leyden and Venice: סמי מ "except."
12 Reading of the parallel in Giṭṭin 2:5 and Babli Giṭṭin 22b-23a. Here the reading is אמי ל which usually means "for her.
13 Mishnah Giṭṭin 2:5.
14 This is an echo of the very short discussion in Giṭṭin 2:5. Rebbi Johanan points out that the divorce document must be written specifically for the woman in question. If two men with identical names are married to two women who have the same name, and both want to divorce them on the same day, the two divorce documents will have identical wording. Nevertheless,
if the husbands switch the documents before they are handed to the respective wives, both divorces will be invalid. In both Talmudim, Samuel narrows down the meaning of the Mishnah in that he allows the incompetent only to write the formulaic portion under the direction of a competent person; but the data which make the document valid, date and names of the two persons involved, must be written by a competent person as agent of the husband. The argument here does not consider this restriction, except that R. Yose (Rav Assi of the first generation Amora'im in Babylonia) is of the opinion that, since a document containing only date and names cannot be signed by witnesses and is not a divorce document, the writing of the incompetent is necessary for the validity of the document and one has to wonder why this is accepted.

15 Writing a valid divorce document and using it for the divorce are two distinct actions; one may be valid without the other. But taking heave is valid only if the taking is intended for heave; the action itself needs thinking; this parallels the action of divorce, not the writing of part of the document.

16 A competent person. Even if he writes all by himself there are two actions. This argument is valid only for R. Eleazar (ben Shamua, the Tanna) who holds that a divorce is validated by handing over the document before two witnesses. But according to R. Meir who holds that a document is invalid if it has not been signed by two trustworthy witnesses, the writing of the document is not important, only the signing is, and this must be done by two competent persons unrelated to the husband.
Rebbi Jacob bar Aha, Rebbi Hiyya, in the name of Rebbi Johanan: One disagrees with this Mishnah teacher\textsuperscript{17}. How is that? It turns out that Rebbi Johanan concerning heaves parallels Rebbi Ismael, the son of Rebbi Johanan ben Beroqa concerning sanctification, and Rebbi Johanan concerning divorces parallels the rabbis concerning sanctification, as we have stated\textsuperscript{18}: "The sanctifications of a deaf-mute person, an insane, and a minor who sanctified are no sanctifications. Rebbi Ismael, the son of Rebbi Johanan ben Beroqa says, if they are alone, their sanctifications are no sanctifications. Together with others, their sanctifications are sanctifications."

\textsuperscript{17} He holds that incompetents may separate heave under the direction of a competent person.

\textsuperscript{18} Tosephta Parah 5:7 reads: "Everybody is able to sanctify except the deaf-mute, the insane, and the minor; but R. Jehudah approves of the minor. R. Ismael, the son of R. Johanan ben Beroqa says that the sanctifications of a deaf-mute person, an insane, and a minor, who sanctified in the presence of others, are valid. The sanctification by a sexless person is invalid, for he is possibly uncircumcised, and an uncircumcized person cannot sanctify. The sanctification by a hermaphrodite is valid but R. Jehudah declares it invalid since he possibly is a woman and a woman does not qualify for holy matters."

All this refers to the purification from the impurity of the dead, which needs sprinkling with fresh water to which a minute amount of the ashes of the red heifer must be added. The act of taking the ashes and putting them into a vessel filled with fresh water is called "sancification." It is a sacral act (\textit{Num.} 19:17) and as such needs the intent of the person executing it. R. Ismael, the son of R. Johanan ben Beroqa, applies the principle that for obligations for which "thought" is implied by the verse but not spelled out explicitly, actions may prove intent.

(A sexless person is one without testicles or female sex characteristics. He might be a male with undescended testicles. The hermaphrodite has a penis and testicles as well as female
breasts and a vagina; he must be circumcised. The exclusion of women by R. Jehudah is rejected by the rabbis; women nevertheless may not sprinkle since the verse (Lev. 19:18) requires this to be done by "a pure male."

The seeming inconsistency in the positions of R. Johanan is not resolved. If one assumes that R. Johanan agrees with the position of Samuel (Note 14) there is no inconsistency since he will agree that the incompetent may write only the inconsequential parts of the divorce document.

It was stated¹⁹: "If a deaf-mute person gave heave, it is not heave. Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel said, when was this said? If he was born deaf-mute. But if he was normal and became deaf and dumb, he writes and others confirm his signature. ²⁰If he hears but cannot speak, he is like a normal person."

¹⁹ A similar statement is in Tosephtha Terumot 1:1, quoted in Babli Gittin 71a. This and the following paragraphs are also in Gittin 7:1 (fol. 48c). Cf. also Mishnah and Halakhah 2.

²⁰ In the Tosephta (1:2) and the Babli, the formulation is: "If he hears but does not speak, he is mute; if he speaks but cannot hear, he is deaf; both have the status of normal persons."

The sentence is missing in the Rome ms.
Rebbi Jacob bar Aha, Rebbi Hiyya, in the name of Rebbi Johanan: One disagrees with this Tanna\(^\text{21}\). They say, does not a Mishnah disagree\(^\text{22}\): "If he became deaf-mute or insane, he may never divorce." Why can he not write and have others fulfill his written instructions\(^\text{23}\)? They upheld it, if he is illiterate. Rebbi Abba bar Mamal objected, does not a baraita disagree\(^\text{24}\): "If he wrote himself, or he told the scribe to write and the witnesses to sign, even though the scribe wrote, the witnesses signed, they gave him [the document] and he in turn gave it to her, it is no divorce."

Rebbi Assi said, complete the sentence and there is no disagreement: "it is no divorce unless they hear his voice." But even if he gave a sign with his head you say it is invalid\(^\text{25}\), here also it is invalid. Rebbi Mana said, it is valid: hearing the voice has the same status as seeing him nod his head\(^\text{26}\).

\(^{21}\) Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel.

\(^{22}\) Yebamot 14:1: "If a normal man married a normal woman and she became deaf-mute he may divorce her or keep her, but if she became insane he may not divorce her; if he became deaf-mute or insane he may never divorce."

\(^{23}\) According to Rabban Simeon, even if he became deaf-mute it should not make any difference since he may give written instructions.

\(^{24}\) Tosephta \textit{Gittin} 2:8. The text there ends: "it is no divorce unless they hear his voice say to the scribe ‘write’, and to the witnesses ‘sign!’" That Tosephta clearly disagrees with Rabban Simeon and disqualifies handwriting by a mute.

\(^{25}\) This refers to Mishnah \textit{Gittin} 7:1: "If somebody lost his speech and they said to him, shall we write a divorce document for your wife? if he gave a sign with his head one checks
him out three times; if he indicated 'yes' when it was expected, and 'no' when it was expected, they should write and hand it over." The Tosephta also seems to contradict this Mishnah.

26 The Tosephta contradicts Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel but not the Mishnah. A written authorization is invalid but a direct authorization by the husband to scribe and witnesses, by speech for a normal person and sign language for a mute, is valid. In the Babli (Gittin 71a), Rav Cahana in the name of Rav accepts the position of Rabban Simeon, against the Tosephta.

Rebbi Ezra\(^2^7\) asked before Rebbi Mana: Just as you say that three times he must give a sign with his head, must one equally hear his voice three times? He said to him, hearing his voice once, giving a sign with his head three times.

27 He is Rebbi Azariah, a student of R. Mana (cf. Berakhot, Chapter 1),

Rebbi Yudan said, there, if he said I did such and such, here, if he says do such and such\(^2^8\). Rebbi Benjamin ben Levi inquired: If he has understanding for the past, he should have understanding for the future; if
he has no understanding for the past, he would not have understanding for
the future29! Rebbi Eudaimon said, here we deal with a mute; there is no
agency for a mute30. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, we deal with a
sane person31. Why is there no divorce? Because I say, he was occupied
with his documents. We also stated so: "When was this said? When he
explained it in his regular state. But if he was paralyzed by sickness, once
is enough."28

28 "There" refers to the statement
of Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel that
written testimony of a deaf-mute is
valid, "here" refers to the Tosephta that
a written command by a deaf-mute is
invalid for a divorce.
29 The argument of R. Yudan
makes no sense; R. Benjamin supports
R. Johanan (Note 21 ff.)
30 He rejects the statement of
Rabban Simeon and implies that the
Mishnah in Terumot also applies to any
deaf-mute, whether his disability be
congenital or acquired. Since the
heave of a deaf-mute is no heave even
if the deaf-mute acts for a sane person,
it follows that a deaf-mute cannot be
an agent and, therefore, cannot appoint
an agent. A divorce document must be
written by an agent of the husband's
since the verse (Deut. 24:1,3) requires
that "he writes her a scroll of divorce". If
nobody can be an agent of the deaf-
mute, he cannot divorce since even if
he himself writes the document he
cannot ask the witnesses to sign.
31 He accepts the statement of
Rabban Simeon and shows that R.
Johanan is wrong; there is no dis-
agreement between Rabban Simeon and
the Mishnah in Gittin. A congenital
deaf-mute cannot marry or divorce,
while a hearing person who is mute is
considered normal and can divorce by
giving written directions, following
Rabban Simeon and R. Mana. The only
reason we require a triple confirmation
of the will to divorce is to ascertain
that the husband really wants the
divorce, not that he wants to have a
document ready should he want to
divorce.
32 Sick persons have to be treated
with consideration and only the
necessary legal forms have to be
observed, not formalities that are not
strictly necessary. This is true certainly for critically ill persons, in particular for a childless husband who wants to spare his wife the trouble of freeing herself from an unwelcome brother-in-law (or maybe forbid her to a desirable brother-in-law.)

Who states "the deaf-mute?" Not Rebbi Jehudah, since it was stated:\footnote{33}{Tosephta 1:1; the remark about absent-mindedness is missing there.} "Rebbi Jehudah said, it happened that the sons of Rebbi Johanan ben Gudgada\footnote{34}{A Tanna of the first generation. A Levite who in the Temple was a guardian of the gates. In the Babli (Hagigah 3a) it is reported that his grandsons, the sons of his normal daughter, were ostensibly deaf-mutes. They went to the lectures of Rebbi and when Rebbi prayed that they should be healed, it turned out that they had learned the entire Mishnah and halakhic Midrashim from his lectures. R. Johanan all his life ate only food prepared by the standard of purity of sacrifices.} were all deaf-mutes and all purities\footnote{35}{"Purities" is food prepared in purity, usually by the standards of purity of heave.} in Jerusalem were handled by them. They said to him, because purities do not need thought and may be produced by a deaf-mute, an insane, and a minor\footnote{36}{If they are continually supervised by a normal adult.}. But heaves and tithes need thought and do not become invalidated by absent-mindedness." Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi La: Thought is not written in regard to them, only watching\footnote{37}{In the section dealing with}.
impurity of sacred food, it is said (Lev. 22:9): "They have to keep My watch."

Pure food remains in its state only if it is permanently guarded against impurity from the moment it is prepared for impurity (cf. Note 7). A properly instructed deaf-mute may act as a guard.

The signs of an insane: One who goes out in the night, stays overnight in a graveyard, tears his clothing, and destroys what one gives to him. Rebbi Huna said, only if all of that is in him since otherwise I say that one who goes out in the night is a man-dog; he who stays overnight in a graveyard burns incense to spirits, he who tears up his clothing is a choleric person, and he who destroys what one gives to him is a cynic. Rebbi Johanan said, even only one of these is proof. Rebbi Abun said, what Rebbi Johanan said, even only one of these is reasonable only for him who destroys what one gives to him; even the greatest idiot does not destroy all one gives to him. The mad dancer does not exhibit any of these signs. What is a mad dancer? Rebbi Yose said, a decrepit one. There came a case before Rebbi Yose of a weaver who,
when one gave him red on black he was exerting himself, black on red he was exerting himself. He said, this is the mad dancer described by the Sages.

38 Reading of the text in Gitțin 7:1 (fol. 48c) and the Rome ms. here. Leyden: דינעייס.

39 Reading of the text in Gitțin 7:1 (fol. 48c) and the Rome ms. here. Leyden: דינעייס.

40 Reading of the text in Gitțin 7:1 (fol. 48c) and the Rome ms. here. Leyden: דינעייס.

41 Reading of the text in Gitțin 7:1 (fol. 48c). Mss. and print here: אוביס "to feed forcibly".

42 Tosephta 1:3, discussed also in Babli Hagigah 3b.

43 Since he precedes Samuel, the author must be the Babylonian Rav Huna, as given in the Babli.


45 Greek χολικός "bilious".

46 Greek κυνικός "dog-like", a philosopher who has no use for industrial products.

47 In the Babli, Rav Papa declares this criterion to be the only one to stand alone, all others needing multiple confirmation following Rav Huna.

48 Cf. Greek κόρδαξ, Latin cordax, "mad dance", perhaps chorea. This and the following sentences refer to Mishnah Gitțin 7:1 which states that a mad dancer cannot divorce his wife during an attack of his malady.

49 Arabic אל "decrepit, senile person".

50 It is not at all clear what his symptoms were. Since the profession of the sick person is mentioned, it seems that he was unable to fit two different strands of thread together on his loom; perhaps the description is of Huntington’s chorea or Parkinson’s disease.
52"If sometimes he is insane [when he is sometimes healthy he is normal in all regards], when he is insane he is insane in all regards, when healthy he is normal in all regards." 53 A case came before Samuel who said, when he is of sound mind he should deliver the divorce document 54; one must investigate 55 following Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish; as Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, when he is of even mind; that is as Samuel [acted]. Following Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish who said, only if he is of sound mind he may deliver the divorce document; (Is. 38:16) "make me healthy and let me live!"

51 Missing in Gittin and in the Tosephta.
52 A similar text in Tosephta 1:3.
53 He is a responsible and competent person in all legal respects.
54 It is not enough that he be sane when telling the scribe to write and the witnesses to sign; he must also be sane when he delivers the document.
55 The text in Gittin is slightly different: "Samuel holds with R. Simeon ben Laqish."
Who stated "a minor"? This does not follow Rebbi Jehudah, as we have stated: "A minor whom his father put in a melon field where he was giving heave and his father sold on that basis, his heave is heave. He did not give heave but his father confirmed his action." When the father came and confirmed his action, is heave made retroactively or for the future? Rebbi Shammai said, let us hear from the following: "When the owner came and found him standing on his property, if he said to him, take from these nice [fruits], if they are nice he does not worry about robbery, otherwise he has to worry. But if he collected and gave to him, in no case does he have to worry about robbery." Can you say it became heave retroactively? No, from now into the future! Here also, it will be made heave from now on into the future.

56 This is a shortened version of a text close to Tosephta 1:4: "Rebbi Jehudah said, a minor whom his father put in a melon field where he was giving heave and his father sold on that basis, his heave is heave. They said to him, he did not give heave but his father confirmed his action." "They" are the Sages of our Mishnah.

57 While produce must be "prepared" for impurity (cf. Note 9), heave is automatically prepared by its holy status and can become impure even if dry. In addition, consumption of heave by a non-Cohen is a deadly sin once heave is sanctified. The question is when the status of holiness is acquired.

58 This also is a shortened baraita close to a Tosephta, 1:5: "How does one give heave from what is not his? If he went to another person's field, collected, and gave heave without permission, if he has to worry that it might be robbery, his heave is not heave; if he does not have to worry then his heave is heave. How does he know whether what he did is robbery or not? When the owner came and found him standing on his property, if he said to him, take from these nice [fruits], if they are nice he does not worry about robbery, otherwise he has to worry. But if the owner collected and added to his, in no..."
case does he have to worry about robbery." The full Tosephta is quoted in the Babli, Qiddusin 52b, Baba Mezi'a 21a.

59 The minor (or the stranger in

אתם فرص להשלוף אתכם فرص לאמפרוזפ אתכם فرص להולדת את שאיני שלום אתו ולא ארא שטופו. להמייאו שטופו שטרים זה אחר זה. אלא כל ידועה בודל מהכל ידועה בודל האלא מתורתו פועלא. אתו ולא אפאטרופרי. ההמייאו שטופו שטרים. כלם גдушון ידועה בודל האלא מתורתו פועלא. אתו ולא אפקידープו. באميرי קוא באפקידープו לעלום קוא באפקידープו לעלום פורימיו. הברך אميرי קוא באפקידープו לעלום קוא באפקידープו לעלום. רבי יוסי בני אס באפקידープו לעלום. כלתם זכרי מוכרי מטלשליין יגון ואלב לא זכרון. אלא כל בייתו בודל קוא בייתו כPerfil.

61(Num. 18:28) "you" excludes partners, "you" excludes guardians, "you" excludes one who gives heave from what is not his62. Did we not state (Terumot 3:3): "Partners who gave heave one after the other?63" But one must be for Great Heave64, the other for heave of the tithe. Did we not infer the laws of the Great Heave from heave of the tithe65? But one is for practice, the other for action66. "You" excludes guardians; but did we not state67: "Orphans dependent on a home owner, or for whom the father had appointed a guardian, must tithe their produce." The colleagues say, here for a permanent guardian, there for a temporary guardian. Rebbi Yose asked, does that apply to: "he may sell movables to feed them but not real estate68?" But here one deals with an adult orphan69, there with an underage orphan.
Reading of the parallel Git\(\text{\textit{t}}\)\(\text{\textit{i}}\)n 5:4. In the mss. and R. Simson here: "tithes."

This paragraph is also in Git\(\text{\textit{t}}\)\(\text{\textit{i}}\)n 5:4 (fol. 47a).

This baraita, not found in Sif\(\text{\textit{r}}\)y Num., must be from the exegesis of R. Aqiba. It appears, in different form, in Babli Git\(\text{\textit{t}}\)\(\text{\textit{i}}\)n 52a.

The Sages in that Mishnah declare heave given by one partner without the knowledge of the other as valid.

Heave given by the farmer; it is ironically called "Great" because it has no biblical minimum.

The verse quoted refers only to the heave of the tithe, the 10\% given by the Levites from their tithes.

As practice, heave given by guardians is valid; giving tithe by one partner without the knowledge of the other is discouraged.

Mishnah Git\(\text{\textit{t}}\)\(\text{\textit{i}}\)n 5:4. In the first case, the home owner raises the orphans without being officially appointed guardian, neither by the father nor by the court after the father's death. Nevertheless, the person caring for the orphans becomes de facto guardian.

In Git\(\text{\textit{t}}\)\(\text{\textit{i}}\)n: "He may sell slaves to feed them but not real estate." All other sources give every guardian the right to sell real estate, under the supervision of the court, for the benefit of his wards.

Since they are able to give heave for themselves, they have to do it (if they are competent.)
"You' excludes one who gives heave from what is not his." What is the interpretation, one who gives heave from what is not his own, or one who gives heave from what is somebody else's? Let us hear the following: If he declared his heap as ownerless and then smoothed it and took possession again, if you refer to one who gives heave from what is not his own, his heave is not heave, if you refer to one who gives heave from what is somebody else's, his heave is heave. Let us hear from the following: "If he stole Temple heave and ate it, he pays two fifths and the principal because there is no double payment for Temple property." Who gave the heave if not the administrator? Is he not giving heave from what is not his? And you say his heave is heave! The reason must be that he does not give heave from another person's property. Or should we say, who gave the heave if not a Levite who dedicated his heave? But did not Rebbi Hoshia state that there is no difference between him who dedicated his tevel and him who dedicated his heave? Rebbi Idi said, the administrator is like the owner. This does not follow Rebbi Yose, since Rebbi Yose said the administrator is like any other person.

---

70 Mishnah Ma'aserot 1:6 states that tithes and heave are due after threshing, when the grain kernels have been assembled into a heap and the heap was smoothed. It is shown in Ma'aserot, Halakhah 1:1, that property which was ownerless at the moment when heave was due is exempt from heave. This seems to contradict the statement here that if a person declared his grain ownerless before it was smoothed, then gave heave, and only after that again took possession, his heave might be heave. The entire argument is possible only for R. Meir, since R. Yose holds that property can be abandoned only if another person takes it up (cf. Peah 6:1, Note 17). It follows that any heave given in this case is given only because by rabbinic decree this kind of pro forma abandoning was declared invalid; hence,
there is a rabbinic obligation of heave. As the Babli notes (Nedarim 44b), any heave given from the repossessed grain must refer to the heap itself; it cannot possibly be given for unabandoned grain which is obligated by biblical decree (if we assume that heave is a biblical obligation after the Babylonian exile, cf. Sevi'it Chapter 7, Notes 11 ff.).

71 Mishnah Terumah 6:4. Stealing sacred property obligates the thief to pay back the amount taken plus a fine of one fifth (Lev. 5:16). The fifth is computed from above (amount stolen = \( \frac{4}{5} \) amount paid), which is one fourth from below (amount paid = \( \frac{5}{4} \) amount stolen). Halakhah 6:4 explains that one fifth has to be given to the Temple, restitution of Temple property, and another fifth to a Cohen, as restitution of heave.

72 Double restitution is required only for theft from natural persons: (Ex. 22:8) "He shall pay double to his neighbor."

73 If this argument were valid, no corporation would ever be able to be engaged in agriculture in the Holy Land since it never could tithe.

74 Any duly authorized person can give heave for any corporation. The question asked at the start is not answered since we did not find a case in which it would make any difference.

75 This opinion is not supported by any other source in Talmudic literature.

76 Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Yannai (Num. 18:28): "You, also you," to include your agent. Just as you are in the Covenant, so your agent must be in the Covenant. You appoint an agent,
the Gentile may not. Rebbi Assi wanted to say that the Gentile cannot
appoint another Gentile as agent, but he can appoint a Jew. Rebbi Zeira
said, from the baraita itself: You appoint an agent: does that not mean
Jews? Similarly, the Gentile cannot appoint an agent: not even a Jew.
Rav Hoshaiya objects: Does the baraita support Rebbi Johanan? "Rabban
Simeon ben Gamliel said: If the Gentile does not wish to give heave from
his produce, he cannot give heave." Therefore, if he wants to, he may
give heave. Rebbi Abba said, if he confirms it after him.

The entire paragraph is from Demay 6:1, explained there in Notes 7-10.

Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Yannai: An Israel who said to a
Levite: "You have a kor of tithe in my hand", and this Levite went and
made it heave of the tithe for other produce but the Israel went and gave
it to another Levite, [the first one] has only a complaint on him. That is,
if he handed it over before [the first Levite] made it [heave]. But not if
this one made it before that one handed it over. Parallel to this
Mishnah: "If he terminated: if he terminated before he gave heave, his
heave is not heave. But if he terminated after he gave heave, his heave is
heave. All this follows: From the moment he said, you have a kor of tithe in my hand, he made him his agent and it turns out that he was tithing with the permission of the Israel. One may also explain it following Rebbi Yose, as "Rebbi Yose said: If the owner gave heave from the tithes, what he did is done."

77 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: an intrusion from the next paragraph.
78 Without first acquiring the tithe; cf. Seviit Chap. 8, Notes 13,14.
79 If the Levite ate his other tithe based on the heave of the tithe he thought he had given, he committed an inadvertent sin but has no legal way to ask for damages from the Israel.
80 He actually handed it over to the second Levite. In that case, the tithe was in the possession of a third party and the first Levite was tithing what was not his. The problem is that without an acquisition, the first Levite still seems to be tithing produce over which he has no power and this seems to be forbidden by our Mishnah.
81 Mishnah 3:4. The Mishnah declares that one may appoint an agent for the purpose of giving heave and then proceeds to explain what happens if the agency is terminated by the owner but not in the presence of the appointed agent.
82 Once heave is designated it is irrevocably holy (cf. Note 57).
83 Since the power of an agent cannot be greater than that of the principal and since according to the majority opinion, the only thing the Israel owner may do is separate the tithe of the heave but not declare it as heave of the tithe, the Levite cannot act as an agent but must act as independent principal with the right to give heave; the statements are parallel but the Amoraic statement is not a consequence of the Mishnah.
84 Tosephta 1:9. According to Rebbi Yose, the first Levite becomes the agent of the Israel.
Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Yannai: An Israel who told a Levite: "You have a kor of tithe in my hand and here is its price;" the latter must worry about the heave of the tithe contained in it. For example, Elopisa gave tithes to Rebbi Simeon bar Abba and said, it is in order. He went and asked Rebbi Johanan who said to him, our brother Elopisa is trustworthy. Rebbi Issa asked before Rebbi Johanan, is that following Rebbi Yose, for "Rebbi Yose said: The owner who gave heave from the tithes, what he did is done." He said to him, Babylonian, you understood it.

Tithe of which the heave of the tithe has been separated is totally profane in the hand of the Levite and may be sold by him. If the farmer separated the heave of the tithe, he may contract with the Levite to buy the tithe back from him.

Before he can use the money, he must make sure that the tithe would have been profane in his hand. Therefore, he either must ascertain that the farmer separated heave of the tithe or he must give it himself from other tithe that is not yet profane before he can agree to the deal. The Babli, Gittin 30b, discusses both versions and finds them in need of emendations.

The Rome ms. has a completely different text: "The value of a kor of tithe you have in my hand and here is its price, he does not have to worry about the heave of the tithe contained in it." According to this version, R. Johanan extends his ruling in the case of R. Simeon ben Abba to all Jews who are tithing.

The exact name has not been determined. Levy proposes Ευελπις, Kohout Ελπίδας, Krauss Αλοπίς. The
Rome ms. reads the name as סְפָּטָא.

88 He probably is Issi bar Hini, a Babylonian who studied with R. Johanan and then returned to Babylonia where he founded his own Yeshivah.

89 Reading ר׳-ןא for ר׳-ןא. Rebbi Johanan was known to address his Babylonian students as "Babylonian".

90 For R. Johanan, this is practice to be followed. The same conclusion is reached in the Babli; there the statement is attributed not to the late Tanna R. Yose ben Halaphta but to Abba Eleazar ben Gamla (or, ben Gamliel) whose title, Abba, points to the Temple period or the first generation of Jabneh.

Mishnah 2: A deaf person who speaks but cannot hear should not give heave, but if he did, his heave is heave. A "deaf person" mentioned anywhere by the Sages is a deaf-mute.

91 Who needs this? Rebbi Yose! Which [statement of] Rebbi Yose? What we had stated there: "He who did read the Shema' and did not make his ear hear did fulfill his obligation." For whom do we need that? For Rebbi Yose! For which statement of Rebbi Yose? For that which we
have stated: "He who recites the Shema' and does not make his ear hear has fulfilled his obligation, Rebbi Yose says that he has not fulfilled his obligation." Rav Mattanah said: That formulation is Rebbi Yose’s. Rebbi Yose⁹¹ said: We could be of the opinion that the rabbis and Rebbi Yose disagree only about Shema’ since there it is written: "hear!", but not about any other obligations. Since Rav Mattanah said "that formulation is Rebbi Yose’s", it is the same for all commandments of the Torah. What is the reason of Rebbi Yose? (Ex. 15:26) "Bend your ear to His commandments and keep all His basic laws"; your ears should hear what your mouth says.

⁹⁰ This and the next paragraphs 159-161. appear also in Berakhot 2:4, Notes ⁹¹ The Amora.

Rav Hisda said: The deaf-mute person is not mentioned; it is a formula. In which Mishnah? Rebbi Yose said: It is reasonable to think that Rav Hisda concedes that the statement from Terumot is from Rebbi Yose. Rebbi Yose bar Rebbi Abun said: It must be said that that one is Rebbi Yose’s since we have stated the first five cases and did not include it⁹³, because their terumah is not terumah. Then we have stated the five later ones and did not include it. So in the end you must say, that one is by Rebbi Yose.
92 The name is missing here; it has been supplied from the parallel in Berakhot.

93 The case of the deaf person who is able to speak is not included in Mishnah 1, detailing those whose heave is invalid, nor in Mishnah 6 in the list of people who should not give heave but whose heave is heave. Cf. Berakhot, Chapter 2, Notes 162-166.

There, we have stated: "Everybody is obligated for appearance except the deaf-mute, the insane, and the minor." The colleagues in the name of Rebbi Eleazar (Deut. 31:12): "So they should hear and learn." So far one who speaks but cannot hear; what about one who hears but cannot speak? Rebbi La in the name of Rebbi Eleazar (Deut. 31:12): "So they should learn," so they should teach. Rebbi Jonah said, this means that the principles of Rebbi are no principles, since we have stated: "A hereō who speaks but cannot hear should not give heave," and we thought that one who hears but does not speak is hereō, one who speaks but does not hear is not hereō. But we have stated: "The hereō whose shoe was taken off, the female hereō who took off the shoe, and she who takes off the shoe of a minor, all performed invalid ceremonies." And Rebbi Johanan said, because they cannot say (Deut. 25:8): "he shall say", (Deut.
25:7,9) "she shall say." We also have stated: "A "deaf person" mentioned anywhere by the Sages is a deaf-mute." This supports Rebbi Jonah, for Rebbi Jonah said, this means that the principles of Rebbi are no principles.

94 Reading of the parallel in Hagigah 1:1 (fol. 75d).
95 Reading of Mishnah Yebamot 12:5, the Rome ms., and the parallels in Hagigah and Yebamot 12:5 (fol. 12d). Leyden and Venice: פנ.
96 Mishnah Hagigah 1:1. The "appearance" is the assembly of all of Israel at the feast of Tabernacles during the Sabbatical year (Deut. 31:10-13); one derives from this the rules of appearance at all festivals of pilgrimage.
97 The spelling is not masoretical.
98 He should be obligated.
99 The first conjugation verb could also be vocalized as a causative. The same argument is given in the Babli (Hagigah 3a) where it is noted that the second clause, "and learn", would be superfluous if one excluded only the deaf but not the mute.

100 In the language of the Babli:
One does not make inferences from general principles, even when the exceptions are enumerated.

101 Since he is not mentioned in the Mishnah.

102 Mishnah Yebamot 12:5, speaking of the ceremony of halizah, the taking off of one shoe, which frees the widow of a childless man from having to marry her brother-in-law (Deut. 25:4-10). The formalized statements by widow and brother-in-law before the court as described in the verses are an integral part of the proceedings.

103 Hence, the person who is deaf but not mute can perform a valid procedure. This is also the position of the Babli, Yebamot 104b.

104 This contradicts the formulation of the Mishnah in Yebamot.
Mishnah 3: Rebbi Jehudah says, the heave given by a minor who has not yet grown two pubic hairs is heave. Rebbi Yose says, before he came to the time of vows\textsuperscript{105}, his heave is not heave. After he has reached the time of vows, his heave is heave.

\textsuperscript{105} Mishnah Niddah 5:6: "The vows of a girl 11 years and one day of age are investigated (one inquires whether she understands the notion and severity of vows; if she does, her vows are valid.) If she is 12 years and one day old, her vows are \textit{prima facie} valid but one investigates them during all of her thirteenth year. The vows of a boy 12 years and one day old are investigated; if he is 13 years and one day old, his vows are \textit{prima facie} valid but one investigates them during all of his fourteenth year. Before that time, even if they say we know before Whom we made the vow and to Whom we dedicated a sacrifice, their vows are not vows and their dedications not dedications." According to Rashi, "the time of vows" is when the vows are investigated; according to Maimonides [in his Code (Nedarim 11:3) and in the first and third versions of his Mishnah Commentary] it is the time when all vows are automatically valid. (Rashi's opinion and the similar one of Maimonides in the second version of his Commentary are the only ones compatible with the Yerushalmi; Maimonides's other opinion can be justified by the Babli, Niddah 46b-47a.)
Halakhah 3: It was stated in the name of Rebbi Meir: His heave is never heave unless he grew two pubic hairs. Rebbi Abba bar Cahana in the name of the rabbis (Num. 18:27): "Your heave will be credited to you." Anybody for whom "thought" is written may give heave. But anybody for whom "thought" is not written cannot give heave. They objected: But "thought" is not written for a Gentile, and he may give heave! Rebbi Jehudah in the name of Rebbi La (Num. 18:32): "You should not carry guilt because of it." He who may carry guilt can give heave, he who cannot carry guilt cannot give heave. They objected: But a Gentile cannot incur guilt, and he may give heave! And did not Rebbi Hoshaia state that Gentiles have no "thought"? That is for preparation, here we talk about heave.

106 This and the next paragraph are also in Yeabmot 13:2 (fol. 13 c/d).
107 As a sign of puberty. Growing pubic hair is the accepted standard of the onset of puberty, the end of childhood, and the start of responsibility to keep all religious obligations (Bar Mizwah). In all matters of biblical commandments, this standard cannot be relaxed.
108 Since a Gentile is not bound by the laws of the Torah (except for the commandments given to Noah), no verse requiring intent can apply to a Gentile. On the other hand, Mishnah 3:9 states that voluntary heave given by a Gentile is heave and subject to all its laws and requirements.
109 He is Rebbi Yudan.
110 The verse refers to the heave of the tithe. The Levites will be free of guilt if they give heave of the tithe before eating their part of the tithe. The rule established here is then also transferred to the Great Heave.
111 His heave is purely voluntary; even if he gives heave but mishandles it, he will not incur guilt. This shows that the second argument cannot be true; in this respect, the laws of the Great Heave cannot be derived from those of the heave of the tithe since no Gentile possibly can give heave of the tithe. One is stuck with the first
Since a Gentile cannot become impure in biblical law, he cannot make anything impure in biblical law, and his intentions are irrelevant and inactive in preparing food for impurity, cf. Notes 7,9. But since heave must be declared, we must hold that the Gentile may validly declare some of his produce to be heave. This proves that the first objection is invalid: Even though the intentions of the Gentile are never required by biblical law, his voluntary intentions are accepted for heave.
Rebbi Aha, Rebbi Hinena in the name of Rav Cahana: Following the opinion that someone who cannot give heave cannot dedicate to the Temple\textsuperscript{115}. Why did he not say: following the opinion that he can give heave, he can dedicate to the Temple? Because of Rebbi Jehudah, for Rebbi Jehudah says he can give heave but cannot dedicate\textsuperscript{116}. But Rebbi Johanan says, even following the opinion that he cannot give heave, he can dedicate\textsuperscript{117}. What can he dedicate? Holocaust and well-being offerings\textsuperscript{118}. He cannot bring a sin sacrifice for fat because he is not obligated to a sin sacrifice for fat. He cannot bring a sin sacrifice for blood because he is not obligated to a sin sacrifice for blood\textsuperscript{119}. May he bring a sacrifice relating to gonorrhea and skin disease\textsuperscript{120}? Since it is obligatory can’t he bring it\textsuperscript{121}, or since he becomes impure by these can he bring it\textsuperscript{122}? If it is obvious for you that he brings, can he become an agent for these\textsuperscript{123}? Since he may become impure by these, may he become an agent, or since he cannot become an agent for anything else, can’t he become an agent for these? Rebbi Yudan objected: His produce is tevel from the Torah but he cannot free his tevel by Torah law\textsuperscript{124}? So here, even though he may become impure by them, he cannot become an agent. May he bring First Fruits following Rebbi Jehudah who says that
First Fruits have the status of territorial consecrated things\textsuperscript{125}? He may not bring following the rabbis who say they have the status of things consecrated to the Temple. May he bring a sacrifice of pilgrimage\textsuperscript{126}? Since it is obligatory can't he bring it, or since he may change its name to well-being offering, may he bring it? May he bring a Passover sacrifice? Since it is obligatory can't he bring it, or since Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said in the name of Rebbi Yudan the Prince, a person may bring a Passover sacrifice any day of the year when he changes its name to well-being offering\textsuperscript{127}, may he bring it? May he bring tithes of animals\textsuperscript{128}? If Rebbi Meir is of the opinion (Num. 18:28): "From all your tithes," that all tithes were bracketed together\textsuperscript{129}, then since he cannot bring tithes of grain he cannot bring tithes of animals. May he make substitutions\textsuperscript{130}? If Rebbi Meir is of the opinion that all tithes were bracketed together, then since he cannot bring tithes of grain he cannot bring tithes of animals; since he cannot bring tithes of animals he cannot make substitutions\textsuperscript{131}. One may hold with Rebbi Simeon, since Rebbi Simeon says that tithes of animals teach you for all sacrifices about substitutions. That means, since he cannot bring tithes of grain he cannot bring tithes of animals; since he cannot bring tithes of animals he cannot make substitutions; since he cannot make substitutions for these he cannot make substitutions for any sacrifices. Is one guilty sacrificing for him outside the Temple\textsuperscript{132}? Cahana said, one cannot be guilty sacrificing for him outside the Temple. Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish say, one is guilty\textsuperscript{133}. The statement of Cahana disagrees since Rebbi Jehudah frees his tevel as biblical law\textsuperscript{134}. We can say he [Cahana] is following him who says they accepted tithes voluntarily\textsuperscript{135}. 
113 Text of the parallel in Yebamot. The Leyden text has here an inserted word: סעגא אבימי חלב.

114 Text of the parallel in Yebamot, word missing here but required by the text on substitutions.

115 The entire paragraph deals with the minor who is able to give heave but has not yet grown two pubic hairs, for R. Yose if he is able to make vows and for R. Jehudah even if he is younger.

116 The statement regarding heave is in the Mishnah. The statement about sacrifices must have been in a baraita not otherwise transmitted. Since a voluntary sacrifice must be dedicated by a vow, even R. Jehudah must agree that a minor who may not make a vow cannot dedicate a sacrifice.

117 In contrast to heave, where the exclusion of minors is based on a verse mentioning "every man" (cf. Note 3), sacrifices are attributed to "a human" (Lev. 1:2), including a minor.

118 These are voluntary offerings that also may be brought by Gentiles. Therefore, persons not under the obligations of biblical commandments may dedicate these sacrifices. (The use of the translation "well-being offering" for שלמה does not imply that this is the correct meaning of the word.)

119 Since a minor is not obligated under the law, he cannot sin and, therefore, can never bring a sin offering. It is forbidden to eat the blood of any animal (Lev. 17:10-14); transgression of the prohibition is a sin which heaven will punish with extermination if intentional but which, if committed unintentionally, may be atoned for by a sin sacrifice (or, even if intentional, by repentance and the Day of Atonement). "Sacrifice for blood" is a catchword for "sacrifice to atone for a sin punishable by extermination." It is also forbidden to eat those lumps of fat of cattle, sheep, or goats which would be burned on the altar if the animal were a sacrifice (Lev. 7:23). Punishment for this offense, if documented by two witnesses, is whipping. Therefore, "sacrifice for fat" is a catchword for "sacrifice to atone for an unintentional simple sin."

120 These are obligatory sacrifices of purification when the condition is healed, Lev. 15:14-15, 14:1-32. Without these sacrifices, the afflicted person cannot touch any dedicated food.

121 A minor cannot be obligated for anything. Since the courtyard of the Temple is reserved for sacrifices, it is forbidden to bring profane animals into it. Therefore, the priests should be
required to refuse entry to such a sacrifice when brought by a minor.

122 If he has parents, the parents will bring the sacrifice for him to make sure the entire family can partake of the family offerings. Here we speak about a minor who is an orphan.

123 To present somebody else’s sacrifice for the purification of that person.

124 If the orphan minor owns agricultural land, the harvest before taking heave will become tevel (cf. Peah, Chapter 1, Note 303) and be forbidden for consumption. The prohibition is removed by giving heave. R. Meir, quoted above, will prevent the minor from putting his own tevel in order himself.

125 First Fruits are an obligation of the farmer (Deut. 26:1-11). In Mishnah Bikkurim 2:1 it is stated that First Fruits must be eaten by Cohanim under the rules of heave. In Mishnah 3:10, R. Jehudah states that after presentation in the Temple, First Fruits may be given to any Cohen but the rabbis require that they be eaten by the priests serving in the Temple at the moment of presentation. This means that for R. Jehudah, the status of First Fruits is that of heave which may be eaten in the entire territory of the Holy Land (called "territorial consecrated things") but for the rabbis they are consecrated to the Temple.

126 A pilgrimage to the Temple at one of the festivals of pilgrimage carries with it the obligation of two sacrifices, the sacrifice of appearance, (תנור, Deut. 16:16) which is a holocaust, and a family sacrifice, (נידות, Deut. 16:11,14; 12:18) which is a well-being offering.

127 If somebody selected an animal as Passover sacrifice but then it disappeared before the holiday and another animal was dedicated, if the originally dedicated animal reappears it is brought as a well-being offering any time after the holiday (Babli Pesahim 70b).

128 Lev. 27:32-33. Every tenth newborn in a herd of cattle or flock of sheep and goats has to be offered as a sacrifice. Tithes of produce are mentioned there in verses 30,31.

129 In Sifry Deut. 105, this is derived from another verse as anonymous statement.

130 In Lev. 27:10, it is stated that one may not substitute a different animal for an unblemished animal already designated as sacrifice. The act of substitution is not invalid but
sinful and causes both animals to become sacrifices. Since a minor cannot sin, it is questionable whether his act of substitution is valid.

131 The prohibition of substitution is repeated in Lev. 27:33, speaking of the tithe of animals. Since the tithe of animals is dedicated as sacrifice, the mention of the prohibition seems to be superfluous; it is taken to indicate that the rules of validity of tithes determine the rules of validity of substitutions.

132 It is sinful to sacrifice an animal outside of the Temple (Deut. 12:23). If the minor’s dedication of an animal as sacrifice is valid in biblical law, it is sinful to slaughter the animal outside the Temple. But if the dedication is valid only by rabbinic practice, the animal becomes dedicated only by its acceptance by the priests in the Temple and slaughter outside the Temple is not sinful.

133 The disagreement is quoted, in slightly changed form, in Babli Niddah 46b. In contrast to the Yerushalmi, the Babli states that RR. Johanan and Simeon ben Lakish declare the slaughterer guilty only by rabbinic practice.

134 Since tevel comes into being by agricultural activity, not by the minor’s choice, if R. Jehudah permits the minor to give heave, he lets him remove a biblical prohibition and, therefore, gives the minor’s actions validity in biblical law.

Mishnah 4: One may not give olives as heave for oil nor grapes for wine. If one did, the House of Shammai say they contain their own heave\textsuperscript{136}, but the House of Hillel say his heave is not heave.

\textsuperscript{136} Heave was given only for olives both olives and oil remain tevel. but not for oil. For the House of Hillel,

Halakhah 4: There, we stated: "One does not give heave from finished for unfinished," and here you say so\textsuperscript{136}? Rebbi Ilia in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Because of robbing the tribe. What means, because of robbing the tribe? Rebbi Hanania said, because of the exertion\textsuperscript{137}. Think about it, if there was a grain of rice\textsuperscript{138}? People willingly will pound something. Think about it, if it were in ears? So far goes our question. Rebbi Hanina, Rebbi Mana did not say so but he wanted to give heave proportional to the oil and gave only proportional to olives\textsuperscript{139}. Think about it, if he gave proportional to the oil? Now he did so, another time he will not do so\textsuperscript{140}. In addition, his neighbor will see him and say, this one wants to give a lot but I do not want to give a lot.
136 Mishnah 1:10: "One does not give heave from finished produce for unfinished, nor from unfinished for finished . . . but if one gave heave, it is heave." Grapes and olives are unfinished produce, wine and oil are finished. Why does the House of Hillel say, there is no heave?

137 The Cohen must himself turn the olives into oil, the grapes into wine, but the verse says that heave is given as (Num. 18:27) "grain from the threshing floor and complete produce from the (oil or wine) press."

138 This speaks about grain (mentioned in the verse but not in the Mishnah). One does not give heave from finished produce for unfinished; the rice kernel will not be peeled by threshing the wheat. Hence, even if grain is given as heave after threshing, the Cohen might have some additional work to do. The same argument applies to the next question. Since grain is mentioned, Maimonides (Terumot 5:18) decides that cut grain cannot be given as heave for threshed grain. The parallel in Sifry (Num. 121) mentions only grain and wine.

139 The decree of the House of Hillel is not biblical, not based on the verse, but rabbinic. While heave has no fixed percentage in biblical law, there are rabbinic guidelines on how much to give (Mishnah 4:3). Since olive oil is so much more valuable than raw olives, if the grower gives the required volume of oil as volume of olives, he will have given too little.

140 We have to explain the reason of the Mishnah to the uneducated; therefore, the explanation is in Aramaic.

חוקה אמר ל FullName אָמֵר ל FullName נַעֲשַׁר על השם וּעֲנַבִּים על 미ִיָּה אֵל שַׁאֶר
כָּל-הַדָּבָרִים לַא. אֶמֶר רְבֵּי חָכְמָיו לֹא שָׁנִיאָה הוא אֲלֵי זְרִיתָה על השם וּעֲנַבִּים
על 미ִיָּה אֵל שַׁאֶר כָּל-הַדָּבָרִים. חֶבְרֵי בִּשָּׁמֶךְ רְבֵּי חָכְמָיו וּרְפֵּי רְפֵּאֵי על אֵל שַׁאֶר.

141 Hizqiah said, they mentioned only olives for oil and grapes for wine, hence not for any other produce. Rebbi Johanan said, not only olives for oil and grapes for wine but also any other produce142. The colleagues in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Even immediately143.
Reading of Venice text and Rome ms. Leyden: דָּא

Ḥizqiah cannot mean that only oil and wine are covered by Mishnah 4, everything else by Mishnah 10, since grain was added to the list both by the Yerushalmi and the Sifry. Therefore, one must conclude that here starts the discussion of the condition under which the House of Shammai accepts that at least the fruits themselves have been tithed. According to R. Johanan, any produce undergoing a manufacturing process, such as date honey and date beer from dates, is covered by Mishnah 4 for the House of Shammay (explanation of R. J. I. Kanievski).

Even if the producer would immediately start converting the olives or grapes into oil and wine and hand the Cohen the finished product, it still is no heave for the House of Hillel (Explanation of R. H. Kanievski).

Rebbi Hananiah, Rebbi Immi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The argument of the House of Shammai is that he is like one who says: This shall be heave for itself and what is below it. Rebbi Hananiah wanted to say, of its own kind. Rebbi Zeira said to him, do not accept that. When he said "this shall be", what is in his hand was freed and the rest becomes profane, may profane free tevel? Rebbi Hananiah the son of Rebbi Hillel said, it is simultaneous. When he said "this shall be", what is in his hand was freed together with the rest. Rebbi Hanina said, that is convincing for the Great Heave where one must give heave from what is
earmarked\textsuperscript{148}. But heave of the tithe must be defined by measure, weight, or count.

144 Since the House of Shammai accept that heave given for olives and oil is heave for the olives, they must accept that if one gives heave for two physically separate batches of olives, it must be valid.

145 The argument is valid for one kind, for example olives. But if somebody has olives and grapes, he cannot give heave simultaneously for two batches of each.

146 He really has to say: "This shall be heave." At that moment, the batch from which he took the olives becomes freed from the obligation of heave and the next Mishnah will state that heave may be given only from \textit{level}, not from profane produce.

147 A fifth generation Galilean Amora, quoted only in the Yerushalmi.

148 Mishnah \textit{Hallah} 1:9. Since heave is given by estimate, it must be given from a well-defined lot. But heave of the tithe is exactly ten percent; it may be given anywhere if the volume, weight, or number of the produce to be tithed has been determined beforehand.
heave from impure for pure produce, what he did is done." What does Rebbi Yose say here? If there, where all is lost for the Cohanim, he says that what he did is done, here, where not all is lost for the Cohanim, so much more? It was found stated in the name of Rebbi Yose: "One may not give olives as heave for oil or grapes for wine. If one did, the House of Shamai say it contains their own heave, but the House of Hillel say his heave is not heave." Rebbi Yose contradicts himself. There he says, what he did is done; here he says, his heave is not heave. There, impurity is infrequent and people will not err to say that one may give heave from the impure on the pure produce. But olives for oil and grapes for wine is frequent; if you say so, one will say that one may give heave of olives for oil and grapes for wine.

149 Mishnah 2:2.
150 Tosephta 3:19.
151 Impure heave must be destroyed, except for impure olive oil which may be used as fuel.
152 For dry produce, even the produce of the vulgar will not be prepared for impurity. For wine and oil, the product in the hand of the vulgar is impure and the question does not arise; in the hand of the fellow it will be shielded from impurity (cf. Demay, Introduction).


**Mishnah 5:** One may not give heave from gleanings, abandoned sheaves, *peah*, and ownerless property\(^{153}\); not from First Tithe of which its heave was taken\(^{154}\); not from Second Tithe and dedicated produce\(^{155}\) which were redeemed; not from what is obligated on what is free from obligation or from what is free on what is obligated; not from harvested produce for what is standing\(^{156}\) or from what is standing for what was harvested; not from new produce for old or from old for new\(^{157}\); not from produce of the Land for that of foreign countries\(^{158}\) or from foreign countries for produce of the Land. If heave was given, it is not heave.

\(^{153}\) As explained in Tractate *Peah*, all these are exempt from heave and tithes. All examples of this Mishnah are amplifications of the statement that one may not give heave "from what is obligated on what is free from obligation, nor from what is free on what is obligated".

\(^{154}\) While First Tithe is normally taken from produce for which heave was already given, since it is under the obligation of heave of the tithe it still may be used to give the Great Heave as long as heave of the tithe was not given.

According to R. Simson, the Mishnah cannot speak of regular tithe which is only under the obligation of heave of the tithe and becomes profane without Great Heave (*Hallah*, Halakhah 1:4).

Maimonides, in the later versions of his Commentary, reads חָלָה. This text is also confirmed by the Kaufmann and Cambridge mss. of the Mishnah. Since the Halakhah does not discuss the text, the original reading cannot be ascertained.

\(^{155}\) Second tithe and Temple property have only restricted use; once they have been redeemed they are fully profane and free from obligation.

\(^{156}\) Standing produce is not under any obligation of heave.

\(^{157}\) Since it says (*Deut*. 14:22); "You should tithe both tithes of all produce of your land which grows every year," it follows that one may not give heave
Halakhah 5: Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Yannai: This is one of three well-explained verses\(^\text{159}\) in the Torah (Deut. 14:27): "The Levite shall come, for he has neither part nor inheritance with you." You must give him from what you have while he has not. This excludes ownerless property where your and his hands are equal.

\(^{159}\) The other two verses are Num. 18:12 (Halakhah 2:4) and Deut. 26:3 (Halakhah 8:1). The argument here is Eliezer ben Jacob, repeated in Ma'serot 1:1, Hallah 1:4.

Gleanings, forgotten sheaves, peah, and ownerless property all have the same rule. Did one not already state everything\(^\text{161}\)? Thus you have to understand the Mishnah: [One may] not [give] from produce one third ripe for produce not yet one third ripe, and when he gave heave, it is not heave. For Hizqiah it is a point of contention, for Rebbi Johanan it is everybody’s opinion\(^\text{162}\).
160 Reading of the Rome ms., missing in Leyden and Venice texts; cf. Sefer Nir ad loc.

161 In the Mishnah, only "from what is obligated on what is free from obligation but not from what is free on what is obligated" would be needed; everything else is just illustration. However, it has just been stated that the first part is necessary to show that "gleanings, forgotten sheaves, peah, and ownerless property all have the same rule". Similarly, one may make a point that the last case, concerning produce of the Land and of foreign countries, is necessary since if we hold that heaves now are only a rabbinical obligation, it is difficult to see what should be the difference between the heave of the Land and that of the surrounding countries where heave is rabbinical all the time. The only questionable part therefore remains that about standing and harvested produce which seems totally superfluous since nobody would ever think that standing produce was subject to heave. The answer is that "standing" does not really mean standing, but produce harvested at a time in its development when it is not yet human food and should have remained standing.

162 The disagreement of Ḥizqiah and R. Johanan above, Note 142. For one third grown, cf. Ševi‘it Chapter 5, Notes 20-21, for the rules of gleanings etc., cf. Kilaim Chapter 6, Note 24.

Mishnah 6: Five categories of persons should not give heave but if they gave, their heave is heave. The mute, the drunk, the naked person, the blind, and a man who had an emission of semen should not give heave but if they gave, their heave is heave.
Halakhah 6: "Some of these [rules] are because of the benediction, some because the [persons] are unable to give from the best. The mute, the naked person\textsuperscript{164}, and the man who had an emission\textsuperscript{165} because of the benediction, the blind and the drunk because they cannot give from the best."

\textsuperscript{163} The Leyden and Venice texts add here "and the insane", an intrusion from Mishnah 1 absent in the Rome ms.

\textsuperscript{164} Cf. Berakhot Chapter 3, Note 210.

\textsuperscript{165} Cf. Berakhot Halakhah 3:4 ff.

\textsuperscript{166} A much shortened version of Tosephta 3:1-2.

Abba bar Rav Huna said, one who drank [wine] should not pray but if he did pray, his prayer is a supplication. A drunk should not pray but if he did pray, his prayer is blasphemy. What is one who drank [wine]? Someone who drank a \textit{quartarius}\textsuperscript{167}; a drunk is one who drank more. There\textsuperscript{168}, it is said if he cannot speak before a king. Rebbi Zeïra asked before Rebbi Assi: May a drunk recite Grace? He said to him (Deut.
11:15): "When you will eat and be satiated, then you must praise", even if you are sleepy. The question is only, may he recite the *Shema'*? Abba bar Avin\(^{169}\) said, a pious person asked Elijah, may he be remembered for the good, may a naked person recite the *Shema’*? He said to him (*Deut.* 23:15): "He should not see in you a thing of turpitude," a word of turpitude. Hizqiah stated: both\(^{170}\) for reciting [Grace] and reading [the *Shema’*].

---

167 A quarter of a *log*, cf. *Berakhot*, Chapter 3, Note 227. In the Rome ms: "Even if he drank less than a *quartarius*.”

168 In Babylonia.

169 He might be identical with Rebbi Abba bar Avina, a Babylonian of the second generation who immigrated into Galilee and was ordained there.

170 The argument of Elijah applies in both cases.

---

משנה ו: איין תורמי לין במתחל לין במאתיים איין במאנים אינן חונים

והא את מ redistribute את השקל ואת המנין. איין תורמי בכסל בכמה שהשם של

מ다면. אינן חונים הוא בכסל הפצעים ואינו שליש. לא תורמי בכסלאה חונייה

ש-anchorית מאתיים.

One gives heave neither by measure, nor by weight, nor by count\(^{171}\). But one may give heave from what was measured, weighed, or counted. One does not give heave in a measuring basket or box, but one may give in them a half or a third\(^{172}\). One should not give half a *seah of heave*\(^{173}\) in a *seah* vessel because half of it is a [standard] measure.
171 Since no amount is specified for heave in biblical law (cf. Peah Chapter 1, Note 9), the verse requires only thought in specifying the heave. "To measure" means to determine the volume.

172 If no marks for $\frac{1}{2}$ or $\frac{1}{3}$ are on the measuring device.

173 Cf. Berakhot Chapter 3, Note 164. Half a seah, three qab, is a commercial measure (as dry measure tarqab, as fluid measure hin). Its size can be estimated in a seah vessel.

174 Mishnah 4:6. Eleazar ben Gomel says, from where that one does not give heave by measurement, weight, or count? The verse says (Num. 18:27): 'Your heave will be thought of for you'. You give heave by thought, you do not give heave by measurement, weight, or count. Just as this is for the Great Heave, so it is for the heave of the tithe.

175 Which is called "tithe of the tithe", one tenth of one tenth.

176 Babli Bezah 13b ("Abba Eleazar ben Gomel"), Gittin 30b ("Abba Eleazar ben Gamla"), Bekhorot 58b ("Abba Eleazar ben Gomel"), Menahot 54b ("Abba Eleazar ben Gomel").

177 The later Sages, Tanna'im and Amora'im, disagree with this last statement even though it agrees better with the verse.
Did we not state: "But one may give heave from what was measured, weighed, or counted"? Rebbi Eleazar said, so is the Mishnah: 178“A person may measure his tevel and bring it into his house on condition that he not give heave by measure. A person may weigh his tevel and bring it into his house on condition that he not weigh by weight. A person may count his tevel and bring it into his house on condition that he not give heave by count.”

178 Tosephta 3:4, in the name of R. Jehudah.
179 In the Tosephta, the sentence reads: “A person may weigh his tevel and bring it into his house on condition that he not tithe by weight”. This seems to be the correct reading, adopted by all commentators.

 Mishnah 8: One does not give oil as heave on crushed olives, nor wine on pressed grapes. If one did, it is heave and he has to give another heave. The first one creates dema'181 by itself and one has to pay the fifth but not the second. 

According to R. Simson and R. Isaac Simponti, the second heave has to be given only from the oil produced from the crushed olives after the first heave was given, and so from the future wine from the already pressed grapes. However, by Tosephta 3:15, in that case the second heave is true heave subject to dema' and fifth. Therefore, the opinion of Maimonides is preferable, that the second heave has to consist of crushed olives or pressed grapes.


The second heave is profane food that must be eaten by the Cohen in ritual purity; this is a fine for breaking the rules.

Halakah 8: There, we have stated:"One does not give heave from incompletely processed produce for completely processed produce," and here you say so? Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Because of a "fence" for the purification water, lest purification water become useless. What is more serious, robbing the tribe or [breaching] the "fence" for purification water? Let us hear from the following: "[If one gave heave of] olives for olives and in the future he will crush them, grapes for grapes and in the future he will press them, it is heave and he has to give heave a second time." In this case there is both robbing the tribe and the "fence" for the purification water, but we have stated that it
is heave and he has to give heave a second time. This proves that the
"fence" for the purification water is more serious than robbing the tribe.

184 Mishnah 10, contradicting our Mishnah here since in Mishnah 10 no
obligation is stated to give heave a second time.

185 "Purification water" is fresh wa-
ter with some ashes of the red heifer,
used to purify people from the
impurity of the dead (Num. 19). It is
ture that heave must be eaten by the
Cohen in purity but normally
immersion in a ritual bath is enough
and sprinkling with purification water
is not always necessary. All
commentators, from the Gaonim to R. S.
Lieberman, explain that "fence for the
purification water" simply means that
one tries to force the olive or wine
grower to produce his oil and wine in
ritual purity, for if one would permit
giving heave from oil (wine) on oil
olives (wine grapes), he either would
make only a small amount in purity
until he has given heave, or he would
buy a small quantity of pure olives
(grapes) from a fellow and pay the
fellow to give heave in his name from
his pure fluids. While this explanation
seems pertinent, it does not explain the
expression "fence for purification
water"; it also contradicts the general
tendency, clearly apparent in Tractate
Demay, not to force the vulgar to
conform to standards of observance he
could not honestly sustain. But there
seems no better explanation.

186 Tosephta 3:14. In the first case,
Mishnah 4, his heave was not heave but
he has to give heave only once and has
no monetary loss.
What would Rebbi Yose say here? Since Rebbi Meir takes "robbing the tribe" lightly but takes the "fence" for purification water seriously, Rebbi Yose who takes "robbing the tribe" seriously, certainly must take the "fence" for purification water seriously! It was found stated in the name of Rebbi Yose\(^{187}\): "One may not give olives as heave for oil or grapes for wine; if one did, his heave is heave and he does not have to give heave [a second time], the words of Rebbi Meir. Rebbi Yose says, the House of Shammai say one gives heave but the House of Hillel say one does not give heave. Everybody agrees that if he gave heave, he does not have to give heave a second time." There is proof that Rebbi Meir takes "robbing the tribe" lightly but the "fence" for purification water seriously\(^{188}\), Rebbi Yose takes "robbing the tribe" seriously\(^{189}\) but the "fence" for purification water lightly\(^{190}\)!

\(^{187}\) A quite different version is in Tosephta 3:14: "One does not give oil as heave on crushed olives, nor wine on pressed grapes. If one gave, it is heave and he has to give another heave. The first one creates dema' and is subject to the fifth, but not the second one. From the latter one has to remove the tithes. Rebbi Yose says . . ." This Tosephta cannot be the source of the discussion here (as asserted by R. Eliahu Wilna and R. Moses Margalit) since the implication for R. Yose would be the opposite of what is asserted here and it is seen in the next paragraph that in the opinion of the Yerushalmi, R. Yose considers the second heave conditional and real heave. A Tosephta text closer to the Yerushalmi is reported in \(\text{למהאטנול} \text{רלמה} \text{שליומת}\) (R. Solomon Adani) on the Mishnah.

\(^{188}\) While Mishnah 4 cannot be R. Meir's, it is assumed that Mishnah 8 is.

\(^{189}\) It is obvious that originally, the Yerushalmi must have read in R. Yose's \text{ba\text{r}aita}: "he must give heave a second time", but there is no supporting manuscript evidence. Of all the explanations of this confusing paragraph, the best is \text{Tosef\text{ta Ki-fshutah}} pp. 332-333.

\(^{190}\) This is established in the next paragraph.
There we have stated: "Rebbi Yose says, in six matters are the House of Shammai lenient and the House of Hillel restrictive: Fowl may be served on the table together with cheese but cannot be eaten together according to the House of Shammai, but the House of Hillel say it may not be served or eaten. One gives heave from olives on oil and from grapes on wine according to the House of Shammai, but the House of Hillel say one may not." Rebbi Mana said, it cannot be "from olives on oil" but "from oil on olives" because this is Rebbi Yose's! For Rebbi Yose says it is heave and he has to give another heave; that is, if the first [heave] does no longer exist but if the first exists he gives it its name and that is enough.

191 Mishnah *Idiat* 5:2. The other four examples refer to Mishnaiot in *Kilaim, Hallah, Miqwaot, Pesahim*.

192 Everybody agrees that fowl meat is not meat in the biblical sense since it says: "You may not cook a kid goat in its mother's milk" and birds have no milk. Nevertheless, as rabbinic "fence", one may not eat birds' meat with any milk product.

193 If the heave given first can be extended to cover the oil produced from the olives after heave was separated, it follows that R. Yose assumes that olives which were started in purity will be kept in purity until the last drop of oil has been extracted and the heave is legitimate as given from "pure on pure." It follows that R. Yose rejects any consideration of a
"fence for purification water"; he requires a genuine second heave only if either the first one was eaten or if the additional oil was made impure; in the latter case one may not use the first heave following Mishnah 2:1.

It was stated\(^{194}\): "The second [heave] should not be eaten until one takes from it heaves and tithes." What is the status of the first? From what was stated\(^{195}\): "If he came back and made the first olives into oil or the grapes into wine, he gives it a name and does not have to give a second heave." That means that he has to give a name to his tithes.

\(^{194}\) This now refers back to the Mishnah, not the *baraitot* discussed in the meantime. A similar text appears in Tosephta 3:14. Since the Great Heave was already taken the first time, "heaves" here must refer to the heave of the tithe.

\(^{195}\) In the same Tosephta, though not the origin of this *baraita*, the full text is: "If one gives heave of olives on olives which will be crushed or from grapes which will be pressed, it is heave and he has to give a second one. The first creates *dema'* but not the second. The first is subject to the fifth but not the second; but one has to give it a name. If he came back and made the first olives into oil or the grapes into wine, he does not have to give a second heave." "To give a name" means to make a declaration that heave or tithes should be valid for such and such produce. Since one really should give heave and tithes from the finished product, if the oil is produced from the olives for which heave (or tithes) were taken, the name may be extended later to the finished oil or wine.
Mishnah 9: One may give oil as heave for olives being pickled and wine for grapes to be made into raisins. If one gave oil as heave for table olives, or olives for table olives, or wine for table grapes, or grapes for table grapes, when he changed his mind to press them he does not have to give heave.

196 Since for most people, olive oil is more valuable than pickled olives, substitution is permitted. The problem of not completely cured pickles and future raisins will be addressed in the Halakhah.

197 Since the heave was legitimate when given, it cannot become delegitimized later.

Halakhah 9: We have stated after this: "One does not give heave from finished produce for unfinished;" there it is for the past, therefore not to start, [and here] even to start? If you say, is this different from when it is finished, did we not state: "Dried pomegranate kernels, raisins, and carob from when he made an orderly heap"? Rebbi Yose ben Yose in the name of Rebbi Isaac ben Eleazar: From finished product on unfinished is only forbidden from threshing floor and wine (or oil) press.
In Mishnah 10, it is stated: "If one gave heave, it is heave", which means that it is legitimized after the fact but cannot be accepted if done in defiance of the law. But in Mishnah 9, the language is positive, that everybody is free to give heave.

Mishnah Ma'serot 1:6, detailing the exact moments when finished produce is subject to heave and tithes. Therefore, grapes to be used to make raisins are definitely unfinished produce.

Grain and wine, mentioned in Num. 18:27. Since pickled olives and raisins cannot be turned into wine, they are not covered by Mishnah 10. This author will require that raisin wine be made from tithed raisins.

What is the basis of his giving heave, on basis of their oil or as solid food? Rebbi Yohanan said, this was brought from Hilfi: "Rebbi said as food, Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel said on basis of their oil, excluding the pits. Everybody agrees that one gives heave for pickled olives as food but not including their pits. Hananiah asked, is this the same for the Sabbath? It was found stated: "Rebbi said, by a quartarius; Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel said, by the size of a dried fig."

While there is no measure of heave indicated in biblical law, Mishnah 5:3 indicates the rabbinical standard of an estimated 2% of the volume for which heave is to be given. Is the basis the volume of oil that could have been extracted if the olives had not been pickled or is it the volume of pitted finished olives?

A similar statement is Tosephta 3:15, but there Rebbi is reported to require heave proportional to oil,
Rabban Simeon proportional to the solid food ("the food excluding the pits").

204 In the Tosephta, the Vienna ms. has קולמרס, the Erfurt ms. קולמרס, the printed editions קולמרס. The word is usually identified with Greek κολυμβάς, Latin columbas, -adis, f., "pickled olives, olives swimming in brine."

205 If one moves something from private to public domain or more than four cubits in the public domain (cf. Kilaim Chapter 1, Note 188), it is a punishable offense only if a minimal amount is carried. The minimal amount is defined as a quartarius for drinks and the volume of an average dried fig for solid food. The buraita quoted here agrees with the text of the Tosephta, not the Yerushalmi.

Rebbi Ḥananiah said in the name of Rebbi Hillel: We have stated in support of the statement of Rebbi Hoshiaia: "[If one gave heave of] olives for olives and in the future he will crush them, grapes for grapes and in the future he will press them, it is heave and he has to give heave a second time." And we have stated: "If one gave oil as heave for table olives, olives for table olives, wine for table grapes, or grapes for table grapes when he changed his mind to press them he does not have to give heave." Because he changed his mind! Therefore, if he did not change his mind he has to give a second heave.
**Mishnah 10:** One does not give heave from finished produce for unfinished, or from unfinished for finished, or from unfinished for unfinished. If heave was given, it is heave.

**Halakhah 10:** Rebbi Immi in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish (Num. 18:27): "Your heave will be counted as if it were grain from the threshing-floor." From what He commanded the Levites to give heave, from the finished product. That means it is forbidden to give him ears. Hiiya bar Ada in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: If First Tithe was given from grain ears, it is forbidden to eat a snack from it. What is the reason? (Num. 18:32): "You should not desecrate the holy things of the Children of Israel lest you die." Will one be whipped for its tevel as biblical law? Rebbi Ashian in the name of Rebbi Jonah: A Mishnah...
states that one is not whipped for its tevel as biblical law, as we have stated there209: "Heave of the tithe is like First Fruits in two respects and like tithe in two respects. One may give it from pure for impure or not earmarked produce148, like First Fruits. It makes forbidden from the threshing floor and has a tariff similar to heave." When can you say "from the threshing floor", does this not mean after smoothing210? That implies that one is not whipped for its tevel as biblical law211.

206 The verse speaks of heave of the tithe and implies that the merit of heave of the tithe which accrues for the Levite is identical with that of the Israel giving heave from the threshing floor. This implies that the Israel gives only from the threshing floor, when all agricultural work connected with the harvest is complete.

207 While heave and tithes are due only after cleaning up the threshed grain, using unthreshed ears for a regular meal would show that the ears are the finished product and subject to heave and tithes. But untithed ears may be eaten as a snack. Here, it is stated that giving heave and first tithe in any form declares the product as finished. If the tithe is tithe, then it is tevel for heave of the tithe and may not be eaten unless that heave is taken.

208 A Galilean Amora of the fifth generation, student of R. Jonah, possibly Ασίων.

209 Mishnah Bikkurim 2:5.

210 The end of threshing, when the threshed grain has been collected and assembled in neat heaps.

211 The ears never were threshed, much less smoothed.
Mishnah 1: One does not give heave from pure produce for impure, but if heave was given it is heave. In truth, they said if a cake of dried figs became partially impure one may give heave from its pure part for its impure part, and similarly for a bunch of vegetable or a heap [of grain]. If there were two cakes, two bundles, two heaps, one pure and one impure, one should not give heave from one for the other. Rebbi Eliezer says, one may give heave from pure produce for impure.

1 Fig cakes are not strings of figs put together when they are completely dry but made of fresh figs formed into cakes and then put out to ferment and dry. The sap of figs is not one of the fluids that make food susceptible to impurity (Demay Chapter 5, Note 8); if no water touched the cake before it was dry and the individual figs are still recognizable, then if later it is prepared for impurity and one fig was touched by an impure person, this fig will be impure by one degree more than the person who touched and the figs touching this fig will be impure by still one more degree, and so on, cf. Demay Chapter 2, Note 137 (higher degree meaning lesser impurity). Since profane food can acquire only impurity in the first and second degrees, all figs not directly touching the impure fig will remain pure (if the cake is dry).
These are much less tightly compressed than figs in a fig cake.

Since heave can be given only from produce clearly earmarked, one would have to bring the impure cake close to the pure one so they can be enclosed somewhere together and one is afraid that the impure might touch the pure cake and spread the impurity.

"One does not give heave from pure produce", etc. Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Yannai (Num. 18:27): "Your heave will be counted as if it were grain from the threshing-floor and what was drawn off from the wine-press.." Since for threshing-floor and wine-press it is impossible that part of it be impure and part pure, even so one infers what is possible from what is impossible. In that case, the heave given should not be heave! It is written: "From itself".

For fluids it is obvious that if part of it became impure, all is impure. The case of grain is more complicated but in two cases the assertion is certainly true. If the grain is prepared for impurity (Demay, Chapter 2, Note 141) before threshing, then in sweeping the grains together to form an orderly heap, any impurity will be spread through the entire heap. If the grain is not prepared, then any moistening of the heap will make the entire heap prepared.

The verse quoted refers to heaves of the tithe for grain and wine. For these, it is impossible to give Great Heave (Chapter 1, Note 64) from pure for impure since Great Heave is given only from earmarked produce; it is inferred that nowhere may one give heave from pure produce on impure.

The statement that abstract principles can be transferred from impossible to possible cases is not
found in the Babli but Tosaphot refer to it several times to explain the background of talmudic reasoning (Bezah 13b, s.v. וב; Gittin 30b, s.v. וב; Menahot 54b, s.v. וב; Bekhorot 59b, s.v. וב).

"From itself" is repeated in Num. 18 several times, verses 26, 28, 29, 30, 32. While it is asserted in the next paragraph that heave of the tithe, the subject of that paragraph, need not be from the particular batch of tithe for which it is given, it is emphasized sufficiently to point out that Great Heave may be given from any part of the batch, even if part of it is pure and the remainder impure.

Everything teaches for itself and for others, the heave of the tithes teaches for others what it does not teach for itself. The heave of the tithe teaches for Great Heave that it should not be taken from pure produce for impure but itself can be taken from pure produce for impure. From where? Rebbi Yose in the name of Hizqiah, Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rebbi Yannai (Num. 18:28): "You shall give from it the Eternal's heave to Aharon the priest;" it should be given to Aharon in his status as priest. Cahana said (Num. 18:29): "From its best, the sanctified part from it," take from its sanctifiable part. The heave of the tithe teaches for...
Great Heave that it should be taken from earmarked produce\(^6\) but itself may be taken from non-earmarked. From where that heave of the tithe may be taken from non-earmarked produce? (\textit{Num.} 18:28) "From all of your tithes," one in Judea and one in Galilee. The heave of the tithe teaches for Great Heave that it should be taken only from finished produce, itself also should be taken from finished produce\(^10\).

7 Every verse of the Torah first is needed for its subject but then can be used to deduce rules for other cases by the standard rules of inference, either following R. Ismael or R. Aqiba.

8 While very few verses speak about the obligation of the Great Heave and no details are given, the verses dealing with the heave of the tithe are many and partially contradictory. As explained in the paragraph, the general expressions are taken to refer to the Great Heave and the detailed instructions for the heave of the tithe.

9 Sacral meals, the main duty of a Cohen, must all be eaten in strict purity.

10 Chapter 1, Note 206.
case of *demay*\(^1\). That is, if he has from the same kind\(^1\). If he does not have anything from the same kind, let us hear from the following: Rebbi Ḥanina Eyntanaya went with Rebbi Zeïra to Hammat Gader. He bought him a roll\(^1\) and wanted to put it in order from one day to the next\(^1\). He said to him: We do not have to worry about a single opinion! Can you say that he had from the same kind\(^1\)?

11 In Babylonian sources (*Baba Qama* 115b, Tosephta 3:19) this is formulated as: "R. Nehemiah says, one gives from impure produce for impure only in the case of *demay,*" since then the obligation is not clear-cut.

12 The consensus of the commentators is that this refers to R. Nehemiah's prohibition of giving heave of the tithe from impure for impure food.

13 Greek, cf. *Berakhot* Chap. 6, Note 103.

14 Since it was baked, one can be sure that the Great Heave had been given. The question is only about the heave of the tithe of *demay* which has to be given for bread from an uncertified baker (*Demay Halakhah* 5:1). Since the roll was for next morning's breakfast, R. Hanina was wondering whether R. Nehemiah would permit giving heave now since a roll handled by the unobservant certainly was impure, having been prepared for impurity by the water needed to make the dough.

15 Since R. Hanina is told not to worry, this implies that R. Nehemiah forbids giving heave of the tithe of impure *demay* if some pure food of the same kind is in his possession. However, the question remains open since the only pure roll R. Ḥanania could possibly have bought the next day would have to be one made with fruit juice (*Demay Halakhah* 5:1, Note 8) and it is most unlikely that such rolls would be available commercially.

"In truth;\(^1\)" Rebbi Eleazar said that every place where they stated "in truth," it is practice going back to Moses on Mount Sinai.
16 Quote from the Mishnah. This statement is also in Kilaim Chapter 2.

"If a cake of dried figs became partially impure one may give heave from its pure part for its impure part;" but if part of it becomes impure is not all of it impure? The Mishnah deals with the case that they are connected only by fruit juice. But will it not be cut into two parts in the end? Explain it if he gave it a name when it still was connected.

17 Since figs usually are washed before drying, they are susceptible for impurity and the water will connect all parts of the cake.
18 Since nobody swallows an entire fig cake whole, could not the cake be put in order once a pure part was cut off? The answer is that this is preferred but one cannot take it for granted.

"And similarly for a bunch of vegetable." The Mishnah deals with the case that it became impure as a bunch but when the single stalks were impure and he bound them together, this does not apply. But will it not be split and made into two parts in the end? Explain it if he gave it a name when it still was connected. What is the situation if a bundle became impure, he unbound it and bound it again?
19 Since unbound it would be giving pure heave for the impure, a later bunching cannot change the situation.

20 In that stage, it would be giving from impure for impure. The question is not answered.

Should we have stated only fig cake and neither bunch nor heap? If we had stated about fig cake and not bunch we would have said he may give heave for the fig cake which is all one body but not for the bunch which is not one body. So it is necessary to state also "bunch". If we had stated bunch not heap, we would have said he may give heave for the bunch because it is all held together but not for the heap which is not held together in one piece. So it is necessary to state fig-cake, necessary to state bunch, and necessary to state heap.

Since we stated: "If there were two fig-cakes, two bunches, and two heaps," why do we need this since Rebbi Johanan said in the name of Rebbi Yannai (Num. 18:27): "Your heave will be counted as if it were grain," etc.21? Rebbi Hiyya bar Ada said, the Mishnah speaks about heaps of green melons or squash.
Either this part of the Mishnah or the statement of R. Johanan is superfluous. 

Cf. Kilaim Chapter 1, Note 38. 

Since these are large individual fruits, the argument of R. Johanan is not applicable; neither does R. Johanan's statement follow from the Mishnah.

If there were two fig cakes, one partially impure and one partially pure\(^1\), may one give heave from one for the other\(^25\)? If he had two heaps\(^26\), and from both of them he had given part of heaves and tithes\(^27\), may he give heave from one for the other? The students of the elder Rebbi Hiyya asked the elder Rebbi Hiyya and he said to them (Eccl. 4:5): "The fool folds his hands and eats his own flesh.\(^{28}\)" Rebbi Eleazhar in the name of the elder Rebbi Hiyya: He may not give heave from one for the other.

Missing in Venice print, word is in both mss.

Since the Mishnah permits taking pure heave also for the impure parts of the same fig cake, may one put both cakes together on a table where they are earmarked and give one heave for both of them?

\(^ {24}\) is a heap of freshly threshed grain, \(\text{םיהש רט}^{27}\) one of totally dry grain. 

\(^ {27}\) Mishnah 4:1 states that if only partial heave and tithes were taken from a heap they would have no status as heave and tithes but, even though they would now be separated from the heap, they would still count as one for giving heave from an earmarked heap. May one give one heave for both in
this case? The two cases are treated as similar and a thinking person should not have to ask.

28 The answer, "no", is too simple.

29 "If somebody brought many kinds in a box, cabbage on top and cabbage on the bottom but something else in between, he may not give heave or tithe from one for the other." That means, if there is no empty space. But if there is empty space he may give heave or tithe from one for the other. 30 "The entire house of the wine press is one." The entire threshing house is one. It was stated: Rebbi Jehudah said, only if the main threshing place is in the middle. So far this is for wheat; [it is] the same even for stubbles, even for straw.

29 Tosephta 3:8, cf. Tosephta kifshutah for the textual variants.
30 If the entire box is filled up, the two layers of cabbage are not earmarked together. But if there is free space where the walls of the box hold together just the two layers of cabbage, they are earmarked and can be tithed together.
31 Tosephta 3:7, in the name of R. Yose.
32 All wine barrels in the house of the wine press are earmarked together.
Rebbi Haggai asked before Rebbi Yose: Was impure [produce] between them? He said to him, is that biting? The colleagues asked before Rebbi Yose: If there was a blanket between them? He said to them, that is the case of the five sacks, as it was stated: "Five sacks on the threshing floor, one does not give heave and tithes from one for the other."

33 If three layers are in the box but the middle layer is impure, bottom and top are not prepared for impurity, and there is no empty space, then top and bottom do not go together because they do not physically touch. For the notion of "biting", cf. Kilaim Chapter 9, Note 172, Mishnah Hallah 2:4.

34 This text contradicts the previous statement that the entire enclosed area of the threshing floor is earmarking for heave. In the parallel text in Tosephta 3:10 and Yerushalmi Ma'aser Šeni 3:11, the text reads: "One gives heave and tithes from one for the other." While the reading of the Tosephta does not prove anything for the Yerushalmi, the text in Ma'aser Šeni indicates that the text here is corrupt. Maimonides (Terumot 3:18) and Roš (Hilkhot Hallah 4) follow the text in Ma'aser Šeni.
It was stated\(^{35}\): "Rebbi Illai\(^{36}\) says in the name of Rebbi Eliezer: For food in fluids, one gives heave from pure for impure\(^{37}\). How is this? If somebody pickled olives in impurity and wants to give heave in purity, he brings a funnel whose opening is less than [the width of] an egg\(^{38}\), fills it with eggs\(^{39}\) and puts it on top of the amphora; it turns out that he gives heave from what is earmarked\(^{40}\)." Why does it have to be less than [the width of] an egg? Are these not single pieces\(^{41}\)? It is only that not many olives should become impure. "\(^{35}\)They said to him, the only food fluid called *fluid* is wine and olive oil\(^{42}\)." How is that? One beam for two pits or two beams for one pit\(^{43}\). One understands one beam for two pits, but two beams for one pit? Is it not that if it is partially impure it is totally impure\(^{37}\)? Rebbi La in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Explain it, if he had intended to process it in one batch, and he changed his mind to make it in two batches\(^{44}\). Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, this applies if it became impure after he syphoned off [the froth] and [the seeds] formed lumps. But if it became impure before he syphoned off and lumps were formed, it does not apply. Rebbi Tabi, Rebbi Joshia the son of Rebbi Yannai: Practice follows Rebbi Eliezer. Rebbi Isaac bar Nahman in the name of Rebbi Hoshaia: Practice follows Rebbi Eliezer. Rebbi Huna, Rebbi Hanania: Practice does not follow Rebbi Eliezer. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi
Abun in the name of Samuel: Practice does not follow Rebbi Eliezer. There came a case before Rebbi Immi and he did not decide; he said there are two against two. They said to him, but Rebbi Isaac bar Nahman decided! Nevertheless, he gave no opinion.

35 Tosephta 3:18; in Hallah 2:8 (fol. 58d) the entire paragraph.
36 The father of Rebbi Jehudah, one of the few known students of R. Eliezer.
37 A fluid becomes impure in its entirety if any drop of it becomes impure.
38 An opening smaller than the diameter of an egg lets impurity enter but not leave. Hence, anything in the funnel may become impure but it cannot transmit impurity to the food in the barrel.
39 In the Tosephta and in Hallah, "olives". This reading is required since eggs are not subject to heave. Also, the width of an egg is only an upper bound on the diameter of the funnel; since all olives touching the impure olives or their brine will become impure, one certainly is interested in minimizing the number of impure olives generated. In addition, unless the diameter of the funnel is less than the width of an olive, the pure olives filled into the funnel must be completely dry, otherwise they all become impure.
40 The amphora and the funnel touching it form a well-defined domain in space.
41 Cf. Note 1. Since the lowest layer of olives becomes impure, only it and the layer directly above will be impure; all others will be pure and usable for heave.
42 The position of R. Eliezer may be accepted but the interpretation given it by R. Illai is certainly wrong. One has to consider fluids, not wet solid food.
43 For mechanical pressing, grapes or olives are put into a vat and are covered by a circular cover. On top of it is a beam which is depressed either manually or by a viselike device. If two adjacent vats are pressed simultaneously, this certainly is considered earmarked. The beam itself, wood without cavities, cannot become impure.
44 Two beams for one vat are impractical; that case has to be thrown
out. R. Eliezer permits giving heave from pure for impure if the vintner (or olive grower) originally had the intention of processing his entire harvest in one press. Then they become one batch. If later he decides to process in two different presses and it turns out that one is pure, the other impure, he may give heave for his entire harvest from the pure lot.

Mishnah 2: One may not give heave from impure produce for pure, but if he gave in error, his heave is heave, if intentionally, he did not do anything. Similarly, a Levite who has tevel tithe which he continually uses to give, if he is in error, what he did is done, if intentionally, he did nothing. Rebbi Jehudah says, if he had known of it earlier, even if he did it in error, he did not do anything.

45 At the moment of giving heave he did not realize that the lot to be put in order was impure. The Babli (Pesahim 32a) holds the Mishnah to be a biblical law, applicable only if the impure produce had been pure when it came under the obligation of heave. The Yerushalmi agrees that the prohibition has some biblical basis but it assumes the Mishnah to be applicable without restrictions. (Maimonides translates שונא by Arabic غَنْصُ "inattentive, absent-minded, distracted"; מתייעץ by מַעֲלֶה "deliberate, premeditated, willful; intentional").

46 He had tithe of which the heave of the tithe was not given. Since heave of the tithe can be given from one lot on another without restriction, the Levite may use one lot to give heave of the tithe for all other lots, but only after he gave heave for the lot itself.
That the produce was impure or, if tithe, that it was tevel. He holds that then his action cannot be unintentional, only negligent.

Halakhah 2: There, we have stated: 'If somebody gives heave from a wine cistern and says: 'This should be heave on condition that it be removed whole', it means whole from breakage and whole from spillage but not from impurity. Rebbi Simeon says, also from impurity.' Rebbi Yose ben Hanina said, this Mishnah speaks of the impurity of tevul yom. Rebbi Hla said, since tevulé yom may be present around wine presses. Rebbi Yose said, a tevul yom has no touch for tevel.


If the amphora containing the heave wine breaks or some of its contents are spilled before the amphora is safely removed from the cistern, the wine that flows back into the cistern is tevel in breakage and profane in spillage, never heave, and does not make the remaining wine dema' (cf. Demay Chapter 1, Note 175, Chapter 4, Note 25; Terumot Chapter 5). Dema' wine is almost worthless.

A person freed from impurity by immersion in water who will become pure at sundown. His touch does not make impure but it invalidates heave and sacrifices, cf. Demay Chapter 6, Note 136.

The touch of a tevul yom invalidates heave but not tevel and certainly not profane wine. Therefore, a tevul yom may work in a winery producing pure wine and R. Simeon is right when he assumes that a reservation concerning the touch of a tevul yom is in the mind of the person taking heave, even if this is not consciously expressed. Cf. also Hallah 3:2, Note 43.
It was stated: "Rebbi Jehudah said, about what was this said? About Great Heave which must be given from what is earmarked. But for the heave of the tithe, everything is supposed to be whole. If he gave Great Heave and heave of the tithe together, it is not whole." Jehudah ben Rebbi said, he certainly did not want to overstep the words of the Torah in giving heave of the tithe before the Great Heave. Rebbi Abba bar Mamal objected: Did we not state that "one may not give heave from impure produce for pure"? Think about it, when he did it and said, I did not intend to transgress the words of the Torah! Rebbi Abba bar Mamal said, if you say so, you let him flee from a minor sin to a major one! Tevel is a deadly sin, but an impure person who ate pure food oversteps a positive commandment.

52 Tosephta Tevul Yom 2:16-17, formulated as anonymous statement. (In the Rome ms., the name of the tradent is R. Yose. This reading is proven false in the next paragraph.) The Tosephta cannot represent the Yerushalmi tradition since for הרמה it has the word רפה "beginning heave", a reference to Num. 18:12.

53 He explains why heave of the tithe is under the rules of Great Heave in case both are taken together. If Great Heave were invalidated but not heave of the tithe, it would turn out...
retroactively that heave of the tithe was given before the Great Heave, which not only is forbidden but also is very difficult to rectify. Therefore, we assume that he did not want any complications and, if made aware of this problem, would himself want to nullify the transaction.

Since one may not give impure heave for pure produce, why do we not stipulate that if the person giving in error would be made aware of what he did, he automatically would want to nullify the entire transaction. The answer is that in this case, the remedy would be worse than the problem.

This is the text in both mss. but it is impossible since the impure Cohen who eats heave transgresses a karet prohibition. It must read: "a pure person who ate impure food", cf. Num. 18:11: "Every pure person in your house shall eat it," viz., pure heave. The details are given in Bikkurim 2:1; there the text is as corrected here.

It was stated in the name of Rebbi Yose: "If somebody gave heave from impure for pure produce, whether it was in error or intentionally, what he did is done."

Rebbi Phineas asked before Rebbi Assi: There, it is when he thought that it was pure when he had known that it was impure, but he was of the opinion that one may give heave from impure for pure produce? He said to him, that is so, Rebbi holds with Rebbi Jehudah. But for Rebbi Yose it would not make any difference.

Tosephta 3:19.

He asks about the statement of R. Jehudah in the Mishnah that previous knowledge invalidates later acts of absentmindedness. It is agreed that this holds if he forgets facts; what if he is in error about the law? One must assume that sometime in the past,
he had been informed of the correct
Mishnah.

Mishnah 3: He who immerses vessels on the Sabbath, if unintentionally he may use them, if intentionally he may not use them. He who tithes or cooks on the Sabbath, if in error it may be eaten, if intentionally it may not be eaten. He who plants on the Sabbath, if unintentionally he may keep it, if intentionally it must be uprooted. In the Sabbatical year it must be uprooted, whether in error or intentionally.

59 Impure vessels that only may be purified by immersion in a miqweh containing at least 40 seah of water. Immersion is a rabbinical prohibition on the Sabbath because it is making an unusable vessel usable, which in the case of visibly unusable vessels would be a biblical prohibition and a deadly sin.

60 Tithing is a rabbinical, cooking a biblical prohibition. In both cases, the cook may not eat of his food until after the end of the Sabbath.

61 Also a biblical prohibition. The restriction concerning the Sabbatical year is purely rabbinical, enacted because people tended not to observe the Sabbatical while everybody observed the Sabbath.
Halakhah 3: Our Mishnah is about large vessels, but with small vessels one may use a ruse and immerse them, as Rebbi Hosaia had stated: "A person may fill an impure vessel from the cistern as a ruse and immerse it." Also, we have stated: "If his pail or garment fell into the cistern, one may use this as a ruse and immerse them." Two Amoraim, one says [one may use a ruse] for vessels impure in original impurity; but the other one says [only] for vessels impure in derivative impurity. The one who said in derivative impurity objected to the one who said in original impurity: Even on weekdays, would it not need sundown? He said to him, if he wants to use them in purity for profane food.

62 This paragraph and the next are also in Sabbath 2:7, this paragraph also in Bezah 2:1.
63 Tosephta Sabbath 16:12, Bezah 2:9; a similar baraita quoted in Babli Bezah 18a. The Tosephta makes the procedure explicit: "Vessels impure in original impurity may not be immersed on a holiday, and certainly not on the Sabbath. But one may fill a cup, or a pail, or a bucket in order to drink at the same time one thinks about it" [that it should be a valid immersion.] Impurity can be removed only by conscious immersion.
64 At the moment he goes to pull the things out of the cistern, he may intend to have the immersion count for removal of impurity even though the immersion itself was accidental.
65 For original and derivative impurity, cf Demay Chapter 2, Note 137. The language of the Tosephta shows that it was unknown to the editors of the Yerushalmi.
66 The vessels are Tevulė Yom. As stated in Note 51, immersion purifies immediately for all profane food and purposes.
Rebbi Jeremiah, Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Hiyya bar Ashi: An intelligent woman washes a cup here, a bowl there, a dish there; it turns out that her entire house was wetted on the Sabbath.\(^{67}\)

The parallel is in \textit{Sabbat} 15:3 (fol. 15b). The house has a dirt floor, and periodic wetting is needed to keep the air dust free. The Babli (\textit{Sabbat} 95a) notes that this trick is superfluous in Babylonian practice. The Babli follows R. Simeon for whom any work is permitted on the Sabbath if its intention is legitimate and permitted, even if some side effect would constitute a forbidden action if done by itself, unless the forbidden action is unavoidable. In our case, wetting the floor to strengthen the ground and the adobe house would be an action derivative of building and forbidden. But wetting the floor lightly to avoid dust is a legitimate action and, since in this case the water will evaporate quickly and any building effect would be temporary, it will be permitted outright. It follows that the Yerushalmi rejects the point of view of Rebbi Simeon.
Rebbi Samuel in the name of Rebbi Abbahu: "Unintentionally", when it is forbidden, "intentionally" when it is forbidden. Rebbi Yose said, the Mishnah states this: "He who tithes or cooks on the Sabbath, if unintentionally it may be eaten, if intentionally it may not be eaten"; "unintentionally", when it is forbidden, "intentionally", when it is [equally] forbidden. It was stated: "What was cooked on the Sabbath, if it was done unintentionally it may be eaten, intentionally it may not be eaten, the words of Rebbi Meir. Rebbi Jehudah said, unintentionally it may be eaten at the end of the Sabbath, intentionally never. Rebbi Johanan the Alexandrian said, unintentionally it may be eaten at the end of the Sabbath by others but not by himself, intentionally neither by him nor by others." Samuel followed Rebbi Johanan the Alexandrian. Rav in his own group instructed following Rebbi Meir, in public following Rebbi Johanan the Alexandrian. Rebbi Simeon bar Karsana said, he instructed us following Rebbi Ismael, the son of Rebbi Johanan ben Beroqa. As it was stated: "Rebbi Johanan ben Beroqa said, in any case where an intentional sin is punished by extirpation and an unintentional sin by an
expiatory offering, if the sin was committed on the Sabbath unintentionally or intentionally, the result is forbidden both for him and for others; it may not be eaten. In any case an intentional sin is not punished by extirpation and for the unintentional sin no expiatory offering is due; if it was done on the Sabbath unintentionally the result may be eaten by others after the end of the Sabbath but not by him, intentionally neither by him nor by others." They asked before Rebbi Johanan: What do you say? He said, I have only the Mishnah: "He who tithes or cooks on the Sabbath, if in error it may be eaten, if intentionally it may not be eaten". Rav Hisda heard this and said, the Sabbaths have been permitted! Did not Rav Huna say in the name of Rav and did not Rebbi Hiyya state: "In earlier times they said, one who forgets some dish on his stove on the Sabbath, unintentionally it may be eaten, intentionally it may not be eaten. People were suspected that they left it intentionally and said, it was forgotten; they forbade it to them when it was forgotten." And here, you say so? Rebbi Ilia said, they were suspected to leave it on, they were not suspected to cook. They imposed a fine for forgetting but not for cooking.

The two parts must be parallel, the difference between "intentional" and "unintentional" can be only in the mind of the agent. There are two possibilities, either that he forgot that it was Sabbath or that he was unaware that cooking is forbidden on the Sabbath.

Since intentionally he must have known that it was Sabbath, the unintentional case must be the same.
"Alexander's"

72 Rav stated the exact rules to his students as theory. But in public he followed more restrictive rules. In Babli Hulin 15a, Rav is reported to publicly proclaiming R. Jehudah's rule.

73 A Galilean Amora of the fourth generation, student of R. Aha. His appearance as reporting Rav's direct instructions to his students seems anachronistic.

74 Tosephta Sabbath 2:16.

75 Cooking on the Sabbath.

78 Titthing on the Sabbath.

77 The first sentence here, without the introductory "in earlier times they said", is the first sentence of Tosephta Sabbath 2:14. The remainder of that Tosephta, in the name of R. Jehudah, parallels the tannaitic text in the next paragraph.

77 They came back to say, a dish which will improve the more it shrinks is forbidden, deteriorate the more it shrinks is permitted. What is a dish better the more it shrinks? Cabbage, peas, and chopped meat."

Rebbi Tanhum bar Illa said, they also considered heads of turnips and leeks as dishes better the more they shrink. What about eggs? Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Ismael: Rebbi Jeremiah, Rebbi Hanina in the name of Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose: My father came home and found eggs and forbade them, hot water and permitted it. Rebbi Samuel bar Natan in the name of Rebbi Hama bar Hanina: I went with my father to Hammat Gader where they brought before us eggs small like hizrar apples and they tasted delicious like sweet bread.
In the Tosephta, R. Jehudah permits hot water to stay on an open fire only if it came to a boil before the Sabbath.

Cf. Mishnah Kilaim 4:1. The eggs must have been boiled a very long time to shrink to this small size. The statement might disagree with the Babli which reports that Samuel used eggs dipped alternatingly into boiling and cold water 1000 times as a diagnostic device for ulcers and intestinal bleeding since they were so hard that they were not digested and could be examined after evacuation but were small enough to be swallowed whole (Nedarim 50b).

Probably Greek πάγκρεας, -ατος, to "sweet bread, pancreas" (E.G.).

It was stated: "A woman should not fill a pot with 'assasiot and lupines and put them into the oven at the start of the Sabbath, at nightfall. If she did, they are forbidden after the end of the Sabbath until the time they could have been done.” Rebbi Aha said: intentionally, following...
Rebbi Meir; Rebbi Yose said: unintentionally, following Rebbi Jehudah. Rebbi Mana said, that is correct, did not Rebbi Yose say, "He who is planting on the Sabbath, if unintentional, he may keep it, if intentional, he must tear it out. In the Sabbatical year, he must tear it out whether [planting was] unintentional or intentional. Rebbi Jehudah says, it is the other way around. In the Sabbatical, if unintentional, he may keep it, if intentional, he must tear it out, on the Sabbath he must tear it out whether [planting was] unintentional or intentional because the profit of the Sabbath [is forbidden] to him." And here, since you say that after the end of the Sabbath he has to wait until the time it could have been done, he did not gain anything from the Sabbath. What is the reason of the rabbis? People are suspected about the Sabbatical but not about the Sabbath. Another explanation: One counts Sabbaticals, one does not count Sabbaths. What is this about? If somebody planted less than thirty days before the Sabbatical and now it is the Sabbatical, if it is because of suspicion, there is no suspicion; if it is for counting, it is counted. Less than thirty days before the eighth year and now it is the eighth year, if it is because of suspicion, there is suspicion; can it be explained for counting? But you have to say because of suspicion; they fined for the unintentional because of the intentional.

81 From the text in Sabbath; here: Sabbath. The emendations of the commentators here are without foundation. 82 Tosephta Sabbath 3:1. śasie are an undetermined kind of legumes (in the words of the Gaonim: they exist in the Land of Israel but not in Babylonia) which need very long cooking to become edible, similar to lupines. Compare Arabic ḫam "to harden". 83 Tosephta Sabbath 2:21. Both reasons are given in the Tosephta as basis of the decision of the anonymous majority but R. Jehudah's statement is
left without explanation. The *baraita* in the Babli (Gitin 53b) gives no reasons at all.

84 The anonymous opinion in the Tosephta.

85 Since the fruits of trees are forbidden the first three years as *'orlah* and must be redeemed in the fourth year, everybody will realize that the tree was illegally planted in the Sabbatical.

86 The first year of *'orlah* is the Sabbatical, the 30 days are not counted; cf. *Sevi'it* 2:6, Mishnah and Note 45.

87 Since the first year counted is the first year of the Sabbatical cycle, nobody will notice that the tree was planted in the last month of the Sabbatical.

88 A reason usually attributed to R. Meir, cf. Orlah 3:7. The text of the last clause in *Sabbat* is longer but the formulation here seems to be the original one.
Halakhah 4: Rebbi Yoḥanan in the name of Rebbi Yannai: This is one of three obvious inferences in the Torah. (Num. 18:12): "All the best of olive oil, all the best of cider and grain." Where do we hold? Is it to conclude that one may give heave from cider for grain and from grain for cider? One must object that cider and olive oil come from two different species of tree and one may not give heave or tithe from one for the other! This means that cider and olive oil are paradigms for two species of trees, in which case one may not give heave or tithe from one for the other. Then I have to add two species of grain, two kinds of produce of which one may not give heave or tithe from one for the other.

89 This is the description of heave; the description as "best" is the basis of the position of R. Jehudah. In the verse, olive oil is treated separately from cider and grain. Everybody agrees that heave of olive oil must be kept separate from that of cider and grain. The argument, known as אֲנָהּ אַל מֵאֲנָהּ, מֵאֲנָהּ אַל מֵאֲנָהּ, is that if two different species of trees are treated as distinct then two species belonging to completely different families of plants certainly must be treated as distinct.

"All kinds of wheat are one." It is needed [since it applies] even from white wheat on brown wheat and vice-versa.

90 For the determination of these kinds, cf. Peah Chapter 2, Notes 85-86.
All kinds of figs, dried figs, and fig cakes are one; he may give heave from one for the other." It was stated: "One gives as heave fresh figs for dried figs; dried figs go by count. Dried figs for fresh figs by volume, but fresh figs for dry figs do not go by volume, nor dry figs for fresh figs by count. Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel said, baskets of fresh and dried figs are all one kind and one gives heave and tithes from one for the other. Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose said, my father used to take ten dried figs from the drying place for ninety fresh figs in the container. Rebbi Jeremiah wanted to say, you consider the shriveled ones as if they had swelled and you take the baskets as they are. Rebbi Jonah and Rebbi Yose both say that swollen shrinks but shrunk does not swell; one would have to take large baskets for fresh figs. Rebbi Aha said to them, that is what your teacher Rebbi Ilai thought about it.

91 Tosephta 4:1-3, but there "count" and "volume" are switched. This Tosephta and the one quoted in the next paragraph are discussed in Babli Menahot 54b.

92 Since figs shrink considerably in drying, if one would tithe fresh figs for dried figs by volume, he would give much too little since the number of fresh figs would be too small. The
heave discussed here must be heave of the tithe since the Great Heave is given by estimate and exact measurements are frowned upon in that case.

93 This rule must follow Abba Eleazar ben Gamla (Chapter 1, Note 90).

94 Rabban Simeon disagrees with the anonymous Tanna and allows fresh figs to be given by volume for dried figs and dry figs by count for fresh ones. [There is no evidence that Rabban Simeon speaks about places where there is no Cohen to whom to give heave and he allows both fresh figs, the best, or dried figs, the durable ones, to be given, as asserted by R. S. Lieberman.]

95 The same name is given in the Tosephta; in the Babli it is R. Eleazar ben R. Yose, the second prominent son of R. Yose.

96 He disagrees with the anonymous Tanna and requires counting if dry figs are given for fresh ones; he disagrees with Abba Eleazar ben Gamla.

97 Rabban Simeon does not necessarily disagree with the anonymous Tanna; if one takes a dried fig as standing for the fresh fig it once was, one may take a small volume of dried figs as equivalent of a large volume of fresh figs.

98 The argument of R. Jeremiah works only one way, viz., taking fresh figs for dried ones. Since R. Simeon declares taking heave permissible both ways, he must disagree with the anonymous Tanna. In the next paragraph, R. Yose argues similarly that cereal in water only expands but never shrinks.
There\textsuperscript{100}, we have stated: "[Profane] food in the volume of an egg that was left in the sun and shrank, similarly the volume of an olive from a carcass\textsuperscript{101}, or the volume of a lentil of a crawling thing\textsuperscript{102}, the volume of an olive rejected or overdue [sacrifice]\textsuperscript{103}, or of fat\textsuperscript{104}, are pure." The Southerners say, only if it originally was the volume of an olive\textsuperscript{105}; Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish both say, even if originally it was less than the volume of an olive. There\textsuperscript{106}, we have stated: "They said to him, that will make it deficient or redundant." Who said this to him? Rebbi Meir! Sometimes the sour dough will be of high quality and it rises; if it were fine flour it would have shrunk but now, since the sour dough is of high quality it rose; you have to look at the risen [dough] as if it had shrunk; it looks deficient. Sometimes the sour dough is bad and it shrinks\textsuperscript{107}; if it were fine flour it would have risen but now, since the sour dough is bad, it shrinks; you have to look at the shrunken [dough] as if it had risen; it looks redundant. According to Rebbi Jeremiah, the Southerners, Rebbi Johanan, and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, all three say the same thing in case it is redundant\textsuperscript{108}. According to Rebbi Jonah and Rebbi Yose, all three say the same thing in case it is deficient. Those of Bar Patti cooked rice and had forgotten to put it in order\textsuperscript{109}. The colleagues wanted to say, he should take raw [rice] corresponding to the cooked. Rebbi Yose said to them, I also am saying so because regularly it increases in volume.
Reading of the Rome ms.
Venice and Leyden: npv '»a

Mishnah Tahorot 3:4. The discussion is about the second part of the Mishnah, not quoted in the text: "If they were put into the rain and swelled they are impure . . ." The volumes indicated are the minima that may carry impurity or make their consumption a criminal offense.

Lev. 11:24-25.
Lev. 11:31-32.

Rejected sacrifice is sacrifice made with the wrong intentions, Lev. 19:7; overdue is sacrifice left after the allotted time has expired (one night, day and night, or two days and the night in between, as the case may be; Lev. 7:17.)

The fat in lumps in the body, Lev. 7:22-26.

In matters of impurity and dietary laws, it is not the actual volume that counts but the volume at the time the impurity or prohibition first arose. If impurity or prohibition are impossible in the original state, they cannot be acquired by subsequent swelling. Rebbi Johanan and Simeon ben Laqish hold that only the actual volume at the moment matters. Everybody agrees that his guidelines carry over to the determination of heave of the tithe.

Mishnah Menahot 5:1: "All flour sacrifices are brought unleavened except the breads for a thanksgiving sacrifice (Lev. 7:13) and the Two Breads [for Pentecost (Lev. 23:17)] which are leavened. Rebbi Meîr says, the sour dough is made from the dedicated flour. Rebbi Jehudah says, this is not of the best but he brings sour dough, puts it into the measuring vessel and fills the latter [with flour.] They said to him, that will make it deficient or redundant."

The problem is that in each case, the amount of flour necessary is prescribed by biblical law. According to R. Meîr, one takes the exact amount, and then takes from this a small amount which is moistened to make it sour; then the sour dough is returned to the original flour which is moistened and kneaded. R. Jehudah notes that this will make poor bread; he prefers real sour dough to be used in addition to the flour of the offering. He is told that in this case, when the finished product must have specified size, his procedure probably will never be exactly right.

It does not actually shrink but will not rise. Since the measure was not full to start out with, in order to
accomodate the rising dough, one now will have invalidated the offering because it is too small.

108 This text, confirmed by the mss., is impossible since the Southerners disagree with Rebbis Johanan and Simeon ben Laqish precisely in the case of swelling food. In must read: Rebbi Jeremiah, Rebbis Johanan, and Simeon ben Laqish all three say the same. The next sentence must then read: The Southerners, Rebbi Jonah and Yose all three say the same. The first group takes all food as is, the others agree only on shrinking, not on expanding food. The statements of Rebbis Jeremiah, Jonah, and Yose are in the preceding paragraph and deal with heave of the tithe.

109 To tithe or at least give heave of the tithe by the rules of demay.

Mishnah 5: One gives a small whole onion as heave but not half a large onion. Rebbi Jehudah says it is not so, one rather gives half a large onion. Similarly, Rebbi Jehudah said one gives onions of town people as heave for rural ones but not rural ones for those of town people because they are city-dwellers’ food.

110 The anonymous Tanna considers large onions better than small ones and whole onions more durable than divided ones.

111 Greek πολιτικός (adj.), "fit for, belonging to the city". Onions sold in the city are of uniform quality while rural onions are those that cannot be sold in the city.
Mishnah 6: Also, one may give oil olives as heave for pickling olives but not pickling olives for oil olives, uncooked wine for cooked wine but not cooked wine for uncooked wine\textsuperscript{112}. This is the rule: All that is \textit{kilaim} with another kind, one may not give as heave one for the other, not even good for bad. But all that is not \textit{kilaim} with another kind, one may give the good as heave for the bad but not the bad for the good; if he gave bad for good, his heave is heave except for \textit{zewänin}\textsuperscript{113} for wheat because they are not food. Green melons and sweet melons\textsuperscript{114} are one kind; Rebbi Jehudah says two kinds.

\textsuperscript{112} Olives chosen for pickling are those with too little oil for pressing. Cooked wine has lost its alcohol but became sweet.

\textsuperscript{113} As noted in the Halakhah, the last statement is redundant.
Halakhah 5: Rebbi Johanan said, [the Mishnah] is Rebbi Jehudah’s. "Rebbi Jehudah permits since he improves it." On this, Rebbi Johanan said, Rebbi Jehudah inverted his reasoning. Rebbi Eleazar said, Rebbi Jehudah did not invert his reasoning, there for the Cohen, here for the owners. Rebbi Eleazar and Rebbi Johanan, one of them said because he reduces the number of drinkers, the other says because he diminishes its volume. We did not know who said what. Since Rebbi Joḥanan said, Rebbi Jehudah inverted his reasoning but Rebbi Eleazar said, Rebbi Jehudah did not invert his reasoning, there for the Cohen, here for the owners, it follows that Rebbi Johanan said because he reduces the number of drinkers. A baraita disagrees with Rebbi Joḥanan: "Even from uncooked for cooked and certainly from cooked for uncooked." Rebbi Immi said, Rebbi Joḥanan did not state that.

115 Reading of the Rome ms.; Leyden and Venice: דרר. The Rome reading is the only logically consistent one, as shown by J. N. Epstein, מנהו מנהו למשנה 2, Jerusalem 5724, p. 246.
116 Mishnah 11:1: "One may not cook heave wine because he diminishes its volume; Rebbi Jehudah permits since he improves it." Since R. Jehudah is not recorded as protesting the rule that cooked wine may not be given for uncooked, it follows that the first part of the Mishnah must be acceptable to R. Jehudah. In slightly shortened form, this paragraph is also in Halakhah 11:1.
117 R. Salomo ben Adrat (Responsa, vol. 1, #24; Responsa ascribed to Nahmanides, #190) explains that R. Johanan insists that Mishnah 11:1 must read: "Rebbi Jehudah says, one may not cook heave wine because he diminishes its volume; the Sages permit since he improves it." This is difficult to accept since the Yerushalmi elsewhere (e. g., Sevi ’it Chapter 8, Note 35) accepts Mishnah 11:1 in its original...
Therefore, it seems that R. Johanan sees a real inconsistency in the positions of R. Jehudah.

118 The Cohen may drink his heave wine in any way he wishes. R. Johanan rejects the distinction made by R. Eleazar; Mishnah 11:1 also applies to the vintner and we have to find out why R. Jehudah does not allow him to cook the wine.

119 Since cooked wine is not to everybody's taste, the vintner might have difficulty in finding a Cohen willing to drink his heave and the heave might have to be destroyed. There is no problem for R. Eleazar since according to him, the Cohen cooks his own drink.

120 This baraita is not recorded elsewhere; in the Tosephta (4:4) Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel permits cooked to be given for uncooked but only as second choice. R. Johanan declares the baraita invalid.

Rebbi Abun bar Cahana said in the name of Rebbi Hila (Num. 18:32): "You should not carry sin because of it." Since he is subject to carrying sin, you know that what he did is valid.

121 Reading of Rome ms. Name missing in Venice text.

122 The verse declares irregularities in giving heaves as sinful. If irregularly given heave were invalid, it would not be considered given and its giver could not incur sin. This argument is also accepted in Babli Baba Batra 143b.

Hence, something that is food is permitted.

The verse declares irregularities in giving heaves as sinful. Hence, something that is food is permitted.
Our Mishnah is from Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose, as it was stated:\textsuperscript{124}

"Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose says in the name of his father that one may take heave from wine for vinegar but not from vinegar for wine. If somebody transgressed, his heave is heave. Rebbi says that wine and vinegar are two distinct kinds and one does not give heave nor does one tithe from one for the other." Rebbi Joshua ben Levi said, it seems that Rebbi would agree as to biblical law\textsuperscript{125}. What is Rebbi's reason? If you say so, that one may give heave of wine for vinegar, he will think that one is permitted to give vinegar for wine.

\textsuperscript{123} This refers to the Mishnah, that zewanin are unacceptable since they are not human food.

\textsuperscript{124} The statement of R. Ismael ben R. Yose is in Tosephta 4:6; the statement is quoted in \textit{Kilaim} 1:1, Note 21.

\textsuperscript{125} That one may give heave from good wine for bad vinegar. He forbids it because giving from vinegar for wine is sinful.

"Green melons and sweet melons\textsuperscript{114} are one kind; Rebbi Jehudah says two kinds." Rebbi Jehudah keeps to his opinion, the rabbis keep to their opinion, as we have stated (Mishnah \textit{Kilaim} 1:2): "Green melon and sweet melon are not \textit{kilaim} one with the other. Rebbi Jehudah says, they are \textit{kilaim}."

\textit{Kilaim אומר כלאים. רבי יהודה אומר שני מינים. רבי יהודה
כשימים עדכינו דעתינו ממיינו \textit{kilaim} אומר כלאים זה אחד. רבי
והו אומר כלאים.}
Mishnah 1: If one gives a green melon as heave and it turns out to be bitter, a water melon and it turns out rotten, it is heave and he should give heave a second time. If one gives an amphora of wine as heave and it turns out to be vinegar; if it was known that it turned into vinegar before he gave heave it is not heave\(^1\), but if it turned into vinegar after he had made it heave, it is heave. In case of doubt it is heave and heave should be given a second time. Neither the first nor the second [heaves] do create dema\(^2\) by themselves nor does one have to pay the fifth\(^3\).

---

1 Even the Sages who declare wine and vinegar to be the same, their status as heave is revoked by rabbinic decree (cf. Chapter 2, Note 125).
3 Cf. Mishnah 6:4 and Chapter 1, Note 71. In the interpretation of Maimonides (Terumot 5:22), the last sentence refers both to wine and to melons.
Halakhah 1: "If one gives a green melon", etc. We understand a water melon and it turned out rotten, but a green melon and it turned out bitter, was it not always bitter? Rebbi Johanan said, they made it doubtful whether it is food. Rebbi Jonah inquired: Is it doubtful as food in all respects, to become impure as food, that one burns it if impure, one owes a fifth for it, and one whips for it outside the walls, if one made an ‘eruv with it does he become a donkey-camel driver? There, Rebbi Johanan said, a loaf which became impure in a domain that possibly is private and was touched in the public domain is impure. But in our case it is pure because there are two doubts.

4 The heave should be invalid.
5 The question is not whether it is bad quality for good of food but whether it is food at all. If it is food then the heave is heave, if it is not food then there can be no heave.
6 If it has been made heave and becomes impure, must it be burned as heave?
7 If it is Second Tithe while there is a Temple, it must be brought to Jerusalem and consumed there. Once it has entered the walls of the city of Jerusalem, it may not be taken out again and consumption outside the walls is a criminal offense.
8 On the notion of eruv, cf. Peah Chapter 8, Note 56. The question follows R. Meir and R. Jehudah in Mishnah Erubin 3:4 who declare that a questionable eruv makes its owner a donkey-camel driver. A donkey driver has to walk behind his animal, a camel driver before it. A donkey-camel driver is in a dilemma. Without the eruv, he would be permitted to go from his house 2000 cubits in each direction. With the eruv, he may go 2000 cubits from the eruv in each direction. If the validity of the eruv is in question, he
may walk on the Sabbath only in the domain which is the intersection of two circular discs of radius 2000 cubits, one centered at his house and the other at the place of his eruv.

9 It is not stated exactly where R. Johanan stated this rule but in Sevuot 2:1 (fol. 33d) he states that food of doubtful impurity (i.e., when an impure person is in doubt whether or not he touched some pure food) in the public domain is pure. This will imply that in a private domain it would be impure, as stated explicitly in Babli Avodah Zarah 37b, Hulin 9a.

10 It is also a principle accepted in both Talmudim that something which is forbidden (or impure) only if two independent doubts are both resolved to forbid (or declare impure) is permitted (or declared pure) since from biblical law it would be permitted (or declared pure) even in the case of only one doubt. It seems that this leniency was a major point of contention between lenient Pharisees and restrictive Sadducees.

It was stated in the name of Rebbi Yose: "Green melon can be bitter only inside. What can he do? He adds to the outer part and gives heave." Rebbi Benjamin ben Levi asked: Do the Sages disagree with him about a subject that can be checked? They disagree about the possibility of checking.

11 Tosephta 4:5. R. Yose disagrees with the Mishnah; a bitter melon given as heave is always certain heave since the part close to the skin can always be eaten. If the inner part is bitter, one should add some heave from another melon that is still tevel to avoid giving bad for good. In his opinion, there is nothing questionable.

12 Even if we check a number of melons and do not find one which is totally bad, this does not prove that the next one would not be totally bad.
"If one gave an amphora as heave and it turned out to be uncovered, or a water melon and it turned out to have holes, it is heave and heave should be given a second time." Rebbi Jehudah ben Pazi, Rebbi Simeon [ben Laqish] in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: They forbade only when it was found to have a hole; therefore, from the start it is forbidden to give it as heave. Rebbi Jacob the Southerner asked before Rebbi Yose: Is this reasonable only if they saw it making the hole? He said to him: Would one know whether it poured poison into it? The colleagues asked before Rebbi Yose: What is the difference between that and the impure? He said to them: The impure is unchanged, so is that which caused impurity. But here, it is dust.

13 An amphora full of wine given as heave for an entire harvest.
14 Tosephta 4:6. Both Talmudim forbid fluids that have stood uncovered and unsupervised since one is afraid a snake might have drunk from it and poured its poison into the drink. Similarly, if the water melon has two small holes which might come from the bite of a snake, we are afraid that the water melon was poisoned. If we were sure that this happened the wine in the amphora or the water melon would not be human food and could not possibly be heave. In case of doubt, one is in the situation described in the Mishnah.
15 If the holes were there when heave was given, it is not heave.
16 The snake. Since we would not know whether the wine or the water melon was poisoned, the suggestion has to be rejected.
17 This refers to Mishnah 2:2 where it is stated that impure produce, when unintentionally given as heave, is unintentionally given as heave, is unconditionally valid heave? The answer is that impure food is still food but a perforated watermelon is no longer food.

Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Practice follows Rebbi\textsuperscript{18}. Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan: It\textsuperscript{19} follows Rebbi. Rebbi Abba bar Cohen asked before Rebbi Yose: Did not Rebbi Hiyya [bar Abba] say in the name of Rebbi Johanan, [between] Rebbi and his colleagues, practice follows Rebbi\textsuperscript{20}, and Rebbi Jonah said, including Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon\textsuperscript{21}? He said to him, because Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose stated in his father’s name, and Rebbi Yose\textsuperscript{22} said in the name of Rebbi Johanan, [between] Rebbi Yose and his colleagues, practice follows Rebbi Yose, not his colleagues\textsuperscript{23}, so you should not say this applies here also\textsuperscript{24}; for this reason he had to say that practice follows Rebbi.

\textsuperscript{18} This refers to the last part of the Mishnah, about giving vinegar as heave for wine, which is declared impossible by Rebbi but possible by R. Ismael ben R. Yose (Chapter 2, Note 125).

\textsuperscript{19} The Mishnah, and as anonymous statement it determines practice.

\textsuperscript{20} In the Babli, Eruvin 46b, Ketubot 21a, Baba batra 124b, in the text of Rashi and the Venice prints (and the Rome ms. of the Yerushalmi)
the rule is accepted only for disagreements between Rebbi and a single opponent, but in the Munich ms. and a reading mentioned by R. Moses from Coucy (Semag Aše 74), the rule reads as in the Yerushalmi.

21 He was the greatest authority in the days of the young Rebbi.

22 This is the reading in both mss. but, since it belongs to R. Yose’s response to R. Abba bar Cohen, it must read ποτ- 'τ, R. Assi.

23 Accepted as operative statement in Babli Eruvin 46b.

24 The rules apply only to disagreements between Sages of the same generation, not to rulings of later generations. In our case, this has to be spelled out since R. Ismael ben R. Yose was the teacher of Rebbi (cf. Kilaim Chapter 9, before Note 88.)
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Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Jacob bar Idi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: [Between] Rebbi Meir and Rebbi Simeon, practice follows Rebbi Simeon25.

Mishnah 2: If one of them fell into profane [food] it does not create dema'\textsuperscript{27}. If the other one fell into another place it does not create dema'. If both together fell into one place they create dema' relative to the smaller one\textsuperscript{28}.

\textsuperscript{27} The mixture of heave and profane food; cf. Demay Chapter 1, Note 175. The rules of repairing dema' are spelled out in Chapter 5.

The Mishnah details the rules of the two heaves given under the circumstances of Mishnah 1. Since each of them is only heave if the other one is not needed by biblical rules, only both together constitute certain heave.

Halakhah 2: How does he handle it\textsuperscript{29}? He gives both of them to the Cohen; the Cohen pays for one of them. Which one does he pay for, the larger or the smaller one? Since we have stated: "they create dema' relative to the smaller one," this implies that he pays for the larger one.
This refers to Mishnah 1. When the two heaves have been given, how are they to be disposed of since they are not certain heave but forbidden to laymen?

Mishnah 3: Partners who gave heave one after the other, Rebbi Aqiba says both of their heaves are heave. But the Sages say, the heave of the first one [only] is heave. Rebbi Yose says, if the first one gave the full measure of heave, then his heave is heave, but if the first one did not give the full measure of heave, then the heave of the second is heave.

30 Since the first heave turned tevel into profane food and heave may not be given from profane food.

31 The measure to be applied is discussed in the Halakhah but not determined. Partnership cannot apply to the heave of the tithe since the tithe must be given to an individual Levite.

Halakhah 3: Where do we hold? If they assigned, even Rebbi Aqiba agrees. If they did not assign, even the rabbis will agree. But we assume they were silent. Rebbi Aqiba says, if they are silent they do not assign, but the rabbis hold that by being silent they will assign.
32 The translation follows Maimonides. R. Simson explains: If they were competent [in the laws to be applied.] It is difficult to accept this interpretation in the Halakah.

In the opinion of Rebbi Aqiba, the seah\textsuperscript{33} of the first one is half tevel and half heave containing undistributed tithes. The seah of the second is half heave and half total tevel\textsuperscript{34}. That does not seem necessary: may the half seah of the second free the half seah of the first? Let us hear from the following: Ariston brought produce, left some in the sack, and gave heave. The case came before Rebbi Yose; he said it is a standing assumption that he gave heave for everything\textsuperscript{35}.

33 Assuming that the amount of heave given each time is a seah. Since R. Aqiba designates both as heave, neither one can be totally heave. It is argued that the first heave is still subject to the tithes to be given after heave was completed.

34 Since no heave comes after this.

35 Everybody gives heave for everything he has since only in this way can he be sure to have fulfilled his obligations. The interpretation of the opinion of R. Aqiba which splits the heaves is rejected.

Does one understand this according to Biblical rules\textsuperscript{36}, or according to the rules of his colleagues? If you take it as referring to the biblical...
measure, Rebbi Yose cannot agree with the rabbis. If you take it as referring to the measure of his colleagues\(^{37}\), Rebbi Yose agrees with the rabbis\(^{38}\).

36 One grain is enough for an entire silo, cf. Peuh Chapter 1, Note 9. In this case, it is impossible that the first heave should not free all of the produce and the second case of R. Yose in the Mishnah cannot happen.

37 As explained in Mishnah 4:3. 38 One may argue that R. Yose simply explains the intent of the Sages in detail.

Mishnah 4: Where was this said\(^{39}\)? When he did not say anything. But if he empowered a member of his family, his slave, or his slave girl, their heave is heave. In case he revoked, if he revoked before heave was given, his heave is not heave. But if he revoked after heave was given, his heave is heave. Workers have no right to give heave except for those who press grapes because they make the wine press impure\(^{40}\).

39 This refers to the preceding Mishnah of two partners giving heave and confirms Maimonides's interpretation of that Mishnah. It is stated here that for heave the relationship between partners is like that between a person and his family.

40 The winepress cannot become impure since it is built into the earth, but the contents of the vat into which the juice flows will become impure if it is touched by an impure person. It is
assumed that the grapes have not become prepared for impurity by the juice lost from crushed grapes in the transport to the press since that juice is lost, against the will of the vintner. If either one of the workers or the vintner is not a Fellow (as defined in the Introduction to Tractate Demay), heave must be given before pressing starts. If the vintner is not present, the workers have implied authorization to give heave.

Halakhah 4: Does this not disagree with Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish? As Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, nobody may revoke his agency by words. Explain it that he said, go and fix it to the North and [the agent] went and fixed it to the South⁴¹.

41 The disagreement between R. Simeon ben Laqish and R. Johanan, whether a verbal authorization may be revoked by simple pronouncement, not necessarily in the presence of the agent, is in Gitin 4:1-2, fol. 45c, and Babli Qiddusin 59a. The Babli explains the problem away; its opinion is that R. Simeon ben Laqish disallows verbal revocation only in matters of marriage and divorce which never can be executed by words alone. The Yerushalmi disagrees and holds that R. Simeon ben Laqish always requires an action (in the case of authorization to proceed with a divorce, a court action) to terminate duly established agency. In our case here, he permits a shortcut for termination only if the agent deviates from his instructions. On the other hand, the Yerushalmi notes that in case of an action of divorce, agency can be terminated only in the presence of the agent or by written document delivered to the other party even for R. Johanan since any other course of action would have unforeseeable consequences.
Rebbi Johanan said, one makes the vat impure the moment the press men went over it warp and woof. But have we not stated: "If workers gave heave from a vat, their heave is not heave. But if the vat was small or if the owners or others stir it, their heave is heave." Because others stir it, but if others do not stir it, their heave would not be heave! What is this? One statement for wine, the other for oil. But are not wine and oil the same? Wine is frequently impure, oil is not.

42 In both wine and oil presses, the vat is covered by wooden planks; the workers stand on the planks and pound on them walking crosswise over them.

43 Tosephta 1:8: "If workers gave heave from a vat, their heave was not heave. But if the vat was small and others were using it, their heave was heave." If the vat has to be emptied because of other uses, then time is of the essence and the workers have implicit authorization for heave.

44 Therefore, the workers are authorized to give heave.
It was stated⁴⁵: "When does one start to give heave from grapes? From the moment one went over it warp and woof. When does one start to make them impure? The House of Shammai say, after one removed second [tithe], the House of Hillel say, after one removed first [tithe]. Rebbi Yose said, practice should follow the House of Shammai but the public follow the House of Hillel. Rebbi Simeon says, the words of the House of Shammai were reasonable in the time of the Temple, the words of the House of Hillel are reasonable in the present time. But the Sages say unlike either of them, but that one removes heave and the heave of the tithe; then one may make it impure immediately."

⁴⁵ Tosephta 3:12. In the Tosephta, the positions of the Houses of Hillel and Shammai are switched, the statement of R. Yose is in the name of R. Jehudah, the statement of R. Simeon is missing, and the Sages are quoted to require removal of heave and tithes. Except for the switch between R. Yose and R. Jehudah, which is undecidable and may stem from an abbreviation "ר"ה, the reading of the Yerushalmi is superior in every detail.

The problem discussed here and in the next paragraphs is, when may one give finished wine (or olive oil) which happens to be in the building of the press for wine (or oil) to be made from the grapes (or olives) newly brought into the press. The underlying principle is that the fruits must be crushed with some fluid oozing out, so that the fruit can no longer be used as fruit.
"When does one start to give heave from olives? Some Tanna'im state, when they have been ground\(^{46}\), and some Tanna'im state, when they are being weighted\(^{47}\). It is clear following him who says when they are being weighted. For him who says when they have been ground, did not Rebbi Johanan say, one makes the vat impure the moment the press men went over it warp and woof? This one is for wine, the other one for oil. Is not wine under the same rules as oil? What would be the difference between wine and oil? Wine is frequently impure, oil is not frequently impure. Rebbi Hiyya bar Ada said, both are frequently impure but impurity is found with wine more often than with oil.

\(^{46}\) In Tosephta 3:13, this is the opinion of R. Simeon, the opposing opinion that of the anonymous majority. Since the Yerushalmi does not quote names, it abstains from deciding between the opinions.

\(^{47}\) Except for choice olives from which oil can be obtained by squeezing by hand, olives have to be ground before they are put into the vat to be pressed, and the pressing is mechanical weighting down.

Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah said, if he wishes he may bring olives, put them under the pounding stone\(^{49}\), and tread on it. They said to him, olives cannot be compared to grapes. Grapes are soft\(^{50}\) and release the wine, olives are hard and do not release the oil\(^{51}\)."

\(^{48}\) Tosephta 3:13.

\(^{49}\) Explanation of the Babli, *Baba Batra* 67b.

\(^{50}\) In the Tosephta: ירכות.

\(^{51}\) Without mechanical pressure greater than that generated by people standing on top of the press.
Mishnah 5: He who says the heave of this heap is contained in it, the tithes are contained in it and the heave of this tithe is contained in it, Rebbi Simeon says he gave it a name but the Sages say, only if he said in its Northern or Southern part. Rebbi Eleazar Hisma says, he who says, the heave of this heap is from it for itself, gave it a name. Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob says, he who says, one tenth of this tithe is made heave of the tithe for it, gave it a name.

52 In that case, the entire heap becomes dema' and can be used only by a Cohen since the heaves are valid but their place is indeterminate. The Sages hold that dema' can be created only by heave falling into profane food; heave and dema' can never be created simultaneously. They hold that designating heave without indicating its place is an invalid action.

53 Tanna of the second generation, student of R. Joshua. He admits even more possibilities than R. Simeon since the latter at least requires a declaration that the heave be "contained in it" whereas R. Eleazar Hisma already makes the declaration valid if only "from it" is declared. Since tithes and the heave of the tithe do not have to be earmarked, he will hold that tithes and heave of the tithe can be declared without specifying any place.

54 R. Eliezer ben Jacob holds with the Sages for heave, which must be earmarked, and possibly for the first tithe. But he rejects the restrictions for heave of the tithe which may be given from any place (Chapter 2, Note 6).
Halakhah 5: Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Rebbi Simeon goes with the House of Shammai since the House of Shammai say it is sanctified as *dema'* and so Rebbi Simeon says it is sanctified as *dema*.

While this statement is repeated in Mishnah 1:4, which is inapplicable in Halakhah 4:5, it is difficult to find its origin. The commentaries refer to

So far if he says "contained in it". What if he said "in it"? Let us hear from the following: "The second tithe in this property shall be redeemed by those coins" and he did not specify, Rebbi Simeon said he gave it its name but the Sages say he did not do anything unless he says, in its Northern part, or in its Southern part." That means there is no difference between "contained in it" and "in it".

56 Tosephta *Ma'aser Šeni* 3:17.
57 In the Tosephta: He did not have to separate the tithe, as explained in Tractate *Demay*, he must indicate its place.

is tithing his produce. While he does not have to separate the tithe, as explained in Tractate *Demay*, he must indicate its place.
The words of the Sages. Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Eudaimon from Haifa in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish (Num. 18:27): "Your heave will be thought of." (Num. 18:26) "you shall lift." Just as thought has to be definite, so your giving heave has to be definite.

This refers to the sentence of the Mishnah starting "but the Sages say." The order of the verses should be reversed: Because your heave is thought of, it must be parallel to what you would do if you lifted the heave out of the produce. Since what you lift is well defined, what you think of also must be well defined.

If he said, the heave of this and that heap should be in this one; Rebbi Johanan said, the place where the heave of the first ended, there the second also ends. Rebbi Isaac ben Eleazar asked: If a seah of heave fell into a heap and he said, the heave of this heap is contained in it, does the heave of the heap end at that seah?

Since this follows the rules of the Sages for whom no dema' is created, it is understood that both times he indicated that the heave should be, e.g., in the Northern part of the heap. Then we assume that he intended to lift the two heaves together; the two heaves must be contiguous. The rules of lifting in this case of vague determination are spelled out in the next paragraph.

Here it is assumed that the original volume of the heap is at least 100 seah. In that case, no dema' is created but the original heave or its equivalent may simply be lifted out as explained in Chapter 5. If the argument of R. Johanan is correct, here
also the new heave should be adjacent to the heave to be lifted.

62 Assuming that the heave fell into the center of the heap; in that case the declaration is acceptable also to the Sages.

63 If he said, the heave of this heap shall be in its Northern part, the Northern half is *dema'*, the words of Rebbi;” he takes one half. "But the Sages say, like a X*64;” one quarter. "Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, he takes its heave from the Northernmost part;" one eighth*65.

63 Tosephta 4:9. Everybody agrees that "the Northern part" is not specific enough to denote the place of heave; the reasonable thing would be to remove the grain for heave first and then give it a name; in that way only 2% has to be given.

64 Capital Greek letter χ.

65 It is assumed that the heap is in the form of a perfect cone with circular base. It is easy to understand the positions of Rebbi and the Sages. Rebbi draws a plane perpendicular to the base plane in East-West direction through the center. Anything in the Northern half of the heap now may be heave; therefore, the entire Northern half is *dema'*. The Sages draw a plane perpendicular to the base plane in North-South direction through the center and then two planes perpendicular to the base plane, making ±45° angles with the North-South plane, cutting the base plane in two lines forming a χ. The volume cut out by the Northern half of these planes is 1/4th of the entire volume.

It is more difficult to reconstruct the Talmud's interpretation of the argument of Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel. If the idea is that in the base plane one draws a chord of the base circle so that it cuts off 1/8th of the area of the circular disk, let 2α be the angle of the circular sector subtended by the segment measured in radians and choose the radius of the circle as unit of measurement. Then the area of
the segment is the area of the sector minus the area of the triangle from the center:

\[ A = \alpha - \sin \alpha \cos \alpha = \frac{\pi}{8} \]

or \( \alpha = 0.8832 \text{ rad} = 50.63^\circ \). In that case, the height \( h \) of the segment is \( 1 - \cos \alpha = 0.365 \) of the radius of the base circle. However, if the idea is that the volume cut off from the cone by a plane, perpendicular to the base plane, through the chord, should be one eighth of the total volume then the problem is indeterminate since the ratio of radius of the circle to the height of the cone is not given. If this is assumed to be 1, the equation to be solved is

\[ (\alpha - \sin \alpha \cos \alpha)(1-\cos \alpha) = 3\pi/8 \]

or \( \alpha = 1.4526 \text{ rad} = 83.22^\circ \). However, the most likely explanation seems to be that in a heap of base radius \( r \) and height \( H \), the total volume is computed as \( \frac{1}{3}\pi r^2 H \) and one eighth of this is taken from the northernmost part of the heap.

What if the heave of two heaps [was given] together? Rebbi Johanan said, they are both forbidden as dema’, but Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, they are not forbidden.

66 He gave heave for two heaps together which is perfectly legal. But he used the language of the Mishnah, "in the Northern part of one of them" and either he did not specify which of them or he did and forgot what he specified.

67 This sentence is from Demay 7:9 and explained there, Note 135.
Rebbi Hosaia bar Shammai said, if he had before him two seot and one heap\(^{68}\) and said, one of the seot is heave for this heap, he sanctified them and it is not known which one is sanctified\(^{69}\). If he had before him two heaps\(^{70}\) and one seah and said, this is heave for one of the heaps, one is put in order but we do not know which one\(^{71}\).

\(^{68}\) Assuming that the heap contains \(50\) seot.

\(^{69}\) Hence, both have to be given to the Cohen who may be required to pay for one of them.

\(^{70}\) Of \(25\) seah each.

\(^{71}\) Heave has to be taken a second time from both heaps with a declaration: "If this heap is already put in order I did not do anything and the grain is profane. But when the heap is still tevel it shall be heave." All three heaves must be given to the Cohen who may be asked to pay for one of them.

\textit{Mishnah 6:} One who gives heave before First Fruits, First Tithe before heave, Second Tithe before First, even though he transgresses a prohibition what he did is done since it is said (Ex. 22:28): "Your fullness\(^{72}\) you should not make follow your \textit{dema}".

\textit{Mishnah 7:} From where that First Fruits should precede heave since either one is called heave and first. First Fruits should precede since they...
are due before everything else, heave before First Tithe because it is first, First Tithe before the Second because it contains "first".  

72 In Mekhilta Miṣpatim 19, Babli Temurah 4a, it is explained that "your fullness" refers to First Fruits because they are taken when the harvest is still full and nothing had been taken yet.

73 Commentary of Maimonides:  "The Eternal called heave 'first' when He said (Deut. 18:4): 'The first of your grain, your cider, and your oil.' He called it heave (Num. 18:8): 'Lo, I gave to you the guarding of My heaves.' The Eternal called First Fruits first when He said (Deut. 26:22): 'You shall take from the first of any produce of the Land.' He called it heave (Deut. 12:27): 'You must bring there . . . and your hand's heave.' They said in Sifry (Deut. 62,73): 'Your hand's heave means First Fruits.' This proves that the verse speaks of First Fruits since it deals only with what has to be brought to the Temple and no heave has to be brought to Jerusalem except First Fruits for which there is an explicit verse. They said that First Tithe contains 'first', i. e., the heave of the tithe about which the Eternal said (Num. 18:26): 'You shall lift from it the Eternal's heave,' and heave is called 'first'. [The statement in Sifry is quoted in Bikkurim 2:1 (fol. 64c), Babli Pesahim 36b, Yebamot 73b, Makkot 17a, Hulin 120b, Me'ilah 15b.]

Halakhah 7: Rebbi Hama bar Uqba in the name of Rebbi Yose bar Hanina: Since he transgresses a prohibition it follows that what he did is valid. Rebbi Hama bar Uqba said in the name of Rebbi Yose bar Hanina: He is whipped. Rebbi Zeira said, they objected before Rebbi Johanan
and he remained silent: If he transgresses, is he whipped or not? Rebbi Aḥa bar Jacob in the name of Rebbi Johanan: He is not whipped. How does Rebbi Johanan explain (Ex. 22:28): "Your fullness you should not make follow your dema". He explains it for removal.

74 In Babli Temurah 4a, the position of the Yerushalmi is rejected and it is proved that R. Yose ben R. Hanina holds that the person is not whipped but R. Eleazar says, he is whipped. The argument ascribed to those who hold with the Yerushalmi is that a simple transgression committed by speech only can never be punished by a court (לֶא שָׁאֵלָה בְּרֶמֶשׁ). Since R. Yose ben R. Hanina holds here that the fact that he committed a sin proves that the status of the grain has changed from tevel to heave and tithes, in the interpretation of the Yerushalmi the transgression is one of fact rather than of speech.

75 He disagrees with R. Zeira and holds that R. Johanan articulated his position.

76 He takes דָּם to mean "fluid", derived from דַּמַּה "tear" and reads: Your fullness and your fluids you should not keep too long, referring to tithes of grain, wine, and olive oil which have to be removed from his house and delivered to the poor at the end of the third and sixth years of the Sabbatical cycle.

When does he transgress? Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba says, from the start; Rebbi Samuel bar Rav Isaac says, at the end. What difference comes between them? The burning of the heap is between them; for Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba he transgressed, for Rebbi Samuel bar Rav Isaac he did not transgress.
The moment he separated what should be given second without giving the first he is guilty. For R. Samuel bar Rav Isaac, a formal transgression is caused only if the first also is given later.

He gave First Tithe from a heap which burned before he could give heave. For R. S. Lieberman the meaning is that, according to the second opinion, he has to burn the entire heap in order to avoid committing a sin.

Rebbi Samuel bar Abba asked: First Tithe which he preceded to ears, does he transgress or is he transgressing only the right order?

Since the obligation of heave starts only after threshing, First Tithe given from ears of grain is free from the obligation of heave and cannot be said to be given before heave; but giving it certainly does not follow the prescribed order.

They stated before Rebbi Abbahu: "Heave does not interfere with First Fruits." He said to them, this is from Abba Palaemon. Rebbi Yose asked, which [statement of] Abba Palaemon? Rebbi Mana said to him, I heard my father stating: "First fruits in his right hand, heave in his left hand." Some Tanna‘im state, "he transgresses," some Tanna‘im state, "he does not transgress." He who says he transgresses, the rabbis; he who says he does not transgress, Abba Palaemon.
80 Tosephta 4:10. Even if heave was taken, First Fruits still may be given from the same crop.

81 A Tanna of the fifth generation; in Babylonian sources he appears as מִינִיָּמִין. In Sota 1:2 (fol. 16c), corresponding to Babli 4a, his name is Minyamin (a form of Binyamin).

[Palaemon, Greek Παλαίμων, name of a sea-god, also epithet of Heracles a. o., also used in Roman times (e. g. Remmius Palaemon, Roman grammarian in the time of Tiberius and Claudius.)

Because of the acoustic similarities between Palaemon and its counterpart Binyamin in the parallel passages, the Greek name might be a variant for the Biblical name, which would explain the apparent discrepancy. On the use of specific, traditional substitutes, see E. & H. Guggenheimer, Jewish Family Names and their Origins, an Etymological Dictionary, Hoboken N.J. 1992, pp. xiv-xv; Etymologisches Lexikon der jüdischen Familiennamen, München 1996, p. xv. (E. G.)

82 This refers to the disagreement between R. Hiyya bar Abba and R. Samuel bar Rav Isaac: For Abba Palaemon, a sin can be committed only in changing the prescribed order of heave and tithes, but changing the order between First Fruits and heave means disregarding a positive commandment, not transgressing a prohibition.

Mishnah 8: If somebody intends to say heave but says tithe, tithe but says heave, fire offering but says well-being offering, well-being offering but says fire offering, that I shall not enter this house and he says that one, that I shall have no enjoyment from this one and he says from that one, he did not say anything unless his statement and his intention be equal.
83 As dedication after separation of the amount (or animal) given, whereby a person forbids otherwise permitted enjoyments to himself (Num. 30:3).

84 This and the next example are instances of "vows of prohibition", whereby a person forbids otherwise permitted enjoyments to himself (Num. 30:3).

Halakhah 8: There\(^{85}\), we have stated: "The House of Shammai say, dedication in error is dedication." Rebbi Jeremiah said, if he intends to say "profane" and he says "fire sacrifice", he dedicated it\(^{86}\). Rebbi Yose said, we consider only if he intended to dedicate but he erred because of something else\(^{87}\). What is the status of this Mishnah\(^{88}\)? In the opinion of Rebbi Jeremiah it is in dispute, in the opinion of Rebbi Yose it is everybody's opinion.

85 Mishnah Nazir 5:1. The entire Halakhah is copied from Nazir, Halakhah 5:1.

86 This is his interpretation of the House of Shammai's position.

87 The full text of Mishnah Nazir 5:1 is: "The House of Shammai say, dedication in error is dedication, but the House of Hillel say, it is no dedication. How is that? If he said, the black bull coming out first from my house shall be dedicated [as sacrifice] and a white one came out, the House of Shammai say, it is dedicated, but the House of Hillel say, it is not dedicated." R. Yose restricts the opinion of the house of Shammai to the case when he wanted to dedicate some animal for a certain kind of sacrifice and the only error is in the individual selected.

88 The Mishnah here in Terumot. For R. Jeremiah, it only follows the House of Hillel.
It was stated: "With his lips but not in his mind." I could think that I exclude him who decides in his mind, the verse says (Lev. 5:4): "To articulate." But Samuel said, he who decides in his mind is not obliged until he pronounces with his lips. But did we not state: "(Ex. 35:5) Everyone who volunteers in his mind," that is he who decides in his mind. You say, that is he who decides in his mind, but maybe that is he who pronounces with his lips? When he says (Deut. 23:24): "What comes out from your lips you have to keep," that speaks about him who pronounces with his lips. Therefore, how can I confirm "every one who volunteers in his mind?" That is he who decides in his mind. What Samuel said refers to a sacrifice.

89 The main tannaitic source is Sifra Wayyiqa. The argument is discussed in Babli Sevu'ot 26b.

90 The verse reads: "Or a person who might swear to articulate with his lips for bad or good, about all a man might articulate in an oath, when he forgot and then remembered about any of these." Since articulate is used twice in the same verse it is assumed that the second mention is not identical with the first. Since the first mentions lips, the second cannot speak about the same situation. Biblical dictionaries tend to define "speaking hastily" on basis of Prov. 12:18. However, as Rashi points out, the context requires: (17) "He who breathes trust will tell the truth but a false witness trickery. (18) There is one who articulates like sword thrusts but the tongue of the Sages is healing."
The chiastic arrangement of the verses shows that they form a unit. Therefore, the rabbinic use of the word as "carefully articulated" is borne out by biblical usage. Cf. also Arabic لاء لاء "to be slow-going."]

91 The verse is quoted incorrectly (it must be ל"ב not ל"ב). The verse speaks of voluntary gifts for the Tabernacle; explicit pledges are never mentioned there.

92 "What comes out from your lips you have to keep as you made a vow of a voluntary gift to the Eternal your God, as you pronounced with your mouth." A voluntary gift here is a sacrifice; the verse insists that such a vow is valid only if pronounced.

Mishnah 9: The heave of the Gentile and the Samaritan is heave, their tithes are tithes, and their dedications are dedications. Rebbi Jehudah says, a Gentile cannot have a fourth year vineyard but the Sages say, he may have. The Gentile's heave creates dema' and one is obliged to a fifth for it, but Rebbi Simeon frees from the obligation.

93 The dedications of Gentiles are valid dedications by biblical decree (Lev. 22:25). Heave and tithes of Gentiles are accepted by analogy. The problem of Samaritans is that they are Sadducees and do not follow rabbinic rules; it is decreed that any heave and tithes given by them under their rules are valid.

94 The yield of the fourth year of a newly planted vineyard is holy and must be redeemed before consumption, Lev. 19:24. For R. Jehudah, the obligation of the fourth year is tied to the possession of the Land; for the Sages, it is an extension of the duty of 'orlah which also applies outside the Land.

95 Since Lev. 22:25 implies that
dedication by a Gentile is a meritorious of dedications have to be applied, action, it follows that all stringencies

If he brought heave from his house one treats it as *tevel* and Great Heave, the words of Rebbi; Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, it is certainly heave. If he brought First Tithe from his house, one treats it as *tevel* and First Tithe, the words of Rebbi; Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, he needs only to separate First Tithe. If he brought Second Tithe from his house, one treats it as *tevel* and Second Tithe, the words of Rebbi; Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, he needs only to separate Second Tithe." Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, Rebbi worries that maybe he gave from one kind on another but Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel worries thay maybe he inverted the order.

96 Tosephta 4:13. The entire Halakhah deals only with Gentiles. For the treatment of Samaritans either as Jews or as Gentiles cf. Demay 3:4, p. 467.

97 The preceding Tosephta stated that heave and tithes given by the Gentile from the threshing floor are unquestionably valid since they were given in the open and following the rabbinic rules. The problem is only with gifts given from the barn where we do not know how these were separated.
Rebbi requires that the produce be treated as heave, to be consumed only by a Cohen, but also as tevel, that even the Cohen may use it only if he gave heave for it from another batch of the same produce. Similarly, in the other cases Rebbi requires that heave and tithes be given from the Cohen’s own produce.

In that case, the heave and tithes would be invalid.

He does not have to worry, but if the Gentile might have separated tithe before heave nothing bad has happened since heave and tithes are valid by Mishnah 6 and the Gentile is not subject to the rabbinic prohibitions.

"The Gentile’s heave creates dema’ and one is obligated to a fifth for it, but Rebbi Simeon frees from the obligation." Rebbi Zeira said, I said this before Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: They disagree only for the heave of his threshing floor. But for a Gentile who bought the produce of a Jew, even Rebbi Simeon will agree. Rebbi Abbahu said to me in the name of Rebbi Johanan, the disagreement is about the latter case. It is difficult according to Rebbi Simeon, does he free his tevel from the Torah and you say so? But are sacrifices not from the Torah, and nevertheless Rebbi Simeon frees, as we have stated there: "Sacrifices of Gentiles are not subject to piggul, left-overs, and..."
impurity and one who slaughters them outside is free [from punishment], the words of Rebbi Yose, but Rebbi Simeon declares him guilty." They wanted to say that they disagree only about the fifth but not about dema'. They found stated: It is all the same.

101 After it was harvested. R. Simeon teaches that real estate in the Land of Israel held by Gentiles is free from all obligations of the Land, cf. Peah Chapter 4, Note 129, Demay Chapter 5, Note 102.

102 If the Gentile bought produce after threshing, obligated for heave but before heave was taken, then his heave will free the grain for consumption by Jews. Since his heave has all the force of heave given by a Jew, why should it not be subject to all rules of heave?

103 Sacrifices given to the Temple by Gentiles are accepted by biblical law, cf. Note 93.

104 Mishnah Zebahim 4:5, and similarly Tosephta Zebahim 5:6. In all these texts, R. Simeon is quoted as freeing from punishment and R. Yose as declaring guilty. This is also a necessary reading here since the argument is that R. Simeon considers the Gentile's sacrifice to be a genuine sacrifice acceptable to Heaven but not subject to any of the restrictions imposed on Jewish sacrifices; in parallel, the Gentile's heave is heave but subject to its rules. (In some Mishnah mss. and editions, "R. Simeon" is replaced by "R. Meir.") Maimonides, both in his Commentary and his Code (Pesule Hammuqdašim 18:24) follows R. Simeon, against the rule that R. Yose prevails over R. Simeon. As R. Aqiba Eiger points out, the Babli quotes two instances (Zebahim 116b, Menahot 109b) of actual sacrifices performed for Gentiles outside the Land. Since the action of a respected authority, in this case Rava, the unquestioned leader of his generation, overrides all decision rules, Maimonides is justified.

105 A sacrifice brought with the intent of eating it at an inappropriate time or inappropriate place, a deadly sin (Lev. 7:18, 19:7).

106 Leftovers from sacrificial meat remaining after the allotted time, whose consumption is sinful.

107 Sacrificed outside the Temple, a prohibition restricted to "the Children of Israel", Lev. 17:3.
Mishnah 1: If somebody separates parts of heave or tithes, he takes from this its own heave or tithes but not for another place¹. Rebbi Meır says, he may even take it for another place.

1 R. Simson explains: If somebody desires to give the full amount of heave (Mishnah 3) but at the moment takes only a smaller amount, or if he does not take the full 10% as tithes, then what he took is heave or tithes but the remainder is profane food and tevel mixed together and he may take the rest of his obligation from the same heap since, in this case, we say that what he takes out is tevel and not profane. (For heave he must have the intention to give more since there is no biblical minimum for heave.) But for another heap we do not allow him to take heave or tithes from what is partially profane. R. Meır’s position is that we accept that heave taken in any permissible way retroactively turns its material into tevel, so that in any case only correct heave or tithes were taken (cf. Demay Chapter 5, Notes 45,63.).

Maimonides explains the Mishnah as stating that partial heave or tithes possibly remain tevel and therefore one must give heave or tithes from the separate produce. It cannot be returned to the original heap because possibly it is heave. R. Meır considers it certain tevel. R. Abraham ben David (Ma’aser 1:15) declares “I have no idea where he or his teacher could have picked up such an idea,” but the correct explanation is that given by R. Simson.
Halakhah 1: "If somebody separates parts of heave or tithes," etc. Our Mishnah [is said] in case he separated and it is his intention to separate more. Rebbi Samuel in the name of Rebbi Ze'ira, our Mishnah [is said] if he did not say anything. Rebbi Mana said before Rebbi Yudan: Do they disagree? He said to him, if he did not say anything, it is as if it were his intention to separate more².

² The only case where an amount the person giving heave says so of heave smaller than the rabbinic explicitly, minimum is accepted as full heave if

What is the difference between taking from itself for itself and taking from itself for another place? When it is from itself for itself, what comes into his hand is³ all tevel. If he separates from it for another place, both together come into his hand. That is difficult⁴: If he took [produce] with the intention of taking from itself for itself, what comes into his hand is all tevel. If he changed his mind to use it for another place, both together come into his hand! If he took [produce] with the intention to use for another place, both together come into his hand. If he changed his mind
to take from itself for itself, all that came into his hand is *tevel*. If he gave too little, all that came into his hand is *tevel*. If he added, both together came into his hand.

3 Retroactively, it turned out to be heave. But if used for another heap, there is no retroactivity and heave and *tevel* are indistinguishable.

4 Clause missing in Rome ms., but quoted by R. Simson.

5 This is the case of our Mishnah.

The clause is missing in the Leyden ms.

6 If we speak of heave, what he separated was more than he intended. If we speak of tithe, his produce is in order but his tithe is not, as stated in *Demay* Chapter 5, Note 40.

Also if he is in error it is so. If he thought that two *se'ot* were due but he owed only one, Rebbi Immi in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: That [extra] *seah* which he separated he gives as heave for another place. But did we not state: "but not for another place"? Explain it if he increased the heave? It is acceptable if he increased the heave, but what about tithes? Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish did not state about tithes. But the reason of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish must be that, since we say that all the *tevel* is now in his hands, what is the difference between taking from it its own heave or that for another place?
7 The Mishnah is irrelevant here since it deals with the case that too little heave was given. It is permissible to give too much heave since its amount is not determined in biblical law, in contrast to tithes. Since the extra seah was declared as heave, it must remain in the sanctity of heave.

8 If the reason given above, that we declare that all produce in his hand the second time around was genuine tevel, then this tevel should be usable for heave in all possible ways. He will restrict the use of the second batch only for freeing its own produce for tithes and heave of the tithe.

9 If most of the heap was put in order. If most of the heap was not put in order, there is disagreement between Hizqiah and Rebbi Johanan. As Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said in the name of Hizqiah, tevel becomes voided by plurality, but Rebbi Johanan said, tevel does not become voided by plurality. Since it was his intention to give, each single grain of wheat was labelled at its place. Some want to explain following Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob, as Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob stated, that he cannot separate either for itself or for another place. This parallels the following: If there were before him two heaps and from each of them...
he took part of heave or tithes, may he take heave or tithe from one for the other? The students of the elder Rebbi Ḥiyya asked the elder Rebbi Ḥiyya and he said to them (Eccl. 4:5): "The fool folds his hands and eats his own flesh." Rebbi Eleazar in the name of the elder Rebbi Ḥiyya: He may not give heave or tithe from one for the other.

9 If the heave given was more than 50% of what was due, one follows R. Simeon ben Laqish. If less than 50% was given, one follows R. Eliezer ben Jacob in this paragraph. The Mishnah therefore is valid only in case exactly 50% were given.

10 He disagrees with the generally accepted statement that by rabbinic decree, the prohibition of anything that can be put in order is not voided if it becomes an indistinguishable part of other produce or food; cf. Sevi’it 6:3, Notes 117-121. It is agreed that in biblical law, the prohibition of any food becomes void by a plurality of permitted matter. Cf. also Halakhah 8, Note 71.

11 As noted before, if it was the farmer's intention to put in order only part of the heap, then the remainder is tevel and no one knows which grains are profane and which tevel.

12 If humans cannot distinguish between profane and tevel, humans cannot use the remainder of the heap for heave or tithes.

13 The following text is from Chapter 2, Notes 26-28.

Mishnah 2: If somebody's produce was in a storage bin and he gave a seah to a Levite and a seah to a poor person, one may separate another
eight se’ot and eat them, the words of Rebbi Meir. But the Sages say, he separates only according to the computation\textsuperscript{14,15}.

\textbf{14} For this Mishnah, Maimonides gives one but R. Simson and R. Isaac Simponti each give three explanations. Maimonides and R. Simson in his last explanation assume that the Mishnah speaks only of the farmer who is a Fellow. He gave the gifts to the Levite and the poor without saying anything; later he declares them to be tithes. R. Meir gives him credit for all he gave; the Sages declare that he may use as profane only four times the amount of tithes still in existence at the time of declaration.

\textbf{15} An explanation suggested by the Halakhah is R. I. Simponti’s last: The farmer is a vulgar person (as defined in the Introduction to \textit{Demay}) who may be trusted to have given heave but not tithes. If he was seen giving one seah to a Levite and one (or at least \(9/10\) of a seah) to the poor (in a year when tithe of the poor was due), we may assume that they were given as tithes, or the farmer, when interrogated, may retroactively declare them to be tithes; eight se’ot (or exactly \(8\frac{1}{10}\)) are now in order and any of his workers who is a Fellow (as defined in the Introduction to \textit{Demay}) may eat up to that amount, in the opinion of R. Meir. But the Sages say, he has to treat any produce of the vulgar farmer according to the rules of \textit{demay}, cf. \textit{Demay} 7:3.

\textbf{Halakhah 2:} Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Hoshiaiah: They treated it following the rules of a worker who does not trust his employer\textsuperscript{15}.
The following is obvious: If the produce was burned, the heave becomes invalid\textsuperscript{16}. If the heave was burned, when the produce will be consumed, the heave will retroactively have been sanctified\textsuperscript{17}.

\textsuperscript{16} Heave was given only for part of the produce, as in Mishnah 1. If the produce then was destroyed, it was never made clear which particular grain was put in order by the heave; the same applies for tithes. Since the heave now does not put anything in order, it is not heave and the Cohen may not consume it before he separates heave and tithes.

\textsuperscript{17} Following the statement in Halakhah 1, that the selected produce will all be profane.

\textsuperscript{18} As rabbinic decrees; without a unless it complies with these guidelines. special declaration heave is not valid

\textsuperscript{19} Since heave must be given by

\textsuperscript{20} Rebbi Jehudah says, even from what is not earmarked

\textsuperscript{21} unless it complies with these guidelines.
estimate, it may be that after the fact it turns out that the heave is less than what the giver intended. As long as a legal amount is given, this is heave and, as such, free from the obligation of tithes. The rest of the produce is now tevel for tithes. Therefore, if the owner adds to the heave, he adds produce subject to tithing.

20 If one in 61 was taken as heave, the heave is $\frac{1}{60}$ of the remainder and, therefore, marginally valid even though the a priori standard for the stingy is 1 in 60 from above. One should add to the heave. But since valid heave was given by estimate, the remainder may be measured, following the usual procedures for trading the particular produce.


It is written (Ez. 45:13): "One sixth of an ephah from a homer of wheat, and you shall take sixthths from an ephah from a homer of barley." I could think he may give heave one thirtieth from wheat but one sixtieth from barley. The verse says (Ez. 44:30): "All heave," that all heaves should be equal. Samuel says, add the sixth to the sixthths, it turns out that he gives heave one in forty.

"Average, one in fifty." Rebbi Levi said, it is written (Num. 31:30): "From the half of the Children of Israel take one part in fifty." All you take at another place shall be like this; just as this is one in fifty, so what you take at another place shall be like this.
"And stingy, one in sixty," as it is written: "And you shall take a sixth from an *ephah* from a *homer* of barley."

22 An *ephah* is one tenth of a *homer* (Ez. 45:11), a sixth of an *ephah* is one sixtieth of a *homer*. Verse 13 starts: "This is the heave you have to take."

23 A verb formed from "six" whose meaning seems to be: taking parts of one-sixths. It is used in the Halakhah once in the meaning "take one sixth" and once as "take sixths", i.e., "take two sixths"; cf. H. Guggenheimer, *Seder Olam*, (Northvale NJ, 1998), p. 6.

24 The average of the heaves taken from wheat and barley is then $\frac{1}{2}(\frac{1}{60}+\frac{1}{30}) = \frac{1}{40}$.

25 In the Tosephta (5:8), this is a statement of R. Yose (the Tanna); probably a Babylonian tradition.

26 Tosephta 5:8, where the entire verse from Ezechiel is quoted; the quote in the Yerushalmi misses a part, probably by scribal error in the Vorlage of both mss., induced by the two occurrences of "שישית".

"The House of Shammai say, [one] in thirty. "One sixth of an *ephah* from a *homer* of barley."

Average, one in forty, following Samuel.

Stingy, one in sixty following Rebbi Levi. As Rebbi Levi bar Hina said, he who takes out his tithes following the rules does not lose. What is
the reason? (Ez. 45:11) "The ephah shall be one tenth of a homer, its measure shall be from the homer." For what do you need that? As we say, "if it turned out to be one in fifty, this is heave and he does not have to give more;" so the House of Shammai say, if it turned out to be one in fifty, this is heave and he does not have to give more.

27 It must read "one in fifty", as confirmed by Tosephta 5:3 and the text at the end of the paragraph. R. Levi is the one quoted above, for the average giver following the House of Hillel.

28 A scribal error; it should read: Rebbi Levi bar Ḥiyya said, starting a new topic.

29 It seems that his name should be Ḥiyya bar Abba, an Amora and preacher of the fourth generation, student of R. Abba bar Abba.

30 The verse is misquoted; it should read: "The ephah shall be one tenth of a homer, its measure shall be from the homer." The plain meaning of the verse is that the homer shall be the standard, the ephah being derived from it. It is difficult to understand why has been changed to \( \frac{1}{60} \); the sermon seems to rely on the original reading of the verse: The ephah taken for heave and tithes is to the homer, additional to the homer because God will soon replace it for you.

31 Scribal error; it must be "sixty" as in the Mishnah.

Rebbi Ḥanina bar Issi\(^{32}\) said, Bar Qappara did not state so, but "if it turned out to be one in fifty and one in sixty, this is heave and he does not have to give more.\(^{33}\)"

32 It seems that his name should be R. Hanina bar Sisai.

33 He disagrees with the Tanna of the Mishnah and states that heave is legal only if it is \( > \frac{1}{60} \) of the harvest, not \( \geq \frac{1}{60} \) as stated there.
Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: If he wanted to free his heap. But if he did not do it in order to free his heap, even one on one\textsuperscript{34}.

\textsuperscript{34} This refers to the Mishnah, if the heave was \( \frac{1}{60} \) and he added to his heave. If the intention was to give as an obligation, the intention is invalid since heave was already given. But if the intention was simply to give to the Cohen more in the sanctity of heave, this is valid since heave has no upper limit (except that one may not make one's entire crop into heave) and he may even double the original heave.

Cohen more in the sanctity of heave, this is valid since heave has no upper limit (except that one may not make one's entire crop into heave) and he may even double the original heave.

Cahana said, "in his usual way\textsuperscript{35}." Rebbi Johanan said, even one for one. But did we not state, "in his usual way"? That he should not give less. Rebbi Eleazar said, in his usual way of measurement, but if he wants to add, even one for one.

\textsuperscript{35} Quote from the Mishnah, in case the heave given turns out to be \(< \frac{1}{60} \) of the heap. Cahana reads the Mishnah as stating that the difference between the heave and \( \frac{1}{60} \) must be exactly measured and exactly given, R. Johanan thinks that the difference must be measured and heave given at least in the amount of difference, and R. Eleazar requires that all additional heave be given by measurement but never less than the difference to \( \frac{1}{60} \).

Rebbi Jonah said, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish asked before Rebbi Johanan: What is the status of additional heave? He said to him, I am stating that as an isolated opinion. Do you mean for obligation or for freeing? If you say for obligation, that is understandable. If you say for freeing, if even Rebbi Jehudah, who permits from the non-earmarked, frees it, then the rabbis, who do not agree [to take] from the non-earmarked, certainly must so hold. Rebbi Yose, Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish came: The additional heave is subject to tithes. Rebbi Yose said, the Mishnah said so. Rebbi Zeira said to Rebbi Assi, which Mishnah? He did not answer him. He said to him, maybe that which we stated: "If he gave heave and it turned out to be one in sixty-one, this is heave and he does not have to give more." Did we not state on this: "If he added, it is subject to tithes"?

36 If the heave taken was $<1/60$ and he is obligated to give more heave by rabbinic decree. Since there is no stated minimum for heave in biblical law, do the rabbis have the power to decree that the addition should be heave, free from tithes, or has the addition to be tithed?

37 The statement that additional heave is subject to tithes if the original heave was $\geq 1/60$ is declared R. Jehudah's.

38 If R. Jehudah requires tithing also if the original heave is $<1/60$, we can understand it since the original gift was sufficient for biblical heave.

39 Since R. Jehudah permits to give heave from another place, he makes it clear that he does not consider the additional heave genuine. If, never
theless, he frees the gift from tithes he must hold that the rabbis have the power to decree the gift to be heave. The rabbis, who do not permit taking the addition from non-earmarked produce, must consider the gift as genuine heave and the question should not even be asked.

40 In the Rome ms., R. Assi. This might be the better reading.

41 Since R. Yose uses the Hebrew

How far does a man free his tevel by the word of the Torah? Rebbi Jonathan instructed: One in a hundred like heave of the tithe. Rebbi Johanan asked him, from whom did you hear this? He said, from arguments of the colleagues I understood this, although Rebbi Yannai said, even one in a thousand. Rebbi Mana said, there is no measure since it is written (Deut. 18:4): "The first of your grain, cider, and oil," any amount.

42 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: פְּטָר עָסִיק; but R. Johanan cannot ask himself.

43 This is the Babylonian opinion, articulated by the first generation Amora Samuel: "One grain frees an entire heap" (Hul. 137b). It follows that in the time of RR. Jonathan and Yannai, heave was still eaten by Cohanim but in the time of R. Mana all heave was impure and had to be burned.
Mishnah 4: If somebody said to his agent: go and give heave, he gives heave following the intentions\textsuperscript{44} of the owner. If [the agent] does not know the intentions of the owner, he gives average heave, one in fifty. If he diminished by ten or added ten\textsuperscript{45}, his heave is heave, but if he intended to exceed [the owner's intention] by even one, his heave is not heave.

\textsuperscript{44} If it is his intention to give one in 40, 50, or 60.

\textsuperscript{45} If the heave turns out to be between \(\frac{1}{40}\) and \(\frac{1}{60}\). That is, if the agent does not know the intentions of the owner and wants to follow the rules which require heave to be given by estimate. But if he intends to give not \(\frac{1}{50}\) but \(\frac{1}{49}\), he exceeds his authority and hurts the owner; this automatically terminates his agency. He now is an unrelated person and his heave is not heave by Mishnah 1. The underlying problem of agency is not discussed in the Yerushalmi, but appears in the Babli, \textit{Ketubot} 98b-99b.

\textsuperscript{46} So far, if he said to him, go and give heave following my intentions. If he knew the intentions of the owner but [the owner] did not tell him: go and give heave following my intentions? Let us hear from the following: "If [the agent] does not know the intentions of the owner;" therefore, if he knows even if he did not tell him, it is as if he had told him\textsuperscript{46}.
46 If he intentionally deviates from the owner’s standard, his heave is invalid.

Rebbi Abun bar Cahana said: If someone diminished by ten it is heave, and if he added ten it is heave. This does not apply to the profane [produce] since diminution and addition are not equal47. How is that? If he used to give heave one in fifty, if he gives heave one in forty he makes him lose six quarters48. If he gives heave one in sixty, he earns him four quarters.

47 For the profane remainder, the difference between maximum and minimum heave is from 98\% to 97\%\%\, deviating from 98 only by \(\frac{1}{3}\) or \(\frac{1}{2}\).

48 The basis of the computation is an average heave of 1 seah of 6 qab

Here you say, his heave is heave, but there you say, his heave is not heave49! Rebbi Hanina ben Rebbi Hillel50 said, in one case he intended to diminish, in the other to add.

49 The question is formulated comparing the first part of the Mishnah, when deviations are accepted, and the second part, in which a deviation makes heave invalid. The question is really about the second
part, where it is asserted that intention
to add invalidates the agency but
intention to diminish is not mentioned
at all. The answer is that intention to
diminish within the legal bounds does
not disqualify the agent.

50 He is R. Hananiah ben R. Hillel.

Rebbi Haggai asked before Rebbi Yose: There 51, we have stated: "If he
said to him, give them one piece, but he said, take two each, and they
took three each, all committed larceny;" but here you say so? He said to
him, there the agency of the owner stopped after the first piece 52, but
here each single grain of wheat is under the agency of the owner. What is
the difference? If there were before him two heaps, one put in order by
his intention, the other put in order not by his intention 53.

51 Mishnah Me'ilah 6:1, also quoted in Babli Ketubot 98b. The case
discussed is of a host who invited
guests, told his agent to give each guest
a piece of meat, the agent told each
one to take two pieces, and each guest
took three. Then it turned out that the
meat was sacrificial meat illegally
taken. The problem is, why should the
host be liable for the action of an
agent who clearly overstepped his
authority, when the Mishnah here
declares the agency to be null and void.
One would infer that the host should
not be guilty of larceny. In the Babli,
the owner is held liable only if the
agent told the guests to take one piece
from the host and one from himself.
This cannot be the interpretation of the
Yerushalmi.

52 But the owner bears the
responsibility for the first piece, while
in the case of heave for grain the
responsibilities cannot be neatly
53 The heave from the first heap is valid, from the second invalid.

Mishnah 5: If somebody increases heave, Rebbi Eliezer says, up to one tenth like the heave of the tithe. The excess he should make heave of the tithe but not\textsuperscript{54} for another place. Rebbi Ismael says, half profane and half heave. Rebbi Tarphon and Rebbi Aqiba say more, but he must retain some profane produce.

\textsuperscript{54} This is the reading in the Leyden ms., the Munich ms. of the Babli, the Palestinian Mishnah edited by Low, and the first prints of the Mishnah (Naples, Riva di Trento, Venice). In all other manuscript sources, including the Rome ms., and the Mishnah prints following the edition of Yomtov Lipman Heller Wallerstein, the reading is: "for another place". That reading is quoted in the Halakhah as variant reading, confirming the text here as the authentic Galilean Mishnah.

The background for the disagreement is that heave of the tithe may be taken from one lot for another but heave itself must be earmarked. Since the produce was given as Great Heave, the rules of heave should apply.

The reasons for the three diverging opinions are given in the Halakhah.
Halakhah 5: Rebbi Jeremiah in the name of Rebbi Johanan, Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: Rebbi Eliezer follows the House of Shamai; just as the House of Shamai say, it is sanctified as dema', so Rebbi Eliezer says it is sanctified as dema'\textsuperscript{55}.

\textsuperscript{55} For the statement of the House of Shamai, cf. Chapter 3, Note 55.

According to R. Eliezer, if more than 11\% is given as heave, then 10\% are heave, 1\% heave of the tithe, and the remainder is tevel as long as its tithes have not been given. Then one has the disagreement between Hizqiah and R. Johanan (Chapter 1, Notes 10-12); following Hizqiah, a small amount of tevel can be disregarded, but not following R. Johanan.

In the opinion of Rebbi Johanan, it is simple. One tenth in it is holy as heave, of the remainder one tenth is heave and the rest is tevel for tithes. Therefore, he must declare: "The excess he should make heave of the tithe for another place\textsuperscript{56}." In the opinion of Hizqiah, it is difficult. One tenth in it is holy as heave, of the remainder one tenth is heave and the rest is tevel for everything\textsuperscript{57}. But we have stated: "The excess he should treat as heave of the tithe," he should make it heave of the tithe for another place. Hizkiah holds with what Rebbi Hiyya stated, as Rebbi Hiyya stated: "The excess he should treat as heave of the tithe for another place."
56 The end of the paragraph shows that one must read here: "but not for another place." Since in the opinion of R. Johanan even irregular heave eliminates all tevel, the excess over 11% can be separated and used for tithes from which heave of the tithe has already been given.

57 According to Hizqiah, tevel disappears in a plurality of other produce. If the amount given as heave is < 20%, then the tevel part is less than the heave part and all is heave; one cannot give heave of the tithe since there is no more tevel. If the amount given is > 20%, then the excess over 10%, if separated, remains tevel since heave was given to put the heap in order, not what was lifted as heave. That means that of the rest one first has to give heave and then he may lift heave of the tithe; this explains the involved statement in the next sentence. Hizqiah in Halakhah 1 of this Chapter holds that heave is determined only when it is actually taken; it is not predetermined which grain will be heave. Since everything is given as heave, it turns out that the problem is solved if Hizqiah reads the Mishnah in the version of his father R. Hiyya, that if the amount taken is > 20% he may use the excess for any heave of any of his produce. Since Great Heave can be given only from earmarked produce, the natural thing to do is to use it for heave of the tithe which can be given from one place for another. (Explanation hinted at in Deut. 18:4.)

Since R. Hiyya was the teacher of Rav, it is indicated here that the version in the Mishnah found in most mss. is the Babylonian Mishnah.

What is the reason of Rebbi Ismael? (Deut. 18:4) "The beginning of your grain," it is sufficient for the beginning to be like the grain. From where that he did not do anything unless he left some remainder? (Num. 15:21) "From the beginning", not all the beginning.
More than 50% cannot be called "beginning".

Prefix מ in talmudic interpretation is partitive; *Sifry Num.* 110.

Mishnah 6: For three periods one calibrates the measuring box, for early fruits, late fruits, and in the middle of the summer. He who counts is praiseworthy, he who measures is more praiseworthy, and he who weighs is the most praiseworthy of the three.

The basket used to collect figs. Since the sizes of the figs vary during the season, it is necessary to determine how many figs fill a standard basket in order to give correct tithes and heave of the tithe. Measuring is not applicable to the Great Heave.

Halakhah 6: He is praiseworthy relative to whom? Rebbi Huna said, praiseworthy relative to one who estimates heave. Rebbi Ḥinena the son of Rebbi Hillel said, does the Mishnah say so? "He who weighs is the most praiseworthy of the three." Rebbi Ḥinena said, explain it "among the three" and it does not imply anything.
If it were possible to estimate, it should be "four" instead of "three".

61 משנה 2: רבי ליעזר אמר תורמו חולה באתה ומאוה. רבי יהודה
אומר באתה עוזר. ו骠 זא אימ ל שוזר. רבי ניסי בן משלכוס אמר חוזד קב
למאוה סאה שותח קמדמח.

Mishnah 7: Rebbi Eliezer says, heave is lifted\textsuperscript{62} at the rate of one in 101. Rebbi Joshua says by 100 and more. This "and more" has no measure; Rebbi Yose ben Meshullam says "and more" is one qab per one hundred seah, one sixth of what makes dema\textsuperscript{63}.

62  If heave falls into profane food it creates dema'. If the amount of heave is small, it is possible to remove ("lift") an amount equal to the heave and transfer the holiness to that food; the remainder of the food then returns to profane status. R. Eliezer states that in this respect "small" means at most 1 in 100 (1 part heave in 101 overall). R. Joshua requires that the amount be strictly less than 1 in 99+\varepsilon; \varepsilon>0 being arbitrarily small. R. Yose ben Meshullam requires that the amount of heave be at most 1 in 99.1666; if the amount of heave is one seah, the amount of profane grain has to be 99 seah plus one sixth of the amount causing the trouble, i.e., 99/6 seah.

63  Since 1 seah makes permanent dema' in 100 seot, one sixth is a qab. R. Joseph Caro (\textit{Kesef Mishneh} on Maimonides \textit{Terumot} 13:1) takes R. Yose ben Meshullam as being more restrictive than R. Eliezer; it is difficult to read this into the Mishnah.
Halakhah 7: From where that they are not lifted? Rebbi Jonah said, it is written (Num. 18:29): "From all its best its sanctifying part from it." Something from which you lift it, so that if this falls into anything it sanctifies it\(^\text{64}\). How much is this? One in one hundred\(^\text{65}\). Rebbi Eliezer says, one adds a seah and then lifts. Rebbi Joshua says one adds a small amount and lifts. Rebbi Yose ben Meshullam says "and more" is one qab per one hundred, one sixth of what makes dema'; practice follows him\(^\text{66}\).

\(^{64}\) This argument proves only that heave creates dema', not that dema' containing a minute amount of heave may be repaired. The same argument is in Sifry Num. 121.

\(^{65}\) In Tosephta 5:8, the argument is made that the smallest amount called heave is heave of the tithe which is 10% of 10% or 1%, and that nothing less is called heave. The argument is rejected. Therefore, the determination of these limits is purely rabbinical.

\(^{66}\) Nevertheless, Maimonides (Terumot 13:1) decides according to R. Eliezer, probably because Mishnaiot Hallah 1:9, Orlah 2:1 are anonymous and follow R. Eliezer; in addition the Tosephta (5:8) quotes the ruling of R. Eliezer in the name of R. Yose, the most important teacher of the fourth generation, whose word is almost always to be followed.

Mishnah 8: Rebbi Joshua says, black figs lift the white ones, and white ones the black\(^\text{67}\). Large fig cakes lift small ones and small ones lift the
large\(^{68}\). Round fig cakes lift brick-shaped fig cakes and brick-shaped cakes lift round cakes. But Rebbe Eliezer forbids. Rebbe Aqiba says, if it is known what fell in, they do not lift one another, but if it is not known what fell in, they do lift one another\(^{67}\).

\(^{67}\) This is a sequel to the preceding Mishnah. If some white (i.e., green) figs of heave fell into profane figs both white and black and together the profane are at least 100 times the weight of the heave while the white profane figs alone are less than 100 times the weight of the heave, R. Joshua permits to lift white figs in the weight of the heave but R. Eliezer forbids. In his opinion, the white figs are forbidden as dema' but the black ones can be eaten since they certainly are not heave. If they are not forbidden then they are not dema' and cannot be counted. R. Aqiba follows R. Eliezer if the characteristics of the heave are known and R. Joshua if they are unknown.

\(^{68}\) This will be clarified at the end of the Halakhah.
"White ones lift the black." Rebbi Eleazar said, Rebbi Eliezer answered Rebbi Joshua thus: Do white ones lift the black? His words say, when it is known what fell in they lift one another. Cahana said, they do not lift. In the opinion of Cahana, what is the difference between Rebbi Joshua and Rebbi Aqiba? When he had known but forgot. In the opinion of Rebbi Joshua he lifts, in the opinion of Rebbi Aqiba he does not lift. Simeon bar Abba in the name of Rebbi Johanan: That is only if one black one fell into two white ones, that it may be disregarded in a plurality. Rebbi Zeira asked before Rebbi Mana: Would it not be reasonable [to say] into three so that if one of them is lost there still will be two? He said to him, that is also my opinion.

69 For R. Eliezer’s objection to make any sense, one has to assume that R. Joshua admits lifting even if it was known that the heave that fell into the container consisted of all white figs.

70 If it is known that white figs fell into the container, even R. Joshua will allow to lift the *dema* only if there are 100 (or 99+ε) times more white figs than the heave.

71 Since in biblical law, 51% of permitted food eliminates the prohibition of the remaining forbidden 49%, we have to assume that R. Joshua under all circumstances will require that the heave be nullified in biblical law, i.e., that of the kind of the heave more than the heave should have been in the container as profane food. In the Babli, *Yebamot* 82a, this is the opinion of R. Simeon ben Laqish.

72 One has to allow for natural spillage and waste so that at no time is the biblical requirement violated.

Bar Pedaiah said, he grinds and makes it permitted. Even though Bar Pedaiah said mixing applies only to oil and wine, he agrees here that they may be mixed.
73 If the individual figs are no longer recognizable, the difference between white (green) and black figs vanishes.

74 Demay 5:5, Notes 83,84. The mss. there read "Rebbi Pedaiah", Bar Pedaiah in Demay is the reading of R. Simson.

75 Bar Pedaiah does not allow mixing of different sorts for heave of the tithe as long as the fruits are recognizable; he will be more accommodating to remove the prohibition of dema.'

The words of the rabbis disagree. Cahana asked Samuel: Is it not reasonable that the dema' which we stated here contains mostly heave? He said to him, that is also my opinion, but when you go to the Land of Israel do ask about this. When he went, he heard what Rebbi Yose said in the name of Rebbi Johanan, even one seah that fell into 99 [which were] profane. Rebbi Abbahu said, thus did Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish answer Rebbi Johanan: That one seah frees everything? Is a fig cake among fig cakes such a sure thing that heave came up in his hand? But you must say it is [to be taken] lightly; here also it is [to be taken] lightly. Could he not have objected: It is different with fig cakes which already are disregarded? Rebbi Jonah and Rebbi Yose, both in the name of Rebbi Zeïra: Even wheat and wheat he may grind and lift.
This refers to Mishnah Hallah 1:4; the entire paragraph appears in the corresponding Halakhah.

Mishnah Hallah 1:4 states that dough made from dema' is subject to tithes but free from Hallah.

One seah of heave; in order that the dema' be free of hallah the amount of profane flour cannot exceed 99-ε seot. This dema' is rabbinical; the argument is acceptable only if the obligation of hallah also is considered only as rabbinical, contradicting the statement at the end of Chapter 9 of Sevi'it.

The entire idea of lifting heave out of dema' is a legal fiction; even with a fig cake lost among fig cakes the chances are slim that the correct cake of heave will be lifted out. It follows that the entire argument is possible only if we agree that heave today is only a rabbinic obligation for which all kind of leniencies are permitted which would be impossible for biblical obligations; cf. Demay Chapter 3, Note 121, Sevi'it Chapter 6, Note 11. This is the position of R. Johanan in Babli Yebamot 82a.

The only heave ever due by biblical decree is from "grain, cider, and oil." The heave from figs never was biblical; therefore one fig cake of heave indistinguishable from two profane cakes may be disregarded since it is disregarded by biblical law.

For example, white and brown wheat kernels. It is clear that this is possible only if all heave during the Second Commonwealth was rabbinic in character.

If there were 20 figs before him and one [fig] fell into them and was not recognizable among them and then one of them was lost; Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, this doubt disappears in the plurality; Rebbi Johanan said, all become subject to proof. Rebbi Johanan agrees that if he gave heave for them from another place or added to them from another place the doubt would disappear in the plurality.
82 From the last sentence it is clear that the 20 figs are tevel. It is impossible to give heave from heave; one must give heave from tevel. R. Simeon ben Laqish thinks that there is a 50% probability that the lost fig was the one of heave; therefore, the remaining 20 contain 20 figs with probability 50% and 19 figs with probability 100%; they all can be used for heave. R. Johanan thinks that every single fig may be heave with probability 4.8%; one would have to prove that a fig chosen for heave is actually tevel. He agrees that if somehow the figs become part of a greater whole or are all given as heave for a greater whole, all 20 figs can be treated as tevel. In the second paragraph following it is stated that in case of such a doubt there may not be more than one doubtful piece in 51 figs.

83 Similarly, R. Simeon ben Laqish is quoted in the Babli, Zebahim 74b: "If a [sealed] amphora of heave was mixed with 100 [identical] amphoras and one of them fell into the ocean, all the rest are permitted" since we assume that the heave fell into the ocean. However, in one opinion in the Babli, R. Simeon ben Laqish would exclude figs from this argument.

Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish in the name of Rebbi Hoshiaia: If there were before him 150 amphoras which were opened: One hundred are permitted, fifty are forbidden, and the remainder will be permitted if they were opened. Rebbi Zeira said, he said only "if they were opened;" therefore at the start it is forbidden.

83 The statement is shortened and has become unintelligible. The full text must have been similar to the parallel in the Babli, Zebahim 74b: "Rebbi Hoshiaia said, if a [sealed] amphora of heave was mixed with 150 [identical] amphoras and 100 of them were opened; he takes from them corresponding to the dema' and drinks; the remainder are forbidden until they
will be opened." This statement can only be used to describe the situation here, that in addition to the 150 amphoras of profane wine there now is one unrecognizable one of heave. In the situation of the Yerushalmi, one may drink from all of the 100 amphoras and all of any number of unopened additional ones, but 50 amphoras are permanent dema', forbidden for all except a Cohen. The usual rules of disappearance of dema' in a plurality do not apply to amphoras since these are counted by the piece, as explained in Mishnah Orlah 3:7. For this reason, R. Zeira permits the use of any of these amphoras only after the fact since, if it were a biblical prohibition, even one amphora in 1000 would make all of them forbidden.

Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Pedaiah: Heave if certain makes forbidden in 100⁸⁴, if it is in doubt in 50. Does that mean not in 60 or 70? Up to 50 it needs a plurality, more it does not need a plurality⁸⁵.

⁸⁴ Here one determines that practice follows R. Eliezer, viz., 1 part heave in 100 cannot be lifted, 1 in 101 (1 heave, 100 profane) can be lifted.

⁸⁵ If there is doubt whether there is any heave at all, as in the case of figs where one fell in and subsequently one was lost, the dema' can be lifted if the amount in doubt is less than 2% of the total.

Rebbi Huna said, so is the Mishnah: "Large fig cakes lift small ones" by weight, "and small ones lift the large" by count⁸⁶.

⁸⁶ In each case, one computes the 100 times necessary for lifting; if there are more large cakes one goes by weight, if counting small ones will be advantageous, one goes by numbers. The reason for the possibility of such a change is discussed in Orlah 3:1, fol. 62d.
Mishnah 9: How is this? If there are 50 black figs and 50 white, if a black one fell, the black are forbidden but the white are permitted; if a white one fell, the white are forbidden but the black are permitted. If he does not know what fell, they lift one another. In the latter case, Rebbi Eliezer is stringent and Rebbi Joshua lenient.

87 The following two sentences explain the position of R. Aqiba in the Halakhah (following Note 70).

88 As explained in the preceding preceding Mishnah.

Halakhah 9: Is Rebbi Eliezer stringent and Rebbi Joshua lenient in this case? Rebbi Johanan said, it is [a disagreement of] Tannaim: "You must say that if it is known, it cannot be lifted, if it is not known it may be lifted, the words of Rebbi Eliezer. Rebbi Joshua says, whether it is known or unknown, it can be lifted, the words of Rebbi Meir. Rebbi Jehudah says, whether it is known or unknown, it cannot be lifted, the words of Rebbi Eliezer; Rebbi Joshua says, whether it is known or
unknown, it can be lifted. Rebbi Aqiba says, if it is known, it cannot be lifted; if it is unknown, it can be lifted."

89 Do R. Eliezer and R. Joshua always disagree here? From Mishnah 8, one would assume that in case the strain of heave fig is unknown, R. Eliezer and R. Joshua do not disagree that heave can be lifted but disagree about the amount needed.

90 Tosephta 5:10. The statement in the Mishnah is R. Jehudah’s, not R. Meir’s.

91 Unless there are 100 profane figs for each heave fig of the known strain of the heave fig. According to R. Jehudah, R. Eliezer requires 100 figs from each strain if the strain of the heave is unknown.

92 Reading of the Rome ms. and all Mishnah mss. Leyden and Venice: רבי אליעזר מקהל (רבי יוחנן מקהל) ודמיין בדיקת ליטרא.

93 Of heave. R. Eliezer permits lifting heave to remove dema' if in all pitchers together there were 100 pounds of cut figs.

94 He considers the entire pitcher containing the heave as irredeemable dema' since small pieces of figs ooze fluid and mix well with what is below.

Mishnah 10: And so Rebbi Eliezer is lenient and Rebbi Joshua stringent in case somebody presses a pound of cut figs into the mouth of a pitcher and does not remember which. Rebbi Eliezer says, one considers it as if they were separate and the lower ones help to lift the upper ones. But Rebbi Joshua says one may not lift unless there are 100 pitchers.

92 Reading of the Rome ms. and all Mishnah mss. Leyden and Venice: רבי אליעזר מקהל (רבי יוחנן מקהל) ודמיין בדיקת ליטרא.

93 Of heave. R. Eliezer permits lifting heave to remove dema' if in all pitchers together there were 100 pounds of cut figs.
Halakhah 10: "95 A pound of cut figs which somebody pressed into the mouth of an amphora and does not remember where he pressed, into the mouth of a vase96 and does not remember where he pressed; Rebbi Eliezer says, if there are 100 pounds it may be lifted, otherwise it cannot be lifted; Rebbi Joshua says, if there are 100 mouths97 there it may be lifted, otherwise the mouths are forbidden and the sides are permitted, the words of Rebbi Jehudah. Rebbi Meir says, Rebbi Eliezer says, if there are 100 mouths there it may be lifted, otherwise the mouths are forbidden and the sides are permitted; Rebbi Joshua says even if there are 300 mouths it cannot be lifted." This means that they considered mouths as something that usually is counted98. This supports Rebbi Johanan who said, it is a disagreement of Tannaim90. This supports him who says, the words of Rebbi Meir that everything sanctifies98. This supports him who says it is a disagreement of Tannaim99. This means that even one hundredth of a pumpkin forbids100.
A similar text, but not the basis of the *baraita* here, appears in Tosephta 5:11. A third version, closer to the Tosephta, is in the Babli, *Bezah* 3b, *Zebahim* 73a.

Arabic אָרָבֶא, a vase made from sun-dried clay. In any vase or amphora, the mouth is much narrower than the body.

Assuming that all vessels have identical size. If the heave percolates downwards, it percolates only in the right circular cylinder defined by the mouth of the vase. Therefore, anything in the body of the vessel outside that cylinder (the "sides") is certainly permitted.

This refers to Mishnah *Orlah* 3:6 dealing with fruits sold by the piece ("usually counted" for sale). If the fruit is forbidden for all use ("sanctified", cf. Introduction to *Kilaim*), if it falls into a container of the same fruits and now is no longer identifiable, there are three opinions in the matter. The rabbis have a list of six kinds of fruit that make all fruits in the same container forbidden for all use, even if there are more than 1000 permitted to one forbidden fruit. R. Meir disagrees but R. Johanan and R. Simeon ben Lakish disagree about the meaning of the disagreement. According to one opinion, R. Meir simply has an extended list of 10 items, but the other opinion is that he extends the sanctification to everything sold by the piece, not only fruits but also containers of processed fruit.

The same disagreement noted from Mishnah 9 carries over to Mishnah 10.

This refers to Greek gourd, a variety of pumpkin mentioned in Mishnah *Kilaim* 1:5; its exact identity has not been established. Greek gourd is on the list of the six sanctifying fruits, *Orlah* 3:7. While the Mishnah there only speaks of fruits forbidden for all use, this remark extends the principle to *dema* which is only forbidden for laymen. It is asserted that the principle that heave disappears in 100 does not apply to the fruits on that list, that their *dema* can never be lifted.
"If he pressed it but it is not known where he pressed it, everybody agrees that it may be lifted." Rebbi Abin said, but each individual [amphora] must contain somewhat more than two pounds so it should have disappeared in a plurality.

The Tosephta quoted (5:11) also considers the case of one pound of cut heave figs pressed into one of 100 fig cakes and states that both RR. Eliezer and Joshua agree, in the opinion of RR. Jehudah and Meir, that *dema'* can be lifted. Since fig cakes usually are sold by the piece, R. Abin clarifies that this can apply only to the case when the institution of heave already has disappeared as a matter of biblical law.

Mishnah 11: One *seah* of heave which fell into the opening of a storage bin and congealed, Rebbi Eliezer says if the congealed part contains 100 *seah* it may be lifted by 101; Rebbi Joshua says, it should not be lifted [but] a *seah* of heave which fell into the opening of a storage bin one should compress. If this is so, why did they say, heave may be lifted in 101? If one does not know whether it was mixed in or where it fell.

The upper part of the grain compressed by the impact of the *seah* that fell in and now clearly separated from the loose grain below. In this case, R. Eliezer will not consider the loose grain below to be of help for the
compacted grain above.

103 One should press the heave together; if it can be taken out as a block, no dema' was created. In the Tosephta (5:13), the reading is: "he should skim it off". The interpretation of R. Assi in the Halakhah seems to be based on that interpretation.

104 If the boundary between the new and the old is not visible.

Halakhah 11: The reasoning of Rebbi Eliezer is inverted: There¹⁰⁵, he says that the lower ones help to lift the upper, and here he says "if the congealed contains", therefore not the bottom ones. Rebbi Jeremiah, Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan, Simeon bar Abba in the name of Cahana: The words of Rebbi Eliezer [imply] that they consider this as if he had added intentionally¹⁰⁶. Rebbi Hila, Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The words of Rebbi Eliezer [imply] that they consider it as a seah lifted from 100¹⁰⁷. In the opinion of Rebbi Assi, one is permitted to add¹⁰⁸, in the opinion of Cahana it is forbidden. If it congealed and then congealed a second time, in the opinion of Rebbi Assi it is permitted, in the opinion of Cahana it is forbidden¹⁰⁹. In the opinion of Rebbi Assi, even if there is no remainder, in the opinion of Cahana only if he left a remainder¹¹⁰.
105 In Mishnah 10.

106 It is implied by the Mishnaiot of Chapter 5 that profane produce intentionally added to *dema'* is always disregarded. In our case, since he let the heave compact its neighborhood, the loose grain cannot be counted as being the same kind; in the language of the Tosephta (5:13) it is as if the top were wheat and the bottom barley. If then the compacted grain is loosened, it is as if added intentionally.

107 As long as the compacted grain is the same kind as the loose, they still are considered to be one kind and the 1-in-100 rule applies.

108 If one is permitted to undo the compaction, one intentionally adds to the loose grain.

109 For R. Assi, there never was any difference between compacted and non-compacted grain. For Cahana, when the compacted part was forbidden as *dema*', it cannot become permitted by being loosened.

110 If everything were compacted, it would be as if everything was loose, and the special case of the Mishnah would become meaningless.

---

**Mishnah 12:** Two boxes, two storage bins, into one of which a seah of heave fell but it is not known into which one it fell, help to lift one another. Rebbi Simeon says, even if they are in two villages they help to lift one another.
Halakhah 12: "Two boxes in two attics, two storage bins in one attic." But not two storage bins in two attics. What is the difference between boxes and storage bins? Boxes are usually moved around, storage bins are not.

111 Tosephta 6:12, reading of the Erfurt ms. only.

Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Simeon: If two boxes were before him, in each one 50 seah, and one seah of heave fell into one of them but it is not known into which of them, if he wants to lift from any one of them he may do so, or he may lift half from this one and half from the other. Similarly, if there were two gatherings of water, each one containing 20 seah, and three log of drawn water fell into one of them but it is not known into which of them, if he wants to lift from any one of them its water collection he may do so, or he may lift half from this one and half from the other.

111 Since heave has disappeared by biblical law even at 1 in 50, the two boxes can be taken together to satisfy the rabbinic requirement of 1 in 100.

112 A gathering of water becomes a ritual bath if it contains 40 seah of natural water, i.e., water that never was in a vessel which can become impure. If there are less than 40 seah, then 3 log (1/8 seah) of drawn water by
rabbinic decree makes the entire water unusable. It is stated in Mishnah Miqwaot 3:1 that the place of this water can be refilled with natural water for a ritual bath if slightly more than the original content was taken out. This means that, if 20 seah were in the miqweh and three log fell in, then > 20 seah has to be taken out. Then in the worst case, if all water drawn out was good water, there are < 3 log of disqualified water left and the place may be filled with 40 seah of natural water. Maimonides accepts R. Simeon’s argument for heave but not for ritual baths.

Rebbi Simon in the name of Bar Pedaiah: "If before him there were two boxes of fifty seah each; one seah of heave fell into one of them and it is known into which one it fell, then a second [seah] fell and it is not known into which it fell, one says that the second fell into the place of the first." Why? Because one attaches the damage to the damaged. If in error he added to the known one and made [the heave] disappear, he lifts and makes it permitted. The second [seah] returns to be proven. It turns out that two seot may be lifted from 150 seah. "If there were two boxes of fifty seah each; one seah of heave fell into one of them and it is
not known into which one it fell, then a second [seah] fell and it is known into which it fell, one does not say that the first fell into the place of the second\textsuperscript{115}. If in error he added to one and made [the heave] disappear, he lifts and makes it permitted, but the second one remains forbidden until he would add to it in error.

113 Tosephta 6:13 (both parts); a similar statement also in Tosephta Miqwaot 2:3.

114 If the first box contained 101 seah, one is lifted as replacement heave. Then the first box contains 100 seah, the second 50. The first one is no longer damaged; therefore, it is impossible to say that the second seah of heave fell into the first box. But the two boxes together now contain 150 seah, and this is more than enough to lift a second seah and eliminate dema' altogether.

115 The declaration of damage cannot be retroactive.

If he said, what is below is heave, above all is profane, or what is below is all profane, above is heave, it depends on his opinion. Also for a miqweh it is the same: If he said, all water below is usable, above is unusable, or all water below is unusable, above is usable, it depends on his opinion\textsuperscript{116}.

116 This refers to the statement of R. Simon, Note 111-112. It is explained that not only may one choose which box (or water pool) to choose to remove heave (or water) from, but he may also choose the place from where to draw.
You say, one may lift from boxes but not from storage bins. How is this? Two storage bins in two attics and a seah of heave fell into one of them, both are forbidden. If he added to one of them and made [heave] disappear in error, he lifts and makes permitted; the second bin, once he would accidentally add to it, will be permitted and does not need lifting since heave was already lifted.

117 This refers to the statement at the beginning of the Halakhah, Note 118 For the layman.

Mishnah 13: Rebbi Yose said: There came a case before Rebbi Aqiba about 50 bundles of vegetables into which one bundle fell half of which was heave, and I said before him that it should be lifted, not that heave might be lifted in 51 but that there were 102 halves.
Halakhah 13: It was stated: "If it is mixed, if may be lifted, unmixed it may not be lifted." But did we not state: "Rebbi Yose said: There came a case before Rebbi Aqiba about 50 bundles of vegetables into which one [bundle] fell half of which was heave, and I said before him that it should be lifted," in that case it is unmixed and may be lifted! We want to say that if he resents the admixture, it cannot be lifted but if he does not resent the admixture, it may be lifted. How is that? An impure green melon which fell into 100 pure ones, since he does not resent the admixture, may be lifted, but in case they were prepared for impurity, because then he resents the admixture, it may not be lifted.

119 Tosephta 5:13, a statement of R. Yose only, disputed by the other Sages. Since the Mishnah follows R. Yose, it is implied that in the Tosephta also, the opinion of R. Yose is practice to be followed.

120 Presumably, if the farmer bundled heave with profane produce, obviously it was his intention to give the entire bundle to a Cohen to eat in purity.

121 Demay, Chapter 2, Note 141.

122 All his melons will be considered impure since each of them will be in doubt and anything possibly impure is declared impure except on a public road [Sotah 1:2 (fol. 16c), Babli Sotah 28b].
Mishnah 1: One seah of impure heave that fell into less than 100 [seah] of profane produce, or First Tithe, or Second Tithe, or dedicated produce, be it pure or impure, must be left to rot. If that seah was pure, all should be sold to Cohanim for the price of terumah except for the value of that seah. If it fell into First Tithe, heave of the tithe must be given its name; if it fell into Second Tithe or dedicated produce, they should be redeemed. If it was impure and profane, it should be eaten as crackers, or dry roasted, or kneaded with fruit juice, or split into pieces of dough so that no volume of an egg should be together.

1 Since impure heave must be destroyed and heave cannot be lifted if it constitutes more than 1% of the whole, all must be destroyed.

2 All is pure dema' which may be eaten by the Cohen. The Cohen will pay only little because there are few buyers; the owner is not permitted to charge the regular price to make clear that the Cohen may not give from the produce to lay people. The original heave cannot be charged since it is not the farmer's property.

3 Again, it must be sold to a
Cohen but the Cohen may not eat from it before he declares that 10% of the tithe are to be heave of the tithe. Since First Tithe becomes profane after its heave was removed, if it is still called First Tithe this implies that it still contains heave. Heave of the tithe need not actually be separated; this would be impossible.

4 Since second tithe or food dedicated to the Temple may not contain heave, it has to be redeemed and then consumed as dema'.

5 It is assumed that the impure produce is dry and the pure heave has not been prepared for impurity (Demay Chapter 2, Note 141). Food in quantities less than the volume of an egg does not accept impurity (Mishnah Tahorot 1:1); if the heave is of flour, small pieces of half the volume of a hen's egg may be kneaded with water, larger amounts only in fluids which do not prepare (cf. Demay 2, Note 136), usually fruit juice other than grape juice or wine.

Halakhah 1: "One seah of impure heave", etc. Rebbi Hyya stated: "Tevel lifts, aftergrowth of the Sabbatical lifts." Tevel, one lifts and gives a name to his tithes. The aftergrowth of the Sabbatical should be given to those who may eat it. Rebbi Yose said, a baraita says so: "A seah of heave that fell into less than one hundred may be lifted"... . Because it is less than 100; hence 100 will lift; is that not from tevel?

6 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: "lifts, may be lifted."

7 Tosephta 6:2: "A seah of heave which fell into less than 100 and made it dema', if it was tevel he uses it as heave and tithes for other produce or he gives a name to the heave of the tithe." 6:3: "A seah of heave which fell into 100 of Sabbatical produce shall be lifted, less than that must be left to rot." Tevel is forbidden to everybody.
including a Cohen, but the Cohen may tithe without actually separating anything.

There\textsuperscript{8}, we have stated: "One makes a fire with bread and oil of heave." Hizqiah said, they taught only bread and oil, therefore nothing else. Rebbi Johanan said, there is no difference between bread, oil, and any other thing. Rebbi Yudan from Kappadokia asked, are wheat grains like bread and olives like oil? Rebbi Samuel bar Nahman said in the name of Rebbi Johanan\textsuperscript{10}, may the bones of him who uses bread and oil of heave to make a fire be burned. Rebbi Samuel bar Nahman asked before Rebbi Johanan: May one make a fire? He said to him, make a fire! Anything given to your tribe was given to you, as Rebbi Abba bar Hiyya said in the name of Rebbi Johanan (\textit{Num.} 18:8): "For excellence\textsuperscript{12}". For excellence for greatness, for excellence for rubbing in, for excellence for lighting.

\textsuperscript{8} This baraita is not found in any collection but it is quoted in Babli \textit{Pesahim} 33b, together with the opinions of Hizqiah and R. Johanan. The heave in this paragraph is impure heave which is forbidden as food.

\textsuperscript{9} In the Babli, R. Johanan explicitly adds wheat grains to bread.

\textsuperscript{10} The name tradition here is impossible, even though it is supported by both mss. In the next sentence, the same R. Samuel bar Nahman asks R.
Johanan whether one may use impure heave for lighting. The statement, as noted by R. S. Cirillo, must be in the name of R. Samuel's teacher R. Jonathan; a similar position is taken in the Babli by Rav Hisda and his student Rava. They are afraid that storing of impure heave as fuel would lead to people accidentally eating from the forbidden food. (In mss. of the Babli, substitutions of "Johanan" for "Jonathan" and vice-versa are quite frequent.)

11 Of impure heave.

12 "To you (Aaron) I gave it for excellence," referring to all obligatory gifts to the Cohen.

We understand that when pure it must be left to rot, but when impure to rot? In the opinion of Hizqiah, this is correct. In the opinion of Rebbi Johanan, should it not be burned? Rebbi Johanan is of the opinion of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina, maybe it is possible to find for them something to lift; but only if it is not usually mixed [with other food]. But if it usually is mixed, maybe something untoward will happen.

13 Reading of Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: על שם הרבי יוסי בר חנינא על מאפה יפים יקרבים.

14 Reading of Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: "to be included".

15 This is required by the Mishnah.

16 Since rotting takes some time, maybe some more will accidentally fall into the produce which will permit the heave to be lifted.

17 Therefore, it has to be destroyed as quickly as possible, by burning. In the Babli (loc. cit. 8), the position of R. Johanan is interpreted that he permits impure heave to be stored as fuel only after it has been denatured.
Did we not want to say that dedicated things have only their time and place? Rebbi Hanina said, explain it if that place was destroyed and he cannot even sell it for the price of wood.

18 The Leyden ms. and Venice text have here an additional word: לָא. 

19 Mishnah Arakhin 6:5. If something is donated to the Temple, it has to be sold off at its place at the earliest possible time; one may not transport dedicated articles to a place where they might fetch a better price. If impure heave fell into dedicated produce, why should it rot and not be sold as fuel?

This means, pure [fell into] pure, but pure into impure? That is what we have stated: "If it was impure and profane." According to Rebbi Yose, it is appropriate, as Rebbi Yose said in the name of Hizqiah, Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rebbi Yannai (Num. 18:28): "You shall give from it the Eternal's heave to Aharon the priest;" it should be given to Aharon in his status as priest. In the opinion of Cahana who said, take from its sanctifiable part, also here one should take from the sanctifiable part. Even though Cahana says there, take from its sanctifiable part, he agrees only in what he is required to give to the Cohen.
20 This refers to the last part of the Mishnah. Why does the Mishnah give detailed instructions in all possible cases if the produce was pure but for impure produce only if it was profane and not also when it was tithe?

21 The disagreement between R. Yose and Cahana is in Chapter 2, Note 9.

22 Since heave of the tithe makes the tithe dema', everything is forbidden if it is impure and the Mishnah is obvious for R. Yose since impure dema' cannot be given to the Cohen.

23 For Cahana, the essence of the obligation is taking heave, not the delivery to the Cohen. But he agrees that one should try to give it to the Cohen in usable form. Therefore, heave of the tithe should be given from another source since this is permitted; then the heave is profane and covered by the Mishnah. For Cahana, there is no question.

Crackers are about the size of halves of eggs.

Mishnah 2: One seah of impure heave that fell into 100 [seah] of pure profane produce, Rebbi Eliezer says it should be lifted and burned since I am saying that the seah which fell is the seah which was lifted. But the Sages say, it should be taken out and eaten\(^\text{24}\) as crackers, or dry roasted, or kneaded with fruit juice, or split into pieces of dough so that no volume of an egg should be together\(^5,6\).

\(^{24}\) Rashi in Bekhorot 22b explains: produce which shall be treated as impure, and the value of one seah be
given to a Cohen) or eaten . . . ”; cf. also Bekhorot 22b Tosaphot s. v. Sittah mequbeset Note 32. However, the expression cannot be translated as "to disappear" since, for that notion, Mishnah 4 uses the expression "it was lost in its minority."

Rebbi Simon says, Rebbi Eliezer stays with his opinion. Just as he says there, all that is defective was in his hand, so he says here all that is impure is in his hand.

Rebbi Zeira asked, may we not say that Rebbi Eliezer said it only because of a fence? Does not Rebbi Eliezer agree that for a seah lifted from tevel he must give a name to its tithes? If you say the seah which fell is the seah which came up, it would not be necessary to give a name to its tithes! Rebbi Mana said, Rebbi Zeira is correct since we have
stated after this\textsuperscript{28}: "A seah of pure heave which fell into a hundred of impure profane produce," and Rebbi Eliezer does not disagree!

The colleagues argued before Rebbi Yose: Rebbi Simon is correct, because otherwise would one burn heave because of a "fence"? He said to them, are the six doubts which we have stated not because of their "fences"? Do we not also burn here because of its "fence"\textsuperscript{29}?

The colleagues said, we asked before Rebbi Yose: In any case, if it is impure heave, it should be burned, if it is profane, why could it not become impure\textsuperscript{30}? He said to us, is it not eaten as heave? Heave cannot be eaten except if it is pure, maybe impure? Do you not agree that if a doubt of impurity arose in its place that he cannot burn it\textsuperscript{31}? What is the difference whether a doubt of impurity arose at another place or at its place? But if you want to question, then question what Rebbi Hoshaiah stated, since Rebbi Hoshaiah stated: "A seah of pure heave that fell into 100 seah of impure heave\textsuperscript{32}."

\textsuperscript{25} In Mishnah Zebahim 8:5, R. Eliezer states that if limbs of valid sacrifices were mixed up with limbs of a sacrifice which had been found defective and one of these had been burned on the altar before the error was detected, then all limbs of the same kind can be brought to the altar. R. Simon interprets this to mean that we say the first limb was from a defective animal and the rest therefore are proper sacrifices.

\textsuperscript{26} He disagrees with R. Simon; his position is that of R. Eleazar in the Babli (Zebahim 77b) that R. Eliezer permits the limbs on the altar only if at least two of the same kind are brought simultaneously, so that one of them at least is valid. The "fence" is the fence around the law, a measure of precaution that no biblical law could possibly be violated; cf. Demay Chapter 1, Note 89.

\textsuperscript{27} If it were 100% heave, no tithes would be possible.

\textsuperscript{28} Mishnah 3. If R. Eliezer would consider all that came into his hand as heave, it would be pure and would not have to be eaten with the precautions indicated in the Mishnah.
29 The reference is to Mishnah Tahorot 4:5: "For six doubts one burns heave: For the doubt of field of pieces (a field where a grave was ploughed), the doubt of earth from a Gentile country (which is impure by tradition), the doubt of the garments of a vulgar person (who does not observe the rules of purity), the doubt of found vessels, the doubts of spittle and urine (from unknown persons), if one certainly touched them but does not know about their status of purity one burns heave. R. Yose says, even on a doubt whether one touched them in a private domain (cf. Chapter 3, Note 10), but the Sages say, on that doubt in a private domain one suspends and on a public road it is pure." The normal procedure for heave that may be impure is to "suspend", i.e., to leave the heave to rot and then dispose of it if it is no longer food. The questioner assumes that all questionable heave is suspended; R. Yose points out that there are instances in which questionable heave is burned.

30 Why do the Sages have to oppose R. Eliezer; could the lifted seah not be burned and all problems would be eliminated?

31 The position of the Sages in Mishnah Tahorot 4:5: If the heave was of doubtful status before it fell into the 100 other seah ("in its place" before it fell), it would have to be suspended, not burned. Why could its replacement be burned now?

32 There is no Tosephta dealing with this case, but everybody agrees that all must be burned; one does not lift one seah to let it rot.

Crackers are about half of a seah.33

33 Either this is a scribal error for "half an egg", cf. the end of Mishnah 1, or the translation of נכרים is not "crackers" but "totally dry" following Rashi (Bekhorot 22b) who translates the verse Jos. 9:12: "Behold, it is dry and was totally dry"...and comments on our Mishnah: "Now, even though there is purity and impurity, the pure part will not become impure without preparation; the impure part becomes voided in the plurality and should be eaten נכרים."
Mishnah 3: One seah of pure heave that fell into 100 [seah] of impure profane produce should be taken out and eaten as crackers\(^3^3\), or dry roasted, or kneaded with fruit juice, or split into pieces of dough so that no volume of an egg should be together\(^5^6\).

Halakhah 3: Hizqiah said, even the profane food there should be eaten only as dry crackers because of their hallah\(^3^5\). His word says that the prohibition of the outsider becomes insignificant but the prohibition of impurity does not become insignificant\(^3^6\). The arguments of Hizqiah seem inverted. There\(^3^7\), he says: How much can be in a dough that he should be able to make it in purity\(^3^8\)? Hizqiah said one sixth of four qab in four qab\(^3^9\). And here he says so\(^4^0\)! Rebbi Yose said, there, when he kneaded the dough and then separated, but here when he separated and then kneaded\(^4^1\).

34 Word missing in Venice print.
35 The heave from the dough which has to be eaten by a Cohen in purity under the rules of heave, Num. 15:20.
36 If he is worried about heave, there are two prohibitions to be observed: No outsider (one who is not a Cohen) may eat from it and it may not be eaten in impurity. Since he does not
require that all should be given to the Cohen as *demah*, it follows that the prohibition of the outsider has disappeared. Since he is worried about impure heave, the prohibition of impurity has not disappeared. The argument cannot refer to the Mishnah here, since everything is impure and any *hallah* must be burned. Therefore, Hizqiah must refer to Mishnah 2, one *seah* of impure heave which is in 100 *seah* of pure profane grain.

37 This seems to refer to Tosephta *Hallah* 2:5: "Impure flour which was mixed with pure flour but the impure is less than its measure (less than the volume of an egg), if he takes [*hallah*] he says: This should be *hallah* except for the impure part in it." He cannot declare all of it as *hallah* since it might contain impure flour and impure *hallah* is forbidden as food. But the part of impure flour in the dough is certainly less than the volume of an egg and, therefore, all of it may be eaten by a Cohen. (The explanation of this and the next paragraph follows R. H. Kanievski.)

38 How much impure flour can be in the dough so that pure *hallah* can be taken?

39 If will be seen in the next paragraph that $\frac{4}{6}$ qab is much more than the volume of an egg, Hizqiah holds that, in this case, one may separate a small cake for *hallah* (whose normal size should be $\frac{1}{24}$ of the entire dough) to be sure that it does not contain the volume of an egg of impure dough and turn it into *hallah*. The remainder may then be worked in impurity. Since *hallah* follows the rules of heave, it must be taken from the dough itself. Hizqiah must follow R. Eliezer who in Mishnah *Hallah* 2:4 permits to give one *hallah* for all breads in one large basket. If the bread destined for *hallah* is separated from the large impure breads by small loaves of volume less than one egg, no contamination can take place. (The basis of this device is Mishnah *Hallah* 2:7).

40 He rejects the trick which he recommends for *hallah* and requires that all be consumed either dry or kneaded with pure fruit juice.

41 "There" is here, in *Terumot*, when it is his intention of processing all flour together; "here" is there, in *Hallah*, when he is prepared to separate a small cake to be kneaded in purity, the rest in impurity.
Rebbi Abbahu said, all our days we were groping about this as with a blind man’s stick until we learned it from mathematical computation. How much is in a qab? 24 eggs. How much is in a seah? 96 eggs. One sixth of it are 16 eggs. If he makes a dough of six, it contains an impure egg. If he makes from four, nothing is left. What does he do? He makes a dough from five and takes four.

42 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: מַעְבַּד, an Aramaic word in a Hebrew text.
43 This is standard; a qab is 6 log and a log 4 eggs. The same division is accepted in the Babli.
44 This is nonstandard; the seah in all other places is 6 qab, here it is 4. The seah here must be the Roman modius which is 16 sextarii, and the sextarius is the log since Mishnah Kelim 17:11 identifies the רביעית ה 로ג with the fourth part of the log, with the Roman quartarius, the fourth part of the sextarius. (In Babli Erubin 83a, a modius is estimated as the volume of 217 eggs. Current practice follows the Yerushalmi here.) The amount of pure hallah to be given from 96 eggs would be the volume of 4 eggs. But since the verse (Num. 15:21) reads: "From the beginning of your dough you shall give . . . " the dough made for hallah cannot be exactly the volume of four eggs since something profane must be left over.
45 It is assumed that the flour was thoroughly mixed and homogenized. Since 6 = 96/16, a dough in the volume of 6 eggs contains exactly 1 egg of impure flour and is impure.
The statement of Ḥizqiah says, on condition that no impurity the volume of an egg touch the indentation. A statement of Rebbi Johanan says, on condition that no impurity the volume of an egg touch the dough.

Rebbi Yose said to Rebbi Jeremiah: Is it not reasonable that Ḥizqiah spoke to the past and Rebbi Johanan spoke to the future? He said, that is my opinion also. What is an indentation in the opinion of Rebbi Johanan? Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun in the name of Rebbi Jonah: Explain it that he made a dough with one in seventeen and it came to a dough of two seah.

46 Reading of the Rome ms., word missing in the other sources.
47 Reading of the Rome ms., Leyden and Venice: מאהים "two hundred".
48 The meaning of this word depends on the interpretation of Mishnah Tahorot 1:10: "Loaves of sacrificial bread which have water in their תולעים, if one of them became impure by a crawling thing, they all are impure; for [loaves of] heave they make impure two stages and disqualify a third. If there is damp fluid between them, even for heave all is impure." According to Maimonides, the indentations are depressions in the bread that still contain fluid. (It seems that for this reason, he wrote in the first version of his Commentary: "Indentations left on top of the bread at the time of cooking", which in the last version he changed into: "at the time of baking."). According to R. Simson, followed by R. Asher ben lehiel, the baking sheet has depressions into which the dough is placed to obtain loaves of uniform size. The explanation of R. Simson seems to be required by the formulation in Tosephta Tahorot 1:6: "Loaves of sacrificial bread in their תולעים"
49 The dough for the profane loaves.
50 Ḥizqiah has two restrictions compared to R. Johanan. First, all that is in contact with any fluid he declares impure where R. Johanan strictly insists that only the volume of at least one egg may induce impurity. Second, in case of doubt he extends impurity
 retroactively to all food in contact with the questionable dough; R. Johanan rejects retroactivity.

51 Under which circumstances does he admit that the situation envisaged by Hizqiah leads to impurity?

52 This criticism is levelled at Hizqiah himself and at R. Abbahu's interpretation of his position. The interpretation is rejected because it presupposes that pure and impure flour can be completely mixed, with a constant percentage of impure flour in the pure. Since presumably the two kinds are indistinguishable to the eye, mixing can not be assumed to be perfect. As a rough estimate, R. Johanan will admit R. Abbahu's solution if not more than the volume of 17 eggs are mixed with 2 seah of pure flour (somewhat below 9%) and thoroughly mixed.

Rebbi Abba bar Mamal asked: Does this not contradict Rebbi Yose bar Hanina? As Rebbi Yose bar Hanina said, a carcass can become insignificant in slaughtered meat; it becomes insignificant for touch, but for motion it cannot become insignificant for slaughtered meat can never become carcass meat. Rebbi Yose said, there it is impossible for slaughtered meat to become carcass meat, but here profane produce may become heave. Rebbi Hizqiah said, Rebbi Simon raised the question and Rebbi Abba bar Mamal explained it.

54 A dead animal not ritually slaughtered.

55 Slaughtered by cutting its throat; cf. Arabic حذاء "to cut some- body's throat." The biblical Hebrew has exactly the same meaning.

56 Carcasses transmit impurity in the first degree by touch (Lev. 11:27), and original impurity if they are carried (Lev. 11:28) even if never
touched. If a piece of carcass meat is mixed up with pieces of slaughtered meat, probably it touched a piece belonging to the pure majority, but when all are carried, certainly the carcass piece also was carried. Since the impurity by touch is only probable, it can be disregarded under certain conditions. The impurity by carrying is certain and can never be disregarded.

57 This argument is ascribed to Rav Hisda in the Babli (Bezah 38b, Menahot 23a, Bekhorot 23a), as a general principle to R. Hanina, the father of R. Yose ben R. Hanina. The Babli concludes that slaughtered meat cannot become insignificant in carcass meat because it is possible for carcass meat to acquire the purity of slaughtered meat by rotting and becoming unusable as food while it is impossible for slaughtered meat to acquire the impurity of carcass meat.

58 While profane produce may never be used to give heave, if a layman ate heave, he has to replace it by an equal amount of profane food (plus a 25% fine) which acquires the sanctity of heave, cf. Mishnah 6:1.

It was stated 59: "A seah of heave that fell into less than a hundred makes it dema'. One does not pay for it the amount and a fifth for another place nor from another place for this except by computation 60." This is for substances which cannot be mixed. But for substances which can be mixed one goes after the plurality. If most of it is heave, it is heave, if most is profane, it is profane 61.

59 Tosephta 6:1.
60 If heave was eaten by a layman, the amount and the fine have to be paid to a Cohen in profane food, Mishnah 6:1. Since dema' may be eaten by the Cohen, dema' may be given in payment but it may count only for the amount of profane food, not for the heave part in it.
61 As far as payment goes; the argument does not apply to fixing the dema'.
Mishnah 4: One seah of impure heave which fell into 100 seah of pure heave, the House of Shammasi forbid\(^{62}\) and the House of Hillel permit. The House of Hillel said to the House of Shammasi: Since pure it is forbidden to outsiders and impure is forbidden to priests\(^{63}\); just as pure [heave] can be lifted, so impure should be lifted. The House of Shammasi answered them no, if simple profane produce which is permitted to outsiders lets pure [heave] be lifted, can one infer that heave, operating under stringent rules, may let the impure be lifted? After they conceded, Rebbi Eliezer said it should be lifted and burned but the Sages say, it was lost in its minority\(^{64}\).

62 They forbid the entire heave as impure (even if completely dry).
64 Since everything is heave, all the 101 seah may be eaten by a Cohen as pure heave.

63 Outsiders and Cohanim.
Halakhah 4: Rebbi Yudan bar Pazi and Rebbi Ayvo bar Naggari were sitting and saying: We did state "after they conceded"; who conceded to whom? The House of Shammai to the House of Hillel or the House of Hillel to the House of Shammai? They said, let us go out and study. The went out and heard Rebbi Hizqiah, Rebbi Aha in the name of Rebbi Jehudah bar Hanina: We never find the House of Shammai conceding to the House of Hillel except in this matter. Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rebbi Abbai understood it from the following: "If someone pours from vessel to vessel and a tevul yom touches it, it should be lifted by 101." If you say that the House of Hillel conceded to the House of Shammai that it cannot be lifted, who is the Tanna here, neither the House of Shammai nor the House of Hillel! Rebbi Hanina the son of Rebbi Hillel said, we might say that the House of Hillel stated that before they conceded. Rebbi Yose said, the Mishnah said so: "After they conceded, Rebbi Eliezer said it should be lifted and burned", and is Rebbi Eliezer not a follower of Shammai? Rebbi Henena said, the Mishnah said so, after they conceded one to another, the House of Shammai recused themselves and the others teach us. Rebbi Abin says, there is another answer, following what Rebbi Hoshia stated: Since pure [heave], which for outsiders is forbidden as deadly sin, can be lifted, certainly also impure [heave] which is [prohibited] as positive commandment for Cohanim.
Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: "רומא היד",

Galilean Amora of the early fourth generation, student of R. Hiyya bar Abba and R. La.

His name appears only here, and nothing more is known about him.

Mishnah Tevul Yom 2:7. For most severe impurities it is not enough that the impure person immerse himself in water; after the immersion, as tevul yom "immersed during the day", he is pure only for profane food. For heave, and certainly for sacrifices, he becomes pure only at sundown. If in the period between his immersion and sundown he touches heave, it becomes unusable; this is classified as "impure in the third degree". If the tevul yom touches a stream of heave fluid (wine or oil) poured from one vessel to the other, in the opinion of the Sadducees the entire fluid in both vessels becomes unusable (MMT lines 55-58). In rabbinic tradition, only the part touched by the tevul yom becomes unusable; the fluid cannot be used because unusable heave is contained in it, but it can be repaired by the usual lifting of one out of 101.

The Sages, who always represent the tradition of the House of Hillel.

Which the House of Hillel could have given to the House of Shammai, in addition to the argument presented in the Mishnah.

Which is classified as a misdemeanor, rather than a felony.

Mishnah 5: One seah of heave which fell into one hundred, was taken out, and fell into another place: Rebbi Eliezer says it creates dema' like certain heave but the Sages say, it creates heave only in proportion.

100 seah of profane produce.

The amount of certain heave in what was lifted is only $\frac{1}{101}$ of the lifted produce; in order to remove dema' one needs only 1 seah of profane produce.
Mishnah 6: One seah of heave which fell into less than one hundred and made it dema' and from the dema' fell into another place; Rebbi Eliezer says it creates dema' like certain heave but the Sages say, dema' creates heave only in proportion; sour agent makes sour only in proportion\(^74\), and drawn water invalidates a ritual bath only in proportion\(^75\).

\(^{74}\) Sour dough of heave which was added to dough to make it rise turns the entire dough into heave (Mishnah Orlah 2:6). If from the dough anything was taken for another batch of dough, the latter becomes heave only if the proportional part of the original souring agent alone would have been enough to make the new dough rise. The three cases "in proportion" mentioned here are repeated in Mishnah Temurah 1:4.

\(^{75}\) If a miqweh contains a little less than the minimum 40 seah and three log of water are added from a vessel to bring it over the limit, the entire water becomes unfit for a ritual bath. The Babli (Temurah 12a-b) gives two explanations for the Mishnah here; there is no Yerushalmi on this part of the Mishnah. According to the final determination of the Babli, "in proportion" here has a meaning totally different from the two preceding cases, in that water from vessels invalidates only if the vessels are in proportion to the three log, i.e., if the water is added from at most three vessels, not from four or more. This is accepted by Maimonides in his Code (Miqwaot 5:1) with the concurrence of R. Abraham ben David (Tosaphot Temurah 12b, s. v. "ספוק").
Halakhah 5: Rebbi Johanan said, a seah of heave which fell into 100 of profane produce, anything will make it become insignificant. Our Mishnah disagrees with Rebbi Johanan: "It creates heave only in proportion." Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Johanan, Rebbi Johanan stated only: "It does not create any dema." But they said only when there was more heave than profane, and he when there was more profane than the proportion of heave so that it should become insignificant in the plurality. Rebbi Eleazar said, only if it fell into a dema. In the opinion of Rebbi Eleazar, are the lower and upper profane produce united to lift? Rebbi Eleazar wants to say that the lower profane produce becomes inert.

76 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice add: ובש
77 If one seah was lifted after a seah of heave fell into 100 profane seah, the new seah is only heave by rabbinic decree superimposed on a rabbinic obligation; it is heave in name only and can be made insignificant in the slightest amount of additional profane produce. Quoted in this sense in Halakhah 9:6.
78 According to the Mishnah, the amount into which if fell must still be $\frac{100}{101}$ times the amount lifted.
79 He had another version of the Mishnah before him.
80 The Sages of the Mishnah speak of the case that the amount lifted was taken from the place the heave fell in, when one may assume that more genuine heave than profane grain was lifted. Rebbi Johanan speaks of the case when everything was well mixed; in Halakhah 9:6 this is expressed by: "he mills [the grain] and thereby permits it."
81 The Mishnah which relates the disagreement of R. Eleazar and the Sages. Do the Sages permit the profane part of the seah that fell into dema to...
be added to the profane part of the dema' to provide the necessary 100+1 ratio?

82 The position tentatively ascribed to R. Eleazar in the previous sentence is that of R. Johanan. R. Eleazar is restrictive and requires the lifted heave to be neutralized on its own when it fell into dema', irrespective of the amount of profane produce in the dema' into which it fell. This is the majority position in Tosephta 6:5, opposed by R. Simeon and his son.

Halakhah 6: Rebbi Yose ben Hanina said, only if it fell into five places, but if it fell into one place, even Rebbi Eliezer agrees. Rebbi Johanan said, even if all fell into one place, there is disagreement. Hilfai said on that of Rebbi Eliezer, the lower profane produce becomes inert. But Rebbi Eleazar also said, the lower profane produce becomes inert. What is the difference between Rebbi Eliezer and the rabbis? Is one more restrictive with a lifted seah out of 100 or is one more lenient, following what Rebbi Johanan said, if a seah of heave fell into 100 of profane produce, anything will make it insignificant?

83 In the opinion of R. Yose ben Hanina, R. Eliezer agrees in principle with the Sages that the heave in the lifted grain should be counted only in proportion but he thinks that if heave fell in several separate batches each batch needs separate 100-fold profane grain lifting whereas the Sages think that the heave is to be considered as evenly distributed through the entire dema' grain. R. Johanan disagrees and holds that dema' follows the rules of heave as far as consumption is concerned and, therefore, the lifted grain
should be considered all heave.

84  R. Eliezer agrees in principle with the Sages that the heave in the lifted grain should be counted only in proportion but he holds that the heave part of the lifted grain is genuine heave with all its restrictions; the rest is just ballast and disregarded.

85  If one combines Hilfai's interpretation of R. Eliezer and R. Eleazar's interpretation of the Sages, one fails to see the difference between them.

86  R. Eliezer holds that the heave which fell is the heave which was lifted (cf. Note 27); he can state this only if he considers the remainder of the grain as inert.

87  For the Sages, this is also a position accepted by R. Eleazar, cf. Note 82. One sees that there is a big difference between R. Eliezer and the Sages, even if R. Eleazar accepts Hilfai's argument.

Mishnah 7: One seah of heave which fell into one hundred, was taken out, and another one fell in: the latter is permitted until there will be more heave than profane.

88  The process of lifting can be repeated until one would have more heave than profane produce if each time only profane matter would have been taken out and all heave stayed in. In that case, the mixture will be forbidden by biblical law as soon as there is not more profane than heave matter. The Tanna of the Mishnah assumes that it is impossible that in all these processes only heave be lifted; even in the worst case some profane grain will be lifted. Therefore, he does not have to say "permitted as long as the volume of heave is less than that of profane grain." The grain is permitted unless the amount of heave which fell in is larger than half the original amount of profane grain. This is the position of R. Simson and R. Abraham ben David.

Maimonides's explanation is diffi-
cult to understand. He permits the mixture if at most 100 times 1 seah fell into the produce and was lifted. He gives no explanation. R. Joseph Caro explains that in the previous Mishnaiot, when the Sages assert that the heave counted in the remaining produce is computed proportionally, they assume that there was perfect mixing of heave and profane before the excess seah was lifted. But in that case, if \( t_i, h_i \) are the amounts of heave and profane in the mixture after \( i \) seah fell in and were lifted,

\[
h_i = 100\left(\frac{100}{101}\right)^i
\]

and \( h_i < 50 \) for integer \( i > 69 \). (The solution of \( 100\left(\frac{100}{101}\right)^i = 50 \) is \( i = 69.66 \ldots \)) Since, by definition, \( t_i + h_i = 100 \), by the explanation of R. Joseph Caro, the process can be repeated only 69 times and RR. Simson and Abraham ben David would agree.

**Halakha 7:** It was stated: If the heave became a plurality it is as if he had added intentionally. But did we not state: "If it contained 40 seah, he added a seah and removed a seah, it is in order." How far? Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Mana bar Tanhum, Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan, up to the larger part of the miqweh. And here you say so? There it was a plurality, you add to it and it is in order. But here, every single seah needs 100 seah. Rebbi Yose said, this means that anything becoming insignificant by biblical law is activated by its own kind to become forbidden.

89 It cannot be lifted even in a very large amount of profane produce, as stated in Mishnah 9. If so much heave can fall into profane food it shows that the negligence borders on intentional misconduct.
90 Mishnah Miqwaot 7:2. The expression "he added" shows that a religious bath (miqweh) which contains the required amount (40 seah) of natural water, additional water may intentionally be added from vessels without impairing the validity of the bath.

91 An Amora in Tyre between the second and third generation of Galilean authorities.

92 In the Babli (Yebamot 82b), it is made clear that in a miqweh of exactly 40 seah, exactly 20 seah can be added and removed. This also seems to be the meaning here.

93 Since 40 seah in a miqweh permit the addition of water from a vessel, once the water enters the miqweh its quality as poured from a vessel becomes insignificant and it becomes like natural (spring or rain) water. But if the added and removed quantities become more than 20 seah, the miqweh becomes forbidden. This proves that the insignificance of the invalid water is conditional. The principle stated here is accepted in both Talmudim.
second one fell into 100 seah of profane food. R. Simeon must agree that it is forbidden if the second seah of heave fell in before the accident of the first seah was known to the owner. A Tosephta explains this in the name of R. Eleazar ben R. Simeon (6:5).

Maimonides and the early German authorities (R. Eliezer ben Natan, R. Eliezer ben Joel) decide that R. Eleazar ben R. Simeon’s position is intermediary between his father’s and that of the rabbis, in opposition to the Yerushalmi (Maimonides, Terumot 13:6). Their basis is the Babli (Šabbat 142a) which declares that the reason of R. Simeon is that the first batch became insignificant in 100 times its volume when it fell in, so that the second batch fell into 101 units of profane food. This is in direct opposition to the Yerushalmi (R. S. Adani). Most commentators identify the position of R. Eleazar ben R. Simeon with that of the rabbis, cf. Tosefta ki-Fshutah Zeraim p. 384; this does not explain why Maimonides in his Commentary refers to the Tosephta rather than the Talmud.

It was stated: One seah of heave that fell into one hundred, he says to the Cohen, am I not obligated to you for the value of firewood? Take the value of the firewood! But he answers him, does a seah of heave which fell into less than 100 not make the entire heave dema’? Does firewood create dema’? Does he not in the end have to give it to another Cohen who will pay him for the value of the fuel? How is that? He gives him the value of the fuel and they should split the rest. A person spilled barley into wheat. The case came before Rebbi Jehudah bar Shalom who said, let him pay the price of barley; they should split the rest.
94 This must be impure heave, as shown by the sequel.
95 It seems, as noted by R. Moses Margalit, that the impure heave was the property of a Cohen when it accidentally fell into less than 100 units heave. (It cannot be exactly 100 units as in the baraita, since then the heave would have to be lifted and eaten dry, as stated before.) Since impure heave is only usable as fuel, it may be sold to a Cohen as fuel.
96 Since nothing else can be done with impure dema'.
97 The rest over and above the one seah, which the owner may give to any Cohen of his choice for payment of its value as fuel.
98 An Amora of the fifth generation, mostly quoted in aggadic matters.
99 Here the situation is different; this really belongs to tractate Baba Qamma since the damage is visible. If A hurts B by pouring some of his barley into B's wheat, A has to pay B the difference between the going rates for wheat and barley for B's grain. If later somehow the rate for barley should rise, the profit has to be split between them since A and B are now joint owners of the grain.

Mishnah 9: A seah of heave which fell into 100, if he milled it and it lost volume, in proportion to what the profane lost, the heave lost, and it is permitted. A seah of heave which fell into less than 100, if he milled it and it increased in volume, in proportion to the increase of the profane is the increase of heave, and it is forbidden. If it is known that the profane wheat was of better quality than the heave, it might be
permitted. If a *seah* of heave fell into less than 100 and more profane fell into it later, if it was in error, it is permitted, if intentional, it is forbidden\textsuperscript{102}.

100 One *seah* may be lifted and the rest is permitted. In this case, differences in quality between heave and profane grain are disregarded.

Yielding more flour and less bran.

101 It is *dema*.
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Not only if the heave lost volume but even if only the profane grain lost but the heave remains as it was, he mills and permits. It was stated: "The waste of heave does not combine with heave to forbid the profane, but the waste of profane combines with the profane to lift the heave\textsuperscript{104}.”

Rebbi Vivian asked: Does the waste of heave combine with profane to lift the heave? Since Rav Huna said, the husks of what is forbidden combine to permit\textsuperscript{105}, that means waste of heave combines with profane to lift the heave\textsuperscript{106}. Rav Huna said, the shells of what is forbidden lift what is permitted. A *seah* of heave which fell into 100, one does not remove *zewanin*\textsuperscript{107} in it, into less than 100, one does remove the *zewanin*
in it. Similarly, if one log of clear wine\textsuperscript{108} fell into 100 log of cloudy wine, one would not remove the latter's dregs; if one log of cloudy wine fell into 100 log of clear wine, one would remove the former's dregs.

103 The entire paragraph is in Nazir 6:10 (fol. 55c), part of it in Orlah 1:4 (fol. 61b).

104 If after milling, the heave without its waste would be $\frac{1}{100}$ of the milled profane grain plus its waste, heave could be lifted.

105 The statement of R. Huna refers to orlah, fruits in the first three years of a tree's life, which are forbidden for any use and, if they disappear among other fruits, in general make everything forbidden for any use unless the permitted part are 200 times more than the forbidden. Rab Huna instructs to count in the 200 all husks, both from profane as from orlah fruit.

106 If after milling, the heave without its waste would be 1\% of the remainder, heave can be lifted.

107 Kilaim 1:1, Note 1.

108 Of heave.

It was stated: "One may mill from the start to permit\textsuperscript{109}." The baraita is Rebbi Yose's, since "Rebbi Yose said, one may collect to lift one in two hundred"\textsuperscript{110}. Rebbi Zeira said\textsuperscript{111}, Cohanim are used to mill dema' in their houses. What is the difference between them? Kilaim in a vineyard. In the opinion of Rebbi Yose, one mills to permit; in the opinion of the rabbis, one may not mill to permit.

109 If one has dema' and after milling, following the rule of Note 106, it would be possible to lift the heave, one tells the owner to go ahead and mill even though the Mishnah is formulated only as a statement after the fact, if the owner milled it and now comes to ask a rabbinic authority on how to proceed.

110 Mishnah Orlah 1:6. Since this is
a minority opinion, it cannot be practice to be followed.

In *Orlah* 1:5, the statement is more complete: "R. Zeira said, it is the opinion of everybody since Cohanim are used to mill *dema' in* their houses."

Since this is a required process, one cannot object to its use.

Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: All forbidden things, if one added against them in error, it is permitted, intentionally it is forbidden. Is that not the Mishnah: "if it was in error, it is permitted, if intentional, it is forbidden"? The Mishnah is about heave, he comes to tell you about all other things.

112 Which can become insignificant in an appropriate plurality (60, 100, 

Rebbi Aha in the name of Rebbi Jonathan: Just as one has a duty to instruct about actions that should be done, so one has a duty to instruct about actions that should not be done. Rebbi Eleazar said, just as it is forbidden to declare the impure as pure, so it is forbidden to declare the pure as impure. Rebbi Abba bar Jacob said in the name of Rebbi Johanan: If a practical case comes before you and you do not know whether to
suspend or to burn\textsuperscript{113}, always try to burn rather than to suspend since there is nothing in the Torah more distinguished than burned bulls and burned rams, and they are burned\textsuperscript{114}. Rebbi Yose wondered, is it possible to infer from something whose commandment is in this for something whose commandment is not so\textsuperscript{115}?

\textsuperscript{113} In order \textit{Tahorot}, the rule is that heave impure by biblical standards must be burned but heave only impure by rabbinic standards must be "suspended", \textit{viz}, one must leave it to rot until it is no longer food and, therefore, pure according to all standards.

\textsuperscript{114} In \textit{Lev.} 10:18 it is established as a general rule that any sacrifice whose blood was brought into the sanctuary, to be sprinkled either \textit{on} the golden altar or \textit{before} the ark, must be completely burned.

\textsuperscript{115} The simile is not convincing; one should not rush to treat rabbinic impurity as biblical.
Mishnah 1: If somebody eats heave in error, he pays principal and fifth; whether he eats, drinks, or anoints, whether the heave be pure or impure, he pays. The fifth and the fifth of the fifthths he does not pay in heave but in totally profane food which is turned into heave. All payments become heave. Although the Cohen may want to forgive this, he has no right to forgive.

1 Lev. 22:14: “Anybody who ate sanctified food in error must add its fifth to it and give the holy food to the Cohen.” In the Yerushalmi (6:1) and the Sifra [Wayyigra pereq 20(8); Emor pereq 6(4)], its fifth is interpreted to mean that the addition must be one fifth of the restitution, or one fourth of the principal. In the Babli (Baba Mezi’a 54a) this is the opinion of R. Oshaia, whereas R. Jonathan refers its fifth to the principal. The latter opinion is never found in the Yerushalmi. There will be a discussion in the Halakhah whether the expression “give the holy food to the Cohen” means that the designation as reparation makes holy or only its delivery.

2 Since the food enters his body, whether through the mouth or through the skin.

3 If he dedicated the fifth and then inadvertently ate this fifth, since it had become heave as stated in the next sentence, it is subject to the rule of the fifth and he must restitute both the fifth and an additional fifth (\(\frac{1}{16}\) of the original amount.)
Halakhah 1: "If somebody eats heave in error," etc. It is written (Lev. 22:14): "Anybody who ate sanctified food in error must add its fifth." That it and its fifth make five⁴.

4 Cf. Note 1. It is clear that the not quoted here, main inference is from the word עלייה

Did not Rabbi Abbahu say in the name of Rebbi Johanan⁵: If he is in error about fat but intentional about a sacrifice, he can be warned, is whipped, and brings a sacrifice⁶. Say also here, if he has intention about heave but is inadvertent about the fifth, one should warn him and he should be whipped and bring a fifth⁷. Rebbi Zeira said, it is a decision of the verse, "if somebody eats heave in error," that all his eating should be in error⁸. If he is intentional in doubt it is as if he is unintentional in his certainty⁹. Rebbi Yose said, this means that if somebody forgot after he knew, he is guilty unintentionally¹⁰.

5 This is the attribution in all parallels in the Yerushalmi: Sabbath 11:5 (13b), Baba Qamma 7:2 (5d), Sebuot 3:1 (34b), Ketubot 3:1 (27c), except Terumot 7:1 (44c) in the name of R. Simeon ben Laqish, and here in the Rome ms. which reads יא. The parallel discussion in the Babli is Sabbath 69a.

6 Unintentional deadly sins are atoned for, in general, by sacrifices or,
as in the case of heave, by specified payments. Intentional sins cannot simply be atoned for; the guilt is eliminated either by punishment through a criminal court or by Divine justice (assuming the intentional sinner does not sincerely repent, otherwise repentance and the Day of Atonement will induce Divine mercy to wipe the slate clean.)

As explained in Kilaim Chapter 8, Note 9, a criminal court can impose biblical sanctions only if criminal intent is proven by two witnesses. This means that two witnesses testify that the alleged criminal was warned about the criminality of the act he seems intent to commit. The situation here is that the perpetrator knew that eating fat (those fatty parts of domesticated animals which in a sacrifice have to be burned on the altar) was forbidden but did not know what the punishment would be. In the Babli, R. Johanan holds that if he knew that eating fat was forbidden but not that it was a deadly sin he committed an intentional sin but an unintentional deadly sin, just as described here by R. Abbahu. If duly warned, he can be punished for eating fat as a misdemeanor but in addition he has to bring a sacrifice for the aspect of deadly sin of which he was oblivious, as asserted here also. R. Simeon ben Laqish does not permit a sacrifice unless the person was ignorant of the fact that the act was punishable.

7 Why is eating heave by an unauthorized person, which also is a deadly sin, not treated similarly, with the payment of the fifth being the equivalent of a sacrifice?

8 He must not have known at all that his eating was punishable.

9 R. Zeira admits only two cases, if he intended to eat but was not sure that he ate heave, or if he ate certain heave but was oblivious of this fact all the time he was eating.

10 This is described as the quintessential unintentional sin; Lev. 5:4: "Or a person who swears, by expression of his lips, to his advantage or detriment, about anything a person is apt to swear, then he forgot, but later remembered that he had incurred guilt about one of these."
If somebody said, I would not touch the volume of an olive, but I will touch half the volume of an olive, Rebbi Abun bar Ḥiyya said, he is like a person who eats half the volume of an olive unintentionally and half the volume of an olive intentionally\(^\text{11}\). Would Rebbi Abun bar Ḥiyya hold with Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish since Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, if he ate half the volume of an olive during one forgetting spell\(^\text{12}\), he is free from punishment. So here, if he ate two times half the volume of an olive minus something, he is free from punishment. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish agrees in the case of prohibitions of usufruct\(^\text{13}\), Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish agrees in the case of the Day of Atonement\(^\text{14}\), Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish agrees in case he would complete it in the future\(^\text{15}\).

\(^{11}\) Everybody agrees that for any prohibition regarding solid foods, no punishment by an earthly court can be imposed if the quantity consumed was less than the volume of an olive. In Babli Yoma 73b, R. Simeon ben Laqish states that less than the established minimum in any case is not forbidden by the Torah, but R. Johanan holds that everything forbidden is forbidden in any quantity; it simply cannot be prosecuted if the quantity is minimal. In Sabbath 12:6 (13:d), this position is ascribed to Rabban Gamliel and the question about two olive halves is not answered.

\(^{12}\) As far as sacrifices in atonement of unintentional sins are concerned, acts committed during separate forgetting spells cannot be combined if half a measure is not sinful; cf. Sabbath 12:6 (13:d), Babli Sabbath 105a.

\(^{13}\) If all usufruct is forbidden, such as grain growing in a vineyard or food from an idolatrous sacrifice, half a measure must be forbidden because its use would be usufruct.

\(^{14}\) In the Babli, R. Simeon ben Laqish only holds that less than a measure, in that case less than the volume of an average dried fig, is forbidden by rabbinic decree. This con
tradicts the Yerushalmi since a rabbinic prohibition can never lead to an obligatory sacrifice.

15 The forbidden material is activated by its own kind; cf. end of Halakah 5:7.

Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: He who swallows heave vinegar is whipped.

Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: He who chews a wheat grain of heave is whipped. It was stated: He who chews a wheat grain of heave pays the principal but not the fifth; Rebbi says, I am saying that he pays principal and fifth.

Rebbi Jeremiah in the name of Rebbi Ammi: The Sages agree with Rebbi about him who swallows heave vinegar after such tevel, that he pays principal and fifth because vinegar refreshes the spirit.

16 This paragraph is also in Sabbath 14:4 (14d), Yoma 8:3 (45a); cf. Babli Yoma 80b-81a. In the parallels, the statement about payment of principal only is asserted both for vinegar and a wheat grain.

17 If he did it after due warning by two witnesses. The statement implies that drinking a fluid which most people do not use is still called drinking in the legal sense.

18 In the Babli, a parallel statement by R. Jeremiah in the name of R. Johanan speaks about chewing raw barley grains. This is considered a health hazard and therefore not included in the notion of eating in the sense of Lev. 22:14. Therefore, one has to pay for the value of what he took, as anybody must who took another's property illegally, since even his own heave is not his property but a Cohen's. The baraita here deals with raw wheat kernels which are not a health hazard; it is simply asserted that the fifth applies only to what is considered
eating by a majority of the population. 
19 If the person first drank tevel vinegar, which also is sinful but not subject to the fifth, and then added some more heave vinegar, that makes vinegar food as a folk medicine.

It was stated\(^\text{20}\): If someone ate impure heave, he has to pay in pure profane food, but if he paid in impure profane, he discharged his obligation. Rebbi Nathan says, Symmachos says, if inadvertently, what he did is done, intentionally, he did not do anything\(^\text{21}\). There, we have stated\(^\text{22}\): "One does not give heave from impure produce for pure." It was stated in the name of Rebbi Yose\(^\text{23}\), "if he gave heave from impure produce for pure, whether inadvertently or intentionally, what he did is done." It turns out that the single opinion\(^\text{24}\) here is like the anonymous one there, and the single there like the anonymous here.

\(^{20}\) The same statement also in Halakhah 7:1 (44c), Ketubot 3:1 (27b). In the Babli (Yebamot 90a, Gittin 54a) the text is quoted in somewhat enlarged form but rejected (since impure heave is paid for as if it were fuel for principal and fifth, cf. Halakhah 5:8, Tosephta 7:2) and reformulated to speak of pure heave; that changed text is in Tosephta 7:7. 

\(^{21}\) All traditions of Symmachos are R. Meir's. The invalidation of payment with impure produce is a fine imposed by the court. Since the Babi accepts R. Meir's decrees as a matter of principle, they have to reformulate the baraita as speaking of pure heave, inapplicable today. These decrees mostly are rejected as minority opinions in the Yerushalmi; there is no need for reformulation.

\(^{22}\) Mishnah 2:2. 
\(^{23}\) Tosephta 3:19. 
\(^{24}\) Symmachos (R. Meir); the single
opinion there is R. Yose. Since the contradiction involved, subjects are different, there is no

How is this\textsuperscript{25}? Rebbi Zeïra in the name of Rebbi Hanina: The replacements of heave are like heave in every respect except that what grows from them\textsuperscript{26} is profane. The growth from heave is like profane in every respect\textsuperscript{27} except that it is forbidden for outsiders. Rebbi Yose said, we have stated all three: The replacements of heave are like heave in every respect as we have stated, "he does not pay in heave but in totally profane food which is turned into heave." Except that what grows from them is profane as we have stated\textsuperscript{28}, "the growth from heave," which implies that what grows from replacement is profane. The growth from heave is like profane in all respects, as we have stated, "it is subject to gleanings, forgotten sheaves, and peak; Israel poor and Cohanim poor collect it," except that it is forbidden to outsiders as we have stated, "Israel poor sell theirs to Cohanim for the price of heave but the money is theirs\textsuperscript{30}.

\textsuperscript{25} Here starts the discussion of the Mishnah, that the replacement for heave and the fifth become subject to the laws of heave.

\textsuperscript{26} If accidentally or inadvertently used as seeds.
27 It is not subject to any purity requirements.

28 Mishnah 9:4: "The growth from heave is heave, the growth from the growth is profane." It is clear from Mishnah 9:2 quoted next, that in most aspects, the growth from heave is like profane produce; it is like heave in that it is forbidden for non-Cohanim. Replacement for heave is not mentioned in that Mishnah.

29 Mishnah 9:2.

30 In contrast to heave which is not the private property of the owner.

31 As Sefer Nir notes, it is impossible that this baraita deal with replacement of heave in the sense of this Halakhah, since the Mishnah stated clearly that even "the fifth of the fifth" comes under the rules of heave. One has to assume, with R. M. Margalit, that one deals with the complement of heave, if the heave given turns out to be less than $\frac{1}{60}$ of the harvest, and the farmer has to add the difference; cf. Tosephta 8:2. Since heave has no biblical minimum, that complement is only rabbinic heave and is not covered by Lev. 22:14. But since the name of heave has been pronounced over it, it is not profane to be used for payment and cannot become hallah.

32 The syntax of this sentence is garbled. The tevul yom makes heave unusable by his touch (Chapter 5, Note 68), the same is true for unwashed hands which are always considered impure in the second degree. Profane food cannot become impure by touch of impurity of second degree in contrast to heave.

There is one opinion in Sota 5:2 (fol. 20a; Babli Pesahim 18a) that R. Aqiba asserts the possibility of third degree impurity for profane food, but it is clearly stated there that this is not...
acceptable practice.

It is not clear what the reference is. In Babli Niddah 46b-47a, R. Yose and R. Simeon free from hallah profane dough made to rise by heave (or dema') sour dough (since the action of the sour dough shows it is not insignificant even if less than 1% in volume). Similarly, in Mishnah Tevul Yom 3:4, R. Yose and R. Simeon declare that such a dough will become unusable by the touch of a tevul yom (and presumably also of unwashed hands). In both cases, the anonymous majority declares the dough to be profane.

"Although the Cohen may want to forgive this, he has no right to forgive." That is, if he did not yet separate. If he separated and after that ate, the disagreement of Rebbi and Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon, as it is stated: "(Lev. 22:14) 'He shall give the holy food to the Cohen,' his delivery sanctifies it so that he cannot eat it because it is heave. Also the separation sanctifies it so that he should be liable for principal and fifth, the words of Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon. Also the separation sanctifies it so that he should be liable for principal and fifth preventing him from eating it because it is heave."

34 Quote from the Mishnah.
35 Not from the heave but the replacement of the heave.
36 The text is garbled in both mss.; the position of R. Eleazar is quoted twice, that of Rebbi is missing. It is probable that the original text was similar to Sifra Emor Pereq 6(7): "I could think that the separation [taking the payment out of some profane food] sanctifies it so that one would be obligated for principal and fifth; the verse says 'He shall give the holy food to the Cohen,' his delivery sanctifies it
so that one [any non-Cohen] will be liable for principal and fifth, but the separation does not sanctify it so that he should be liable for principal and fifth, the words of Rebbi Meir. Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon says, also the separation sanctifies it so that he should be liable for principal and fifth."

If he [the Cohen] forgave and after that he [the Israel owner] ate, there is disagreement between Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish since they disagreed: If he robbed heave from his maternal grandfather, a Cohen, Rebbi Johanan said, he has to pay to the tribe, but Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, he pays to himself. Rebbi Jonah said, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish answered Rebbi Johanan thus: According to you, who says he has to pay to the tribe, did we not state: "If he stole heave of the Sanctuary, he has to pay two fifths and the principal." Should he not pay three? Rebbi Yasa in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The Torah said, it takes him out of his robbery. Rebbi Zeira said to Rebbi Ammi: Two things you say in the name of Rebbi Johanan but you do not say why. Rebbi Johanan
said, it takes him out of his robbery but you do not say why. It is so, "he shall give the holy food to the Cohen;" once he gave it, it stopped being his robbery. You say in the name of Rebbi Johanan, at the place of its slaughter should be its burning. You do not say why. Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Hoshaiya, Num. 19:5: "On its excrement shall be its burning." How do you understand this? Rebbi Jeremiah in the name of Rebbi Ammi: At the place of its exit from life shall be its burning.

The robber has to repay the robbery, not double the value he took as is the rule for the thief. It is assumed that the grandfather died after he forgave the grandson for the robbery and the grandson is the only heir. According to R. Johanan, the grandfather could not forgive and the grandson cannot inherit; therefore, the restitution has to be made to a Cohen. According the R. Simeon ben Laqish, the grandfather can forgive and the grandson can pay the principal to himself as heir, then sell the heave to a Cohen and pocket the money.

The statement is also in Pesahim 2:3 (29a).

Mishnah 6:4. Stealing and robbing from the Sanctuary have the same status; there is no double restitution. A fifth is required for illicit use of heave (Lev. 22:14) and of property of the Sanctuary (Lev. 5:16). The two obligations are independent of one another and computed on the same basis.

This is only a potentiality, not a certainty. If he denied stealing under oath, another fifth is due (Lev. 5:16). The heave can become property of the Sanctuary only if the Cohen dedicated it. Therefore, if the Cohen may forgive repayment, the thief cannot be forced to swear and there never can be three fifths. But according to R. Johanan, the tribe should be able to force the thief to swear in court and the Tanna should have noticed the possibility of a third fifth.

Since robbery and sanctity are incompatible, once it is holy it is not subject to the laws of robbery and the third fifth claimed by R. Simeon ben Laqish is not applicable.

The red cow whose ashes cleanse from the impurity of the dead (Num. 19) must be slaughtered on the stake; its carcass cannot be moved.

The entire statement is R. Hoshaiya's in Babli Zebahim 113, in
opposition to R. Johanan who requires the carcass to be moved in case it was slaughtered at a place from which the Temple doors are not visible; cf. also Sifry Huqqat 124.

Rebbi Johanan follows Rebbi\(^{43}\), Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish follows Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon\(^{44}\). Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya said, even if Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish would hold with Rebbi, but only for something he is obligated to give to a Cohen; but for something he is not obligated to give to a Cohen\(^{45}\), even Rebbi will agree since that is a Mishnah\(^{46}\): "If he separated the redemption of a first-born donkey and then it died, Rebbi Eliezer says one is responsible for alienation\(^{47}\) as for the five tetradrachmas of the [human] first-born; but the Sages say, he is not responsible for alienation, as for Second Tithe."\(^{48}\) Rebbi Eliezer will agree about first-born donkeys he inherited from the estate of his maternal grandfather, a Cohen, that he sanctified it when he separated it\(^{49}\).

\(^{43}\) This refers to the disagreement discussed in the previous paragraph. Since only handing the restitution to the Cohen turns it into heave, the Israel grandson of a Cohen cannot make restitution until he gives it to some Cohen.

\(^{44}\) Since separation already sanctifies, when the restitution was set apart before the death of the grandfather it is now legal heave in the hand of the Israel grandson.

\(^{45}\) In our case, he inherits it legally from his Cohen grandfather.
46  *Bekhorot* 1:6. The Babli (*Bekhorot* 12b) holds that the rules for first-borns depend on special expressions in the appropriate verses and are not derived from general principles, against the Yerushalmi. (*Num.* 18:15) "You should certainly redeem the human firstborn, and the firstborn of the impure animal you shall redeem." For R. Eliezer, "certainly" refers to both cases, for the Sages only to the human firstborn. The redemption for a donkey is a lamb (*Ex.* 13:13), for a human it is 5 *seqel* (*Num.* 3:47).

47  If the lamb was designated for the redemption and then either stolen or lost, the owner must give another lamb as replacement. If the young donkey dies before the lamb is delivered, it is holy and must be buried but the lamb is not given to the Cohen.

48  If the lamb is lost, the owner has fulfilled his duty and the donkey is his. If the young donkey dies before the lamb is delivered, it is a profane carcass and the lamb must be delivered to the Cohen.

49  Since the Cohen may give the lamb to himself; in that case, separation is all that is needed.

50  One who ate the heave of a Fellow has to pay the Fellow, one who ate the heave of a vulgar person has to pay the vulgar person. Does he then not deliver his pure food to a vulgar person? How does he do it, he gives both to a Cohen Fellow, takes the price of one of them and gives that to the vulgar Cohen. Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya said before Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, this follows him who says, its separation sanctifies. But for him who says, the delivery sanctifies, does it not need acquisition in any case? He said to them, he operates through the services of a third person.
50 The notions of Fellow and vulgar person are explained in the Introduction to Demay. The vulgar person is unable to keep his food in purity; giving him pure food, as required by the Mishnah, would be forbidden waste.

51 The amoraic text here has a parallel in Tosephta 7:5: "He who eats heave of a vulgar [Cohen], pays principal and fifth to a Cohen Fellow; the Fellow takes money and indemnifies the vulgar [Cohen].

52 If there is no sanctification without delivery then there is no repayment without delivery and the Cohen Fellow should not be able to acquire heave that is not due him.

53 The Cohen Fellow does not acquire the heave for himself but for the vulgar Cohen. He can do that since it is for the vulgar's benefit. Then he has to buy the heave for himself from what he had acquired for the third person. Since this is a formal institution, the vulgar's consent is implied.

Mishnah 2: If an Israel woman ate heave and then was married to a Cohen, ate the heave before a Cohen had acquired it, she pays principal and fifth to herself but if she ate heave which a Cohen had acquired, she pays principal to its owner and the fifth to herself since they said, he who eats heave in error pays the principal to its owner and the fifth to a person of his choice.

54 Heave is eaten not only by a Cohen but also by his family (wife, children, slaves.)
Halakhah 2: If she did not manage to pay before she was divorced? Come and see, if she had so many tithes, would they not be hers? There tithes are defined but here the heave is still undefined. What compares to this? First-born of donkeys.

55 If she has no children, she reverted to the status of Israel and is forbidden to eat heave.

56 If she got heave or Heave of the Tithe as a Cohen’s wife, it remains her property even if she cannot eat it now but must sell it to somebody who can.

57 Since she did not pay, the heave is not designated yet and undetermined things cannot be acquired.

58 It is difficult to know what is meant since there is no Yerushalmi to Bekhorot. It seems that one refers to the opinion of the Sages (Note 48) that the lamb is the Cohen’s property upon designation, before delivery. In this case, the heave would remain hers if designated before the divorce.

Mishnah 3: If one serves heave to his workers or his guests, he pays the principal and they pay the fifth, the word of Rebbi Meir. But the Sages say, they pay principal and fifth and he pays them the price of their meal.

59 He pays the principal since he robbed the Cohen of his heave. They pay the fifth since they ate heave inadvertently and the fine of eating...
heave inadvertently is the payment of the fifth.

60 The Sages hold that the person who eats heave inadvertently has to pay principal and fifth. The host, in addition to the grave sin he incurred by leading innocent people into sin, is fined by having to pay his workers the price of their meal as if it had been profane food, while they pay only $5/4$ of the price of heave, which probably is much less.

Halakhah 3: Now Rebbi Meir says, they pay, and the Sages say, they pay, what is between them? Rebbi Johanan said, the meal itself is between them. Rebbi Meir said, the meal is the responsibility of the employer, but the rabbis say, the meal is the responsibility of the workers. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, the exertion is between them. Rebbi Meir said, the exertion is the responsibility of the employer, but the rabbis say, the exertion is the responsibility of the workers. Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: To what can this be compared, to one who sells something to another person, but it turns out that it was not his [to sell]. Does he not have to replace his buy? If you hold with Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, this is fine. But if you hold with Rebbi Johanan, who said, the meal itself is between them, and you say so? He said following
Rebbi Meir. Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina: The value of the meal is between them. If he promised them to feed them profane honey-cakes but he fed them heave honey-cakes. Did they not eat already? This follows him who says, a person’s soul is afraid of tevel.

61 The responsibility vis-à-vis the Cohen is either on the person who actually ate the Cohen’s property or on the person who caused the trouble.

62 Since the Cohen is not compensated by money but by fully profane food, whose responsibility is it to procure the fully profane food in the correct amount?

63 The workers are overcompensated to account for the mental anguish caused them by their employer.

64 Since this is what he stole.

65 Restitution for the heave, following Mishnah 1.

66 The reason is given at the end of the Halakhah.
Halakhah 4: Rebbi Yannai said, the Mishnah is split. If there is the size of an olive but it is not worth a perutah, he pays to the Sanctuary. If it is worth a perutah but is not the size of an olive, he pays to the tribe. If it is the size of an olive and is worth a perutah, Simeon bar Abba in the name of Rebbi Johanan, he pays to the Sanctuary. Rebbi Johanan said, he pays to the tribe. Rebbi Zeira said, it is a decision of the verse (Lev. 22:14): "If somebody should eat consecrated food in error," where the principal goes, there the fifth has to go. Cahana said, he pays two fifths, one to the tribe and one to the Sanctuary.

67 The entire argument refers only to the last case, heave stolen from the sanctuary.

68 A perutah, a small Hasmonean coin, \(\frac{1}{6}\) or \(\frac{1}{8}\) of an as. Theft of less than a perutah is not prosecutable and does not entitle the injured person to ask for restitution. In the case under consideration, there was sin but no monetary restitution is possible; there is no principal but the fifth has to be paid. But Lev. 22:14 ends: He hands over the consecrated food to the Cohen. Since "handing over" implies something substantial, it must be the value of at least a perutah. This means that in this case, restitution to the Cohen is excluded; the recipient must be the Sanctuary even though legally no larceny has occoured.

69 Both the principal and the fifth.

70 For use of heave. The other fifth, for use of consecrated things, must go to the Sanctuary. R. Zeira disagrees since the argument from the verse applies only to the payment of the fine for heave.

71 Since the principal and the fifth for heave has to be profane food. The question of the second fifth, fine for illicit use of consecrated food, is not addressed here.
"Since double restitution does not apply to the Sanctuary". For it was said (Ex. 22:8): "He should restitute double to his neighbor," but not to the Sanctuary.

Mishnah 5: One does not pay with gleanings, forgotten sheaves, peah, and abandoned property, nor with First Tithe whose heave was taken, nor with Second Tithe, nor with dedicated food that was redeemed, for dedicated food cannot redeem dedicated food, the words of Rebbi Meir. But the Sages permit the latter.

72 All these are exempt from heave; while they are permitted for profane use they are not profane since they are God's gift to the poor.

73 R. Meir holds that Second Heave is Heaven's property given to the farmer. Since it can never become heave, it is excluded as payment. The Sages consider Second Tithe and dedicated property after redemption, and First Tithe whose heave was taken, as totally profane since their sanctity has been transferred to the money of redemption.
Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, it refers to the last two. Why? Because these have affinity to heave and tithes. Do gleanings and forgotten sheaves never have affinity to heave and tithes? But we deal with growth of peah and standing peah. Does this not simply answer Hilfai's question, since Hilfai asked: Do gleanings become sanctified in the act of falling down? Rebbi Johanan said to him, but did we not state "gleanings"? How can you have peah from gleanings? Rebbi Johanan said to him, about everything.

The two items the Sages discuss are First Tithe and (Second Tithe or consecrated food). The second set is taken as a unit because its items can become profane by redemption and they are taken from produce for which heave had been taken.

While the obligation of heave starts only with the collection of the grain kernels after threshing, it is possible to give heave from cut grain on the field. The only gift to the poor from grain never potentially heave is peah, which should be given as standing grain. But since the obligation of peah remains on the cut grain if peah was not left standing at harvest time (cf. Peah, Chapter 1, Note 275), even peah cannot be excluded from any possibility of heave. One has to assume that the addition of "and tithes" is a mnemonic device.

The text given is the reading of the Leyden ms.; it is interpreted from Arabic אשת נג "to rise, to grow", as a synonym for the second term, "standing peah". The reading of the Venice print, דצל הפרע "the biting of peah", is difficult to accept (for the meaning of "biting" cf. Demay 6:6, Note 140); that of the Rome ms., אשת פאה "finding (Babylonian Aramaic) peah", is certainly a scribal error. R. E. Fulda's emendation ἀνοχοι "what falls down from peah" is unsupported and irrelevant.

Explained in Peah 7:3, Note 52. The idea is that if gleanings may be subject to heave, a stalk cannot become gleanings automatically by falling down.

The Mishnah explicitly excludes the restriction to peah postulated by R. Simeon ben Laqish. In this case, it is difficult to understand the addition of "the latter" to the statement of the Sages. The statement at its face value also would
imply that R. Johanan rejects any connection between the possibility of heave and the availability for restitution of heave. If R. Johanan accepts such a connection, he can include *peah* only if given from sheaves or stacks, rather than standing grain. In this case, a qualifying "the latter" is acceptable.

Mishnah 6: Rebbi Eliezer says, one repays from one kind for another kind which is not the same, on condition that he repay with better quality for worse, but Rebbi Aqiba says, one only repays from one kind for its own.

Mishnah 7: Therefore, if one ate green melon of the year before the Sabbatical, he should wait for green melons of the year following the Sabbatical and repay from them. From the verse which Rebbi Eliezer reads to be lenient, from there Rebbi Aqiba is restrictive, since it is said (Lev. 22:14): "He hands over the consecrated food to the Cohen," anything that may be consecrated, the words of Rebbi Eliezer. But Rebbi Aqiba says, "he hands over the consecrated food to the Cohen," the consecrated food he himself ate.

80 Sabbatical produce is all consecrated and cannot be used, even for those kinds that legally can be tended on private plots, or spontaneous growth which is forbidden by rabbinic decree.
Halakhah 6: How is this? If he ate vegetable and repaid a dried fig, a dried fig and repaid dates, a blessing should come to him. If he ate first fruits, what can he repay? If he ate grapes, he repays wine, olives he repays oil. If he ate hallah, may he repay with produce not yet one-third ripe since produce not yet one-third ripe is subject to hallah.

81 This follows R. Eliezer as is clear from Sifra Emor Pereq 6(6): "From where that one only repays from one kind for its own? The verse says 'he hands over the consecrated food to the Cohen,' therefore, if one ate green melon of the year before the Sabbatical, he should wait for green melons of the year following the Sabbatical and repay from them, the words of R. Aqiba. Rebbi Eliezer says, one repays from one kind for another kind which is not the same, on condition that he repay with better quality for worse. How is this? If he ate a dried fig and repaid dates, a blessing should come to him." This is partially quoted in Babli Eruvin 29b, Pesahim 32a, in a discussion about whether heave has to be repaid by value or by volume.

82 They are subject to the rules of repayment of heave, Mishnah Bikkurim 2:1.

83 This question follows R. Aqiba since in the Mishnah (Hallah 1:3) which states that flour made from unripe grain is free from tithes but subject to hallah; R. Eliezer dissents and frees it from hallah. In matters of repayment, hallah follows the rules of heave (Mishnah Hallah 1:9).
Rabbi Abin in the name of the rabbis from there: This means that one may not repay with produce from outside the Land\(^8^5\). Even if you say one may repay, our Mishnah is from before Rebbi permitted the import of vegetables from outside the Land\(^8^6\). He mentioned only green melons which are forbidden produce. But not permitted produce\(^8^7\), because if you say so, does it not turn out that he buys himself an axe from Sabbatical money\(^8^8\)?

\(^8^4\) Here starts the discussion of Mishnah 7.

\(^8^5\) If one cannot repay during the Sabbatical, this means that no non-Sabbatical fruit is available. Since the only permitted use of Sabbatical produce is consumption, one may not pay his debts with Sabbatical fruit.

\(^8^6\) Mishnah Sevi'it 6:4.

\(^8^7\) For example fruits from trees which do not require yearly trimming and fertilizing.

\(^8^8\) By liquidating his debts with Sabbatical produce.
Mishnah 1: If somebody eats heave intentionally, he pays the principal but not the fifth. His payment is profane and if the Cohen wants to forgive this, he may forgive 2.

1 Not a Cohen.
2 Lev. 22:14: "Anybody who ate sanctified food in error must add its fifth to it and give the consecrated food to the Cohen." The verse explicitly restricts the duty of adding a fifth to the case when heave is eaten in error. Also, the restitution is called holy only in that case. Since the money for restitution is not holy, the Cohen may give it to the offender, i.e., refrain from accepting it. The sin of eating heave intentionally is too great to be forgiven for just a monetary fine. The Mishnah applies only to the case in which the offender was not warned by two witnesses not to sin; in the latter case, he will be whipped by order of the court. Whether he then has to pay is discussed in the Halakhah.
Halakhah 1: "If somebody eats heave intentionally," etc. 2There, we have stated: "The following are flogged," and we have stated: "These are the girls." Here you say, he is flogged, and there you say, he pays. Rebbi Johanan said, the Mishnah is two-sided: If he was cautioned, he is flogged; if he was not cautioned, he pays. Rebbi Johanan is of the opinion that in a case where there is flogging or restitution, when he pays he is not flogged. Why should he not be flogged and have to pay? (Deut. 25:2) "His guilt." You sentence him for one guilt but you may not sentence him for two guilts. The verse speaks of one who may incur two punishments (Deut. 25:2): "The judge shall have him laid down and flogged in his presence, a number [of times] because of his guilt."

2 The parallel to the entire Halakhah is in Ketubot 3:1 (fol. 27b), shortened also Baba Qama 7:2 (fol. 5d), Makkot 1:1 (fol. 31a); Babli Ketubot 32b, Baba Qama 36a, Makkot 7b, 13b.

3 Mishnah Makkot 3:1-5 gives a list of all transgressions punishable by flogging. The list starts with "him who sleeps with his sister", and later mentions "him who eats tevel and First Heave of which no heave was taken," where he is punished for eating the heave contained in the produce; hence, eating heave is punished by flogging.

4 Mishnah Ketubot 3:1: "These are the girls for which one incurs a fine, . . he who sleeps with his sister, . . ." The fines are incurred either for the rape (Deut. 22:19) or the seduction (Ex. 22:16) of a minor girl; cf. Note 26. The Mishnaiot seem to imply that raping one's minor sister (and a non-Cohen's eating heave) is punished by flogging and a fine.

5 In addition, there must be two eye witnesses who saw the transgression; cf. Kilaim, Chapter 8, Note 9.

6 "Guilt" (in the singular) here is taken to mean "atonement for his guilt", that for one transgression there can be only one punishment. It is quite possible that with one act one commits a multiple sin; then each sin separately can be punished but no one sin can incur more than one punishment (Sifry Deut. 286).
Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, even if he was not cautioned should he not pay since when cautioned he would be flogged? A Mishnah disagrees with Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: "These are the girls for which one incurs a fine," but if he was cautioned, will he not be flogged? Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish holds with Rebbi Mei'r since Rebbi Meir said, he is flogged and pays. Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: Rebbi Meir learned from the calumniator. (Deut. 22:19) "And they shall fine him", money; (Deut. 22:18) "they shall punish him," flogging. But the rabbis say, [the law of] the calumniator is separate because of its novelty; one cannot learn from a novelty! Because nowhere else will a person become guilty by speech, but here he becomes guilty by speech. Since one cannot transfer this feature, one cannot transfer the rules of either payment or flogging. Did not Rebbi Abbahu say in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: If he [eats] fat intentionally but is in error about the sacrifice, if he was cautioned he will be flogged and has to bring a sacrifice! Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Samuel bar Rav
Isaac said, (Deut. 25:2) "Because of his guilt." If two possibilities are given to the court, one chooses one of them. This excludes matters in the power of Heaven.

7 A similar text is in Ketubot 3:1 (fol. 27b), but there the Mishnah here is quoted as proof. In Sevu'ot 4:9 (fol. 35d), R. Simeon ben Laqish is quoted as disagreeing with R. Meir. In the Babli, Ketubot 33b, R. Simeon ben Laqish is quoted only as noting that Mishnah 3:1 gives the opinion of R. Meir without endorsing it.

8 Since Mishnaiot Ketubot 3:1 and Terumot 7:1 are formulated unconditionally, they should be interpreted as applying any time there are two witnesses to the transgression, independent of witnesses regarding cautioning.

9 In the Babli, Makkot 4b, the author is Ulla (R. La).

10 The man who publicly accuses his wife whom he married as a supposed virgin when she was almost an adult (between 12 and 12 1/2 years of age), not to have been virginal. If he cannot produce two witnesses who prove the adultery of the wife between the preliminary and the actual marriage, he is fined, whipped, and prohibited to ever divorce his wife.

11 The Halakhah later will discuss the case of perjured witnesses. These, according to the Yerushalmi, in a civil case will pay but not be flogged and, according to the Babli (Makkot 4b), in a criminal case will be flogged without prior cautioning. In no case can perjury parallel calumny.

12 Cf. Chapter 6, Notes 5,6.

13 From the text in Ketubot, missing here.

14 Since sacrifices are between the individual and Heaven, the procedural rules of the court are inapplicable to the case and nothing can be inferred from rules of sacrifices for court procedures.
Everybody agrees that there is no money payment in capital cases\textsuperscript{16}, as it is written (Lev. 24:21): "The slayer of a living\textsuperscript{17} animal must pay for it\textsuperscript{18} but the slayer of a human shall be put to death." Just as you did not make a difference between unintentional and intentional action of a slayer of an animal to force him to pay money, so you should not make a difference between unintentional and intentional action of a slayer of a human to free him [from paying]. Where do they differ? About money in a flogging case. Rebbi Johanan said, there is no money in a capital case but there is money in a flogging case\textsuperscript{19}, but Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, just as there is no money in a capital case so there is no money in a flogging case\textsuperscript{20}.

\begin{itemize}
    \item The text in brackets is the \textit{Ketubot} text, the one in braces is from \textit{Terumot}.
    \item In any case where capital punishment is a possibility, payment of money is excluded even if the elements necessary for conviction (two witnesses each for caution and the criminal act) are missing. The argument is quoted in the Babli (\textit{Ketubot} 35a) in the name of the school of Hizqiah; it is not found in tannaitic sources.
    \item This word is missing in the Biblical text and in \textit{Ketubot}.
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{15} The text in brackets is the \textit{Ketubot} text, the one in braces is from \textit{Terumot}.
\textsuperscript{16} In any case where capital punishment is a possibility, payment of money is excluded even if the elements necessary for conviction (two witnesses each for caution and the criminal act) are missing. The argument is quoted in the Babli (\textit{Ketubot} 35a) in the name of the school of Hizqiah; it is not found in tannaitic sources.
\textsuperscript{17} This word is missing in the Biblical text and in \textit{Ketubot}.
\textsuperscript{18} Slaying another person's animal is always a civil case, never a criminal one. Therefore, the distinctions basic for criminal cases do not apply.
\textsuperscript{19} The fine is a punishment which automatically kicks in if the formal requirements for a sentence of flogging are missing (cf. Babli \textit{Ketubot} 34b).
\textsuperscript{20} Once the possibility of a sentence of flogging is there if one would find the necessary eye witnesses, there is no possibility for the imposition of a fine.
Rebbi Immi the Babylonian\textsuperscript{21} in the name of the rabbis from there: The reason of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish is "criminal, criminal." "Criminal" is mentioned in capital cases\textsuperscript{22}, "criminal" is mentioned in cases of flogging\textsuperscript{23}. Just as for the criminal in capital cases there is no monetary fine, so for the criminal mentioned in flogging cases there is no monetary fine.

\textsuperscript{21} He is R. Immi (Ammi), the head of the Tiberian academy after R. Johanan. His statement is quoted in the Babli (\textit{Ketubot} 35a) by Abbai, one generation after R. Immi.

\textsuperscript{22} \textit{Num.} 35:31: "Do not take weregild for the life of a human who is a criminal condemned to death."

\textsuperscript{23} \textit{Deut.} 25:2: "If the criminal is condemned to flogging, . . . ."

Nathan bar Hoshiah\textsuperscript{25} said, one speaks about a girl\textsuperscript{26}, the other about an adult woman. The girl has a fine but cannot be sold, the adult has no fine, she cannot be sold; has she no claim for shame and blemish?\textsuperscript{27} The rabbis of Caesarea said, explain it that she seduced him or forgave him\textsuperscript{28}. Nathan bar Hoshiaiah thinks that in a case of flogging and payment he pays and is not flogged. Why should he not be flogged and have to pay? (\textit{Deut.} 25:2) "Because of his guilt." You sentence him for one guilt but you may not sentence him for two guilts. From perjured witnesses. Just as
perjured witnesses pay and are not flogged, here also he pays and is not flogged. Rebbi Jonah said, the reason of Nathan bar Hoshiaiah: (Deut. 25:2): "The judge shall have him laid down and flogged in his presence." It refers to one whose flogging frees him from his guilt, excluding one who is told: get up and pay.

24 Reading of the Rome ms. and the text in Ketubot. Leyden and Venice: ἡ να, an impossible text for chronological reasons.

25 A Babylonian (in the Babli, Rav Nathan bar Hoshiaiah) who immigrated into Galilee and became a member of R. Johanan's academy.

26 In the technical sense, נערה is a girl who no longer is a minor (so she cannot be sold in marriage, Ex. 21:7-11) but is not yet an adult who can marry on her own. Practically, a girl is a minor if she is less than 12 years old and becomes an adult at 12 years 6 months. The father has the right to marry her off as נערה and he collects the fine if she is raped before she is married. The Mishnah in Ketubot refers only to נערה since the verse determining the fine uses that expression.

27 Anybody injured by another person has a claim for pain, shame, and diminished standing. Hence, even if the fine is excluded the adult woman has a monetary claim and Nathan bar Hoshiaiah cannot assume that the Mishnah in Makkot refers to an adult.

28 In the Babli, if she became an adult and forgave him. Since she is an adult, she may waive the monetary claim. In that case, because the rapist does not have to pay, he is whipped. (The נערה cannot waive the claim since the claim is her father's.)

29 Perjury is definitely sinful; it should be punished by flogging. But the verse decrees (Deut. 19:19): "Do to him what he intended to do to his brother". If the perjury was in a civil case, the perjurer has to pay to the injured party the amount the latter would have had to pay if the testimony had stood. Since this is the only punishment decreed by the verse, the perjurer cannot be flogged. (In criminal cases, the perjurer is flogged or executed, as the case may be.)
Our Mishnah disagrees with Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish! Did we not state "If somebody eats heave in error"? He explains it following Rebbi Meir, since Rebbi Meir said, he is whipped and pays. But did we not state: "If somebody eats heave intentionally"? In the opinion of Nathan bar Hosaiah who said, when he pays he is not flogged, it is understandable. In the opinion of Rebbi Johanan who said, if he was cautioned he is flogged, but if he was not cautioned he pays, he explains it as intentional without cautioning. In the opinion of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish there is no difference between intentional and unintentional, between cautioned or not cautioned. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish holds with Rebbi Meir since Rebbi Meir says, he is flogged and he pays.

For him, there should be no difference between error and intentional transgression. The answer is that there is a difference, only for the linkage between payment and flogging there is no difference: Either flogging and paying in all cases go together or in no case is there flogging and a fine. Since the Mishnah clearly states that there is a fine, R. Simeon must hold with R. Meir.
Rebbe Hinena said before Rebbe Mana: If Rebbe Simeon ben Laqish thought the entire Mishnaiot were Rebbe Meir’s, he would call them "the words of Meir." But is it not written (Lev. 22:14): "If a person ate consecrated food in error, etc."? But Rebbe Simeon ben Laqish must hold that the fifth is a sacrifice. But even if he holds that the fifth is a sacrifice, can the principal be a sacrifice? Rebbi Yudan bar Shalom said, the Mishnah declares that the principal is a fine, as we have stated: "He does not pay in heave but in totally profane food which is turned into heave." If he had to pay from what he ate, it would be fine. And it was stated: "If he ate impure heave, he has to pay in pure profane food, but if he paid in impure profane, he discharged his obligation." Does he not owe him the price of wood? That shows that the principal is a fine and since the principal is a fine, the fifth also is a fine. But Rebbe Simeon ben Laqish follows his own opinion. Just as Rebbe Simeon ben Laqish said, there, everybody was under the obligation of (Ex. 20:16) "Do not become a false witness against your neighbor", but this one was treated separately, (Deut. 19:19) "do to him what he intended to do to his brother", to force him to pay; also here, everybody was under the obligation of (Lev. 22:10) "no outsider shall eat holy [food]," but this one was treated
separately, (Lev. 22:14) "if somebody should eat holy [food] in error," to force him to pay\(^35\).

\(^{31}\) Since every deadly sin committed in error needs a sacrifice for atonement.

\(^{32}\) Mishnah 6:1.

\(^{33}\) Halakhah 6:1, Note 20. Since the restitution must be more valuable than the food taken, the difference in value has the status of a fine.

\(^{34}\) In Tannaitic sources, the two verses are taken together following the principle that every prohibition has to be written twice in the Torah, first to define the prohibition and second to indicate the punishment for violating the prohibition (Mekhilta deR. Ismael Yitro 8, p. 233; Mekhilta deR. Simeon bar Iohai Yitro p. 152; Sifry Deut. 190(19)).

\(^{35}\) Again, the prohibition is defined in v. 10 and the punishment in v. 14; since this is a self-contained unit, no outside principles should be invoked.

Did we not state:\(^36\) The Sages admit to Rebbi Meir that one who stole his neighbor's fat is flogged and has to pay since he who eats fat is flogged. Did we not state: The Sages admit to Rebbi Meir that one who stole his neighbor's heave is flogged and has to pay since he who eats his own heave is flogged\(^36\). Did we not state: The Sages admit to Rebbi Meir that one who muzzled his neighbor's cow is flogged and has to pay six qab per cow and four qab for a donkey since he who muzzles his cow is flogged\(^37\). Rebbi Yose said, the same holds if death is the penalty. If he
stole Temple heave and ate it, he is whipped and has to pay since in any case he caused monetary loss.

36 The first two statements are not in any source except here and in Ketubot. One can transgress several commandments in one action, e.g., if the thief immediately upon taking the fat puts it into his mouth. Then the thief acquires the fat (and at the same time makes himself liable for restitution) in the same moment he incurs guilt for eating fat. For each obligation or guilt incurred there is one and only one punishment.

37 Babli Baba Mezia 91a, in the interpretation of Rav Papa, against Abbaye who sees in the rule only the opinion of R. Meir. According to Rav Papa, the thief is obliged to feed the animals from the moment of the theft but is flogged only after he muzzled them for threshing (Deut. 25:4).

Rebbi Mana said before Rebbi Yose: If it is so, he who sleeps with his minor sister should be flogged and have to pay since if he sleeps with his adult sister he is flogged. Rebbi Mana reversed himself and said, there death and payment fall on him simultaneously. But here, from the first muzzling he is subject to flogging but only later for payment. Rebbi Ezra objected before Rebbi Mana: He who sets fire to his neighbor's
grain stack on the Sabbath is subject to capital punishment from the first ear but only later for payment! One cannot say so, for every single ear there is cautioning for the death penalty. Here also, for every moment of muzzling there is cautioning for flogging (and cautioning for payment).

Rebbi Yose bar Abun said, two Amoraïm. One said, if he muzzled for heave which is Temple property\textsuperscript{45}. The other one said, if he muzzled through an agent. Then the agent is flogged and he is free (\textit{Lev. 17:4}): "As a blood guilt it will be charged on this man," not on his employers\textsuperscript{46}.

\textsuperscript{38} Reading of the text in \textit{Ketubot}. In \textit{Terumot}, the words \textit{כ 넘 ג ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש} are switched in the print and Leyden ms. Rome: \textit{כ נ ג ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ L

\textsuperscript{39} Reading of the text in \textit{Ketubot}. In \textit{Terumot} there is an error in the words \textit{כ 넘 ג ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ ל ש ט ה נ ש ל ה פ L

\textsuperscript{40} The words in parentheses are not in \textit{Ketubot} and are not relevant since monetary claims do not need cautioning.

\textsuperscript{41} As stated earlier (Notes 26, 28), the adult sister cannot claim money from the rapist brother who therefore is subject to flogging according to everybody. If the arguments of the previous paragraph are correct, the rapist of his minor sister should be flogged and have to pay.

\textsuperscript{42} It would be double punishment for one and the same transgression.

\textsuperscript{43} Any muzzling of a threshing animal is forbidden; the monetary obligation starts only when the threshing ox would have eaten a \textit{peruta}'s worth had he not been muzzled. The two obligations are not simultaneous even though they come from transgressing one and the same prohibition.

\textsuperscript{44} He is R. Azariah (cf. \textit{Berakhot}, Chapter 1, Note 90). The Rome ms. and the \textit{Ketubot} text have \textit{ר י י א} ; that reading is impossible for chronological reasons.

\textsuperscript{45} Then in one act he transgresses two prohibitions; for heave he is flogged and for larceny of sacred food he must pay. This is not double punishment for the same transgression.

\textsuperscript{46} In the words of the Babli, "there is no agency for crimes." If the agent is adult and of sane mind, he has to know himself that he is committing a crime and cannot unload the criminal responsibility on his employer. (This principle does not apply to civil claims.) The second explanation is rejected.
In error for heave and intentional for leavened\textsuperscript{48}, in error for heave and intentional for \textit{nazir}\textsuperscript{49}, in error for heave and intentional for the Day of Atonement\textsuperscript{50}. If one explains it with two things, it is fine\textsuperscript{51}. If one explains it for one, this is the disagreement of Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Lakish.

\textsuperscript{47} Text from \textit{Ketubot} and a parallel \textit{Pesahim} 2:3 (fol. 29a/b). Text of \textit{Terumot}: 48 If during Passover he intentionally ate leavened food (a deadly sin) but unintentionally took heave.

\textsuperscript{49} If somebody made a \textit{nazir} vow (\textit{Num.} 6) and he intentionally breaks his vow and eats grapes or drinks wine but unintentionally took heave.

\textsuperscript{50} If during the fast of the Day of Atonement he intentionally ate but unintentionally took heave.

\textsuperscript{51} If one holds that with one action two different laws have been broken, each infraction is punished according to its separate rules and everybody agrees that for heave he has to pay. But if one holds that for one action there can be only one punishment, he has to pay only according to R. Johanan.
There, we have stated: "The only difference between the Sabbath and the Day of Atonement is that intentional infraction of the former is punished by the hands of man, but intentional infraction of the latter is punished by extirpation." Therefore, for payment both follow the same rules. The Mishnah is by Rebbi Neḥoniah ben Haqanah since they stated: "Neḥoniah ben Haqanah says, the Day of Atonement follows the rules of Sabbath for payment. But Rebbi Simeon ben Menassiah says those subject to extirpation equal those subject to capital punishment." What is between them? Rebbi Aha in the name of Rebbi Avina said, a menstruating girl is between them. Rebbi Mana said, also his wife’s sister is between them. In the opinion of Rebbi Neḥoniah ben Haqanah, just as the Sabbath does not become permitted after its prohibition started, so the Day of Atonement does not become permitted after its prohibition started. However, this one will become permitted after her prohibition started, he has to pay. But Rebbi Simeon ben Menassiah said, extirpation applies to Sabbath and the day of Atonement; extirpation applies also to this one, he does not have to pay.

52 Mishnah Megillah 1:5. The statement means that everything forbidden on the Sabbath is forbidden on the Day of Atonement, but not vice-versa. Infraction of the laws of the Sabbath is a capital crime but punishment for infraction of the laws of the Day of Atonement is in the hands of Heaven. The question is, how far do we equate the possibility of a death sentence by an earthly court with one by the Heavenly court.

53 If the seduced or raped almost adult girl was impure because of her period, the rapist or seducer is subject to extirpation, Lev. 20:18.

54 While punishment for sexual relations with the wife’s sister during the lifetime of the wife is not spelled out in the verse, Lev. 18:18, all incest prohibitions enumerated in Lev. 18 are subject to Lev. 18:29: "For anybody who will commit any of these abominations, persons acting thus will be
exterminated from the midst of their people." (Rashi on Mishnah Keritut 1:1.)

55 While everything will become permitted again after the end of the Sabbath, nothing will be permitted as long as the Sabbath lasts. But the menstruating almost adult will become permitted again when cleansed from her impurity, in most cases while she still is an almost adult girl.

56 While desecration of the Sabbath is a capital crime, if prosecution is impossible for lack of cautioning or of eye witnesses it is a case for extirpation by Heaven, (Ex. 31:14): "Keep the Sabbath because it is holy for you; its desecrator shall be put to death. Anybody doing work on it shall be extirpated from the midst of his people."

Rebbi Judah bar Pazi asked: What say these Tannaim about prohibitions and extirpation? Rebbi Yose said, that is a problem for the rabbis. Rebbi Jonah said, why can we not understand it from what Rebbi Simeon ben Iohai stated? As Rebbi Simeon ben Iohai stated: "Rebbi Tarphon says, extirpation was mentioned for the Sabbath and the Day of Atonement. Since for extirpation mentioned for the Sabbath there is no payment in a case involving the death penalty, so for extirpation..."
mentioned for the Day of Atonement there is no payment in a case involving extirpation. Rebbi Mana said before Rebbi Yose: When do we need this? For Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish! But for Rebbi Johanan, if he admits flogging in death penalty cases, certainly payment in extirpation cases. He said to him, we need it even for Rebbi Johanan! They disagreed: If somebody slaughters [an animal] and its young for idolatrous purposes. Rebbi Johanan says, if he was cautioned about an animal and its young, he is flogged, about idolatry, he is stoned to death. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, even if he was cautioned about an animal and its young, he is not flogged since he would be stoned to death had he been cautioned about idolatry. Here are two cases, there it is one case.

57 Reading of the text in Ketubot: 

58 Reading of the text in Ketubot: 

59 Reading of the text in Ketubot: 

60 The commentators declare the text in Ketubot as original and the one here corrupt. However, the Babli in Ketubot 33a-36a seems more to refer to a text like the one in Terumot which is preferable as lectio difficilior. On the other hand, the last paragraph of the Halakhah shows that the text here is copied from Ketubot. Therefore, both versions have to be explained.

61 The text here is based on the earlier text excluding payment in death penalty cases, Note 19. In the Babli, Ketubot 34b/35a, this is deduced as above and in addition from Ex. 21:22-23, where payment is due if a pregnant woman is injured and an abortion is caused, but no payment is due if the woman is murdered.

62 In the Babli, Ketubot 35a, only R. Simeon ben Laqish accepts this reasoning; R. Johanan admits payment concurrent with extirpation.

The text in Ketubot deals with the situation in which a simple transgression for which the punishment is flogging is combined with a transgression punishable by extirpation and there was cautioning for the first but not for the second; can the flogging be executed? There is no question that
flogging is the earthly punishment for most extirpation transgressions, as stated in Mishnah Makkot 3:16: "All those subject to extirpation who were flogged became free from extirpation, as it is written (Deut. 25:3): 'that your brother should not be degraded in your eyes;' after he was flogged he is your brother."

In the Babli, Ketubot 35b, this is deduced from the Mishnah which assigns a fine to a brother who seduced his sister which, in absence of witnesses, is an extirpation case.

For the Ketubot text it is obvious that a capital crime can never lead to a sentence of flogging since no sentence can be delivered without the testimony of two witnesses. If there were witnesses it would be a case for the death penalty; without witnesses it is a case for the Heavenly court.

64 Slaughtering an animal and its young on the same day is a simple transgression, Lev. 22:28. Idolatrous sacrifices are capital crimes.

65 The prohibition of slaughtering an animal and its young on the same day also applies to profane slaughter; it is unrelated to the prohibition of idolatry. The parallel discussion in the Babli is Hulin 81b, where it is pointed out that the case discussed must be that the first animal was slaughtered for food but the second for idolatry; only in that case does one act result in two transgressions.

66 The disagreement between R. Johanan and R. Simeon ben Laqish is the case that there is only one transgression which, however, cannot be prosecuted in criminal court for lack of eye witnesses.

According to Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, what is between these Tannaim and those rabbis? Rebbi Judan said, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish [is the one] who said following Rebbi Meir, who said he is flogged
and pays. Rebbi Hananiah said, he who puts fire to the grain stack of his neighbor on a holiday is between them. These Tanna‘im think, since there is no extirpation, he pays. Those rabbis think, since there is flogging he does not pay. But then "these are the girls" cannot follow the rabbis! Rebbi Mattaniah said, he who sleeps with a bastard girl is between them.

67 Rebbis Nehoniah ben Haqanah and Simeon ben Menassiah who imply that only capital cases and those of extirpation free from payment.
68 The rabbis, also Tanna‘im, who disagree with R. Meir and hold that flogging frees from payment.
69 He disagrees with the rabbis and does not have to try to explain the rabbis.
70 Desecration of a holiday (other than the Day of Atonement) is a simple infraction, not subject to extirpation.
71 The list of Ketubot 3:1 notes only those cases in which the rapist could not marry his victim as required by Deut. 22:29, either because of an incest prohibition or other biblical restriction on permitted sexual relations. Then the rapist is subject to flogging; according to R. Simeon ben Laqish he never would have to pay. Since this invalidates an entire Mishnah, it is an impossible stance.
72 A bastard is a child born from a sexual union subject to the death penalty or extirpation. The Ketubot text reads: "A bastard who sleeps with a bastard girl is between them." It seems that the difference between the two texts is based on a difference in the interpretation of the relevant verse Deut. 23:3. The reading here supports Maimonides (Issure Bi‘ah 15:2) that sexual relations with a bastard (male or female) are only punishable by flogging after marriage; then a fine is due without question. The reading in Ketubot supports R. Abraham ben David (ad loc.) and Nachmanides (in his Novellae to Ketubot) that the verse forbids all sexual relations with a bastard since the expression used, "to come", in rabbinic Hebrew means "to sleep with." According to everybody, a male bastard may marry a female bastard.

אשת אחיה ולא ביה נוטה היא. נמקר שמיא אחיה ויהי לו ביהו לאירס אשה
ומת נביא אחיה לאנסה.
But is his brother's wife not his sister-in-law? Explain it that the man's brother died when he had children and had performed the preliminary wedding with a woman when he died and [the surviving] brother came and raped her.

This question has no relation to the topics discussed here; it belongs to the discussion of Mishnah *Ketubot* 3:1 and shows that the text there is original. The Mishnah mentions the brother's wife as one of the categories of girls for whom the rapist has to pay the fine of 50 šeqel. Now this fine is due only for the rape of a virgin. The only case where the brother's wife still could be a virgin is that the brother died between the preliminary wedding (cf. *Peah* Chapter 6, Note 46; *Demay* Chapter 4, Note 19) and the actual wedding. If the brother died childless, his widow should be married by his brother and she can be married only by the sex act (*Deut.* 25:5, Mishnah *Ye-bamot* 6:1) and no rape is legally possible. If the brother did have children, his widow is forbidden to the brother under penalty of extirpation. One possible scenario for inclusion of the brother's wife in the list is the one given in the text, when there are no eye witnesses. Another (cf. Rashi ad loc., *Tosafot Ketubot* 29a, s. v. יבמה) is that the brother is still alive but the girl was divorced after the preliminary ceremony, before the actual marriage, when she is still a virgin but permanently forbidden to her brother-in-law.

Mishnah 2: The daughter of a Cohen married to an Israel who afterwards ate heave pays the principal but does not pay the fifth; her
death is by burning\textsuperscript{75}. If she married one of the ineligible\textsuperscript{76}, she pays principal and fifth and her death is by strangulation\textsuperscript{77}, the words of Rebbi Meïr. But the Sages say\textsuperscript{78}, both pay principal but not the fifth and their deaths are by burning.

74 She used to eat heave when unmarried. Once she is married outside the tribe, heave is forbidden to her (Lev. 22:12). However, if the marriage is dissolved without issue, she returns to eat heave (v. 13). This implies that even in her marriage she is not a stranger in the sense of v. 13; the obligation of payment of a fifth (v. 14) cannot apply to her. It is clear that one has returned to the case of eating heave in error, not intentionally.

75 If she commits adultery, Lev. 21:9.

76 A castrate, bastard, Ammonite or Moabite (Deut. 23:2-4), or a Cohen after she had been divorced (Lev. 21:7). In these cases, even if her marriage is dissolved, she may never return to eating heave since she is desecrated. R. Meïr holds that she is now a stranger to her former tribe.

77 The normal penalty for adultery, which applies to the adulterer in all cases.

78 Since in Lev. 21:9 she is characterized as "daughter of a Cohen man," and this she remains [Sifra Emor Parašah 5(7), Babli Sanhedrin 51a]. The involved formulation is taken to include also illegitimate offspring of a Cohen [Sifra Emor Pereq 1(16)]. In Babli Keritut 6a, the opinion of the Sages is traced to R. Jehudah.
What is the reason of Rebbi Meir? (Lev. 21:9) "If she desecrates her father's house by whoring," one who may not return to her father's house; this excludes one who may return to her father's house. If she married acceptably but committed adultery, may she return to her father's house? How is this? "If she desecrates by whoring," the one whose desecration is by whoring, not the one whose desecration is by marriage.

What is the reason of the rabbis? (Lev. 21:9) "A Cohen man's daughter," under all circumstances. Then also if her desecration is by her son? Rebbi Hinena par Papa stated before Rebbi Zeira following Rebbi Ismael: (Lev. 21:9) "She desecrates her father." One whose desecration is caused by herself, not one whose desecration is because of her father. Rebbi Hanina said, I learn from the words of Rebbi Ismael, even if her desecration is by her son.

80 "A Cohen man's daughter, if she desecrates her father's house by whoring, she desecrates her father; she shall be burned by fire." The status of an adulterous daughter of a Cohen also determines her status for restitution of heave.

81 The language is difficult. In the Rome ms., "this excludes one who may leave her father's house." The commentators switch the places of "may" and "may not", but the manuscript evidence forbids this emendation. One has to say that the one who may not return is one living (or who lived previously) in a prohibited marriage; the one who may return is the one living in an acceptable marriage who will be able to resume eating heave as a childless widow or divorcée.

82 The previous argument is patently false; a Cohen's daughter
acceptably married by her adultery becomes a permanently disqualified whore.

83 The woman living in a forbidden marriage is disqualified already before her adultery; the special rules for daughters of Cohanim cannot apply to her. The woman married acceptably falls under the rules for Cohanim and their descendants.

84 If the Cohen’s daughter sleeps with her own son, the punishment should be death by stoning which is considered a harsher punishment than death by burning.

85 The Babli, Sanhedrin 51a, disagrees and in all cases requires the harsher punishment.

Did we not state86: "Rebbi Eliezer holds him responsible for principal and fifth, but Rebbi Joshua frees." They wanted to say, they disagree about the fifth, but for the principal even Rebbi Joshua agrees87. They disagree for the past, but for the future even Rebbi Joshua agrees.

86 Mishnah 8:1, dealing with a man who is informed that he falsely was held to be a Cohen. He should not be treated differently from a woman falsely continuing her lost Cohen status.

87 Since in our Mishnah there is no doubt that restitution of the principal is required.

Mishnah 3: He who feeds his minor children or his slaves, adult or minor, he who eats heave from outside the Land, and he who eats less...
than the volume of an olive of heave pays the principal but not the fifth. The payment is profane and if the Cohen wants to forgive it, he may forgive.

Mishnah 4: This is the principle: In every case one pays the principal and the fifth, the payment is heave and although the Cohen may want to forgive, he may not forgive. In every case one pays the principal but not the fifth, the payment is profane and if the Cohen wants to forgive, he may do so.

88 Lev. 22:14: "If a man ate in error from the holy [food], then he has to add a fifth and hand over the holy [food] to the Cohen." In the first cases of the Mishnah, he himself does not eat; therefore, he is not covered by the verse. But minors and slaves are not responsible; they cannot be asked to pay. Heave from outside the Land is of questionable holiness. Less than the volume of an olive may be nibbling; it is not eating.

Halakkah 3: If he did not have occasion to pay before he was manumitted, he gives. If he had property about which his master had no power, he gives.

89 The master who fed his slave illegitimate heave.
90 The slave.
91 In principle, anything the slave acquires, the master acquires. However, if a third person gives property to the slave with the explicit condition that the master should have no power of disposal over the property, that condition is valid and enforceable in court.
How is this? If Reuben robbed from Simeon and served it to Levi, is he quit for his robbery\(^2\)? This is the disagreement between the elder Rebbi Hiyya and Rebbi Yannai, since they disagreed: One robbed a hooded coat from one person and gave it to someone else. Rebbi Eleazar in the name of the elder Rebbi Hiyya, one can collect from the first but not from the second\(^3\). Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Yannai, one can also collect from the second\(^4\). But the elder Rebbi Hiyya also agrees that when Levi gave, he is quit for his robbery\(^5\).

\(^2\) If Levi paid Simeon, is Reuben free from the obligation of restitution? This refers to the previous paragraph which seems to imply that the payment by an ex-slave frees his former owner from the obligation of restitution for the heave taken in error.

\(^3\) By the transaction, the second owner acquired ownership and the original owners can only sue the robber for monetary damages.

\(^4\) In the Babli, *Baba Qama* 111b, it is held in the name of R. Hisda that a change of ownership removes the buyer from the obligation of restitution only if the original owners had given up hope to regain the robbed article. This is not the position of the Yerushalmi.

\(^5\) Even R. Hiyya will agree that if Levi, who cannot be sued, voluntarily pays Simeon, Reuben is freed from his obligation towards Simeon.
Mishnah 5: Two boxes, one of heave and one profane. A seah of heave fell into one of them and it is not known into which one; I say it fell into heave.

Halakhah 4: One impure and one pure, I say it fell into the impure one. One dema and one not dema, I say it fell into the one containing dema. One contains enough for lifting and one does not, I say it fell into the one which does not contain enough for lifting.

In Tosephta 6:15 it is added that in case the two boxes contained heave, the pure heave may be formed into dough only in quantities less than the volume of an egg, to avoid possible impurities. This means that the expression "I say" implies only restrictions, not leniencies.

Cf. Chapter 4, Note 62.

Mishnah 6: If it is not known which [box] is heave and which one is profane, if one ate [the contents of] one of them, he is free. The [contents of] the second he treats as heave but it is subject to hallah.
the words of Rebbi Me'ir; but Rebbi Yose declares it free\(^{101}\). If another person ate from the second [box], he is free. If he ate from both of them, he pays according to the lesser of the two\(^{102}\).

98 This is a direct continuation of the previous Mishnah; in most Mishnah codices the two form a single unit.

99 In this Mishnah, "free" means free from paying for the heave.

100 Hallah is heave taken from profane dough. While one treats the contents as heave, one is not sure that it is heave. If they were profane, any dough made from them would be subject to hallah under the rules of heave. Since R. Me'ir always considers all possibilities, he must require that hallah be taken.

101 R. Yose puts the second box under the rules of demä'. Dough made from demä' is free from the obligation of hallah (Mishnah Hallah 3:2).

102 Since the obligation is monetary, he has to pay only the amount certainly due.

Halakhah 5: Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish in the name of Bar Qappara:

Only if the second [box] was larger\(^{103}\). Rebbi Johanan said, even if the second was not larger. The opinion of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish seems inverted. There\(^{104}\), he says this doubt disappears in the plurality but here, he says so? There, he said it as his own [opinion], here in the name of Bar Qappara. The opinion of Rebbi Johanan seems inverted. There, he says all become subject to proof but here, he says so? There is a difference because here there is a peg to hang on\(^{105}\).
103 Since in biblical law, all doubts are resolved by a plurality (Chapter 4, Note 71).

104 In the case of heave figs falling into profane figs, Chapter 4, Notes 82 ff.

105 Figs all look alike, but here there are two different boxes. This is an argument valid only because we hold that the obligation of heave today is rabbinical; if it were biblical, one could not pretend to guess the place of the heave.

Mishnah 7: If one of them fell into profane [produce] it would not make it dema'. The [contents of] the second he treats as heave but it is subject to hallah100, the words of Rebbi Meir; but Rebbi Yose declares it free101. If the [contents of the] second [box] fell into another place, they would not make it dema'. If both together fell into one place they would create dema' relative to the smaller one107.

106 This is still a continuation of Mishnah 5.

107 The rule is taken from Mishnah 3:2 (Note 28), where the reasoning behind it is explained.
Halakhah 6: Two boxes, one of impure heave and one of pure profane grain: a seah of impure heave fell into one of them and it is not known into which of them it fell, I say it fell into heave but the profane should be eaten in the form of crackers. If a seah of pure heave fell, I say it fell into heave but the profane should be eaten as crackers.

Two boxes, one of pure heave and one of impure profane grain: a seah of pure heave fell into one of them and it is not known into which of them it fell, I say it fell into heave but the profane should be eaten as crackers. If a seah of impure heave fell, both of them are forbidden. In any way you look at it, if it fell into heave, it is forbidden, if it fell into the profane, it is forbidden since impurity in doubt is impure but dema' in doubt is permitted.

108 Similar arguments in different formulation are in Tosephta 6:15 -17. 109 To avoid impurity, cf. Chapter 5, Note 5. We say that heave fell into heave only to avoid dema' which is rabbinical. Since in reality, the heave might be in the profane box, one has to take care not to contaminate it with impurity (R. Joseph Caro on Maimonides Terumot 15:20.) 110 Since all action is in a private domain, cf. Chapter 3, Note 9. This shows that in the second case, all is forbidden. 111 Since there is a double doubt: Maybe the heave fell into the other box, and if it fell into the box from which grain was taken, maybe all or almost all grains are profane. Cases of double doubt are permitted even for biblical prohibitions [Yebamot 15:1 (fol. 15c), Ketubot 1:1 (fol. 24d)].
Rebbi Johanan said, a doubt of dema’ is free from hallah\(^\text{112}\) but a doubt of dema’ which is eaten as dema’ is subject to hallah\(^\text{113}\). Rebbi Johanan said, this follows Rebbi Jehudah, as we have stated there\(^\text{114}\): "If they ask together, they are impure. One after the other they are pure. Rebbi Yose says, in both cases they are impure." Where do we hold? If somebody comes to ask about himself and his friend. Rebbi Jehudah says, he says: ask about yourself\(^\text{115}\) and go away. But Rebbi Yose said, it is as if both of them asked together\(^\text{116}\). And here it is as if both of them asked together\(^\text{117}\).

\(^{112}\) Halakhah Hallah 1:3, on condition that the profane grain be more than the amount causing the dema’.

\(^{113}\) In the case of the two boxes, when we declare that there is no dema’ but we require the grain to be eaten as if there were.

\(^{114}\) Mishnah Tahorot 5:5: "Two roads, one impure [it leads over a grave whose exact position is unknown] and one pure [and it is unknown which is which]. A person walked on one of them and prepared food in purity, another person walked on the other and prepared food in purity. Rebbi Jehudah says, if they ask together ...".

\(^{115}\) Since this is a doubt of impurity in the public domain, it has to be declared pure.

\(^{116}\) While R. Yose must agree that singly their doubts must be resolved for purity, if there is a logical necessity ("in any way you look at it") that one of them must be impure, that logical necessity overrides the rule about doubts.

\(^{117}\) Even R. Jehudah must agree that in the case of the two boxes one cannot ask about one and then go away. R.
Johanan wants to say that the *baraita* of Jehudah follows not only R. Yose but even R. 

Mishnah 8: 118 If he sowed [the contents of] one of them, he is free. The [contents of] the second he treats as heave but it is subject to hallah\(^\text{100}\), the words of Rebbi Meir; but Rebbi Yose declares it free\(^\text{101}\). If another person sowed the second one, he is free. If one person sowed [the contents of] both of them, if it is a kind whose seeds disappear, all is permitted\(^\text{119}\), if they do not disappear\(^\text{120}\), it is forbidden.

118 Continuation of the previous Mishnah.

119 Since the seeds have been transformed into roots and plants, there is no longer any heave in existence which could be forbidden.

120 This cannot apply if one speaks strictly of seeds. What is meant is that small bulbs of onions or leeks, etc., are planted which grow into large plants. These plants retain the property of being heave.
Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba: Only if he sowed the [contents of the] second [box] before he harvested from the first. If he sowed the [contents of the] second [box] before he harvested from the first then what is cut and what is standing does not all become subject to proof. Rebbi Hanina Eyntanaya in the name of Rebbi Yannai: An onion of heave that was uprooted and replanted becomes permitted as soon as the new growth is more [than what was planted]. Rebbi Zeira objected: Did we not state: "If it is a kind whose seeds disappear, all is permitted, if they do not disappear, it is forbidden." If it is a kind whose seeds disappear, [it is permitted] the moment the new growth is more [than the original amount]. Similarly, if they do not disappear, [it is forbidden] even if the new growth is more! Rebbi Zeira follows his own opinion, as Rebbi Zeira said in the name of Rebbi Jonathan: An onion from kilaim in a vineyard that he removed from the soil and planted anew is forbidden even if it increases manifold, since growth of what is forbidden can never justify forbidden produce.

121 For this expression, that they do not prove contradictory statements, cf. Ha-Kilaim Halakhah 5.
122 The following sentence is from Chapter 4, Note 82; Chapter 7, Ha-Kilaim Halakhah 5:7, cf. Note 76.
Mishnah 1: When they came to a woman who was eating heave\(^1\) and told her your husband died, or he divorced you\(^2\); similarly a slave\(^3\) who was eating heave when they came and told him your master died\(^4\), or he sold you to an Israel or gave you as a gift, or made you a free person; similarly a Cohen who was eating heave when it became known that he was the son of a divorcee\(^5\) or the son of a woman who had performed halizah\(^6\), Rebbi Eliezer obliges them to pay principal and fifth\(^7\), but Rebbi Joshua frees them. If\(^8\) he was standing on top of the altar and sacrificing when it became known that he was the son of a divorcee or the son of a woman who had performed halizah, Rebbi Eliezer says that all sacrifices he performed on the altar are invalid but Rebbi Joshua declares them valid. If it became known that he has a bodily defect, his work is invalid.

---

\(^1\) The daughter of an Israel or a Levite married to a Cohen who may eat heave only as long as she is married to a Cohen or, if she becomes a widow,
Halakhah 1: "A woman who was eating heave," etc. It is acceptable, "your husband died." "He divorced you?" The rabbis say, this follows the old Mishnah, according to which the betrothed daughter of an Israel eats heave and her father accepts her divorce document. Rebbi Eliezer says,
you may even say following the later Mishnah; explain it that she said to him, bring my divorce document from place X and usually that should have taken him ten days to deliver to her but he found a galloping horse and brought it to her in five days. Rebbi Eliezer cannot follow Rebbi Eleazar, as we have stated\textsuperscript{11}: "Rebbi Eleazar forbids her immediately." Does Rebbi Eleazar not agree that if she said, bring my divorce document from place X, that she may eat heave until the document arrives at that place\textsuperscript{12}? Rebbi Haninah said, when she said to him, bring my divorce document from place X, it is as if she had said to him, it shall become a divorce document only after ten days. What she ate, she ate with permission\textsuperscript{13}.

9 Mishnah Ketubot 5:3: "One gives a virgin 12 months after the bridegroom claimed her to get her trousseau . . . If that time arrived and she is not married she eats from him and she eats heave . . ., this is the old Mishnah. The later authorities said, no woman eats heave until she enters the bridal canopy." The Mishnah deals with a minor who is married off by her father. After the preliminary wedding ceremony (cf. Peah 6:2, Note 46) the bride really is "acquired by the husband's money" and, by biblical law (Lev. 22:11) she may eat heave if the husband is a Cohen. By an old rabbinic institution, she is prevented from eating heave until the date originally fixed for the actual wedding, when it was planned that she should start living with her husband. The later authorities restricted the access of the Israel bride of a Cohen to the time after the final marriage ceremony.

The final marriage ceremony emancipates the bride from her father's authority. During the time between preliminary and final ceremonies, Mishnah Gittin 6:2 states that both the minor and her father may accept a divorce document; R. Jehudah denies the right of the minor to receive the document (cf. Peah Chapter 4, Note 117). The Mishnah here can refer to with a woman eating heave in error only in case the woman still is a minor and the groom did not finally marry her at the previously stipulated time. In this approach, with the decree of the later authorities the mention of a
divorce in our Mishnah became meaningless.

10 He must be R. Eleazar ben Pedat, the student of R. Johanan. Probably, his name was changed here to distinguish him from R. Eleazar ben Shamua', the Tanna, who is quoted in the next sentence. [The changes from "R. Eliezer" to "R. Eleazar" and vice-versa in all printed editions has no basis in mss. The Yerushalmi tradition of Mishnah Gittin 6:4 (Leyden ms. and Venice print, Mishnah ed. Low) as well as the main text of the Munich ms. of the Babli and the mss. of the later version of Maimonides's Commentary read "R. Eleazar"; the Napoli Mishnah and the early version of Maimonides's Commentary read "R. Eliezer".] Since R. Eleazar is the main authority on divorce documents, it is reasonable to read "R. Eleazar" in the Mishnah.

11 Mishnah Gittin 6:4: "Bring me my divorce document, she eats heave until the document comes into her possession. Accept the document for me, she immediately is forbidden heave. Accept the document for me at place X, she eats heave until the document reaches place X; Rebbi Eleazar forbids her immediately." This Mishnah speaks of the adult wife appointing an agent. (A minor, even though emancipated from her father, cannot appoint an agent. She can be divorced only by delivery of the document into her hands by the husband or his duly appointed agent. If she is too young to take care of the document, she cannot be divorced.)

12 An agent who violates the terms of his appointment is not a valid agent for divorce documents. If the agent would accept the document at another place, the document would be invalid and the woman not divorced. There is no reason for her not to eat heave until the document reaches the specified place.

13 In this case, even R. Eliezer will agree that heave was eaten lawfully, there is no case of restitution of anything, and the explanation of R. Eleazar ben Pedat is contradicted.
Rebbi Haggai asked the colleagues, from where that he who eats with permission is free? What is the difference between him who thought that it was profane but it turned out that it was heave, who is obligated, and him who thought that he was an Israel but it turned out that he was a Cohen, who is free? They said to him, by the declaration of the court. He said to them, still I am having a problem. What is the difference between him who thought that it was a weekday but it turned out that it was a Sabbath, who is obligated, and him who thought that it was a Passover sacrifice but it turned out that it was a well-being offering, who is free? They said to him, because he slaughtered with permission. He said to them, still I am having a problem. What is the difference between him who thought that it was permitted fat but it turned out that it was forbidden fat, who is obligated, and him who thought that it was forbidden but it turned out that it was permitted, who is free? They did not answer him. What did he say to them? Let us take counsel! (Lev. 4:23,28): "Or his transgression in which he sinned was made known to him; he has to bring." He who returns from his prior knowledge is obligated for his error; this excludes one who would not stop even if he knew!

Rebbi Assi went to see them and said, why did you not answer him (Lev. 4:23,28): "Or his transgression in which he sinned was made known to him; he has to bring"? They said to him, he asked the question and gave the answer.
This is not an attack on the argument of R. Hanina; if a person has no intention of breaking the law and is not breaking the law, obviously he is free not only of guilt but of all monetary obligations.

The parallel to this text is in Horaiot 1:1, fol. 45c; a text which differs in places from the text here. The commentaries assume that the text there is the better one; they take the question of R. Haggai as directed against the argument of R. Haninah; therefore, they are forced in the next sentence to follow the Horaiot text and to switch the terms "Israel" and "Cohen", an emendation not supported here by any manuscript and contradicted by the third question of R. Haggai.

An Israel who ate what he thought was profane food. If it turns out that it was heave, he has to pay as stated in Mishnah 6:1. If it turns out that he was in fact a Cohen but did not know it, he does not have to pay even though at the time of eating he thought he was an Israel. If payment were a punishment for negligence, there is no reason why he should not be held liable.

In the Horaiot text, speaking of a person who thought he was a Cohen when he was not, the reference would be to the position of R. Joshua in the Mishnah here and the "declaration of the court" is the court decision which strips him of his priesthood, on the testimony of two cross-examined credible witnesses. The conditions under which an action of the court obligates him to bring a sacrifice are noted Horaiot 1:1; the reading of Horaiot is appropriate there, the reading of Terumot is appropriate here.

The interpretation of the biblical law quoted later.

The person violating the Sabbath in error has to bring an expiatory sacrifice.

This refers to Mishnah Pesahim 6:4. The Passover sacrifice, a lamb or kid goat, has to be sacrificed during the afternoon of Nissan 14, even if that day is a Sabbath. It also has to be designated beforehand as Passover sacrifice and is counted as a special kind of well-being offering. If the 14th falls on a weekday, a festival offering, which is a well-being offering, is also slaughtered at the same time (cf. the author's The Scholar's Haggadah, Northvale NJ 1995, p. 248.) On the Sabbath, any slaughtering not directly mandated by the biblical verse is forbidden. On that the Mishnah states: "If the Passover sacrifice [which is valid only if slaughtered for this particular purpose] was slaughtered not
for its purpose on the Sabbath, one is obligated for an expiatory sacrifice. For any well-being offering slaughtered as a Passover sacrifice which was not usable [a calf or an old sheep or goat], one is obligated. If it was usable, R. Eliezer obligates him for an expiatory sacrifice, R. Joshua declares him free. Why should he be free?

19 The language refers to Mishnah Pesahim 6:6: "If he slaughtered [the Passover sacrifice on a Sabbath] and it turned out to have a blemish, he is obligated [for an expiatory sacrifice]. If it turned out to be unusable because of an internal defect [which could not have been detected by inspection when the animal was alive], he is free. If he slaughtered and then it turned out that the owners had withdrawn from it [they chose another lamb as their sacrifice], or that they had died [and the sacrifice became unusable because nobody may eat from the Passover unless he joined the group before the lamb was slaughtered], or had become impure, he is free since he slaughtered with permission." Since R. Joshua declares him free and the animal could have been a valid Passover sacrifice, he slaughtered with permission.

20 He thought the fat he ate was forbidden when in fact it was permitted. Then in his mind he should be more guilty of negligence than the one who thought the fat was permitted when it was in fact forbidden.

21 The involved statement is explained to mean that one became aware of the sinful character of what he had done inadvertently. If a person never knew that certain acts are forbidden, he cannot become obligated for an expiatory sacrifice since no negligence was involved. If he knew and then did something inadvertently, he is obligated for his negligence. But if he knew beforehand that, had he known then what he knows now, his action would have been legitimate, there is no negligence and no sacrifice.

22 This paragraph is more explicit in Horaiot, and written in better style.
Halakhah 223: Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Yannai: This is one of three derivations24 which are clear from the Torah (Deut. 26:3): "You shall come to the Cohen who will be in those days." Is there a Cohen now who is not a Cohen after some time? Who is that? That is one who was standing sacrificing on the altar when it became known that he is the son of a divorcee or of one who had performed halizah, that his work is valid25. Rav said, (Deut. 33:11) "You will want the work of his hands," that the work of everybody who is of the descendants of Levi is valid26.

23 Here starts the discussion of the second part of Mishnah 1.
24 Cf. Chapter 1, Note 159. The parallel in the Babli to the derivations here is Qiddusin 66b. The argument of Rav, Rav Abba, somewhat changed, is there given in the name of Samuel's father, Abba ben Abba. Elsewhere (Sifry Deut. 298. Babli Sanhedrin 28b) the argument of R. Yannai is given in the name of R. Yose the Galilean (the Tanna); the argument of Rav is not found in tannaitic sources.

In Tosephta Roš Haššanah 2:18, the similar verse Deut. 17:9 is explained that Cohen and judge in one's own time have the same authority as Aaron and Moses in their time.

25 In the verse is addressed to the entire tribe of Levi and not only to the recognized Cohanim. Since the sons of divorcees are also descendants of Levi, they are included (if they happened to be admitted to the service.)

26 In Rav's opinion, only a sacrificing Cohen27. In Rebbi Johanan's opinion, any Cohen28. In Rav's opinion, only for sacrifices in the Temple. In Rebbi Johanan's opinion, even holy food in the countryside. In the
rabbis’ opinion, only during the existence of the Temple. In Rebbi Johanan’s opinion, even today.

27 In the preceding verse, burning of incense and sacrifices is mentioned. This restricts the verse to service in the Temple.

28 For any ceremony for which a Cohen is needed: Not only the reception of First Fruits but also the presentation of the firstling, judging skin disease, etc.

Rebbi Jeremiah asked: Does this apply even to the remaining actions? If he received [the blood], does he sprinkle [the blood on the walls of the altar]; if he takes a fist full [of the flour offering], can he burn it [on the altar]; if he burned [the red cow], can he sprinkle [water mixed with its ashes, to purify]? Rebbi Jacob bar Zavdi in the name of Rebbi Isaac: Since we have stated: “they made it like a purification sacrifice which atones even if obtained by robbery, as long as this fact is unknown to the public;” this means that if he received, he sprinkles; if he takes a fist full, he burns; if he burned, he sprinkles.

29 If he performed an action which has to be followed by another one and he is notified of his desecrated status in the middle of the first action, can he finish the entire procedure?

30 This refers to Mishnah Gittin 5:5, in which it is stated, as testimony from Temple times, that the priests have to accept every animal offered as a sacrifice of expiation (which has to be eaten by the priests) and are not permitted to investigate whether it was stolen or robbed, unless such defect was public knowledge. Both Talmudim
agree that this arrangement can be justified by biblical verses and that it was strictly enforced since nobody would be able to bring such a sacrifice if the priests were allowed to set their own standards of what is kosher.

31 If a questionable sacrifice is valid as a sacrifice, then a questionable Cohen’s actions are counted as valid actions.

Rebbi Jacob ben Zavdi asked in the name of Rebbi Isaac: If he was standing sacrificing on the altar when it became known to him that he was the son of a divorcée or a woman who had performed *halizah*, how do you treat him? As if he had died and the homicide might return to his home town, or as if [the latter’s] trial had been concluded when there was no High Priest, when he never could leave from there?

32 This thoroughly theoretical case deals with a High Priest who is informed that the special court judging the status of priests has stripped him of his office because he was found to be the son of a divorcée, or of a woman who had performed *halizah*, by the testimony of two reliable witnesses. The problem concerns a person found guilty of involuntary or negligent homicide sentenced to exile in a city of refuge (*Num. 35:9-34*). He may return to his home town only after the death of the High Priest during whose term of office he was sentenced (v. 28). This implies that if he was sentenced while there was no High Priest, he is sentenced to life in exile.

33 The answer will be given in the paragraph after the next.
Let us hear from the following: "It happened that the reservoir of Discus at Jabneh was damaged, measured, and found deficient. Rebbi Tarphon declared pure and Rebbi Aqiba impure. Rebbi Tarphon said, the prior status of this miqweh was one of purity; it remains forever in its purity until it becomes known that it is deficient. Rebbi Aqiba said, the prior status of the impure is impurity, he remains forever in his impurity until it becomes known that he is pure. Rebbi Tarphon said, to what can this be compared? To one who was standing sacrificing on the altar when it became known that he was the son of a divorcée or of a woman who had performed halizah, whose work is valid. Rebbi Aqiba said, to what can this be compared? To one who was standing sacrificing on the altar when it became known that he has a bodily defect, whose work is invalid. Rebbi Tarphon said to him, how is that, Aqiba? I am comparing this to the son of a divorcée or of a woman who had performed halizah, and you compare it to one with a bodily defect. Let us see to which case it really is similar; if to the son of a divorcée or of a woman who had performed halizah, let us learn from the son of the divorcée, but if to one
with a bodily defect, let us learn from the person with a bodily defect. Rebbi Aqiba said to him, the *miqveh* is invalid because of an inherent defect; the one with a bodily defect is disqualified because of an inherent defect. The son of a divorcee cannot prove anything since he is disqualified because of others. The *miqveh* is invalid because of itself, the one with a bodily defect is disqualified because of himself; the son of a divorcee cannot prove anything since he is disqualified by the court. They voted on the matter and declared him impure. Rebbi Tarphon said to Rebbi Aqiba, he who separates himself from you is as if he separated himself from his own life.

34 In slightly enlarged form, Tosephta *Miqwa’ot* 1:17-20; in much shortened form Babli *Qiddusin* 66b.

The "reservoir of Discus" according to Rashi is named either after a place or a person *Discus*, Latin proper n.

35 Because something happened to the structure, they measured the volume of the water after the accident and found it to be less than 40 *seah* and, therefore, to be unusable for purification (cf. Chapter 4, Note 112).

Since earlier, the *miqveh* was a valid one, a person who had immersed himself before the accident came to ask whether he could be considered pure because of the prior validity of the *miqveh*, or whether he was impure since now the *miqveh* was invalid.

36 *Lev.* 21:16-24. Since it is stated (v. 17) that a person with a bodily defect "shall not come close to present the bread of his God," it is clear that this prohibition overrides the general inclusion inferred from *Deut.* 26:3 or 33:11.

37 His parents.

38 As noted below, only the court can strip him of his role as Cohen, and only after regular judicial proceedings.
Rebbi Yose said, this means that if he was standing sacrificing on the altar when it became known that he was the son of a divorcee or of a woman who had performed halizah, his work remains valid until he is disqualified by a court. That [also] means that if it was doubtful whether he was impure or had a bodily defect, his work is valid if you can compare him to the son of a divorcee [or] the son of a woman who had given halizah. But if you have to compare him to a person with a bodily defect, his work is invalid. But is the case of the miqweh not that of a doubt? Rebbi Hanina said, this means that any blemish on the family needs a court [judgment].

39 The argument of R. Aqiba, accepted by all other rabbis, that the son of a divorcee is not automatically disqualified but only by court decree. 

40 For the original question, it means that the High Priest is validly officiating; therefore his removal will allow all homicides convicted during his tenure to return home.

41 The entire argument started only because it was not known at which point in time the volume of the miqweh fell below 40 seah.

42 If it was not known at his birth that he was the son of a divorcee, he remains a Cohen until disqualified by a court.
Mishnah 2: All of these, if heave was in their mouths, Rebbi Eliezer says, they should swallow it. Rebbi Joshua says, they should spit it out. If they said to him, you and the heave have become impure, Rebbi Eliezer says, he should swallow it, Rebbi Joshua says, he should spit it out. You or the heave were impure, or if it became known that it was tevel, or First Tithe of which its heave had not been taken, or Second Tithe or dedicated [food] that had not been redeemed, or that he tasted the taste of a bed bug in his mouth, he has to spit it out.

43 Those mentioned in Mishnah 1 who have to stop eating heave immediately.
44 And add the value of the food swallowed to the amount to be paid as principal and fifth, according to R. Eliezer.
45 Since R. Joshua does not require payment, he cannot tolerate enjoyment of the heave for a single moment after it became forbidden.
46 This case is parallel to the previous one. "He" in this case is a Cohen of unquestioned pedigree who started to fulfill his duty eating heave, thinking he and the heave were pure.
47 In all these cases, eating the food was sinful to begin with. An impure person may not eat heave and impure heave may not be eaten (Num. 18:13). First Tithe remains tevel as long as the heave of the tithe was not lifted from it. Unredeemed Second Tithe can be eaten only in Jerusalem, and eating unredeemed dedicated food is larceny of Temple property.
48 Swallowing such food would be a health hazard; it is forbidden knowingly to contribute to a deterioration of one's health (Deut. 4:15).
49 R. Eliezer agrees that food cannot be swallowed if there never was a time when swallowing it was permitted.
**Halakhah 3:** Rebbi Johanan said, where do they disagree? Concerning slave and wife. But in the other cases, even Rebbi Eliezer agrees. Rebbi Samuel ben Rebbi Isaac said, the Mishnah says so: "or if it became known that it was tevel, or First Tithe of which its heave had not been taken, or Second Tithe or dedicated [food] that had not been redeemed," and Rebbi Eliezer does not disagree.

Therefore, he will not disagree has to spit out, including the son of a that a person disqualified as a Cohen divorcee.

What is the reason of Rebbi Eliezer? Because he started with permission. It was stated: "Rebbi Nathan said, not that Rebbi Eliezer said because he started with permission but Rebbi Eliezer holds that chewed is like swallowed." It is the same with the Sabbath, Passover, the Day of Atonement, the nazir, carcasses and torn animals, abominations and crawling things.

If somebody carries food in his mouth through the public domain on the Sabbath, he has desecrated the Sabbath. But if he chewed the food it is as if he swallowed it, it becomes part of his body and there is no desecration of the Sabbath. Since practice follows R. Joshua, these opinions are irrelevant for practice.

If one chews leavened matter without swallowing, it is a transgression of the commandment not to eat leavened matter on Passover. The Babli (Pesahim 39b) only forbids chewing grain kernels as a rabbinic precaution.

Chewing is breaking the fast.

If a nazir chews raisins, it is as if he had swallowed grapes.

A carcass is the body of a
permitted animal which was not killed by cutting its throat. A torn animal is a permitted animal which has an exterior or interior defect which excludes the animal's long term survival. Such an animal may not be eaten. For R. Eliezer, chewing forbidden meat is as bad as eating it.

Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan: If somebody slaughters an animal and finds in it an abomination, that is forbidden as food. What is the reason? An animal (Lev. 11:3) "inside an animal you may eat," but an abomination inside an animal you may not eat.58

58 [Sifra Semini 2(9), Babli Hulin 69a] The verse reads: "All that has hoofs, with clefts through the hoofs, and that chews the cud, inside an animal, such you may eat." This is taken to mean that a fetus inside an animal may be eaten after the slaughter of the mother. [Sadducees did require separate slaughter of the fetus; MMT lines 37-38.] It is stated here that this applies only if the fetus itself is a permitted animal. The question remains open, what is meant by "animal"? A four-legged animal, a mammal, or a kosher mammal?

Rebbi Jonah said, Rebbi Hoshaiah asked: What is the difference between this59 and worms in peas, squash bugs60 in sweet vetch61, worms in dates and dried figs? There, they are in their bodies62; here it is not in its body.

59 The abominations in a slaughtered animal are compared to worms in fruits and vegetables of which Toseph-ta 7:11 (quoted in Babli Hulin 67b)
declares that one is not guilty of a transgression if one eats them as long as they never left the fruit.

60 Usually, шоים is translated as "mosquito", the meaning of the word in modern Hebrew. However, a mosquito cannot be in vetch, only its larva which is not called шоים. The translation follows H. L. Fleischer, from the Arabic root "ir. The translation fits not only here, but also in the story of Titus (Gitin 56b) who is said to have died from an enormous шоים growing in his head.

61 Translation of Rashi (Babli Hulin 67b), supported by Halakhot Gedolot (ed. Hildesheimer Hilkhot Dagim) who translates by Arabic "legumes; portulac, fava beans". Maimonides: A kind of figs. I. Löw proposes Prosopis Stephaniana, also of the family of legumes.

62 They grew inside the fruit whereas the reptile found inside a slaughtered mammal must have come from the outside.

Muries sauce, if it is not clear, is permitted; if it is clear it is forbidden.

63 Fish sauce, cf. Demai Chapter 1, Note 156. If the sauce is cloudy, it does not have to be checked for worms but if one can see through it, it is forbidden if it is seen to contain worms.

Blood on a loaf of bread one shaves off and eats [the bread]. If it came from between his teeth he eats and does not worry. The abominations among mites, flies, wild bees, abominations and crawling things, I might think [that they are forbidden] while they are inside the fruit, the verse
says (Lev. 11:26, 27, 28): "They are impure," when they exist independently rather than inside the fruit. I might think, even if they left and returned; the verse says "they are impure," even if they left and returned. Rav Hyya bar Ashi in the name of Rav: As soon as they reach the rim of the food they are forbidden even if they return.  

64 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden: "the spendthrifts". 
65 Tosephta 7:11 (in the name of R. Joshua), Babli Keritut 21b. In the Babli, blood from bleeding gums has to be sucked off (it may be swallowed), in the Tosephta it has to be wiped off. Blood on the bread (no longer liquid) is only rabbinically forbidden. 
66 The list is in Tosephta 7:11, Babli Ḥulin 67b. The derivation from the verse is only here; a different one in Sifra Šemini 12(1). 

Abba bar Rav Huna in the name of Rebbi Johanan: He who slaughters an animal and found in it a pig may eat it. Rebbi Jonah said, it is forbidden to eat, what is the reason? An animal (Lev. 11:3) "inside an animal you may eat." You should not eat a bird inside an animal and not an abomination inside an animal. 

68 In the Babli, Ḥulin 69a, R. Johanan is quoted forbidding a pigeon found inside a slaughtered animal. That statement must have fallen out here since the interpretation of the verse also refers to birds which were not mentioned beforehand. On the other hand, the mention of the pig must have fallen out in the Babli since that source points out that the verse permits only the consumption of ruminants with cloven hoofs found inside a slaughtered animal.
animal. It is therefore determined, only "kosher animal", cf. Note 58.

Not only a bed bug, but everything a person is afraid of.

One has to spit it out even if it is sanctified food if it tastes like a health hazard.

Mishnah 3: If he was eating a bunch of grapes and entered from the garden into the courtyard. Rebbi Eliezer said, he should finish, but Rebbi Joshua said, he should not finish. If it got dark on Sabbath eve, Rebbi Eliezer said, he should finish, but Rebbi Joshua said, he should not finish.

Commentary of Maimonides: We have a principle that tevel becomes subject to tithes by biblical law only when the produce sees the face of the house as it was said (Deut. 26:13): "I removed the holy food from the house." Any fruits eaten on the field or in the garden are not subject to tithes because that is a snack. Another principle is that the Sabbath brings the obligation of tithes; it is forbidden to eat even a snack from tevel on the Sabbath since the Eternal said, (Is. 58:13) "you should call the Sabbath a pleasure". Therefore, all one has is prepared so that he may eat or drink from it on the Sabbath; this will be explained in Tractate Ma’serot (Chapter 4). And when Rebbi Eliezer says "he should finish", the meaning is that he should leave the courtyard again and finish. But in the courtyard he may not finish eating. And so they said on the Sabbath "he should finish", i.e., he should leave it alone until the end of the Sabbath day and only then finish.
But on the Sabbath itself he is forbidden to eat it. And when R. Joshua said "he should not finish," it means he should not continue to eat before he tithed.

Halakhah 4: There, we have stated: "If a vine is planted in the courtyard, one may take an entire bunch, and similarly for pomegranate and water melon, the words of Rebbi Tarphon." Rebbi Zeïra, Rebbi Hiyya, in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Rebbi Tarphon says following Rebbi Eliezer. Rebbi Tarphon says, one makes the cut of food equal to its start. Rebbi Illa, Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Either Rebbi Tarphon follows Rebbi Eliezer or Rebbi Tarphon makes a meal consisting of two or three snacks equal to one snack. What is the reason of Rebbi Eliezer? Because he started with permission. It was stated: "Rebbi Nathan said, not that Rebbi Eliezer said because he started with permission but Rebbi Eliezer holds he should wait until the end of the Sabbath or he should leave the courtyard again and finish."

71 Mishnah Ma'serot 3:9. The entire Halakhah is reproduced, mutatis mutandis, in Halakhah Ma'serot 3:9.
72 If one harvests, the produce should be free of tithes and heave, and available for snacks, until it is brought to the house. But if it grows in the courtyard, it is immediately in front of the house. R. Tarphon permits taking an entire bunch, or an entire water
melon, for a snack. Rebbi Aqiba allows only a few grapes or a small piece of watermelon for a snack and requires taking heave and tithing for everything else.

73 In Ma'serot: "the stalk", what remains if everything else is eaten.

74 Since snacks can be eaten after harvest without tithing, he allows snacks as large as one wants.

75 Nevertheless, R. Joshua and R. Aqiba are greater authorities than R. Eliezer and R. Tarphon and Maimonides is justified in deciding following R. Joshua. However, in the Kaufman ms. of the Mishnah and many mss. of the Maimonides tradition, the names of rabbis Eliezer and Joshua are switched in the last part of the Mishnah; but cf. Ma'aserot 2, Note 33.

Mishnah 4: Heave wine that was left uncovered should be poured out, certainly if it was profane. Three kinds of fluids are forbidden when they were uncovered, water, wine, and milk. All other fluids are permitted. How long should they be left unattended to become forbidden? So that the crawling creature might come from a nearby place and drink.

76 Left uncovered while nobody was in the room. It was assumed that snake poison in the drink was poisonous to humans. While it is sinful to destroy food, it is worse not to destroy food that is potentially poisonous.

77 The reference is mostly to snakes, but included are any poisonous creatures which might put some poison into the fluid. For health reasons, none of the potentially dangerous fluids may be used for any purpose.
Halakhah 5: Rebbi Jacob bar Aha, Rebbi Simeon bar Abba in the name of Rebbi Hanina: Wine left uncovered must be poured out, even if it is heave. A dish cooked with water that was left uncovered must be thrown out, even if it is heave and certainly if it is profane. Rebbi Yose said, our Mishnah says so: "Heave wine that was left uncovered should be poured out, and certainly profane wine." The colleagues in the name of Rebbi Johanan: It is forbidden to keep wine that was left uncovered; if it was kept and it turned into vinegar by itself it is forbidden. It is forbidden to keep figs and grapes that were pecked at; if they were kept and dried up by themselves they are permitted.

78 Poison in sour wine will not prevent it from turning into vinegar. (without being heated artificially), it is a sign that no poison is present.
79 Poison in figs or grapes will make them rot. If they dry out

[It happened that] the daughter of the elder Rebbi Hiyya punched holes into figs so that the fellows should not eat them but (his) [her] father Rebbi Hiyya ate from them. Is that not forbidden? He knew of the...
matter. Is it not forbidden anyhow, have we not stated\textsuperscript{81}: "If somebody saw a bird pecking at a fig or a rat nibbling at a watermelon, it is forbidden for I say, they ate from the place of a pecking hole." She had been watching.

\textsuperscript{80} Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: \textit{At the place}. That reading makes no sense. The reading of the Rome ms. is difficult since (a) R. Hiyya had twin daughters, Pazy and Martha, and (b) it should say "her father", not "his father." However, the Yerushalmi cannot be judged by standards of style.

\textsuperscript{81} Tosephta 7:17, Babli \textit{Avodah Zarah} 9a/b. The Babli states that the rules for health hazards must be much stricter than those for religious obligations; cf. Halakhah 7.
Rebbi Isaac bar Nahman in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: The hot, the bitter, and the sweet are not under the rules for being uncovered.

Rebbi Simon in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: The hot, the bitter, and the sweet are not under the rules for being uncovered or under those of libation wine. Rebbi Simeon explains: The hot, spice wine. And the bitter, vermouth wine. And the sweet, cooked wine. Rebbi Joshua ben Zeidal had cooked wine which was left unsupervised in the possession of a Gentile. He asked Rebbi Yannai ben Rebbi Ismael who said to him, so says Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: The sweet is not under the rules for being uncovered or under those of libation wine. Rebbi Yannai ben Rebbi Ismael fell ill. Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Hoshiaiah, Rebbi Abun bar Cahana, and Rebbi Hananiah the colleague of the rabbis went to visit him. They saw that Rebbi Joshua ben Zeidal was sitting [there]. They said, there is the master of the decision and the person of the happening; they went and asked him. Rebbi Yannai ben Rebbi Ismael said to them, so says Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, the sweet is not under the rules for being uncovered or under those of libation wine. Rebbi Zeira said to him, maybe that statement of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish is for argument's sake? He told him no, it is for action and you can rely on me. When they came back, there was Rebbi Hila standing with Rebbi Abun bar Cahana. He told him, if you did not prefer decisions, is it not a baraita? Since Rebbi Hiyya stated: "Why is cooked wine of Gentiles forbidden? Because it started out as wine. Why is vinegar of Gentiles forbidden? Because it started out as wine." Rebbi Yose said, the Mishnah says so: "wine and vinegar of Gentiles which originally was wine."
82 Reading of the Rome ms. ρυτιΟΒ, of the parallel in *Avodah Zarah* (and *Tanhuma Wayešev*). In the parallel in the Babli, *Avodah Zarah* 30a, is explained by the Gaonim and R. Hananel as name of the plant ἀψίνθιον, ῥό "wormwood, *Artemisia Absinthium*".

83 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: "TN (όί ιον) "Rabbi ... said".

84 This and the following paragraphs also are in *Avodah Zarah* 2:3 (fol. 41a).

85 If left standing uncovered and unsupervised, they still may be consumed. If left in the hands of a Gentile, they do not become prohibited; the Gentile will not use them for libations.

86 In the Babli, there are two explanations. 1. Hot, hot *tiiia* (linden tree) wine. Bitter, wine from blighted grapes. Sweet, sweetened wine. 2. Hot, pepper wine. Bitter, vermouth wine. Sweet, sweetened wine (according to *Arukh, carenum*; cf. Note 94)

87 A third generation Amora whose name appears only here and in the parallel in *Avodah Zarah*. In the Babli (*Avodah Zarah* 30a), he appears as R. Ismael ben Zeirod. In the Rome ms., his name is R. Joshua ben Gidul.

88 A similar statement is in Babli *Avodah Zarah* 30a.

89 A similar statement is in Babli *Avodah Zarah* 29b. In Tosephta *Avodah Zarah* 4:12, the text reads: 
"[Gentile] cooked wine and *olentia* are forbidden because they originally were wine."

90 "Wine which originally was wine" is cooked wine which is thickened and lost its alcohol in cooking.

 Rebbi Immi had guests. He said to them, if my cooked wine had not been left uncovered, I would have served you some. Rebbi Vivian told him, bring it and I shall drink. He said, he who wants to die should go and die in his own house.

בר יִדְוִי אוֹטְלִי קֻפְדִיטִיָו דוֹדִיה אֲמַּה שֵּׁאָל לְרָבְנֵינוּ אָמַּרְיָו לְהָא גֵּא. לֶא
cל אָמַר רָבִּי אָמקום בַּשָּׁם רָבִּי יִוְיוֹנָא ובַּל יָי חֹם יְמוּר (פּוּמָטָא) אָנָא בֶּא
The spiced wine of Bar Yudani was left uncovered. He went and asked the rabbis who told him, it is forbidden. But did not Rebbi Isaac bar Nahman say in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: The hot, the bitter, and the sweet are not under the rules for being uncovered! The rabbis of Caesarea in the name of Rebbi Hiyya bar Titus: One which consists of one third ground spices.

They asked before Rebbi Abbahu: What is the status of cooked wine that was left uncovered? He said to them, Rebbi Johanan had a problem with carenum, and you are asking me? Is that not applicable to cooked wine? He went to ask Rebbi Isaac who told him, it is forbidden. Rebbi Abbahu [then] remembered that Rebbi Johanan had said, it is forbidden.

Wine that lost one third of its volume by cooking, Greek κάρονμεν. [The word may originally be Accadic, karānu "wine", kurānu "date liquor."] It follows that "cooked wine" did not yet come to the state of carenum. R. Johanan could not decide whether the rules of uncovered fluid apply to carenum or not. Therefore, wine which lost less than one third of its volume in cooking certainly is forbidden.

91 Reading of the Rome ms. and in the parallel in Avodah Zarah.
92 He is mentioned only here and in the Leyden text in Avodah Zarah.
93 Spice wine is immune to exposure only if the spices make up one third of the volume.
Rebbi Jacob bar Aha, Rebbi Ammi, Rebbi Eleazar: If he was entering and leaving it is permitted. The barrel of Bar Netoza became uncovered. He went and asked Rebbi Abba bar Mamal, who told him, it is permitted. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha, Rebbi Ammi, Rebbi Eleazar: If he was sleeping it is permitted. Rebbi Hanina and Rebbi Joshua ben Levi, one said, if he was sleeping it is permitted; the other said, it is forbidden. We do not know who said what. It is reasonable [to infer that] Rebbi Hanina said, if he was sleeping it is permitted, since Rebbi Eleazar everywhere relies on Rebbi Hanina.

95 This is the general rule for the prohibition of wine touched by a Gentile who might have used the wine for a pagan libation. The Gentile would not use wine that was not his if he had to expect the Jewish owner or one of his Jewish employees at any moment. That rule is extended here to wine left uncovered; one does not expect a snake to venture out of its hole if there is continuous traffic in the room.
Rebbi Yose ben Shaul understands it from this occurrence: A woman loved very much doing good deeds. One time, a poor man came to her and she served him food. While he was eating, she noticed that her husband was coming. She put him [the poor] on the upper floor. She put food before her husband who ate, took a nap, and slept. A snake came and ate from what was before him; he [the poor] saw it. When he awoke and got up he wanted to continue eating what was before him. The one on the upper floor started to talk to him. That means, if he was sleeping, it is permitted. It was familiar with it. Is she not forbidden for being alone [with another man?] Since he is not suspected in one thing, he is not suspected in the other, (Ez. 23:37) "For they committed adultery, blood is on their hands." 

96 "Good deeds" without specific identification are deeds of charity.
97 Not to be seen alone with another man. In a parallel story in Babli Nedarim 91b it was not a poor man but the woman's lover.
98 Since without the warning, the husband would have eaten the contaminated food.
99 The snake was used to the dwellers in the house, otherwise it would not have ventured near a sleeping person. Therefore, food near a sleeping person is permitted except for houses with a house snake. (The text in the Rome ms., the Leyden text Avodah Zarah, and the quote in Arukh read "used to" instead of used.)
100 Since a married Jewish woman is not supposed to be alone in a house with another man, could the husband not divorce her for suspicion of adultery without paying her the ketubah sum? The rules for this are detailed in the last chapter of Qiddušin.
101 An adulterer would gladly have let the husband die. Since the person upstairs did not let the husband die, he was not an adulterer and the wife is cleared. The Babli concurs (Note 97).
It happened that a butcher in Sepphoris sold to Jews carcasses and torn meats. Once he drank wine Friday night, went to the roof\(^{102}\), fell down, and died. The dogs were licking his blood. People came and asked Rebbi Hanina, should we lift him from before them?\(^{103}\) He said to them, it is written (Ex. 22:30): "Torn meat on the fields you shall not eat, you must throw it to the dogs!" This one robbed the dogs and fed it to Jews. He said to them, let them, they are eating from their own!

\(^{102}\) In the dark. In \textit{Avodah Zarah}: He got drunk on Yom Kippur Eve.

\(^{103}\) Presumably he was lying in the street where the removal of a corpse on the Sabbath needs detailed rabbinic instruction on how to proceed without a violation of the Sabbath laws. Inside the courtyard it would not have been necessary to ask.

A pious person happened to be insistent\(^{104}\) in [the matter of] uncovered wine. Once he was smitten with a fever. They saw him sitting and giving a sermon on the Day of Atonement with a flask of water in his hand\(^{105}\).

\(^{104}\) This word is not the usual "to make fun of", but a direct derivative of Arabic لجع "to be insistent", also لجع "to repeat words in speaking"; cf. H. L. Fleischer's notes to Levy's Dictionary, s. v. لجع.

\(^{105}\) For a medical necessity, he could take sips of less than a mouthful of water to combat his fever on the Day of Atonement. He would not let the flask out of his hands for fear it could stand unsupervised.
A person's amphora of wine became uncovered. He went on the eve of the Great Fast to pour it out. Another person saw him and said, give it to me to drink. He said to him, but was it not left uncovered? He said to him, give it to me, the Master of the Fast will support [me]. He did not finish drinking when he started shaking.

Rebbi Jeremiah in the name of Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba: All poisons cause scab but the poison of a snake kills. 106 Rebbi Jeremiah asked Rebbi Zeira. As the master of the ruling, could he have asked?

106 A sentence is missing here which is preserved in Avodah Zarah: "Rebbi Hiyya said, one is not asked about uncovered [fluids]." From the next sentence, one must assume that R. Jeremiah transmitted the statement in the name of R. Hiyya bar Abba.

The meaning of the statement is that in case of possible danger to life, as expressed in the preceding sentence, no logical or rabbinic arguments are admitted and everybody is supposed to exercise the utmost care which means that in matters of doubt, the fluids cannot be used. Therefore, no questions about this can be asked from any rabbi.

Rebbi Zeira was dozing; he was sitting and eating (and was sleeping) [in the evening]. He put his hand on a toman108 and said, kindle a light.
They lit a light and found a snakelet like a hair curled around it. He said to it: Evil one, was I not careful about you?

107 In parenthesis the reading here, in brackets the reading in *Avodah Zarah*. Of a *kab* of wine. Since it got dark, he held that being in the room with the vessel was not sufficient.

108 A vessel containing one eighth

Rebbi Ammi said, one has to be careful with what the creatures are careful. It is forbidden to put a coin into the mouth, or a dish under the bed, a bread in the arm pit, a knife in the middle of a radish, a knife into an *etrog*. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, all sweat that comes from a human is poison except the sweat of the face.

109 In *Avodah Zarah*, avoiding the double negative.

110 People.

When they asked Rebbi Jonathan, he said: Am I the guarantor of your life? Rebbi Yannai said, if you bit something off, you bit off soot. If you lose, you lose a pearl. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, if you would sell yourself for the games, you would sell yourself at a high price; but here at a very cheap price.
These sayings also point out how stupid it is to consult rabbinic authorities in health matters when the alternatives are a very minor monetary loss against loss of one’s life.

He would sell himself as a gladiator (as R. Simeon ben Laqish had done according to Babylonian tradition, Babli Gittin 47a).

It was stated: "With water that was left uncovered one should not scrub his house; one should not pour it into the public domain, or give it to drink to a Gentile, neither should one use it to water another person’s animals but one may use it to water his own animals. With water that was left uncovered one should not knead clay, or wash clothes, or soak pots, glasses, and food baskets, and certainly not wash his face, hands, and feet. Others say, they forbade only the place of a scratch. His face is always like a scratch. The tips of his fingers and toes are always like a scratch. With water that was left uncovered one should not knead dough. Rebbi Nehemiah said, baking is permitted because snake poison is destroyed by fire." Rebbi Simon in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: That is, if it does not collapse, but if it collapsed it is forbidden.

A shorter version is in Tosephta 7:14 and Babli Avodah Zarah 30b, Baba Qama 115b. From here on, the text is missing in Yerushalmi Avodah Zarah.

The person who creates a danger in the public domain becomes...
liable for all consequences (Ex. 21:33).

115 Even though Gentiles do not worry about water left uncovered and the Gentile would drink it on his own, the Jew may not give him anything he knows is dangerous.

116 Since the animal will not die from the poison but it will be weakened. The Babli also forbids watering his own animal.

117 Cf. Peah Chapter 8, Note 83.

118 If the dough collapses in baking or the bread when cooling.

Everybody agrees that water which was heated is forbidden. What is the difference between bread and water? Here the fire rules, there the fire does not rule. There, a vessel separates, here no vessel separates.

Samuel said, what can this evil one do to me? I only drink hot [water]. His word says, cold water that was heated is permitted. Rebbi Hanina said, this evil one has a delicate taste; he will not drink hot water that cooled. His word says, hot water that cooled is permitted. Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Both are forbidden. A baraita supports Rebbi Johanan: 121"Hot water is permitted as long as it is steaming. But water left uncovered is forbidden even after it was heated. Pickling, preserving, and lupine water is permitted. Water in which he soaked
[food for] pickling or preserving, or lupines, is forbidden. If he soaked wild grapes\textsuperscript{125} for a sick person, it is forbidden."

119 The nature of bread dough is changed by heating.
120 Bread hangs in the \textit{tannur} directly over the fire.
121 Tosephta 7:13, in different formulation and order.
122 Even if left uncovered and unsupervised.
123 Preserving by cooking in water a very long time.

124 Lupines become edible only after cooking.
125 Following R. Saul Lieberman, reading \textit{D'waw DOW}, fruits of the wild vine used in medicine (cf. Plinius, \textit{Hist. nat.} Bk. 23, Chap. 14). The water will absorb the taste of these grapes; nevertheless, it remains forbidden if left uncovered.

126 The wine filter, Rebbi Nehemiah says, if it is blocked on top even though it is open below. Rebbi Jehudah says, if it was covered below even if the top is uncovered it is permitted since snake poison is like netting\textsuperscript{127} and remains on top. Rebbi Eliezer\textsuperscript{128} says, if he did not stir it. But if he did stir, it is forbidden.

126 A parallel is in Babli \textit{Bava Qama} 115b. There (and in the Rome ms.) the opinion ascribed to R. Jehudah here is reported to be R. Nehemiah's.
127 In the Babli, "like a sponge".
128 In the Babli, R. Simon in the name of R. Simeon ben Laqish.
A flask in its casing is permitted\textsuperscript{129}; covered but not stoppered it is forbidden. Stoppered but not covered, if the stopper appeared on the outside it is permitted. Two Amoraim, one said if it can be taken up by its stopper\textsuperscript{130}, and the other said, so that the head of the weaver’s shuttle could not enter\textsuperscript{131}. Rebbi Abba said, he who wants to do it right, stoppers and covers it.

\textsuperscript{129} In the Tosephta (7:16): "Forbidden." For the Yerushalmi, the casing (תֵּפַש) keeps the snake out; the Tosephta worries that a miniature snake was in the casing but not noticed.

\textsuperscript{130} The cork or other material is so tightly pushed in that the flask may be lifted by it.

\textsuperscript{131} Between the cork and the wall of the vessel.

A forgotten flask deposited in a litter, a chest, or a chassis\textsuperscript{132} that later was found is forbidden. If he checked and afterwards put it in it is permitted. A case came before Rebbi, where it\textsuperscript{133} was seen uncovering and covering. He said, because of that evil one should we invalidate all covers? Rebbi Mana said, it is reasonable that in that case itself\textsuperscript{134} was forbidden.

\textsuperscript{132} All three are of wood and used for transportation.

\textsuperscript{133} The snake was seen lifting the cover, drinking, and replacing the cover. This is considered aberrant behavior by the snake.

\textsuperscript{134} If the snake was seen drinking.
Rebbi Jeremiah said, why is Gentile's milk forbidden? Because of admixture from impure animals. As we have stated: "If the Gentile stands and milks the herd, if a Jew stands nearby there is no worry." Rav Abba in the name of Rav Jehudah: Why is Gentiles' milk forbidden? Because of the uncovering. Let him make cheese? Rebbi Samuel ben Rav Isaac said, because of the poison between the holes.

---

135 This and the following paragraph are also in Sabbath 1:4, fol. 3a, and, in slightly less complete form, Avodah Zarah 2:9, fol. 41d; the discussion in the Babli is Avodah Zarah 35b-36a.

136 "Milk milked by a Gentile without a Jew seeing him" is forbidden for consumption but not for use; Mishnah Avodah Zarah 2:9.

137 Since Gentiles do not care about uncovered milk and snake poison.

138 In the Babli, uncovered milk is not discussed. There, it is held that impure milk (horse or donkey milk) cannot be made into cheese but a mixture may produce cheese with the impure milk remaining in the holes of the cured cheeses.
There are three kinds of poison. Poison which sinks down, poison which floats on top, and poison remaining on the surface like a net. In the days of Rebbi Jeremiah, the barrels of the great assembly were uncovered. The first ones drank and did not die but the last ones died. I say that was sinking poison. Workers were on the field when the water pitcher was uncovered. The first ones drank from it and did not die but the last ones died. I say that was sinking poison. We have stated so: An uncovered amphora or a water melon with pecking marks, even if the first ones ate or drank [from it], the later ones should not eat or drink; I say that there is sinking poison. Uncovered wine from which ten persons drank is forbidden for others to (eat or) drink after them; I say that there is sinking poison.

139 Reading of the parallel in Avodah Zarah. Rome ms. גלפ, same meaning. Leyden ms. גלפ "vinegar".
140 In the Babli, Avodah Zarah 30b, it is stated that the poison of young snakes sinks down (is heavier than water), that of middle-aged snakes is suspended, and that of old snakes stays on top (is lighter than water). There is no indication that the Yerushalmi subscribes to this theory. The "poison remaining like a net" seems to be colloidal.
141 The yearly or half-yearly assembly of all rabbinic scholars.
142 Tosephta 7:17, Babli Avodah Zarah 30b, in different formulation.

"Five fluids are not endangered by being uncovered: Fish oil, muries, vinegar, olive oil, and honey. Rebbi Simeon forbids honey. The Sages agree with Rebbi Simeon if it was seen pecking." Rebbi
Hinena bar Pappos had an uncovered flask of honey in his hand. Before he could ask, it broke apart.146

143 Cf. Demay, Chapter 1, Note 156.
144 Tosephta 7:12, Babli Hulin 49b. In both sources, R. Simeon forbids all five fluids.
145 They will agree that snakes sometimes act in a perverted way but do not agree that this is enough for a general prohibition (loc. cit. 144).
146 The next paragraph will show that this was a miracle to save his life.

Rav and Samuel both say, the earth is permitted to be broken apart before it, but no vessel is permitted to be broken apart before it. Rebbi Hiyya the Great and Rebbi Simeon ben Rebbi were sitting in a certain house when murmurs went around. They said, is it possible that it will be seen here? It was seen. They said, praised be He Who chose the Sages who said, the earth is permitted to be broken apart before it, but no vessel is permitted to be broken apart before it.149

147 A snake may tunnel under the earth. The comparison with a vessel suggests the theory that snake poison can dissolve earth but not fired clay and metals.
148 Their houses usually had dirt floors. Houses with paved (mosaic) floors usually are called "palaces".
149 Since Rav was a student of his uncle R. Hiyya, Rav and Samuel cannot have been the authors of the theory but they may have given the final formulation.
Rebbi Yannai feared it so much that he put his bed on four beams [standing] in water. Once he stretched out his hand and found it near himself. He said, take it away from me, (Ps. 116:6) "the Eternal watches over the simple-minded."

What is the measure of a hole \(^\text{150}\)? Rebbi Jacob bar Aḥa in the name of Rebbi Hanina showed it thus: he said, the tip of my small finger. Rebbi Jacob bar Aḥa, Rebbi Simeon bar Abba in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi, so that the tip of the small finger of a newborn cannot enter it. Even if [the hole] were smaller, it [the snake] could enter it but since it does not know how to leave again, it does not enter. A woven basket even if very tight is forbidden for it can enter at one place and leave at another. A knapsack \(^\text{151}\) is forbidden even if it hangs very high since it will let itself down \(^\text{152}\).

\(^{150}\) When is a hole in a wall a potential hiding place of a snake so that one has to worry about fluids left uncovered? Tosephta 7:16.

\(^{151}\) The meaning of this word is everybody's guess. The meaning "knapsack" is R. M. Margalit's guess, identified by J. Levy as Arabic نقلة \(\text{šallāq} \) "beggar's knapsack". R. Eliahu Fulda writes only "some vessel". Kohout's suggestion to refer the word to Arabic صليقة \(\text{saliqa} \) "slice of roast
beef” has to be rejected. The word may be Greek σάλαξ, -ακος, ó "miner’s sieve, coarse sieve, screen"; cf. text at Note 126 (E. G.).

What is "close by"? Rebbi Samuel said, from the handles of an amphora to its mouth. Would it not be seen? Rebbi Hanina said, it is a small kind called sefifon and looks like a hair.

The distance mentioned in the handle of an amphora? The measure of uncovered water, until the bitterness be lost in them. Rebbi Yose said, in vessels any amount and on the ground 40 seah.

Water left uncovered is forbidden in any amount. Water left uncovered in a vessel

HALAKHAN 6
Halakhah 6: It was stated: "Water on the ground forty seah. Rebbi Nehemiah says, that a Sihin amphora can be filled from it. Wine both in vessels and on the ground in any quantity. Wine is not under the rules of uncovering as long as it is fermenting. How long does it ferment? Three days. It happened that a snake was found near a wine vat; the case came before Rebbi Jehudah and he permitted it. A source is not under the rules of uncovering as long as it is running. Rebbi Ismael the son of Rebbi Johanan ben Nuri said, it happened that Rebbi Johanan ben Beroqa went down to my father Rebbi Johanan ben Nuri to Bet Serii; he showed him a pool that contained only three log of water, into which rain water was dripping. He bowed down and drank, saying this is an example of what is not under the rules of uncovering."

159 Tosephta 7:14-15; in different order and slightly different language.
160 A standard measure which is not determined in any parallel source.
161 In the Tosephta, R. Jehudah ben Baba.
162 As long as the pool is not stagnant but overflowing from the rain water, it is counted as a source or river and one may assume that all poison was washed away (explanation of R. S. Lieberman).
How long? Rebbi Mana bar Tanhum said, until the soap-wort blossoms. Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Yose in the name of Rav: Until they become like goose feet. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha said, when it became permitted on the field, it became permitted in the house. Rebbi Hoshiaia stated: [The rules of] uncovering apply in the Land and outside the Land, in summer and in winter.

Reading of the parallel in Mo’ed Qatan. Text here: רבי.

The first two sentences, dealing with the problem of R. Johanan ben Beroqa, how long is a puddle considered a brook, is also in Mo’ed Qatan 1:1, fol. 80b.

In Mo’ed Qatan, Hiyya bar Abun in the name of R. Johanan.

The same name appears in Mo’ed Qatan; there he speaks in the name of R. Tanhum ben R. Hiyya, an Amora of the third generation. In any case, R. Eleazar ben R. Yose cannot be the Tanna, son of R. Yose ben Ḥalphata, who is the author in all other cases where the name is mentioned.

The soap-wort plants.

If it rains so much that puddles on the field get the status of brooks, snakes hibernate and are no danger in the house. R. Hoshiaia disagrees and declares the danger to exist everywhere, at all times.

Mishnah 6: Pecked-at figs, grapes, green melons, water melons, gourds, and sweet melons, even large as a pitcher, large or small, separated from or connected to the ground which contain moisture are forbidden. What was bitten by a snake is forbidden because of mortal danger.
The wine filter is forbidden when left unattended but Rebbi Neḥemiah permits it.\footnote{171}

If these fruits show signs that they have been pecked at by an animal, we are afraid that it might have been a poisonous animal and the poison diffused through the entire fruit through its moisture. If it was pecked at while completely dry, one could cut out the affected area and eat the remainder.

For the determination of the plants' identity, see \textit{Kilaim} Chapter 1.

A kosher animal bitten by a snake may not be slaughtered or its meat eaten since it may contain snake poison.

\footnote{171 If a wine filter (used to filter out the dregs, cf. Note 126 ff.) was left unattended and afterwards used to filter wine, that wine becomes forbidden (unless new filter material was used) because of poison from the filter. R. Neḥemiah holds that the poison is retained by the filter.}

\footnote{170 A kosher animal bitten by a snake may not be slaughtered or its meat eaten since it may contain snake poison.}

Halakhah 7: Rebbi Jehudah bar Pazi said, who is the Tanna of pecking? "Rabban Gamliel says, also the snake because it spits out.\footnote{172}" Rebbi Jonah said, who would turn commandments into peckings for us?\footnote{173}

\footnote{172 Mishnah \textit{Parah} 9:3. The Mishnah states that water drawn for the purification rite of the ashes of the red cow becomes unusable if any animal drank from it because some of the animal's spittle will be mixed with the water. In general, reptiles are reputed not to invalidate the water. Rabban Gamliel declares the snake to invalidate the water because it always will deposit some of its poison. Since the opinion of Rabban Gamliel is a minority opinion not followed in practice, R. Jehudah bar Pazi implies that the Mishnah bar Pazi does not represent practice.}

\footnote{173 The rules given here are rules of hygiene, rather than religious observance. Therefore, the reference to Rabban Gamliel is irrelevant and the Mishnah here does represent practice.}
It was stated: "If somebody saw a bird pecking at a fig or a rat nibbling at a watermelon, it is forbidden [to eat from them] for I say, they might have eaten from the place of a pecking hole." Rebbi Abba said, that means that a snake spits out repeatedly. Rebbi Jonah said, who considers for us commandments for peckings? But for torn [animals], Rebbi Abba said in the name of the rabbis from there, "if it was slaughtered and the wolves took its innards, it is in order because intestines are presumed to be in order." Should one not question whether they were pierced? Intestines are presumed to be in order. But here, you say so? It is worse if there is danger to life; for peckings they went all the way with Rabban Gamliel.

174 A kosher animal, correctly slaughtered, can be eaten only if inspection shows that it was healthy. The quote here is from Berakhot 9:4, Notes 209 ff.

175 This is a general principle; any logical arguments and rules of decision based on probabilities and prior assumptions are inapplicable in health matters.
It was stated: Rebbi Eliezer said, one may eat figs and grapes in the night without worry, since it is said (Ps. 116:6) "the Eternal watches over the simple-minded." Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rav: A fish with pecking marks is forbidden. Rebbi Hizqiah, Rebbi Tabi in the name of Rav: A living fish with pecking marks is forbidden. If it is salted, through the salt it trembles. Dead, one cuts out the place of the pecking.

Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba: A watermelon with pecking marks whose inside is rotten is forbidden. A person carried a sweet melon with pecking marks. He let ten people eat from it and they died. He covered it with spittle and it broke apart.

A person hated sheep’s meat. Once he was eating red meat when a passer-by said, this is sheep’s meat. He choked and died. The donkey drivers stayed at an inn. They said, bring us lentils; they brought. They said, give us a second helping; they brought. They said to them, the first ones were better, what were those? They said, we found the spine of a snake in them; they choked and died.
According to Z. Ben-Ḥayyim, the Literary and Oral Traditions of Hebrew and Aramaic Amongst the Samaritans, Jerusalem 1961, vol. II, p. 442, Galilean יָלַשׁ is the equivalent of Samaritan בְּלַשׁ, "to choke". This invalidates the opinion of the dictionaries which see in יָלַשׁ a scribal error for Syriac بَلَشׁ assumed to be derived from בַּלְשׁ "to swallow".

It is written (Prov. 16:6): "When the Eternal likes the conduct of a person, even his enemy will make peace with him." Rebbi Meir says, that is the dog. Rebbi Joshua ben Levi says, that is the snake. The shepherds milked; there came a snake, ate from it, but the dog observed it. When they came to eat, he started barking at them but they did not pay attention. At the end, he ate and died. A person made ground garlic in his house. There came a mountain snake and ate from it but the house snake observed it. When the people from the house came to eat from it, it [the house snake] started to throw dust down on them. When they did not pay attention, it threw itself on it. A person invited a rabbi and let the dog sit next to him [the rabbi]. He said, how did I merit this insult? He said, rabbi, I am repaying his [the dog's] good deed. Kidknappers came to town. One of them came and wanted to take my wife but he [the dog] ate his testicles.
Another version of the same story is in *Gen. rabba* 54(1). In that source, all authors are late Amoraim; the snake is identified as the enemy by R. Samuel.

Another version of the same story is in *Gen. rabba* 54(1). In that source, all authors are late Amoraim; the snake is identified as the enemy by R. Samuel.

**Mishnah 7:** An amphora of heave about which a doubt of impurity arose. Rebbi Eliezer says, if it was at a vulnerable place, he should move it to a hidden place. If it was uncovered, he should cover it. Rebbi Joshua said, if it was at a hidden place, he should move it to a vulnerable place. If it was covered, he should uncover it. Rabban Gamliel said, he should not change anything.

If it were certainly impure, heave wine could be used to settle dust on dirt floors, heave oil or grain as fuel. If there only is a doubt, the heave is called "suspended". It cannot be used as impure since it might be pure, nor as pure since it might be impure. R. Eliezer holds that one has to treat this heave according to all rules of holiness. R. Joshua holds that one has to make sure that the heave be used somehow. Since it never will be usable as pure heave, one has to make sure it will be usable impure (Rashi in *Bekhorot* 33b).

**Halakhah 8:** Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, from the opinions of all three of them: It is forbidden to burn suspended [heave].
Mishnah 8: If an amphora\(^{181}\) broke in the upper part of the wine press whose lower part was impure, Rebbi Eliezer and Rebbi Joshua agree that if one can save a \textit{revi‘it} from it, he shall save that in purity\(^{182}\). Otherwise, Rebbi Eliezer said, let it descend and become impure; he should not make it impure with his hands.

Mishnah 9: And so if an amphora of oil broke\(^{183}\), Rebbi Eliezer and Rebbi Joshua agree that if one can save a \textit{revi‘it} from it, he shall save that in purity. Otherwise, Rebbi Eliezer said, let it descend and be absorbed [in the ground]; he should not cause it to be absorbed by his hands’ [action].

Mishnah 10: About both of these cases, Rebbi Joshua said, this is not heave for which I have been warned not to make it impure; only not to eat it and not to [intentionally] make it impure\(^{184}\).

\(^{181}\) The amphora contains heave wine which will become useless if impure.

\(^{182}\) If a reasonable amount can be saved in a pure vessel, R. Eliezer agrees that one should save as much as possible even if by this action the remainder will become impure much more rapidly than if it were left alone.

\(^{183}\) Even though impure oil is used as fuel, one still should save as much as possible from impurity.

\(^{184}\) It is forbidden to make heave impure by an independent action. But one is not required to avoid impurity if the wine or oil are going to be spilled without human intervention; in that...
case one may cause impurity to most of part in purity.

The colleagues say, the first amphora following Rebbi Yose; therefore, following Rebbi Meir one burns and following Rebbi Simeon one burns. Then Rebbi Meir and Rebbi Simeon should form a majority against Rebbi Yose and one should burn. In addition, we see that the rabbis, in cases which come...
before them, say, go and consider it suspended. We find that Rebbi Simeon says one burns, as we have stated: "Rebbi Eliezer and Rebbi Joshua agree that one burns each one separately." On this, Rebbi Johanan said, Rebbi Simeon taught that. And if you want to say that Rebbi Meir does not recognize suspension, have we not stated: "Suspended heave and impure heave are burned on Sabbath eve when it gets dark, the words of Rebbi Meir; but the Sages say, at its appointed time." Rebbi Zeira said before Rebbi Mana, explain it if it is suspended because he intends to ask about it. He said to him, so said my teacher Rebbi Assi: All suspended [heave] we are dealing with here is suspended [heave] about which he has no intention of asking. But if he intends to ask about it, it has to be treated as pure. As we have stated: "If he said, it is pure or impure, then it is impure. But if he said, I am keeping it in order to ask about the situation, it is pure." Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, explain it if the doubt arose at sundown. Then you cannot infer anything.

Most of this Halakhah is from Pesahim 1:7; a parallel treatment is in Babli Pesahim 14a-21a. In the Mishnah, R. Hanina the Second of the Cohanim (who had to substitute when the High Priest was disabled) and R. Aqiba, who both had seen the Temple, report that the Cohanim never refrained from burning meat impure in a secondary way together with meat of original impurity, or oil becoming unusable by tertiary impurity together with impure oil of primary impurity, even though a momentary increase in impurity was inevitable. The late Tanna R. Meir wants to infer that on Passover eve, when all leavened matter must be burned, one may burn leavened pure and impure heave together. His contemporary R. Yose (ben Ḥalaphta) objects and notes that both R. Eliezer and R. Joshua require that these heaves be burned separately. Their disagreement is that R. Eliezer requires suspended and impure heaves to be burned separately but R. Joshua permits them to be burned together. The amphora of Mishnah 7, where R. Joshua only permits to put it in danger's way but not directly to
make it impure, gives R. Yose's interpretation of the position of R. Joshua.

187 The amphoras of Mishnaiot 8-10, where R. Joshua permits causing impurity if this helps a good cause.

188 One burns pure and impure heave together on the 14th of Nisan. The position of R. Simeon has to be proven since he does not appear in the Mishnah.

189 Even though singly their opinions would be disregarded when in opposition to R. Yose.

190 Mishnah Pesahim 1:7, speaking of pure and impure heave. If this is the teaching of R. Simeon, he must hold that they disagree for suspended and impure heave and, therefore, these can be burned together since practice always follows R. Joshua against R. Eliezer. But then suspended heave should be treated as impure, against Mishnah 7.

191 Tosephta Pesahim 1:5, quoted in Babli Pesahim 20b. The Tosephta is Babylonian, unknown to the Yerushalmi.

192 Since most anonymous Mishnaiot are R. Meir's formulation, Mishnah Tahorot 4:5, which directs burning only for six narrowly defined kinds of suspended heave, excludes most kinds of suspended heave from being treated as impure. Accordingly, R. Simeon's is an isolated opinion, rather than practice to be followed.

193 Tosephta Pesahim 3:9. Since on the Sabbath, heave may not be burned, it must be fed to animals to be disposed of.

194 R. Mana I, student of Rabbis Yannai, Johanan, and Assi.

195 In this case, the heave can never be used again and may be treated as impure for practical purposes.

196 A different formulation is in Tosephta 7:18: "I am keeping it; until I ask about the situation, it is impure." That formulation does not necessarily conflict with the one here. If the heave is left unusable for an indefinite period, chances are it will become impure. But if the question to a rabbinic authority is asked within a foreseeable time, there is no reason to declare the suspended heave impure.

197 Since there is no time to burn anything, the opinion of the Sages must be followed even by their opponents. This does not prove anything about the position of R. Meir if the heave was already suspended in the morning.
You say, the first amphora following Rebbi Yose, and Rebbi Meir will not agree. But did we not state: "When has this been said? Regarding a vat which contains enough to lift it. But for a vat which does not contain enough to lift it, it is forbidden to make any amount impure." And if it follows Rebbi Meir, whether it contains enough to lift it or does not contain enough to lift it, is it forbidden to make any amount impure? In addition, from what we have stated: "Rebbi Yose said, this is not the implication." A person says "this is not the implication" only if he agrees with the premise. How is that? There, the Torah cares about the money of the Jews, here what can you say? Does he not here also cause him to lose money since he needs fire wood to burn each lot separately? They worried about a big loss, they did not worry about a small loss. Rebbi Yose bar Abun said, explain it following him who said, from the words of Rebbi Aqiba and the words of Rebbi Hananiah, the Second of the Cohanim.

198 While this is the text of R. Yose's second argument in both mss. and the early prints, it is clear from the following that the discussion is about the second part of the statement of the colleagues, "the second amphora following Rebbi Meir, and Rebbi Yose will not agree." The discussion centers on Mishnaiot 8-9, where everybody agrees that in order to save some pure
heave one may actively bring impurity on the remainder.

199 This is the text both here and in *Pesahim* but it is difficult to explain. The Babli (*Pesahim* 21a) reads: "An amphora which broke in the upper part of the wine press while the lower part contains a hundred times as much impure (wine), Rebbi Eliezer admits to Rebbi Joshua that if he can save a rev'it from it, he shall save that in purity; otherwise, let it descend and he should not make it impure with his hands." The Mishnah does not explain what is in the lower part of the wine press. If there is enough profane wine to let one lift heave according to the rules of Chapter 5, not much is lost since the wine remains usable. But if heave cannot be lifted because the profane is not more than 100 times the heave all becomes forbidden and, at most, can be used as ointment or to sprinkle on a dirt floor to eliminate dust. This represents a considerable monetary loss.

200 Since R. Meir permits to bring impurity to anything that later automatically would become impure.

201 In Mishnah *Pesahim* 1:7 (Note 184) the discussion between R. Meir and R. Yose is formulated not as a clash of traditions but of logical arguments, with R. Yose disputing R. Meir's inference but not his premise. The problem, as pointed out in the Babli, is that it is not clear whether the basis of the argument is the common statement of R. Hanina, the Second of the Cohanim, and R. Aqiba in the Mishnah there, or the partial agreement of R. Eliezer and R. Joshua in the Mishnah here. For the moment, we assume that R. Meir and R. Yose refer to R. Eliezer and R. Joshua.

202 Mishnah *Nega'im* 12:5. The difference between large and small losses is also noted in Babli *Pesahim* 20b.

203 This shows that the origin of the text is in *Pesahim*. "There" means *Terumot*, where potentially an entire harvest may be lost in the winepress. "Here" means *Pesahim*, where the question is only whether different kinds of leavened matter may be burned together or have to be burned separately.

204 Cf. Note 184. In their cases, no monetary loss is incurred and nothing can be inferred for our case.
Rebbi Ilai and Rebbi Zeira, both in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The first amphora follows Rebbi Yose, the second both Rebbi Meir and Rebbi Yose. Rebbi Zeira asked before Rebbi Mana: Does it not disagree with Rebbi Meir? He said to him, we may say it follows neither Rebbi Meir nor Rebbi Yose since we find that Rebbi Meir burns suspended [heave] in all cases. Rebbi Mana said, I went to Caesarea and heard Rebbi Zeriqan in the name of Zeira: Rebbi Meir burns suspended [heave] any day of the year, as we have stated: "Suspended heave and impure heave are burned on Sabbath eve when it gets dark, the words of Rebbi Meir; but the Sages say, at its appointed time." Should he not burn it during the morning hours? Explain it if he was lazy and did not burn it [then]. Know that this is so, for he did not state "during the
morning hours." Is that not because he was lazy and did not burn [then]?
Rebbi Abba Mari, the brother of Rebbi Yose said, explain it if impurity
was created at that time, and you cannot infer anything\textsuperscript{195}.

205 Reading of the text in \textit{Pesahim}. 

\begin{itemize}
\item Text here: πότ \textit{τ} νυν π^τπ "Hizqiah in the name of R. Jeremiah." If "Hizqiah" is correct, then "R. Jeremiah" must refer to the Babylonian Rav Jeremiah, cf. \textit{Berakhot} 1, Note 13; neither of whom is connected with Caesarea. One cannot read "R. Hizqiah" since R. Mana II was his student, not in Caesarea.
\end{itemize}

206 Reading of the text in \textit{Pesahim}. 

\begin{itemize}
\item Text here: ה" him".
\end{itemize}

207 This implies that he treats suspended heave as impure and does not object to an increase in its impurity.

208 If there is a doubt of impurity in biblical law, the doubt has to be resolved in a restrictive manner and there is no reason not to treat suspended heave as impure.

209 Tosephta \textit{Ahilut} 18:7. Since Gentiles bury their stillborn babies in their houses, Gentile dwellings in the Holy Land are potential sources of impurity of a tent (cf. \textit{Kilaim} Chapter 6, Note 25). Any heave in such a permanent dwelling is therefore automatically suspended. However, since it is questionable whether impurity of the dead extends to Gentiles, that impurity is purely rabbinic.

210 R. Meir is supposed to follow R. Yose ben R. Jehudah.

211 If Passover eve falls on a weekday, leavened matter must be eliminated before noon since the Passover sacrifice must be slaughtered in a leaven-free environment (Ex. 23:18, 34:25). Therefore, even if Passover eve falls on a Sabbath, the elimination of leavened matter preferably should take place on Friday before noontime.
Rebbi Johanan said, Rebbi Joshua and Rebbi Simeon both said the same thing. Rebbi Ilai said: Rebbi Simeon in Bekhorot and Rebbi Joshua in Terumot, neither of them will agree with the other. Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya asked before Rebbi Zeira: Is it not reasonable that Rebbi Simeon agrees with Rebbi Joshua but Rebbi Joshua will not agree with Rebbi Simeon? Did we not state: "Rebbi Eliezer and Rebbi Joshua agree that each batch should be burned separately." Could one not burn the two together? He said to him, there [the heave] is pure; by Torah law the heave is still in existence; you are the person who decided to burn it. In any case, would it not become unusable by being left unattended? Did not Rebbi Johanan say, leaving unattended is from the Torah? The second amphora for Rebbi Mei'r follows the Torah, coughing blood for Rebbi Simeon follows the Torah! He said to him, one still watches it so it should not come in contact with other pure [heave]. Rebbi Isaac, the son of Rebbi Hiyya the scribe: Think about it, if it was put on coals? He said to him, after if was put there. Rebbi Mana said to Rebbi Shammai: You who say that Rebbi Simeon agrees with Rebbi Joshua! Even Rebbi Joshua does not agree with Rebbi Joshua! He said to him, these are Tannaim.
the name of Rebbi Joshua, but here Rebbi Simeon in the name of Rebbi Joshua

212 Reading of the text in Pesahim. Here:-reader.
213 Reading of the text in Pesahim. Here: reader.
214 Reading of the text in Pesahim. Here: reader.
215 Reading of the Rome ms. and the text in Pesahim. Here: י"ע יستطيع.
216 Mishnah Bekhorot 5:2, quoted in the next paragraph. While a firstling calf or lamb has to be treated as a sacrifice, R. Simeon permits any surgical operation if the health of the animal requires it, even if it is clear that by the operation the animal will become unfit as a sacrifice.
217 R. Joshua permits to bring impurity to heave in order to save some part in purity; R. Simeon permits to make a blemish on a firstling calf in order to save its life.
218 R. Joshua permits to bring impurity to heave in order to save food. In the case of Bekhorot, the Mishnah states that one may not slaughter the firstling because of the man-induced blemish; the animal cannot become food for anybody. Therefore, it is not necessary that R. Joshua agree with R. Simeon. On the other hand, R. Simeon holds that pure and impure heave cannot be burned together; it is forbidden to make heave impure even if it must be burned (Note 190). Therefore, R. Simeon cannot be shown to agree with R. Joshua in Terumot.
219 Since the pure heave also must be destroyed by biblical decree.
220 By biblical decree, leavened matter is permitted on the 14th of Nisan until the time of the slaughter of the Passover lamb, which is shortly after noon (Note 210). However, by rabbinic decree no leavened matter may be eaten two hours before noontime and all leavened matter must be eliminated at least one hour before noon. Therefore, at the time of burning, the heave would still be good heave according to biblical law for another hour and could not be considered as being lost automatically.
221 Heave must be eaten in purity, which can be guaranteed only if the heave is guarded at all times or at least kept at a place locked away from possible impurities (cf. Seqalim 7:2, fol. 50c; Babli Pesahim 34a). Since on the 14th of Nisan, leavened heave cannot be eaten after 10 a.m. local time, there is no need to watch it any longer and, by being released from supervision, it
should become invalid immediately even by biblical standards.

222 As just shown, the lack of attention makes everything impure for practical purposes.

223 In the next paragraph, R. Simeon's interpretation of the biblical text is given.

224 Therefore, the argument of Note 221 is inapplicable in our situation.

225 If one starts the fire to burn the heave, guarding against impurity certainly is unnecessary. The answer is that this argument is irrelevant since we deal with the moment before the fire is started.

226 The positions of R. Joshua in Pesahim 1:7 and Terumot 8:8-10 do not necessarily coincide, as explained by R. Ilai.

227 It is impossible to fully reconstruct the original position of R. Joshua since the only knowledge we have of his statements is through the interpretations of the students of R. Aqiba.
There, we stated: "A firstling afflicted by blood, even if it is going to die, cannot be bled, the words of Rebbi Jehudah. But the Sages say, it should be bled even if this causes a blemish. If it did cause a blemish, it should not be slaughtered because of it. Rebbi Simeon says, he should bleed it even if he makes a blemish."

Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Rebbi Jehudah parallels Rabban Gamliel, the Rabbis parallel Rebbi Eliezer, Rebbi Simeon parallels Rebbi Joshua. But we have stated: "Rebbi Simeon says, he should bleed it even if he knows he will cause a blemish." This parallels the later opinion of Rebbi Joshua.

Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: The reason of Rebbi Jehudah (Deut. 12:24): "You shall not eat it; spill it onto the ground like water." I permitted you its blood only to spill it. Rebbi Abba Mari, the brother of Rebbi Yose, objected: That is written about [blood of] invalid sacrifices: "You shall not eat it; spill it onto the ground like water." Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba said, you get from it for preparation. Just as water prepares, so blood prepares.

Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Both of them explained the same verse (Lev. 22:21): "Perfect it shall be for goodwill; any blemish shall not be on it." Rebbi Simeon explains: As long as it is for goodwill, you may not induce a blemish. If it is no longer for goodwill, you may induce a blemish. But the Sages say, even if it is all blemishes, you may not add a blemish.

228 Reading of the text in Pesahim. Here ר יוהי הממים ברצי.  
229 Mishnah Bekhorot 5:2. Since a firstling is a sacrifice by birth, it has to be treated according to the rules of sacrifices. The only difference is that a dedicated sacrifice which develops a blemish must be redeemed to become profane whereas a firstling in the hands of a Cohen which develops a
blemish automatically becomes quasi profane and may be eaten by everybody and in impurity. Therefore, Cohanim are suspected to induce blemishes on the firstlings in their possession.

In Mishnah 7 (the “first amphora”). The Babli (Bekhorot 35b) identifies the position of the Sages with that of Rebbi Joshua (i.e., the operative opinion in Bekhorot with the operative opinion in Terumot.) The Yerushalmi implies that practice should follow Rebbi Simeon.

His opinion about the "second amphora", where he permits to induce impurity on most of the heave in order to save a small portion in purity.

One would have expected R. Jehudah to use Deut. 15:23, speaking of the firstling: "Only its blood you shall not eat; spill it onto the ground like water." The verse used gives the rules for animals which develop blemishes after being dedicated. This also includes firstlings.

Blood is one of the fluids that prepare dry food to accept impurity (cf. Demay Chapter 2, Notes 136, 141). Since the rules for preparation are spelled out for water (Lev. 11:38), other fluids have this property of water only if there is a biblical verse which compares them to water.

Any sacrifice.

As Rashi explains in Bekhorot 35b, the Sages hold that R. Simeon would be justified if the verse read "no blemish shall be on it." But the involved language, any blemish, forbids the imposition of a new blemish on existing blemishes.

Here ends the parallel in Pesahim.

Rebbi Hama bar Uqba in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Hanina: With a vessel which inside is pure but impure outside one does not defile...
a small amount even to save a large amount\textsuperscript{236}. But did we not state: "Let it descend and become impure; he should not make it impure with his hands\textsuperscript{237}"

Rebbi Samuel bar Berekhiah said, explain for two vessels, one pure inside and impure outside, the other impure inside and pure outside\textsuperscript{238}. But that Mishnah speaks of one impure vessel! Rebbi Mana said, explain it if the vat is pure; the Mishnah deals with an impure vat\textsuperscript{239}.

Did we not state: "Let it descend and be absorbed [into the ground]; he should not cause it to be absorbed by his hands' [action]." Explain it if it rolled onto a *bet happērās*\textsuperscript{240}.

\textsuperscript{236} This discussion seems to center on the position of R. Eliezer, who does not permit defiling heave under any circumstances, even in order to save some heave in purity. In biblical law, pottery can become impure only from the inside; once the inside is impure by primary impurity, the outside also is impure. The outside of a pottery vessel can be impure only by rabbinic decree, not by biblical law. A metal vessel can become impure from the outside; such a vessel, if touched by a fluid from outside, becomes impure; cf. *Berakhot*, Chapter 8, Note 46.

Whether the discussion is about the position of R. Eliezer or R. Joshua and the kind of impurity of vessels involved is a matter of controversy in Babli *Pesahim* 21a.

\textsuperscript{237} This suggests that making impure indirectly, by a vessel, is permitted.

\textsuperscript{238} The statement of R. Yose ben R. Hanina does not refer to the position of R. Eliezer (who is not to be followed in practice) but to that of R. Joshua (whom practice follows). It is stated that if there is a chance that the wrong vessel will be chosen, which would make everything impure, nothing should be done.

\textsuperscript{239} The Mishnah speaks of the "lower part of the winepress". If that is a cistern built in the ground, it is part of the ground and cannot become impure. In that case, if the cistern is empty, the heave should be left to flow into it. This is the case considered by R. Yose ben R. Hanina. The Mishnah must speak of a winepress whose receptacle is movable and therefore can become impure together with its contents.
is a ploughed field where a grave had been. It is possible that some bones were dug up; the entire field is impure by rabbinic practice. Therefore, the rules are less strict than for biblical impurity and according to everybody the vessel may be used if only its interior is pure.

In the opinion of the colleagues, first and second amphoras. In the opinion of Rebbi Yose, an amphora of wine and one of oil.

This refers back to the beginning of the Halakhah, notes 184 ff. The colleagues make an essential difference between "first" and "second" amphoras, as explained there. R. Yose (the Amora) may hold that R. Joshua permits exposing heave to impurity only for wine, which cannot be used if it is unclear whether it is pure or impure. Olive oil can be used as fuel for lamps even if pure; it must be used as fuel once it becomes impure. It follows that suspended heave of oil is usable and the Amora R. Yose holds that it should not be exposed to impurity even according to R. Joshua.

Mishnah 11: If somebody was on the road with loaves of heave and a Gentile said to him, give me one of them that I may defile it, otherwise I shall defile all of them, Rebbi Eliezer says, he shall defile all of them but one should not hand over any to him. Rebbi Joshua said, he should put it on a rock before him. Similarly, women to whom Gentiles said, give us
one of you that we may defile her\textsuperscript{244}, otherwise we shall defile all of you, they should defile all of them but no Jewish person should be handed over\textsuperscript{245}.

242 Alone, with no help in sight.

243 On a rock, not in the dirt, to preserve the loaf as food. R. Joshua agrees that heave cannot be handed over to be made impure but an effort should be made within the letter of the law to preserve as much as possible in purity.

244 Rape her.

245 This principle is agreed to by everybody.

Halakhah 10: It is not reasonable if one already was impure\textsuperscript{246}. It is not reasonable if one was a slave girl\textsuperscript{247}.

246 In one of the heave cakes was impure, it is reasonable to hold that that cake might be handed over to the Gentile to give him the impression that he was defiling when in fact his actions had no effect.

247 Since slaves cannot marry, a slave girl (of Gentile origin, becoming quasi Jewish by immersion in a ritual bath) is barred from having sex with Jews for whom extramarital relations are sinful. [Sexual relations of a Jew with a person whom he could not marry are criminal acts, punishable by the courts.] Therefore, since sex is a fundamental human right, a slave girl is free to have guiltless sexual relations with slaves and Gentiles; she cannot be defiled by sexual relations with Gentiles. Since a freed slave girl can marry any Jew except a Cohen, her sleeping with these Gentiles would not impair her marriage chances if she should be manumitted later. Therefore, her being given to the Gentiles is similar to the impure heave being handed over.
It was stated\(^{248}\): "A group of people on the road were met by Gentiles who said to them, give us one of you that we may kill him, otherwise we shall kill all of you; even if all of them are killed they should not hand over a Jewish person. If they designated one, like Sheba ben Bikhri\(^{249}\), they should hand him over so as not to be killed." Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, on condition that he be guilty of a capital crime like Sheba ben Bikhri; but Rebbi Johanan said, even if he is not guilty of a capital crime like Sheba ben Bikhri. Ulla bar Qoshav\(^{250}\) was proscribed by the government. He fled and went to Lydda to Rebbi Joshua ben Levi. They came and surrounded the city. They said to them, if you do not hand him over to us, we shall destroy the city. Rebbi Joshua ben Levi went to him and talked him into being handed over to them. Elijah, may be be remembered for good things, used to appear to him\(^{251}\); he stopped appearing. He\(^{251}\) fasted may fasts; he\(^{252}\) appeared to him and said, do I appear to informers? He\(^{251}\) said to him, did I not act according to a baraita? He\(^{252}\) said to him, is that a statement for the pious?

\(^{248}\) Tosephta 7:20; Gen. rabba 94(9).

\(^{249}\) Even though Sheba ben Bikhri affair was intra-Jewish (25. 20), the
action of the people of Abel Bet Qoshar.

Maakhah is taken as legal precedent in all cases.

250 In the Rome ms. and Gen. rabba:

251 R. Joshua ben Levi.

252 Elijah.

253 In the next story, the place is under the dominion of Zenobia, queen of Palmyra. The extent of her dominion in Syria is not well documented. There are some places al-Safsüf in Galilee. Note Arabic مَفَّضَّل "to sift", معْفَض "matter of little value, importance."

254 He considers him as dead. In the Rome ms., after R. Jonathan, R. Johanan is quoted in the same sense. Since in the following R. Johanan is described as "old man", and R. Issi (Assi) was a student of R. Johanan, the mention of R. Jonathan is an anachronism.

255 In the Rome ms., Cf. Greek ἀπόψις, -εως, ή, "outlook, tower from which one looks out". Perhaps "they did not reach the lookout" or "they had not vanished from sight." (E. G.)

256 They all had died.
Zeir bar Hinena was captured at Safsufa. Rebbi Ammi and Rebbi Samuel went to negotiate for him. Queen Zenobia said to them, your Creator usually does wonders for you; put Him under pressure! There came a Saracen carrying a sabre. He said to them, with this sabre did Odenathus\(^{257}\) kill his brother. Zeir bar Hinena was saved.

257 Zenobia’s husband. In the Babli, whether Odenathus killed his own brother or the brother of the Saracen.

Rebbi Johanan said, I was robbed by the people of Qanah. He went to the assembly hall where Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish was asking him repeatedly but he did not answer. He said, what happened? He said, what can you do? He said, all limbs depend on the heart and the heart depends on the wallet. He said, I was robbed by the people of Qanah. He said, what do you have? He said to him, show me their corner\(^{258}\). He went out to show him. They saw him from afar and started to chirp. They said, if that is Rebbi Johanan, may he take half of it\(^{259}\). He said to them, by your life I am taking all of it; he took all.
258 Their quarter in Tiberias. "when it is R. Simeon ben Laqish, he will take everything." 

259 The Rome ms. adds: "Rome ms. adds: ΒἸ ρη ben Laqish, he will take everything".
that bathhouse, he let it be heated for seven days and seven nights. He went out and cooled it before them. They went in and then appeared before him. He said to them: Because your Creator performs miracles for you, you insult the majesty! They said, we insulted Diocles the swine-herd; we do not insult Diocletianus the king. Even so, one should never vex a little Roman or a little Gueber.

Reading of the Rome ms. In Gen. rabba וְיֵשׁוּבָא (Yalqut הסנהどの) "mixed (with cold water)". Leyden and Venice: כי "directs, is victorious".

A more complete version is in Gen. rabba 63(24); Yalqut Sim'oni #110.

Diocles, reportedly the original name of Diocletianus before he became a general and then emperor. Dioclet perhaps reflects contemporary spelling pronunciation.

Rome ms.: אַנְשִׁנֵרִים Gen. rabba (Theodor-Albeck) אֲרָבִינִישֵׁי, אַרְבִּינִיסִי, אֲרוֹבִינִיסִי, אֲרוֹבִינִיסֵי, אֲרוֹבְּרִינִיס, אֲרוֹבְּרִינִיסִי, אֲרוֹבְּרִינִיסֵי, אֲרוֹבְּרִינִיסֶּשֶׁי, Yalqut אֲרַבְּרִינִיס, אֲרַבְּרִינִיסִי, אֲרַבְּרִינִיסֵי The name of this friendly demon has not been determined.

Since Gen. rabba clearly is the primary source, (א) may mean "guiding spirit" from Latin rego "to lead; conduct; guide"; cf. regens, -ntis "prince, ruler", rectus, -a, -um "led straight; direct; in a straight line" (E. G.).

In Gen. rabba, the demon danced before them. The corresponding sentence must have been lost here.

The friendly demon, after Sabbath's end. Diocletian descended to Paneas from the North or East; the demon had to bring them up from South and West.

Diocletian's staff.

The demon.

The tribe of the Sassanid kings in Persia. In Gen. rabba and Yalqut: cf. galearii, -orum, "a kind of soldier's servants."
Mishnah 1: If somebody sows heave in error it should be ploughed under; if intentionally it must be kept\(^1\). If it is one third ripe it must be kept, whether in error or intentionally\(^2\). But flax must be ploughed under when [sown] intentionally\(^3\).

1 The entire harvest will be heave. In case of unintentional use of heave grain, if the error is discovered early enough, the farmer has a chance for a new crop. If it was intentional, the field cannot be used for commercial produce the entire growing season.

2 As explained earlier, "one third ripe" means that the grains are well formed and one third ripe, not that only one third of the entire growing season has passed. The grain is heave and may not be destroyed.

3 The reason is explained in the Halakhah: To avoid that the flax stalks (which are not food but the most valuable part of the plant) could be used.

Halakhah 1: "If someone sows heave in error it should be ploughed under;" etc. Would it not be reasonable to switch\(^4\)? They fined him that his field should be worthless under the heave\(^5\).

4 Should not the crop sown intentionally be ploughed under and the one sown unintentionally be left standing?

5 Since the yield will be heave,
the farmer sowing intentionally will be entirely growing season, deprived of the use of his field for the

Rebbi Samuel bar Eudaimon asked: Can he be trusted if he says, I did it intentionally? They said to him, if other people knew, it is not on his [word]; otherwise, the mouth which forbade is the mouth that permitted.

6 Reading of the Rome ms. It is possible to see in this word an explanatory gloss which entered the text.
7 If he prefers to have a field of heave to having to plough it under.
8 A general legal principle that if somebody testifies to something, not known from other sources, which would put him at a disadvantage, he himself may offer additional information which explains away the pejorative aspects. This rule is accepted in both Talmudim.

Rebbi Benjamin ben Gidul asked: If he had sown vetch? If he had sown heave from outside the Land? They said to him, it is a "fence", and there is no "fence" for a "fence".

9 Vetch is animal feed; it is subject to heave only by rabbinic usage. Produce from outside the Land is subject to heave only by rabbinic decree.
10 Reading נ干线 for Babylonian the rules of the Mishnah are rabbinic decrees promulgated as a "fence around the Law" to safeguard the Biblical institution of heave. Rabbinic heave needs no "fence".
That means\(^{11}\) that sanctity falls on it when it is still standing\(^{12}\). That means, if he separated before it was one third ripe it did not become holy\(^{13}\).

11 This refers to the Mishnah stating that produce one third ripe should be left standing in any case.

12 If the illegally grown produce would acquire the status of heave only after harvesting, there would be no difference before and after it is one third ripe.

13 If heave would be holy when taken from produce not one third ripe then it would always be forbidden to plough under any produce from heave since one may not destroy heave.

"[It] must be ploughed under when [sown] intentionally\(^ {14} \)." They fined him lest he profit from the wooden parts\(^{3}\).

14 Quote from the Mishnah, speaking of flax heave sown.

 Mishnah 2: But it is subject to gleanings, forgotten sheaves, and peah\(^ {15}\). Israel poor and poor Cohanim collect; the Israel poor must sell to the Cohanim poor for the value of heave but the proceeds are theirs\(^ {16} \). Rebbi Tarphon says, only Cohanim poor may collect; maybe they would
forget and put some in their mouths. Rebbi Aqiba said to him, if that is so, then only pure persons should collect.

15 Since the new crop grown from heave seed is heave only by rabbinic decree, it is not freed from the biblical obligations.

16 What is collected must be treated as heave but since it is intrinsically profane, the proceeds are profane in the hand of the poor non-Cohen.

17 The poor non-Cohen will incur guilt eating what was declared to be heave.

18 Since eating heave when impure is a deadly sin.

Halakhah 2: Rebbi Yose asked: If he dedicated sheaves of his [harvest] and they were switched, do even so poor Israel and poor Cohanim collect?

19 He dedicated some sheaves as heave even though the duty of heave starts only after threshing. It is implied by the preceding Halakhah that any heave dedicated from grain that was at least one third ripe is legal heave. Hence, the sheaves are legal heave.

20 They were mixed up with profane sheaves. Gleanings from profane sheaves are for the poor. The question implies that practice follows R. Meir in Mishnah Peah 4:8 that in cases of doubt, the gleanings belong to the poor. Nevertheless, grain falling from heave sheaves is heave; since the heave sheaves are no longer identifiable, all gleanings are potential heave and have to be sold to Cohanim as heave. Since there is no answer given, R. Yose's hypotheses are accepted.
It was stated\(^\text{21}\): "The wife of a vulgar may grind with the wife of a Fellow when she is impure\(^\text{22}\). But when she is pure she should not grind, for she will hold herself more pure that the other." Following the words of Rebbi Tarphon she should not grind even when she is impure lest she forget and put some into her mouth\(^\text{23}\)!

\(^{21}\) Tosephta Tahorot 8:4.

\(^{22}\) The notions of "vulgar" and "fellow" are explained in the Introduction to Demay. The grain to be ground must be prepared to accept impurity, cf. Demay Chapter 2, Note 141. If the wife of the vulgar considers herself impure, she will refrain from touching the grain. If she holds herself to be pure she still is impure by Fellows' standards but will not refrain from touching the grain and will make it impure by Fellows' standards.

In the Tosephta, R. Simeon disagrees and forbids grinding together with the wife of a vulgar since the latter, while careful herself in the days of her impurity, will not care if her friends touch the grain.

\(^{23}\) Since this is not mentioned in the Tosephta, the teaching of R. Tarphon cannot represent practice.

Halakhah 3: So is the Mishnah: "If that is so, then only pure persons should collect.\(^\text{24}\)"

\(^{24}\) In this version, both Cohanim and non-Cohanim may collect if they are pure. This text is in most Mishnah mss., except most of the Maimonides tradition. Cf. J. N. Epstein, מנה תרשוש 2, p. 448; N. Sacks, ed. מנה תרשוש 1, p. 431; שגדה ימקינא, הדמג ב.
Mishnah 3: Also, it is subject to tithe and the tithe of the poor\textsuperscript{25}. Poor Israel and poor Cohanim may take; the poor Israel must sell to Cohanim for the value of heave but the proceeds are theirs\textsuperscript{16}. He who flails\textsuperscript{26} is praiseworthy; he who threshes, what shall he do? He hangs baskets over the neck of the animal and fills it from the same kind\textsuperscript{27}. In that way, he will not muzzle the animal or feed it heave.

\textsuperscript{25} Since the new crop grown from heave seed is heave only by rabbinic decree, it is not freed from the biblical obligations.

\textsuperscript{26} He removes the grains from the ears by hitting with a flail. He is praiseworthy because he does not use an animal. Since grain is human food, its heave may not be used as animal feed. On the other hand, muzzling a threshing animal is forbidden (\textit{Deut.} 25:4).

\textsuperscript{27} So that the animal may eat from the basket while threshing.

Halakhah 4: So is the Mishnah: "It is subject to heaves\textsuperscript{28}, tithes\textsuperscript{29}, and the tithe of the poor."
If he planted one pound of onions of First Tithe and it became ten pounds, these are subject to tithes. Its First Tithe is given for the heave of the tithe and for what he planted. If he planted one pound of onions of Second Tithe and it became ten pounds, these are subject to tithes and he still has to redeem the second tithe from what he planted.

Tosephta 8:5-6.

The Levite planted the onions before he gave Heave of the Tithe; when all is still level. After Heave of the Tithe has been given, the tithe is totally profane in the hand of the Levite.

In the Tosephta: "Subject to heave and First and Second Tithes." Since onions do not disappear in the new growth, the entire harvest is tevel by biblical law.

For the Heave of the Tithe that should have been given before the onions were planted.

Any Jew who illegally planted Second Tithe that was not redeemed. Unredeemed Second Tithe may only be used as food inside the walls of Jerusalem.

In the Tosephta: "Subject to heave and First and Second Tithes."

"He who flails is praiseworthy." Praiseworthy in relation to whom? To him who threshes. "He who threshes, what shall he do?" It was stated in the name of Rebbi Simeon: "He hangs vetch for her and she likes it better than anything." Rebbi Yose said, this implies that if he did this with profane [grain] he does not transgress "do not muzzle."

Tosephta 8:3; quoted Babli Baba Mezi'a 90a.

Even if it is permitted to feed the animal from the grain to be threshed, vetch may be substituted for the grain (Deut. 25:4).
One does not transgress ‘do not muzzle’ while softening legumes or fenugreek, but it is forbidden because of the bad impression. Some Tannaîm state: "Threshing which is permitted to you." But some Tannaîm state: "Threshing which is not permitted to you."

A different baraita is quoted in Babli Baba Mezi'a 89b: "Cows trampling on grain or threshing heave and tithes are not subject to 'do not muzzle' but because of the bad impression one brings some of the same kind and hangs it around their necks; R. Simeon says, he hangs vetch for her and she likes it better than anything." The translation follows the interpretation of Maimonides.

It is not clear how cattle were used in these cases.

Deut. 25:4 applies only to threshing profane grain. The opposing opinion applies the verse both to profane and sanctified food; this is the basis for the Mishnah.

Rebbi Abba bar Mamal said, our Mishnah after the lentils lost their sap; [then] the lentils shrink it that it will not give [any taste]. But if he gave it before the lentils gave their sap; it does not deal with that case.

And just as you say, the lentils shrink it that it will not give, so the lentils shrink that it will not absorb. How is that? If he put a profane...
onion into lentils of heave, the lentils shrink it that it will not absorb. That means, if it is dry, but if it is moist it is forbidden. Onions and leeks are forbidden moist or dry, whole or cut up. If he removed the top it is as if cut up. If they are two or three they are as if cut up.

41 This paragraph belongs to the discussion of Mishnah 10:1 and is partially repeated in Halakhah 10:1.

42 10:1, speaking of onions stored with lentils when one of the kinds is heave and the other profane. In that case the profane food will become legal heave if it has absorbed the taste of the heave.

43 In Halakhah 10:1, the reading of both mss. is “deflect”. In Halakhah 9:4, both sources read "deflect". In Halakhah 9:4, the reading of both mss. is ηπΒΐϊ, this has been translated here (cf. Thr. 4:8). In Halakhah 9:4, both sources read "deflect".

44 If the lentils are moist, a dry outer skin of the onion will not be impermeable.

45 The taste of the onions into the lentils.

46 The onion will not absorb the taste of the lentils.

47 The onion.

48 Since Mishnah 10:1 mentions "onion" in the singular.

This all is if the outer skin does not impart taste. But if it does, there are Tannaim who state: "Threshing which is permitted to you." The Mishnah there implies also threshing which is not permitted to you, since we have stated: "He hangs baskets over the neck of the animal."

49 Of the onion. The outer skin of a dry onion is not usually used as food. Therefore, it should not have the sanctity of heave.

50 This is the Mishnah here, 9:3.

51 Since the Mishnah forbids muzzling the animal, it considers the grain to be heave. Normally, the obligation of heave starts only after threshing. This means that the Mishnah considers growth from heave as heave in biblical law (negated by the Babli,
Baba Mezi’a 90a). By analogy, since the outer skin of green onions is food, the dry outer skin of an onion of heave also retains its quality of heave. In addition, practice follows those who prohibit the muzzling of threshing animals under all circumstances.

"When it threshes," not when it tramples on it. Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob says, even if it tramples on it.

52 It is not clear what "trampling" means. Maimonides (Sekhirut 12:6) seems to read it as "stepping on" and permits muzzling cattle when driven from one place to another. Here, "trampling" must refer to some agricultural work; a detailed definition of the conditions imposed by the biblical use of "threshing", based on Sifry Deut. 287, is in Ma’serot 2:6 and its parallel Babli Baba Mezi’a 89a.

Most commentators refer the disagreement here to the earlier statement that there is no prohibition of muzzling if vegetables are crushed (Notes 38-39).

Rebbi Abun said: Rebbi Aqiba asked Rebbi Simeon ben Iohai in order to examine him: If somebody muzzled outside and then brought [the animal] inside? He said to him (Lev. 10:9): "When you come to the tent of meeting," from when you come to the tent of meeting. Rebbi Ezra said, (Deut. 25:4) "Do not muzzle an ox at his threshing," do not thresh using a muzzled ox.

53 In the Babli, Baba Mezi’a 90b, R. Jonathan asked R. Simai.

54 Reading the verse as: "Do not muzzle an ox while he is threshing", does this imply that one may use a muzzled ox for threshing when the act of muzzling was done away from the threshing floor?
55 The Babli is more explicit: Since the paragraph forbids priests to serve in the Temple when they have alcohol in their system, it implies that it is forbidden for a priest, who had come to the Temple while sober, to drink alcohol during his service. Therefore, as a matter of biblical style, Deut. 25:4 has to be interpreted following R. Ezra.

56 He is R. Azariah.

Mishnah 4: The growth from heave is heave\(^57\); the growth from their growth is profane. But the growths from tevel\(^58\), First Tithe, aftergrowth of the Sabbatical\(^59\), heave from outside the Land, dema'\(^60\), and First Fruits are profane. Growth from dedicated\(^61\) [seeds] and Second Tithe are profane; one redeems them corresponding to the time of sowing\(^62\).

57 By rabbinic decree. In the opinion of the Babli (Sabbat 13c) this is one of the "eighteen decrees" which the House of Shammai forced on the House of Hillel; according to the Yerushalmi (Sabbat 3c), it might be one of these decrees. The reason given is that one wants to prevent a Cohen from keeping impure heave for sowing since in the meantime he might inadvertently eat from it.

58 Seed grain is exempt from heave and tithes.

59 The entire prohibition of after-growth of the Sabbatical year is rabbinical, as is heave from outside the Land.

60 Since in biblical law, a minority of forbidden food disappears in the majority, if the tevel content of dema' is strictly less than 50%, the prohibition is rabbinical.

61 Dedicated to the Temple to be sold and its proceeds used for the Temple.

62 The language implies that grains from Second Tithe or dedicated grain were sown without being redeemed,
otherwise these would be totally profane. One has to redeem from next year's crop only an amount equal to the original seed grain. The reading of the Rome ms. and the Munich ms. of the Babli is: "for the value of their seeds;" the meaning is the same.

Halakhah 5: We have stated on this\(^6^3\): When has this been said? Anything whose seeds disappear. But in produce whose seeds do not disappear\(^6^4\), the growth from their growth is forbidden. But tevel is mostly profane\(^6^5\), First Tithe is mostly profane\(^6^6\), aftergrowth of the Sabbatical is infrequent\(^6^7\), heave from outside the Land is infrequent\(^6^8\), most of dema' is profane\(^6^0\), First Fruits are infrequent.

63 Referring to growth of heave.
64 Bulbous plants.
65 88% is profane if neither heave nor First Tithe were taken.
66 90% is profane. If heave of the tithe is taken, the resulting grain is totally profane and is no longer called "First Tithe".
67 That one would be able to collect enough grain from aftergrowth to serve as seed grain.
68 Even from countries bordering on the Land where there is a rabbinic heave; that heave should not be brought into the Land.
"Growths from dedicated [seeds] and Second Tithe are profane; one redeems them corresponding to the time he sowed." Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: He redeems the entire storage for the value of that seah\textsuperscript{69}. The difference between dedicated [produce] and Second Tithe: Second Tithe, whether produce whose seeds disappear or whose seeds do not disappear, is redeemed by the wholesale price\textsuperscript{70}; only that produce whose seeds disappear is redeemed by current prices, produce whose seeds do not disappear is redeemed following the early price\textsuperscript{71}. Dedicated [produce], whether produce whose seeds disappear or whose seeds do not disappear, is treated in its place and time\textsuperscript{72}; only that one redeems the entire storage of produce whose seeds disappear for the value of that seah, but for produce whose seeds do not disappear he has to redeem the [contents of] the entire storage.

\textsuperscript{69} One has to redeem only the value of the seed grain, not the entire harvest.

\textsuperscript{70} Mishnah \textit{Ma'aser Seni} 4:2. The Babli (\textit{Baba Mezi'a} 57a) holds that redemption may be done below the wholesale value; this is never mentioned in the Yerushalmi.

\textsuperscript{71} The wholesale price at the time and place of sowing.

\textsuperscript{72} The wholesale price at time and place of redemption is the operative price.

\textit{Mishnah 5:} One hundred \textit{lagenae}\textsuperscript{73} of heave and one profane are all permitted for produce whose seeds disappear\textsuperscript{74}; but for produce whose
seeds do not disappear⁶⁴, even if there are one hundred profane and one of heave they all are forbidden⁷⁵.

73 Name of a vessel and a measure of grain, Greek λάγυνος, λαγηνος, Latin lagena, lagaena, lagoena, lagona, Accadic lignu, liginnu; used here for the surface area from which one liginnu can be harvested. The size of a lagenaliginnu in Mishnaic times is unknown (cf. Demay Chapter 7, Note 85). The Halakhah assumes that each lagenaliginnu is a separate plot but the farmer forgot what he sowed where.

74 If a field (probably the standard field of one bet seah) is sown to yield 101 lagenae, and 100 parts of the seeds were profane and one part heave, then all the yield is profane and usable by everybody since even the growth from heave seed is forbidden only by rabbinic degree. (This would make 1 lagenalagena = 4.975 square cubits.)

75 Since the original heave is still in existence, it is forbidden by biblical decree and the entire crop is available only to Cohanim.

Halakhah 6: Rebbi Yose said: This implies that if there were 100 seah, each one lifted from 100 seah⁷⁶, and one profane was switched with one of them, all would be permitted.

76 In a hundred cases, one seah of heave fell into 100 seah profane grain and one seah was lifted as replacement heave. That replacement is now treated as heave and the remaining 100 seah as profane. But if now one of the 100 seah of heave was accidentally exchanged for a seah of profane grain and it is impossible to identify which grain is profane, all 100 seah (99 replacement heave and one profane) are permitted to everybody since the holiness of replacement heave is rabbinical, just as the holiness of growth from heave seeds is rabbinical.
There, Rebbi Johanan said if a *seah* of heave was lifted from 100 of profane produce, anything will cause it to become insignificant. And here, if he collected and some profane produce fell into it, should it not be permitted? As Rebbi Johanan said there, he mills and it is permitted, so also here. There, both kinds came into his hands. But here, only *tevel* came into his hands if he collected from one [lagena]. But if he collected from two, both kinds came into his hands.

---

77 Halakhah 5:6, Note 77.
78 Even if the seeds do not disappear.
79 The statement is from Mishnah 5:9 that different kinds are considered as one if they are ground together and now are indistinguishable.
80 Growth from profane and heave seeds. In the Tosephta (8:4) it is formulated that the particular stringencies for vegetables whose seeds do not disappear are eliminated once the vegetables are harvested and R. Simeon even permits harvesting for the express purpose of eliminating the stringencies. It is clear that this Tosephta was not known to the authors of the Yerushalmi.

---

Mishnah 6: Growth from *tevel* is permitted for anything whose seeds disappear, but if the seeds do not disappear even the growth from the growth is forbidden. What is one whose seeds do not disappear? For example arum, garlic, and onions. Rebbi Jehudah says, garlic is like barley.
Usually, grain becomes forbidden food as tevel (cf. Peah Chapter 1, Note 303) after threshing and cleaning until heave and tithes are taken. Before threshing, one may eat the grains from single ears. However, for produce whose seeds do not disappear, the quality of tevel is never removed and such produce is forbidden even as occasional snack before heave and all tithes are taken. (However, tithes for any produce other than grain, grapes, and olives are rabbinic in character.)

Halakhah 7: How far? Rebbi Jacob bar Idi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: It is forbidden for three harvests; it is forbidden up to the fourth harvest, but the fourth is permitted. Rebbi Samuel ben Eudaimon asked before Rebbi Mana: How far for heave? He said to him, they made the fourth harvest like the first harvest. Just as the first harvest of growth whose seeds disappear is forbidden for heave and permitted for tevel, so the fourth harvest of growth whose seeds do not disappear is forbidden for heave and permitted for tevel.

82 The growth from tevel whose seeds do not disappear is forbidden. The Mishnah does not spell out the status of the second year's growth.
83 R. Simson does not have this clause; it seems that the sentence is the confluence of two parallel traditions.
84 Heave planted from bulb vegetables whose first growth retains the status of heave (Mishnah 4).
85 But the fifth harvest would be permitted (R. Simson).
What do you have? Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, e.g., bulb plants.

What are plants whose seeds do not disappear? The word poaito is unexplained. "stunted, undersized" (E. G.). For the translation, I am reading

Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina: Garlic up to the size of a barley corn is a plant whose seeds disappear. Larger than that, it is a plant whose seeds do not disappear. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina: Garlic is like barley in every respect.

The dispute is about the statement of R. Jehudah in the Mishnah that garlic is like barley for these rules. That the statement of R. Jehudah is discussed in practical terms signifies for Rashi (Pesahim 34a) that practice follows him; this is denied by Maimonides.

Mishnah 7: He who weeds with a Non-Jew among bulb plants, even though his vegetables are tevel one may eat a snack from them.
Saplings of heave that became impure\textsuperscript{91} if planted become pure not to transmit impurity\textsuperscript{92} but they remain forbidden to be eaten until he removes what is edible\textsuperscript{93}. Rebbi Jehudah says, until he removes a second time.

\textsuperscript{89} Defined by the Tosephta (9:3) as arum, garlic, onions, and leeks; cf. \textit{Kilaim} Chapter 2, Note 126.

\textsuperscript{90} A snack can be eaten from anything that grows until it is harvested in bulk and ready for storage. This Tanna holds that a Gentile's real estate in the Holy Land is still subject to the obligations of heave and tithes before Jews may eat from its yield (cf. \textit{Peah} Chapter 4, Notes 129-131).

\textsuperscript{91} They are forbidden as food and should have been burned.

\textsuperscript{92} Nothing in the ground can be impure. But nevertheless impure heave is forbidden as food and, since the growth from heave is heave, this prohibition is transmitted to the new growth. This is the interpretation of Maimonides (\textit{Terumot} 11:23). R. Abraham ben David holds that once the impurity has been removed, the heave becomes food for Cohanim. His opinion is well supported in the Babli (\textit{Menahot} 70a) which quotes as a Mishnah the statement that nothing connected to the ground can be heave. That statement is not in the Mishnah texts and is incompatible with the Yerushalmi here (Notes 99 ff.).

\textsuperscript{93} And burns it.

Halakhah 8: Rav Hiyya bar Ashi in the name of Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: This follows Rebbi Simeon\textsuperscript{94}. If it follows Rebbi Johanan, even a full meal! But since Rebbi Jeremiah, Rebbi Hiyya said in the name of Rebbi Johanan\textsuperscript{95}: Rebbi Simeon agrees that nevertheless he
must separate tithes as a matter of practice; therefore we have to say that this follows Rebbi Simeon.  

Who with R. Jehudah holds that Gentiles' possessions in the Land are free from obligations of heave and tithes. Since R. Jehudah and R. Simeon are greater authorities than R. Meir who holds that Gentiles' possessions are subject to heave and tithes, it is difficult to understand the Mishnah following our rules.

It was stated: *Demay* is permitted to him who weeds with a Samaritan. Therefore, not if it is certain! Why? For *demay* disappears when it is in the ground but the growth of forbidden produce cannot lift it.

On the Samaritan's property. If he only suspects the Samaritan not to have tithed the plants used to produce the seeds, he may eat snacks from the fruits but not if he is sure that the Samaritan used untithed fruit. One has to wonder about the entire paragraph since Samaritans are Sadducees following only the written law. For them, the only produce subject to heave and tithes are grains, grapes, and olives. Therefore, Samaritan onions, etc., are certainly not tithed. This is the position of the Tosephta (8:7) which treats all Samaritan bulb plants as growths from *tevel* except after a Sabbatical year.

If the seeds were certain *tevel*, the new growth goes under the rules of Mishnah 6.
Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Saplings of heave that had become impure he may plant and make them heave but if they were heave from before they already were pushed aside. Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Water that became impure is made to touch and may be used as water for Tabernacles but if it was water for Tabernacles from before it already is pushed aside. Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Figs and grapes that had become impure one may squeeze and make them heave but if they were heave from before they already were pushed aside. Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Assi, in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, one squeezes less than the volume of olives and his wine is good even for libations. They said, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish disagrees. Both about leniency and restriction? If you say about leniency, this is understandable. If you say about restriction, did we not state: 
"Until he removes what is edible?"

---

99 If they were impure and he planted them to free them from impurity, he may then declare the growth to be heave and it is permitted for Cohanim. But if it was impure heave before planting, the new growth cannot be eaten by anybody (Note 92).

100 Flowing water or standing water of at least 40 seah removes impurity (Chapter 4, Note 112). Impure water in a vessel can be purified by immersing the vessel in a miqweh so that the surface of the water in the vessel barely touches ("kisses") the water of the miqweh. Water of Tabernacles is the water used as a libation on the altar (Shevi'it Chapter 1, Notes 51-52). Before being used, it has to be dedicated in a Temple vessel.

The Babli (Pesahim 34b) concludes
from the parallel treatment of heave and libations that dedication in or for the Temple is as strong and permanent a designation as heave.

101 Grape juice is considered a new food; if there is less than the volume of a chicken egg, the fluid cannot accept impurity. But if the grapes were impure heave, they are not food and no food can come from them. Grape juice squeezed from these grapes is not a drink, pure or impure.

102 An indefinite plural means 2, as smallest integer >1 [cf. H. Guggenheimer, Seder Olam (Northvale NJ 1998), p. 6]. Since a chicken egg is not smaller than the convex hull of two olives touching one another (Tosaphot Yešenim Yoma 80a), squeezing not more than the volume of two olives will keep the volume safely below the minimal volume that might lead to impurity. The Babli (Pesahim 34b) does not define what is "less than the volume of a chicken egg."

103 R. Simeon ben Laqish does not agree that juice squeezed from a fruit becomes a new kind of food; it is the fluid form of the previous fruit and remains impure even if squeezed in amounts less than a chicken egg.

104 R. Simeon ben Laqish cannot deny that impure heave remains forbidden as food for everybody; even if he would accept the trick of squeezing small quantities he could not accept that this would make impure heave drinkable.

Rebbi Abba in the name of Rebbi Johanan: so is the Mishnah, "until he removes the leaves a second time."

105 R. Jehudah requires only that the leaves (and flowers) be removed twice before the new fruit is allowed to grow; after that the growth is permitted to Cohanim (Maimonides Terumot 11:24). (This is not discussed by J. N. Epstein.)
Mishnah 1: An onion which one added to lentils, if whole it is permitted, if cut up it depends on transferring taste\(^1\). Any other cooked food, whether whole or cut up, depends on transferring taste. Rebbi Jehudah permits in anchovies\(^2\) where it only serves to remove pollutants.

1 Profane onion in cooked but cold heave lentils; if the heave changes the taste of the profane food everything has to be eaten by a Cohen under the rules of heave. Otherwise, the profane remains profane and permitted to everybody.

2 In translation and interpretation, one has the choice between biblical "stinking dish" (Joel 2:20) or mishnaic "small salted fish in brine" (Mishnah Nedarim 5:5), Arabic |Πϊ  . Maimonides chooses the first alternative, R. Simson the second. One has to wonder that the medical doctor Maimonides would think of saving spoiled food.

If an entire onion of heave is put into the brine to absorb impurities, the anchovies remain profane according to R. Jehudah.
"An onion which one added to lentils," etc. Rebbi Ḥizqiya, Rav Aha in the name of Rebbi Abba bar Mamal\(^3\) said, our Mishnah [in case] after the lentils lost their sap; [then] the lentils shrink it so it will not absorb [any taste]. (As you say, lentils shrink it so it will not absorb.) Similarly, lentils shrink it so it will not give.

3 This paragraph is a shortened in parentheses is superfluous. Its text version of the discussion in Chapter 9, Halakhah 4, Notes 41-46. The sentence in parentheses is superfluous. Its text follows the Rome ms. Venice and Leyden read: דאמר אמר.

The Mishnah speaks about a profane onion which he put into heave lentils; but not the case of a heave onion put into profane lentils\(^4\). If it is dry, but moist is forbidden. An onion, but leeks are forbidden moist or dry, entire or cut up.

4 In that case, the lentils have to be eaten by a Cohen in purity. In all these discussions, "forbidden" means מותר פעמים כמותיה חוה. חוה שעיניו שלישיה כgetEmail כמותיה כולה. חוה דתומר בשאריו קפלייה והじゃない כל י_lstmium. אבל אם שיש קפלייה 

If he removed the tip\(^5\) it is as if cut up. If there were two or three small ones, they are as if cut up. Only if the outer shell does not transmit taste\(^6\). But if the outer shell transmits taste, it is forbidden.

5 Of the onion. Mishnah is dry, with an inert brown

6 The onion mentioned in the outer skin. Green onions are like leeks.
There\(^7\), we have stated: "If fish improved in value when cooked with leeks of second tithe, the increase is proportional.\(^8\)" Rebbi Hoshaia said, that Mishnah does not follow Rebbi Jehudah, since we have stated: "Rebbi Jehudah permits in anchovies where it only serves to remove pollutants.\(^9\)"

7 Mishnah Ma'aser Seni 2:1.
8 If the leeks were worth \(a\) and the fish \(b\) before cooking but now the whole is worth \(c > a + b\), then some of the proceeds of the dish, \(\frac{ac}{a+b}\), has to be used to buy food to be consumed according to the rules of second tithe.
9 Even though cleaned anchovies in brine fetch more on the market than uncleaned ones.

The rabbis of Caesarea asked: The saying of Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan\(^10\), that all forbidden [food] is estimated as if it were onion, as if it were leeks,\(^11\), does this contradict Rebbi Jehudah?\(^12\) Rebbi Jehudah will agree regarding an onion of the Temple or an onion of idol worship.

10 This Yerushalmi standard is quoted in Ma'aser Seni 2:1 (fol. 53b), Orlah 1:4 (fol. 61a), 2:6 (fol. 62b), Nazir 6:1 (fol. 54d), 6:10 (fol. 55b). It is quoted in Babli Hulin 97b where the more lenient standard of 1 part forbidden in 61 permitted is established.
11 Forbidden food that fell into permitted is permitted if the taste of the forbidden food could not be tasted in the permitted, assuming the forbidden items were onion or leeks.
12 Since R. Jehudah allows the use of heave onion to improve non-heave fish.
Mishnah 2: If a mashed apple\(^{13}\) is added to dough and it soured, [the dough] is forbidden\(^{4}\). But if barley grains fell into a cistern of water, even though they made it stink, [the water] is permitted\(^{14}\).

13 The heave apple's influence makes the entire profane dough change nature; even if the amount of apple is negligible, its action is not and it cannot be disregarded.

14 Since anything that destroys the taste does not make forbidden.

Halakhah 2: 15"If a mashed apple is added to dough which soured, [the dough] is forbidden" It was stated\(^{16}\): Rebbi Yose permits it. Rebbi Aha, Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina: They disagree when it becomes sour from the juice [of the apple]. But if it becomes sour from its solid substance it is permitted\(^{17}\). Just as Rebbi Yose says there\(^{18}\), its souring is not clearly souring, so he says here\(^{19}\), its cooking is not clearly cooking.

15 The main place of the paragraph is in Sabbath 3, fol. 5d. The text is also in Hallah 1:1 (fol. 57a), Pesahim 2:4 (fol. 29b).

16 In Tosephta 8:9, the language is: "Rebbi Yose says, what is induced by [the apple] is not souring." This is the position of the Babli in Pesahim 36a/b. According to the Yerushalmi it is not clear whether what is induced by fruit juice falls under the legal category of "to turn sour;" this is the position of the Babli in Menahot 54a. In any case, the quote here cannot be from the Tosephta.

17 Even the anonymous Sages
admit that dry mixing of a mashed apple with flour will not induce souring.

18 Here in Terumot. R. Yose will not agree that what happens if a dough is kneaded with pure apple juice is souring; therefore he holds that mixing dough with apple juice can have no legal consequences.

19 Mishnah Sabbath 3:3: "One may not put an egg next to the samovar [that it should become a soft-boiled egg on the Sabbath] and one may not break it on [hot, exposed to the sun] towels [to make a fried egg on the Sabbath], but Rebbi Yose permits it."

20 Everything that can be smelled is forbidden, whether it improves or spoils, the words of Rebbi Meir. Rebbi Simeon says, if it improves it is forbidden, if it spoils it is permitted." Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, in what do they disagree? If it first improved but then spoiled. But if it spoiled and later improved, even Rebbi Meir will agree. Rebbi Johanan said, there is no difference whether it spoiled and improved or improved and spoiled, it is a disagreement. There, we have stated: "If barley grains fell into a cistern of water, even though they made it stink, the water is permitted." What is the status of that Mishnah? Rebbi Johanan said it is a disagreement; Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said it is the opinion of everybody. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said this tradition here: Rebbi Johanan said it is a disagreement; Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said it is the opinion of everybody.
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20 Tosephta 8:9, in slightly different wording. The main source of this paragraph is Orlah 2:5 (fol. 62a); a slightly shortened version is in Avodah Zarah 5:3 (fol. 44d); Babli Avodah Zarah 67b/68a.

21 If forbidden food is mixed with permitted food, the mixture is forbidden as long as the forbidden substance changes the taste of the food. According to R. Simeon, whose opinion is the majority opinion in the Babli, this holds only if the admixture does not spoil the taste of the permitted food.

22 In the Babli, that author is Ulla (Rebbi La).

23 Here, in Terumot.

24 He refers to the Mishnah, not the Tosephta.

Mishnah 3: If somebody takes hot pitta bread out of the oven and deposits it on the mouth of an amphora of heave wine, Rebbi Meir forbids and Rebbi Jehudah permits. Rebbi Yose permits in the case of wheat and forbids in the case of barley because barley absorbs.

25 The hot flat bread absorbs the impure.

26 For the lay person and the
Halakhah 3: Rebbi Zeira said, they asked before Rebbi Yannai: What are the rules if he put it on the plug of the amphora? He said to them (Job 36:33): "Its neighbor will inform about it." What means, "its neighbor will inform about it"? Rebbi Yose said, that which we have stated there: "An amphora full of fruits added to fluids, or one full of fluids added to fruits." As you say there, only if the fluids touch the amphora; so here only if the loaf touches the plug. Rebbi Mana said, from this it follows as you say there, only if the fluids touch the amphora itself; so here only if the loaf touches the plug itself. His opinion implies, even if the pitta is cold. Rebbi Abba said, the problem was about a cold one. But did we not state "hot"? Rav Hisda said, that one should not say since the vapor absorbs it should be permitted.

28 A clay plug that closes the open top of the amphora and forms a barrier for the smell.
29 In the verse, וּרְשׁוּ "to sound the trumpet."
30 Mishnah Makkhiin 3:2-3: "2. An amphora full of fruits added to fluids, or one full of fluids added to fruits; if they absorbed, all those which absorbed are prepared. They spoke about water, wine, and vinegar, but the rest of the fluids are pure. R. Nehemiah declares legumes pure because legumes do not absorb. 3. If somebody takes hot pitta bread out of the oven and deposits it on the mouth of an amphora of wine, Rebbi Meir declares it impure but Rebbi Jehudah declares it pure. Rebbi Yose declares it pure in the case of wheat and impure in the case of barley because barley absorbs."

For preparation of solid food for impurity, cf. Demay, Chapter 2, Note 141. For the impurity of fluids, Demay, Chapter 2, Notes 136-137.

The amphora contains fruit not prepared for impurity. Since the walls of a clay amphora are porous, the fruits...
inside (or outside) may get moist. Since human action puts the amphora into the fluid, the moisture prepares for impurity. This applies only to water and wine; the rest of the impure fluids (olive oil, date honey, and human body fluids) are viscous and do not penetrate a clay wall. In Mishnah 3, the wine is impure. Bread, being made with water, is always prepared for impurity. R. Meir holds that the bread will receive the taste of the wine by absorbing particles evaporated from the wine. Since he holds that all smells transfer prohibitions and impurity, the bread must be impure.

31 Since the plug sits on the narrowest part of the neck of the amphora, in most cases a pitta deposited on top of the rim will not touch the plug. As noted in the next sentence, this argument is valid only if the pitta is almost cold since a hot pitta will sink down and always touch the plug.

32 The original question directed to R. Yannai.

Following Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, water acts on fruits, [other] fluids do not act on fruits, against Rebbi Jehudah33! But Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish says, water acts on fruits and loses fluid volume, [other] fluids act on fruits and do not lose volume34. Rebbi Jehudah says, [other] fluids do not act on fruits at all35.

33 This refers to the part of Mishnah Makḥṣirin 3:2 not quoted in our text, that only water and wine (table wine or vinegar) can influence the status of fruits through a clay wall. Everybody agrees that viscous fluids cannot act through the clay wall. The only problem is wine, which in the anonymous Mishnah 2 is equated with water but in Mishnah 3, R. Jehudah denies that it can act on bread. "Other fluids" here means the fluids excluded in Mishnah 2 plus wine. The statement of R. Simeon ben Laqish seems to point
to an inconsistency in the position of R. Jehudah.

34 Since for R. Meir it is enough that the fruits absorb some of the smell of the wine even if they do not become moistened.

35 Mishnah 2 is R. Meir's alone; R. Jehudah would classify wine as "other fluid." Mishnah 2 is anonymous; therefore practice follows R. Meir in this instance.

And what Rebbi Johanan said, when we went to Caesarea to study Torah with the Great Rebbi Hoshiaia, we put our flat-cake on boxes of fish sauce and we tasted there the taste of fish sauce. Is this against Rebbi Jehudah? They put it into the brine. Is that not forbidden because they rob the owner? They had obtained the owner’s permission.


37 Then R. Johanan would agree with R. Simeon ben Laqish that Mishnah Makhširin 3:2 determines practice following R. Meir, against our rules that R. Jehudah is the greater authority than R. Meir.

38 Greek ἀλμεύω "to put into brine".

Wheat below and barley above; just as wheat does not absorb so the barley will not absorb. Barley below and wheat above, just as barley absorbs so wheat will absorb.
This discusses the statement of R. Yose in the Mishnah whom practice has to follow not only because he is the highest authority but also because he gives a reasoned decision partially following each of the opponents in the matter. One deals with a two-layer dough made from two different grains.

Mishnah 4: If an oven was heated with heave cumin and one baked bread in it, the bread is permitted since it absorbs not the taste of cumin but the smell. In contrast to taste, smell is considered immaterial.

Halakhah 4: May one roast two spits together in one oven, one of kosher meat and one of carcass meat? Rav Jeremiah said in the name of Rav, it is forbidden. Samuel said in the name of Levi, it is permitted. A baraita disagrees with Rav: "One may not roast two Passover sacrifices together in one oven because they could be mixed up." They said only, because they could be mixed up; therefore, not if they could not be mixed up.
This oven has the form of a conical frustrum and is open at the top; the hot air and the particles of meat it might carry escape with the draft through the open top. It is clear that in an enclosed oven one may not cook kosher and nonkosher food together.

Meat from an animal not killed in a ritually acceptable way.

Tosephta *Pisha* 5:11.

The Passover sacrifice must be eaten by its subscribers. A person who was not part of the party at the time of slaughter is prohibited from eating of the sacrifice. The Tosephta notes that roasting the two sacrifices together is forbidden only because they should not accidentally be switched but not because particles of one could be carried by the hot air onto the other sacrifice.

The Passover sacrifice has to be "roasted over the fire," Ex. 12:8,9. It is permitted to roast the sacrifice in an oven because the oven serves only to intensify the fire. It is forbidden to roast the sacrifice in a closed oven since then it also would be roasted by the heat stored in the walls.

The parallel is in Babli *Pesahim* 96a/b. In both Talmudim, practice follows Levi.

Calamint water, Rav said it is forbidden, Samuel said it is permitted. Samuel served Rav calamint water.

Sitra has been defined as calamint at the end of *Sevi'it* 7:2. Calamint is a weed that may be used as spice. Since it is food only by the intent of the person collecting it, it is not subject to heave, certainly not outside the Land. So if somebody in Babylonia gave heave from calamint, any drink made from it is permitted to everybody. We have a principle that if a person thinks of something permitted as forbidden, another person may not serve him what he thinks is forbidden. If Samuel disregarded this injunction, he must have thought that Rav's position did not merit attention, or he managed to convince Rav of his error.
That inner part\(^{47}\), Rav Hiyya bar Ashi in the name of Rav: One fires it with dry branches.

\(^{47}\) שִׁמְשׁ II in Levy’s dictionary is explained from Arabic غَرَيْ "to be hidden".

This refers back to Rav’s statement that roasting kosher and non-kosher meats together in an open oven makes the kosher meat forbidden. Rav requires even that afterwards the oven be kashered by burning dry branches in the empty oven, to remove any particles of nonkosher meat from the walls. (Explanation of R. M. Margalit.)

**Mishnah 5:** Fenugreek that fell into a water cistern, for heave and second tithe if the seeds are enough to impart taste, disregarding the wood\(^{48}\). But for the Sabbatical, *kilaim* in a vineyard, and dedicated seeds, if seeds and wood together impart taste\(^{49}\).

**Mishnah 6:** If somebody had bundles of fenugreek of *kilaim* from a vineyard, they should be burned. If he had bundles of fenugreek from *tevel*\(^{50}\), he pounds them and computes how much seed this contains and separates the seeds but not the wood. If he separated, he should not say I shall pound, take the wood, and give the seeds but he gives seeds with the wood.
48 The wooden parts of fenugreek give less taste than the seeds but may be used as cheap substitute. Nevertheless, the wood is not subject to heave and tithes and cannot be counted in matters of heave and tithes.

49 For these, all that can be used as spice must be counted and makes the water forbidden.

50 The Yerushalmi holds (Notes 54-57) that, while the wood in itself is not subject to heave and tithes, bundles of fenugreek on the stalk are objects of trade. Therefore, the making of bundles is the end of the harvest and fenugreek is subject to heave and tithes in the hand of the farmer as soon as it was bundled for sale. The Mishnah speaks both of the Great Heave and Heave of the Tithe.

For the Babli (Bezah 13a), stalks of fenugreek are not subject to heave and tithes; the obligation of heave starts only after the separation of seeds from the stalks by threshing ("pounding" in the Mishnah.) Therefore, the situation of the Mishnah can happen only if no heave was given but the farmer irregularly gave First Tithe to the Levite before separating the seeds from the stalks. The tithe bundles in the hand of the Levite are now tevel for Heave of the Tithe; the Levite has to prepare them by pounding and then give the Cohen his due. But if he simply hands one bundle out of ten to the Cohen, it becomes heave and he may not go back on his word and try to take the stalks for himself.

Halakhah 5: Does not the wood spoil repeatedly? Our Mishnah follows him who says that anything that spoils is forbidden. But even according to him who says anything that spoils is permitted, he agrees here that it is forbidden. Why? Fenugreek improves anything into which it falls.

51 If the action is to spoil, why should the water be forbidden at all?
How much is a bundle? 25 plants. Rebbi Johanan said, four to a bed.

In the technical sense, a "bundle of fenugreek" is only a bundle of at least 25 plants (cf. Mishnah Orlah 3:6). Also, a contract for delivery of bundles of fenugreek requires delivery of bundles of 25 each.

If the expression "ן" is used for impurity of beds (Mishnah Kelim 18:9), it means groups of four.

It implies that they become tevel in bundles. Why not single ears? One never gathers for that. But may grains be gathered thus? One does not grow for that. But these, one gathers for this, one grows for this.

The Mishnah.

Without "threshing."

Arabic "grain". The commentators are at a loss to connect Hebrew חפצית (Arabic "amphora" in this context.)

Bundles of 25 stalks of fenugreek.
**Mishnah 7:** Profane olives preserved\(^{58}\) with heave olives, if they were broken profanes with broken heaves, broken profanes with whole heaves, or preserves in heave fluid\(^{59}\), are forbidden\(^{60}\). But whole profanes\(^{61}\) with broken heaves are permitted\(^{60}\).

58 Preserved in brine, oil, or vinegar.
59 Water in which heave olives were preserved; cf. Halakhah 7.
60 For non-Cohanim.
61 Whole olives are considered as non-absorbing.

**Halakhah 6:** Rebbi Jonah said, this implies that broken [olives] absorb, release, and absorb again; whole [olives] absorb, release, but do not absorb again\(^{62}\). That means, if it is neither improving nor spoiling it is forbidden\(^{63}\). The Mishnah is Rebbi Simeon’s, for Rebbi Simeon says if its taste spoils, it is forbidden. But did Rebbi Simeon not say, if its taste spoils, it is permitted? Following what Rebbi Simeon says\(^{64}\), irrigated cabbage preserved with unirrigated cabbage is forbidden because it absorbs.

62 It is axiomatic that anything put in a fluid environment absorbs from the environment. But then the fluid also absorbs what is released from the solid food. Since one cannot say that whole olives do not absorb from their environment (they certainly absorb salt from the surrounding brine), one has to say that they release the taste acquired from heave back into the surrounding fluid and then no longer absorb.
63 Since the Mishnah implies that preserving profane and heave olives of equal quality together makes every...
thing forbidden to laymen.

64 Mishnah 11. One assumes that the cabbage from the unirrigated field is heave. If it is cooked together with the more expensive and better cabbage from an irrigated garden plot, the result is forbidden to laymen even though the admixture of standard cabbage can only reduce the quality of the garden cabbage.

Mishnah 8: If an impure fish was preserved with a pure fish, if in any keg containing two seah the impure fish weighed ten zuz in Judea which are five tetradrachmas in Galilee, the sauce is forbidden. Rebbi Jehudah says, a quarter in two seah. Rebbi Yose said, one sixteenth of it.

Mishnah 9: Impure locusts preserved with pure locusts do not forbid the fluid exuding from the latter. Rebbi Zadoq testified that the fluid exuding from impure locusts is pure.

65 Any aquatic animal without scales and fins. While the non-kosher fish cannot be eaten and cannot be knowingly preserved with kosher fish, fishsauce, whose biblical status is unclear, may be used if the admixture was not intentional and the forbidden amount is minute.

66 In Syriac, גרב is a vessel containing exactly 1 seah.

67 In Sifra Semini Parasha 3(9), "Ten zuz in Judea which equal ten
tetradrachmas in Galilee."

68 The contents of the keg are forbidden food. "Sauce" here is not the fluid in which the fish is preserved but the fluid oozing out of the fish.

69 Since a seah equals \(24 \log\), this is \(\frac{1}{196}\) whereas the first Tanna allows only \(\frac{1}{960}\) of contamination (Note 81).

70 If the forbidden fluid is at least \(\frac{1}{16}\) of the kosher fish fluid, the mixture is forbidden. In this interpretation, R. Yose does not express a separate opinion on the impure fish itself.

According to R. Abraham ben David (whose interpretation is accepted by R. S. Lieberman), R. Yose refers to the garab as "it". Since the garab contains 9600 zuz (Notes 78-81), \(\frac{1}{16}\) of it would be 600 zuz and the 10 zuz given in the Mishnah are \(\frac{1}{60}\) of this quantity. Therefore, R. Yose asserts that in this case also the mixture is permitted if the kosher food is as least 60 times the quantity of the forbidden.

71 This fluid, which can exist only in minute quantities, is disregarded. The list of kosher locusts is in Lev. 11:22.

72 This text is also in Idiut 7:2

73 A student of the House of Shammai who survived the fall of Jerusalem and became a follower of the rules of the House of Hillel. When Rabban Johanan ben Zakkai defected to the Romans, one of the favors he asked from Vespasian was medical attention for R. Zadoq. The meaning of R. Zadoq's testimony is explained in the last paragraph of the Halakhah.

74 Any locust not on the list of Lev. 11:22. The only Jewish group with a continued tradition of identification of the edible locust is Yemenite Jewry. In Yemen, locusts were only eaten roasted.
prohibited when he preserved them one after the other. You can understand that this is so, since we have stated "in heave fluid it is forbidden;" [is that] not when he preserved one after the other?

75 A similar text is in Tosephta 9:2. In the Tosephta (9:2), this is stated for the case when the fish are either both unsalted or both salted. In Sifra Šemini Parashah 3(6) it is stated: (Lev. 11:9) "Those you shall eat," to include pure fish preserved with impure.

The Babli (Avodah Zarah 40a) reports on a disagreement on whether the fluid oozing out from non-kosher seafood is forbidden. It decides that it is forbidden; a decision accepted by R. Zeira.

77 This really proves only R. Mana's second statement.

任何一个有两只 seah 的桶。每桶有纯鱼和不洁鱼混合。皮肤
所有鱼都被处理为纯鱼。皮肤鱼和不洁鱼有各种记录。
皮肤鱼产生的液体是不允许的。这真的只证明了 R.
曼纳的第二条声明。

78 Both mss. have "14", but this number is not a divisor of 960. R. Solomon ibn Adrat, Responsa vol. 1, No. 281, reads "24". A seah is 6 qab, each qab is 4 log.

79 Of the 25 mss. collated in The Mishnah with variant readings (Jerusalem 1975), 11 read zin, 1 ziz (reading also of the Rome ms. in the Halakhah), and 12 zuz in the Mishnah text. Therefore, zin here equals zuz in the Mishnah.

80 Since log refers to volume and pound to weight, one has to assume that the volume of 1 log of water weighs 2 Jerusalem pounds. Under the Julian-Claudian dynasty, a denar (zuz) was 1/96 of a Roman lb. of 12 Troy oz., (about 345 g). It follows from the text that this denar was 1/100 of a smaller pound.

81 Since 1 zin = 1/9600 of 2 seah,
and 10 zin of impure fish make the 2 seah forbidden, it follows that each single zin of impure fish contaminates 960 times its weight or volume. (Explanation of R. Solomon ibn Adrat.)

82 The place of R. Yose bar Abun's academy. For practical purposes, he replaced 960 by 1000.

Rabbi Abbahu in the name of Rabbi Yose bar Hanina: A quarter [log]83 of fish sauce in two seah of fish sauce84. But the sauce of an impure fish never can save85! Rabbi Abbahu said, I computed that close to 20086. Rabbi Ilia in the name of Rabbi Simeon bar Hiyya87, a quarter [log] of fish sauce in two seah of fish and fish sauce. A case came before Rabbi Joshia and he instructed accordingly88.

83 Usually, ר tweeting "a quarter qab" which is a dry measure equal to one log in liquid measure. But since the Yerushalmi here follows R. Jehudah in the Mishnah, one has to understand "quarter log".

84 Fish sauce is permitted if the proportion of impure fish (in an inadvertent contamination) is less than 1 in 196 (replaced for practical purposes by 1 in 200 by R. Abbahu.)

85 Fish sauce is forbidden only as "sweat exuding from the fish" (Babli Hulin 99b). It never can contribute to the 196 times the permitted food has to exceed the forbidden.

86 R. S. Lieberman (Tosefta kifshutah 2, p. 440) accepts an explanation that R. Abbahu determined that the sauce exuded by 10 zin impure fish will be about $\frac{1}{200}$ of a garab of fish and sauce. In the Babli (Hulin 99b), R. Yose bar Hanina implies that the anonymous Tanna also accepts R. Jehudah's opinion about fish sauce and requires $\frac{1}{960}$ only for the fish itself. This also is the position of the Yerushalmi which distinguishes between the impure fish, discussed in the preceding paragraph, and fish sauce.

87 In the Babli, he appears without a title. He was a student of Rav in
Babylonia who immigrated into Galilee. 

Practice is decided following R. Jehudah in a lenient way. The Babli (Hulin 99b) accepts the ruling of R. Abbahu which counts only the amount of sauce.

We have stated thus: "When has this been said? If he scoops out piece by piece and puts them before himself, he has to proceed in the way indicated. But if he scoops out piece by piece and throws them away, even more than was indicated is permitted."

By some pretext, cheese was mixed up. Rebbi Haggai asked Rebbi Abba bar Zavda. He said to them, the property of the public cannot be forbidden. Rebbi Jacob bar Zavdi said, Rebbi Isaac asked: Is not Caius Lycus written on these documents, and you say, by a pretext?

A similar text in Tosephta 9:1, in the name of R. Yose ben R. Jehudah. If he scooped out from the barrel to prepare the fish as food and found 10 zin of impure fish, all is forbidden. But if he scooped out and threw the impure away, so that at no time there are 10 zin of impure fish before him, the fish fluid itself is bland and does not forbid anything even if the total sum of impure fish would have been greater than 10 zin. (Explanation of R. S. Lieberman.)

The same paragraph appears in Avodah Zarah 2:10 (fol. 42a). In that text, instead of נמצאת we read חוממה "merchandise". Since both texts speak about food that possibly is forbidden, the reading here seems preferable (but possibly does not mean "cheese").
to a shipload of wine amphoras. In both cases, it is not clear whether the expression "by some pretext" refers to the previous very lenient statement (and should be translated "as a subterfuge") or to the following. Therefore, it is left to the reader to decide where or whether to split both paragraphs.

92 The percentages of forbidden cheese could no longer be ascertained for each individual piece.

93 This argument usually is used for public property, such as public baths dedicated to a pagan deity; cf. Sevi'it Chapter 8, Note 132. Here it is extended to mixed cargo on a common carrier. This is a subterfuge.

94 This refers to a statement in Gittin 1:1 (fol. 43b) that a divorce document is valid even if its witnesses sign with Roman (Caius) or Greek (Λύκος "wolf") names. It is stated there that this refers only to divorce documents executed outside the Land since the Jews of the diaspora have Gentile names and, therefore, there is a presumption that the document was signed by Jews. Since without the document the divorced wife could never remarry, it is the duty of the rabbinic court of her home town to find ways to validate a divorce document for which no replacement could be demanded from overseas. This is a situation in which the rabbis would be forced to find pretexts to declare the document valid. However, the statement is an absolute one, valid also for cases in which there is no urgency.

95 Locust fluid is not a fluid that can prepare food for impurity; cf. Demay Chapter 2, Note 141. This means, forbidden as food. (Commentary of R. Abraham ben David to Idiut 7:2.)
Mishnah 10: All those which are pickled one with the other are permitted\(^97\) except with bulb plants\(^98\). Profane bulb plant with heave bulb plant, profane vegetable with heave bulb plant, are forbidden\(^99\). But profane bulb plant with heave vegetable is permitted.

Mishnah 11: Rebbi Yose says, all that is cooked in water with white beets is forbidden\(^100\) because it imparts taste. Rebbi Simeon says\(^64\), irrigated cabbage [preserved] with unirrigated cabbage is forbidden because it absorbs. Rebbi Aqiba\(^101\) says, all those which are cooked together are permitted except with meat\(^102\).

---

97 They do not impart taste.
98 Defined in Chapter 9, Note 89.
99 For laymen.
100 For laymen if the beets were heave.
101 This is the reading of all mss. of the Mishnah. For some reason, the Venice Babli and Mishnah have "R. Jehudah".
102 Any meat cooked with vegetables will improve in taste. Therefore, meat cooked with any heave vegetables will become forbidden for laymen.

Halakhah 8: Rebbi Johanan said, one does not speak of pickled [food] but of that cooked in water\(^103\). Pickled is like being hot\(^104\).
103 Since Mishnah 11 records the dissent of Tannaim from Mishnah 10, the two Mishnaiot must speak about the same procedures.

104 In the Babli, R. Johanan is reported to hold that being preserved in salt is like being cooked over a flame. There, he explains that being pickled is not like being cooked in water (implicitly stated here) but Samuel holds that pickling and cooking in water are the same as far as dietary laws are concerned.

Rebbi Hanina Tortayya in the name of Rebbi Hoshaiah: Bulb vegetables with bulb vegetables, a kind with itself, Rebbi Aqiba permits but the Sages forbid. Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The Sages agree with Rebbi Aqiba that meat with meat is permitted. Rebbi Zeira said to Rebbi Assi: If that had not been said, we would not know that it is so, but maybe it was said as follows: Rebbi Aqiba agrees with the Sages that meat with meat is forbidden. Rebbi Abbahu came in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Rebbi Aqiba agrees with the Sages that meat with meat is forbidden. Rebbi Hinena understood it from the next Mishnah: "Rebbi Aqiba says, all those which are cooked together are permitted except with meat." Therefore, "meat with meat is forbidden."
Maybe it was formulated as: The Sages agree with Rebbi Aqiba that meat with meat is forbidden. Rebbi Hinena: Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan, the Sages agree with Rebbi Aqiba that meat with meat is forbidden\(^{109}\).

105 Heave and profane cooked together.

106 Following R. Johanan's stand that Mishnah 10 also speaks of cooking different foods together in water, he asserts that cooking meat forbidden to laymen (Note 102) with other meat does not extend the prohibition.

107 He denies that R. Johanan holds that pickling and cooking follow the same rules and that pickling or cooking kosher and non-kosher meat together makes everything forbidden, unless the amount of non-kosher meat is negligible.

R. Johanan still holds that pickling and cooking follow the same rules and that pickling or cooking kosher and non-kosher meat together makes everything forbidden, unless the amount of non-kosher meat is negligible.

108 That the statement of R. Simeon in the Mishnah refers only to irrigated heave and profane unirrigated cabbage. The obscure saying of Rav Huna implies that R. Simeon’s statement holds for all kinds of cabbage.
Mishnah 11: Rebbi Johanan ben Nuri says, liver makes forbidden but will not become forbidden, for it releases but does not absorb\textsuperscript{109}.

109 Liver is so full of blood that only blood oozes out and nothing is absorbed. But the blood will make anything cooked with it forbidden.

Halakhah 9: Rebbi Jeremiah asked: What is the rule if he cooked it in milk\textsuperscript{110}? Rebbi Zeira never in his life ate liver\textsuperscript{111}. Rebbi Abba cooked it in water and ate it; some say Rebbi Abba salted and ate it.

110 The milk is certainly forbidden because it is mixed with blood. But if R. Johanan ben Nuri is correct, the liver did not absorb any milk; when taken out of the milk and washed it might be permitted even though the act of cooking itself is forbidden by biblical law. This is one of the impossible questions of R. Jeremiah, cf. Ma\textquotesingle{}serot 3:10, Note 156, Babli Baba Batra 23b. In this case, it proves that the rule of R. Johanan ben Nuri leads to an impossible consequence; it cannot possibly be true.

111 Since he was a posthumous child whose mother died in childbirth, he never could see how his mother handled liver. Since he was a Babylonian, he would have seen that in Babylonia liver was broiled to stop it from oozing blood (Hulin 111a).
Mishnah 12: If an egg was treated with forbidden spices, even its yolk is forbidden because it absorbs. Pickling and cooking fluid of heave is forbidden to laymen.

Halakhat 10: "Yolk is forbidden because it absorbs." Bar Qappara stated: Yolk is forbidden and certainly egg white.

Isaac Rabba\textsuperscript{112} in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: If eggs were cooked in water and a chick was found in one of them, it is [judged] by the taste it gives\textsuperscript{113}.

\textsuperscript{112} It seems that this is a mis-attribution since R. Isaac Rabba was a student of Rebbi, cf. Z. Frankel, מנהו וירושלי, p. 105b-106a. It seems that the tradent is R. Isaac (Napaha), of the students of R. Johanan, or that the source of the statement was Rebbi, not R. Simeon ben Laqish. The text as it stands is confirmed by the quote of this and the following two paragraphs in \textit{Or Zarua} I #452. The Rome ms. has Jacob Rabba; possibly the source had only ר"יס as metathesis from ררס.

An equivalent statement is in Tosephta 9:5; that Tosephta clearly was unknown to the compilers of the Yerushalmi.

\textsuperscript{113} If the taste of the cooked chick is noticeable in the food it was cooked with, all is forbidden since the chick in the egg was not ritually slaughtered. The definition of "giving taste" is discussed in the next paragraph. An equivalent statement is in Tosephta 9:5. The Yerushalmi does not consider the possibility of having the food tasted by a Gentile; its definition of "giving taste" is purely numerical and independent of any actual taste. Therefore, the question whether a chick inside an undamaged shell can impart any taste is irrelevant.
Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Simeon bar Abba in the name of Rebbi Johanan; Ada bar Gershon\textsuperscript{117}, Rebbi Birai\textsuperscript{118}, Rebbi Levi bar Plautus\textsuperscript{119}, an elder\textsuperscript{120} in the name of Rebbi: 61 are forbidden\textsuperscript{121}, 62 are permitted. Rebbi Samuel bar Nahman in the name of Rebbi Jonathan: Our colleague Ada\textsuperscript{122} testified before us: 60\textsuperscript{123}. He said, if somebody brings before me more than 60, I shall declare it kosher. They said to Simeon bar Abba, you say this, but the others say otherwise! He said to them, I [said] what I heard, they what they heard. Simeon bar Abba said before Rebbi Hanina in the name of the elder Rebbi Hiyya: Up to thirty\textsuperscript{124}. He said, an exaggeration. Simeon bar Abba in the name of Rebbi Hanina: A case came before Rabban Gamliel ben Rabbi. He said, my father\textsuperscript{116} did not agree to 47, I agree to 45. Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Hanina: A case came before Rebbi; he asked: Are there 50\textsuperscript{125}?

\textsuperscript{115} Reading of the Rome ms. In \textit{Or Zarua}: בְּשִׁיש מָרָם וּמָאָה בִּסְמָא מֵאָה בַּר בַּר בַּר נַחֲמָא. The details of the spelling of \textit{Or Zarua} are Babylonian, not to be taken as testimony of Yerushalmi spelling. The omission in the Leyden ms. is by oversight from ר וְתַנְיָה רְבֵּי נָחֲמָא.

\textsuperscript{116} In \textit{Or Zarua}:ساָא This reading has been translated.
117 He is mentioned only here. In the parallel, Babli *Hulin* 98a, he appears as R. Idi bar Gershom; in *Or Zarua* as R. Ada bar Gershom. [The reading in the printed Babli, R. Idi bar Idi bar Gershom, is not confirmed by any ms.]

118 He is otherwise unknown. In *Hulin* 98a, he appears as R. Biriam.

119 An Amora of the second generation (αβ'ίβ Ί3 ιηί ιεί); almost all of his sayings are aggadic and quoted in the old Galilean Midrashim. His father’s name is either Latin Plautus or Greek πρώτος "first", used as name of a first-born son. For other examples of names in Greek corresponding to Jewish but not Greek usage, cf. E. and H. Guggenheimer, *Jewish Family Names and Their Origins*, Hoboken NJ 1992; *Etymologisches Lexikon der jüdischen Familiennamen*, München 1996.

120 In *Hulin* 98a, "an elder by the name of R. Jacob."

121 If one part of the total is forbidden and 60 are permitted, for a total of 61, then everything is forbidden. But if more than 60 are permitted, for a total of approximately 62, then the mixture is permitted. This is practice accepted by the Babli.

122 He is the Ada bar Gershon quoted earlier.

123 This dissenting testimony is the Babylonian version. *Hulin* 98a. The food is permitted if not more than one part in 60 is forbidden.

124 In *Or Zarua*: 60. It is impossible to determine the correct version; R. Hanina thinks either that 30 is much too small or that 60 is much too large.

125 He would permit a mixture of 50 parts permitted and one part forbidden food.

Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Hanina: Vegetables, shells, and water are counted. Rebbi Zeïra said, even if the inside is forbidden. Rav Huna said, the shells of the forbidden help the permitted. Rebbi
Zeira: That is, if he cooked them in their shells, cooked with cooked. But if he cooked shelled eggs with unshelled in water, or unshelled with shelled, cooked with uncooked, that needs a different measure.

126 To establish that there is 45, 47, or 50 times more permitted food than the forbidden chick.

127 Even the shell of the egg in which the chick was found is counted as permitted.

128 If uncooked eggs are cooked with shelled, it is clear that the shelled had been cooked first, otherwise the shelled eggs would not preserve their shape. Therefore, the meaning of the sentence is: uncooked unshelled eggs with cooked shelled.

129 A minimum of 60 times, not 45, 47 or 50.

Unimpregnated eggs are permitted: (Job 21:10) "His steer made pregnant, he will not miss impregnating." Eggs that started developing are forbidden. Twisted ones, he who likes it may eat them. If one found blood in them, one shaves off the place of the blood.

130 The verse is quoted to show that the verb used here does not mean "to loathe" but "to miss impregnation."

131 In Babylonian spelling, this would be אפר. The paragraph has a parallel in Tosephta 9:5, but this one sentence is missing there.

132 Eggs in which the yolk does not form a ball and which will not develop even if the hen sits on them a long time. These may be eaten by people who are not repelled by them.

133 Boiled eggs.

חוכו הסיכים מופיזיםpch. יערכו סיכים מחוממים קולטים pch. אימית. אם לא שא שלג בכלובים יחלים אבל כלובים חולמים nich. היא שבר

_חוכו הסיכים מופיזים_ (fol. 47c)._אמית רבם אכלה בלא רבם יחלו הול بنفس הולבון_
Rebbi Zeïra went to visit Rebbi Hiyya\textsuperscript{134}, the son of Rebbi Isaac Atoshiyya. He found him sitting. He said, they taught only for yolk, but in the egg white\textsuperscript{135} it is permitted. He thought that he had heard it from his ancestor. Rebbi Abbahu came in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Both egg white and yolk are forbidden. Rebbi Halaphta ben Shaul stated: Yolk is forbidden, egg white permitted\textsuperscript{136}. Rebbi Zeïra said, he who says yolk is forbidden if it is found at the male part of the yolk; this applies even to yolk, but only if it is found on its male part since from there the development of the chick starts\textsuperscript{137}.

\textsuperscript{134} A sick-bed visit.

\textsuperscript{135} The language here is a confluence of two texts. כָּלְבֶן means the white, כָּלְבֵית the egg white. At the start of the Halakhah, egg white was called "egg water" (at least of uncooked eggs.) כָּלְבַּן הַחֲלִית is a double expression; instead הַחֲלִית the first word should be deleted. In the quote in Tosaphot (Hulin 64b, והז), הַחֲלִית is missing altogether but this cannot be used as a witness to the text.

\textsuperscript{136} A similar baraita is in the Babli, Hulin 64b, in the name of R. Dositheos ben Patricius.

\textsuperscript{137} This text is badly transmitted; in its present form it is self-contradictory. In Tosaphot (loc. cit. 135), the text reads: "Rebbi Zeïra said, what was said about yolk being forbidden [with a blood spot], if it is found at the male part of the yolk." The second part seems to be another version of the same tradition. The "male part" of the yolk is the place where the yolk meets the thicker part of the egg white strung from a vertex to the yolk.
There\textsuperscript{138}, we have stated: "The following disable and do not fill\textsuperscript{139}: Water, whether pure or impure\textsuperscript{140}, pickling water, cooking water, afterwine\textsuperscript{141} before it became vinegar." Here\textsuperscript{142}, you treat it as food, there as fluid\textsuperscript{143}. Rebbi Mana said, here when it is thick, there when it is thin. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, you may even say in both cases thick or thin. Taste counts for heave\textsuperscript{144} but not for a \textit{miqweh}.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{138} Mishnah \textit{Miqwa'ot} 7:2.
\item \textsuperscript{139} A \textit{miqweh}, or ritual bath, must contain at least 40 seah of natural water, cf. Chapter 4, Note 112. Fluids other than water have no influence on the \textit{miqweh} but water either drawn in a vessel or used for other purposes in the volume of at least three log makes the \textit{miqweh} unusable. If there were 40 seah minus 2 log in the \textit{miqweh}, adding 2 log of water as described in the Mishnah will not produce 40 seah of usable water, it does not "fill", and the \textit{miqweh} is still deficient.
\item \textsuperscript{140} In a vessel.
\item \textsuperscript{141} Obtained by pouring water over husks of grapes. This is water, not wine.
\item \textsuperscript{142} The only heave from fluids is from wine and olive oil. If the water described in the Mishnah is forbidden for laymen, then it must have the status of solid food.
\item \textsuperscript{143} If the fluids considered food for heave were also food in regard of the laws of the \textit{miqweh}, they would neither disable nor fill.
\item \textsuperscript{144} The taste particles in the fluid make it forbidden for laymen, regardless of its status as food.
\end{itemize}
Mishnah 1: One does not put a fig cake or figs into muries because he would destroy them but one may add wine to muries. One does not use olive oil as base for perfume but one may use wine as base for oinomeles. One may not cook heave wine because he diminishes it; Rebbi Jehudah permits it because he improves it.

1 Of heave. The entire Mishnah deals only with heave.
2 Fish sauce, cf. Demay, Chapter 1, Note 156.
3 Fig sap is used as a spice; the figs are then discarded. It is forbidden to use heave for anything but food. Spices which are consumed in their entirety are permitted.
4 This is no longer food.
5 "Wine-honey", a mixture of wine, honey, and spices. The Greek has been hebraized, showing the relationship between ينومل (Arabic ينومل "black raisin") and ow-.
Halakhah 1: "One does not put fig cake or figs into muries", etc. It was stated:\(^6\): "One puts fig cake or figs into muries in the way one uses spices on condition he not squeeze them to extract their juice.\(^7\) But spices are permitted, for that is what they are used for. A bundle of spices put into one pot and then transferred to another, if their taste is lost they are permitted\(^8\), otherwise forbidden."

---

6 Tosephta 9:7 where, however, the last sentence is completely different.
7 A rabbinic prohibition, that one should not treat heave figs as he would profane figs and throw them away after squeezing out the juice.
8 If heave spices are used repeatedly, they reach a stage where they will no longer act as spices and are permitted to lay people.

What is the difference between this and dill? Did we not state:\(^9\): "Dill which gave its taste [to a dish] in a pot no longer is under the rules of heave and does not accept the impurity of food." They gave to you from your own. From biblical law it should not accept the impurity of foodstuffs\(^10\); they said that it should accept the impurity of foodstuffs and they said that after it transferred its taste it is disregarded.

---

9 Mishnah Uqezin 3:4.
10 In the opinion of the Babli, dill was never used for cooking but only as raw addition to a dessert. Solid food used only raw is not subject to impurity. Since the impurity of dill is rabbinical, it cannot be considered for inferences about other substances.
Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan: This is Rebbi's, as we have stated: "Wine in muries, Rebbi permits but Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon forbids. Therefore, if somebody transgressed and put it in, Rebbi forbids it to laymen but Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon permits to laymen."

11 The sentence in the Mishnah which permits heave wine in fish sauce. This and the following paragraphs are also in Avodah Zarah 2:6 (fol. 41c).

12 The last sentence of this baraita is similar to a statement of Tosephta 9:6.

13 In his opinion, wine is not usually added to muries since it will ruin the taste.

Rebbi Mana ben Rebbi Tanhum asked: Following him who permits to laymen, why is muries of Gentiles forbidden? Rebbi Jeremiah in the name of Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba, it is forbidden as being cooked by Gentiles. Rebbi Yose objected: Did we not state: "From a professional it is permitted, not from a professional it is forbidden." From a professional it is permitted even if it is cooked; similarly, from a non-professional it is forbidden even if not cooked. Rebbi Johanan bar Maria said, even according to him who says from a professional it is
permitted, only if he knows\textsuperscript{19}. This implies that usufruct of heave is permitted\textsuperscript{20}, usufruct of paganism is forbidden\textsuperscript{21}.

14 In \textit{Avodah Zarah}: פָּשַׁר. That word has been translated.
15 In Mishnah \textit{Avodah Zarah} 2:5, everybody agrees that Gentile muries is forbidden. R. Meir forbids usufruct from Gentile muries, the Sages forbid muries only as food.
16 Forbidden in Mishnah \textit{Avodah Zarah} 2:9.
17 Tosephta 4:13, Babli \textit{Avodah Zarah} 34b, state only: "One may buy muries only from a professional." Rashi explains that this refers to a Gentile professional producer. The Babli specifies that this holds only for good quality muries made with fish fat, which would be spoiled by the addition of wine.
18 A Gentile; he might use wine to clarify the muries as explained in the parallel in \textit{Avodah Zarah} 2:6. Tosephta (loc. cit.) and Babli (39b) note that at a non-professional Jew's one may eat muries without asking.
19 He knows for sure that the seller is a professional in the muries trade.
20 If the heave wine cannot be tasted, it is permitted to laymen.
21 If libation wine cannot be tasted, or even if it spoils the taste, it still is forbidden to all Jews.

Rebbi Eleazar and Rebbi Johanan, one of them said because he diminishes its volume, the other says because he reduces the number of drinkers\textsuperscript{22}. We did not know who said what. Since Rebbi Johanan said, Rebbi Jehudah inverted his reasoning but Rebbi Eleazar said, Rebbi Jehudah did not invert his reasoning, there for the Cohen, here for the...
owners, it follows that Rebbi Johanan said because he reduces the number of drinkers.

22 The paragraph discusses the statement of the Sages who in the Mishnah prohibit cooking heave wine because "it diminishes." The paragraph was explained in Chapter 2, Halakhah 5, Notes 118-119.

Jehudah ben Keni\(^\text{23}\), Rebbi Ammi in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: Because he reduces the number of drinkers.

23 This name probably is an error of transmission. The sentence is not in the parallel in Avodah Zarah, nor in Chapter 2.

 Mishnah 2: Date honey, apple wine, vinegar from winter grapes\(^\text{24}\), and any other fruit juices from heave, Rebbi Eliezer subjects to [repayment of] value and fifth\(^\text{25}\), but Rebbi Joshua frees [from payment]. Rebbi Eliezer declares them impure as drinks\(^\text{26}\). Rebbi Joshua said, the Sages did not enumerate seven fluids as one counts raw materials for perfumes\(^\text{27}\) but they said, seven fluids are impure, all other fluids are pure.

24 Late grapes that never became sweet enough to be eaten or used to make wine.

25 If consumed by a non-Cohen in

26 "Impure" means (a) potentially impure if exposed to impurity and (b) able to prepare solid food for impurity; "pure" means not subject to impurity; cf. Demay, Chapter 2, Note 141. The seven fluids subject to impurity are enumerated in Mishnah Makširin 6:4: Dew, water (including human body fluids), wine, olive oil, blood, milk, bees' honey. These fluids are called "drinks", following the verse Lev. 11:34.

27 Which the perfumer chooses according to his own wishes.

Halakhah 2: They want to say that they differ about the fifth but Rebbi Joshua agrees about the principal28. They differ after the fact29, but before the fact Rebbi Joshua agrees30. But we have stated31: "Rebbi Eliezer subjects date honey to tithes, but Rebbi Joshua frees it." Here, when they obtained it after it became tevel, there before it became tevel32.

28 Since the statement is formulated as tentative, if the farmer uses his own date honey from dates destined for the Cohen, he does not pay at all. But if a third person uses it, he has to pay its value as he would for any robbery (Maimonides and R. Abraham ben David, Terumot 11:2).

29 About the amount the transgressing layman has to pay.

30 That date honey made from heave dates is forbidden to laymen.

31 Tosephta 9:8; only the statement of R. Eliezer and that of R. Nathan in the next paragraph.

32 If the date honey was taken before the dates themselves became subject to heave and tithes as explained in the first chapter of Ma'aserot, R. Joshua holds that date honey itself cannot become subject to heave and tithes. But if the honey exuded from the dates after the dates were given as heave, R. Joshua agrees that it remains heave and is forbidden to laymen. The answer is thoroughly impractical since
Mishnah Ma’aserot 1:2 states that dates become subject to tithes as soon as they contain moisture; it is difficult to see how honey could exude from dates harvested dry even if they were left to ripen in storage.

Rebbi Eliezer agrees that if he tithed the dates, their honey is permitted even in Spain. This implies that he tithes dates including honey proportional to the dates. "Rebbi Eliezer subjects date honey to tithes."

We have stated: "Rebbi Nathan says, not that Rebbi Eliezer subjects it to tithes but Rebbi Eliezer says he should not eat from the tithes until he also tithed the honey." This implies that he tithes dates including honey proportional to honey and dates.

33 If the dates were tithed when dry and the honey was produced later from exported dates, the honey remains permitted. [Since the text is not punctuated, it would be possible to read: If he tithed the dates even in Spain, their honey would be permitted. However, this interpretation is impossible since fruits of the Land cannot be tithed in Spain, not even in Apamea in Syria.]

34 In volume.

"Rebbi Eliezer declares it impure as drink." It was stated: "Rebbi Nathan said, Rebbi Eliezer does not declare it impure as drink; what did
they disagree about? If some drink\textsuperscript{36} fell into it, then Rebbi Eliezer declares it impure as drink but the Sages say, it follows the majority\textsuperscript{37}.

35 The Tosephta (9:8) makes it clear that only date honey is being discussed.

36 In the Tosephta: "Water".

37 It is not a "drink" as long as there is more than 50% date honey.

In the opinion of Rebbi Nathan, Rebbi Meir, Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob, and Rebbi Eliezer, all three said the same. Rebbi Meir, for he says\textsuperscript{38}, "fruit juice never is disregarded." Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob as we have stated\textsuperscript{39}: "Pure fish sauce into which fell the smallest amount of water is impure." And Rebbi Eliezer here.

38 It seems that this refers to the anonymous Mishnah Miqwa'ot 7:2, presumed to be R. Meir's teaching, which states that if a miqweh is short one half seah of the required 40 seah of water (cf. Chapter 4, Note 112, Chapter 19, Note 139), if one half of a seah of fruit juice fell in, the status of the miqweh is not changed. If the character of fruit juice could be disregarded (being less than 1 in 60 of the total amount), then the watered down fruit juice could make up the difference.

39 Mishnah Makkōrin 6:3. Usually, fish sauce is impure since fish, coming out of the water, is always prepared for impurity (\textit{Demay}, Chapter 2, Note 141.) If it is known that the fish sauce was extracted from pure fish by people strictly keeping the laws of purity, then the fish sauce is pure and, since it is not one of the "seven fluids" (Note 26), cannot become impure. But if any amount of water is added, it is prepared for impurity.
The reason of Rebbi Eliezer (Lev. 11:34): "Any drink." What is the reason of the rabbis? "That can be drunk." Does Rebbi Eliezer hold with Rebbi Ismael, that for a particular statement after a general one, everything is included? He assumes more than Rebbi Ismael, in that even if there is a second general statement, all is included. Rebbi Paregoros from Caesarea: Rebbi Eliezer ben Rebbi Ismael said: So did Rebbi Eliezer answer the Sages: Since you interpret (Lev. 11:34): "That can be eaten," to exclude stinking food, so I hold "that can be drunk," to exclude stinking drinks. They said to him, solid food and drinks are not comparable. If you argue about food, which is pure if stinking from the start, what can you infer for drinks since drinks stinking from the start can become impure? Another approach: If you argue about food, when human food does not need thinking about, what can you infer for drinks.
since human drink needs thinking about\textsuperscript{47}? Because they need thinking about them, should drinks stinking from the start become impure? Because they need thinking about them, drinks stinking from the start should be pure\textsuperscript{48}! Another approach. They said to him: If you argue about food, animal feed for humans is not created by thought\textsuperscript{49}, what can you infer for drinks since animal drinks for humans need thought? We have stated thus\textsuperscript{50}: \textit{(Lev. 11:34)} "Any drink," why does the verse have to add "that can be drunk"? This excludes stinking drinks, the words of Rebbi Eliezer. They said to him, no drink is rejected by birds or a cow.

\textbf{40} \textit{Lev. 11:34;} "Any food that can be eaten, if water comes upon it it may become impure, and any drink that can be drunk can become impure in any vessel." For the notion of preparation for impurity based on this and the nearby verses, cf. Note 26.

The argument ascribed here to the rabbis is difficult to understand and is not found in any of the parallel sources; it is not followed up and is superseded later by the documented opinion of the rabbis. The emphasis is only on the arguments of R. Eliezer, to show that R. Eliezer's position in the Mishnah is not practice, even if R. Eliezer's position in the Tosephta would be accepted because he is supported by R. Meir and R. Eliezer ben Jacob. \textit{[Maimonides, Hilkhot Tum'at Okhlin 2:14, follows R. Eliezer; the interpretation here follows R. Abraham ben David \textit{ad loc.}]} In \textit{Sifra Šemini Parašah 8(1)}, fruit juices are excluded since the verse speaks only of "water". It is concluded that only drinks described by a single noun can be meant. Blood is included \textit{[loc. cit. 8(4)]} since it is compared to water in \textit{Ps. 110:7}. Fruit juices are excluded since they are called "fruit water".

\textbf{41} "A general statement followed by a particular one" is the heading of one of the 13 hermeneutical rules of R. Ismael, listed in the Introduction to \textit{Sifra}. The detailed description of the rule, that a general statement followed by a particular one applies only to that particular one, is no longer connected with the name of R. Ismael; it represents the opinion of the Sages. For an application, cf. \textit{Kilaim} Chapter 8, Note 20.
It is asserted here and in *Nazir* 6:2 that R. Ismael disagrees with the interpretation of the Sages and holds that the particular statement is only an illustration. The concurrence of both mss. here and the one available ms. in *Nazir* shows that the statement cannot be amended away and that in the Introduction to *Sifra*, only paragraphs 1 and 2 are attributable to R. Ismael.

In our case, "any drink" is taken as a general statement, "that can be drunk" as a particular one.

This is a theoretical statement, not of relevance here, since the particular is not followed by a second general statement. However, it opens a window for a possible study of the development of the hermeneutical rules.


*Sifra Šemini Pareq* 9(1). Since spoiled food is no longer food, it is not subject to the impurity of food.

The expression is unclear since foodstuffs spoiled when coming into being never were food and, therefore, never subject to impurity of food.

This argument refers to the quote from *Sifra*, Note 50, that water is subject to impurity as long as it is acceptable to animals and birds.

*Mishnah Uqezin* 3:1: "All that is exclusively human food needs preparation [for impurity] but no thought." Once prepared for impurity it automatically is ready to accept impurity.

*Tosephta Tevul Yom* 1:5: "Foodstuffs [in certain aspects] have more restrictive rules than drinks, and drinks [in certain aspects] have more restrictive rules than foodstuffs. Food may have handles [the peduncles of apples, pears, etc. become impure with the fruit], they do not need thought to be food." Any fluid other than water is a "drink" only if made for human consumption.

Since nobody will want them as human drink.

This refers to vetch which is human food only in times of famine and, according to R. Jehudah in *Tosephta Uqezin* 3:13, and the Sages in *Mishnah Hallah* 4:10, is treated as standard food if prepared as such. This means that vetch becomes human food only by a combination of intent and action, never by intent alone, in contrast to drinks.

*Sifra Šemini Parášah* 8(4).
The colleagues in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Rebbi Eliezer agrees with the Sages that if a drink is stinking from the start it is impure. But did we not state\(^51\): "The fluid oozing out from them Rebbi Eliezer declares pure but the Sages impure"? Rebbi Ila in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Rebbi Eliezer agrees with the Sages about the waters of the ocean; even if they are stinking the Torah calls them water (Gen. 1:10): "The collection of water He called oceans." Rebbi Jacob bar Zavdi in the name of Rebbi Abbahu: Rebbi Eliezer agrees with the Sages that beet juice\(^52\) does not prepare.

\(^51\) Mishnah Tahorot 9:3, speaking of the sap of olives which is not oil but fruit juice. Even though it does not smell badly, it is useless and we see that R. Eliezer declares useless fruit sap to be impure.

In the Mishnah, R. Simeon disagrees with the anonymous Tanna and holds that R. Eliezer declares olive sap pure. Since the Yerushalmi lacks this statement, it seems to reject the statements of R. Simeon and the colleagues.

\(^52\) הָרָד (Hebrew) and שלך (Arabic) are the same; cf. Kilaim Chapter 1, Note 64.

Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Iohai: If somebody would say to you there are eight drinks\(^53\), tell him, are not dew and water...
the same? But they counted them as two! If we had another\(^54\), would they not have counted it? If another did exist\(^55\), would they not have counted it?

53 The seven drinks which prepare for impurity (Note 26) and fruit juice.

54 Fruit juice, known to us from the controversy of R. Eliezer and the Sages.

55 Unknown to us.

Mishnah 3: One does not make honey from dates, or wine from apples, or vinegar from winter grapes, nor does one change any fruit of heave or second tithe from the way it grew except olives and grapes\(^58\). Nobody endures the forty\(^57\) because of ‘orlah, except for produce of olives and grapes\(^58\); one does not bring First Fruits as drinks except for products from olives and grapes. Nothing makes impure as a drink except what comes from olives and grapes\(^59\). Nothing is presented on the altar except what comes from olives and grapes.

Mishnah 4: The stalks of fresh figs, dried figs, kelisin\(^60\), and carobs are forbidden to laymen\(^61\).
56 Since heave is due from oil and wine by biblical decree, olives and grapes may be (or should be) processed into oil and wine. All other fruits of heave have to be consumed in their natural state even if they are preferable in processed state. Winter grapes do not contain enough sugar to produce wine.

57 Is whipped 39 times if convicted of breaking a biblical law.

58 The verse Lev. 29:23 declaring the fruits of the first three years after planting a tree forbidden for all use refers to "fruit-bearing trees"; in Mishnah Kilaim 7:6 there is an opinion that excludes all trees except olive trees, vines, and fig trees from this category.

59 In the Babli, Hulin 120b, all these rules are said to follow R. Joshua who derives all rules from those of heave.

60 The Gaonic commentary to Uqezin 1:6 reads קֵרְשָׁא וְקֵרְשָׁא and defines these as pears. Maimonides: small figs. Rashi (Hulin 67a) about oaiVs, adopted here by R. Simson: cedar kernels. Rashi's definition clearly does not fit here. Maimonides's interpretation seems to be a guess. Löw thinks of licorice. (Cf. Greek κέρασος, Latin cerasus, "cherry tree, cherry" (E. G.).)

61 If the fruit itself is heave.

Halakhah 3: Rebbi Ila in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: So says the Mishnah, "one does not bring First Fruits as drinks except for those made from olives and grapes," even after it became property of the owners. But did we not state: "If he pressed First Fruits as a drink, from where that he should bring them? The verse says (Ex. 23:19, 34:26), 'bring!' That is, if he harvested them from the start for this purpose. But here, if he did not harvest them from the start for this purpose.
The main occurrence of this paragraph is in *Hallah* 4:12, on the Mishnah: "Joseph the Cohen brought his First Fruits as olive oil and wine and these were not accepted in the Temple." That Mishnah seems to contradict the Mishnah here; cf. *Shitah Mequbezet*, *Hulin* 120b, Note 11.

The priests serving in the Temple. Since First Fruits were designated as such while still growing, they were already dedicated when harvested and never were property of the farmer.

Since the commandment is repeated, it means "bring in any shape or form."

In the interpretation of the Babli, the entire discussion is only about grapes. It is difficult to decide whether this is also the point of view of the Yerushalmi.

---

62 The objective text is in 4:12, on the Mishnah: "Joseph the Cohen brought his First Fruits as olive oil and wine and these were not accepted in the Temple." That Mishnah seems to contradict the Mishnah here; cf. *Shitah Mequbezet*, *Hulin* 120b, Note 11.

63 The priests serving in the Temple. Since First Fruits were designated as such while still growing, they were already dedicated when harvested and never were property of the farmer.

64 Since the commandment is repeated, it means "bring in any shape or form."

65 In the interpretation of the Babli, the entire discussion is only about grapes. It is difficult to decide whether this is also the point of view of the Yerushalmi.

---

66 Pure heave olives should be made into oil, impure should not; grapes either pure or impure should not be processed [into wine], the words of Rebbi Meir. Rebbi Jacob says in his name, Rebbi Eliezer and Rebbi Joshua did not disagree that pure olives should be processed; they
disagreed about impure ones where Rebbi Eliezer says they should not be processed, but Rebbi Joshua said they should be processed, and pure grapes should be processed, but not impure ones. Rebbi Jehudah said, Rebbi Eliezer and Rebbi Joshua did not disagree that pure olives should be processed; they disagreed about impure ones where Rebbi Eliezer says they should not be processed, but Rebbi Joshua said they should be processed, and grapes should be processed, whether pure or impure. Rebbi (Johanan) said, Rebbi Eliezer and Rebbi Joshua did not disagree that pure olives should be processed and impure grapes should not be processed; they disagreed about impure olives and pure grapes where Rebbi Eliezer says they should not be processed, but Rebbi Joshua said they should be processed." They all form a majority against Rebbi Meir about pure grapes, that they should be processed. Why does he say, they should not be processed? They are more valuable as food than as drink. They all form a majority against Rebbi Jehudah about impure grapes, that they should not be processed. Why does he say, they should be processed? To be able to use seeds and skins. About impure olives, Rebbi and Rebbi Meir form one group, Rebbi Jacob and Rebbi Jehudah another one. How does one act?

66 Tosephta 9:9, in slightly different formulation.
67 In the Tosephta: Rebbi Jehudah said, Rebbi Eliezer and Rebbi Joshua did not disagree that pure olives and grapes should be processed, they disagreed about impure ones which Rebbi Eliezer says should not be processed, but Rebbi Joshua said they should be.
68 This is clearly in error since the entire statement is tanna'itic and in the discussion, as well as in the Tosephta, it is labelled Rebbi's. The error is an old one since it is in both mss.
69 The grape juice clearly has to be discarded since it is impure and cannot be used as drink. Since it is fresh and unfermented, it cannot be used as spray. But the seeds and the
skeins can be used as fuel. is prorogated for the Sages at the time of the Messiah.

Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Eleazar said, our Mishnah if they stick in the food. All [statements] by Rebbi Zeira about heaves and purity are traditions in the name of Rebbi Eleazar.

Mishnah 5: The seeds of heave, as long as they are collected, are forbidden but if they are thrown away they are permitted. And so bones of sacrifices, as long as they are collected, are forbidden but if they are thrown away they are permitted. Coarse bran is permitted; fine bran of new grain is forbidden, of old it is permitted. One treats heave as one treats profane food. If one makes fine flour, one or two qab from a seah, he should not throw away the remainder but put it down in a hidden place.
As food.

An example is given in the next sentence.

Since the remainder is coarse flour, it is food for somebody else and may not be thrown away.

Halakhah 4: Rebbi Johanan, the Mishnah deals with seeds of pears and paradise pears. Rebbi Eleazar said, you can even say the pit of unripe dates if they have not been sucked. But did we not state, "and so bones of sacrifices;" can you say if they have not been sucked? No, about cartilage in wings. Rebbi Abbahu came in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The Mishnah speaks of cartilage in wings.

Greek χρυστομίνος, Latin crustuminus "Crustumerian pear"; cf. Kilaim Chapter 1, Note 73. Their seeds are eaten with the fruits.

If these are separated from the dates, some fruit flesh will cling to the pits. This will have to be eaten before the pit loses its sanctity.

If the bones contain marrow, they may not be discarded. If they contain no marrow and are clean, nothing can be taken from them.

Which is edible.

"These are the new ones, all the time people regularly mash them. Rebbi Aha said, up to thirty days.

Tosephta 10:4. This refers to the Mishnah stating that new fine bran is forbidden to laymen. The Tanna R. Aha (Ahai) mentioned here is one of the students of R. Aqiba.
Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: That is its measure. But did we not state: "One produces fine flour from wheat as he wants it, he cleans vegetables as he wants it." Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: When he reduces it to its heave. Rebbi Jeremiah in the name of Rebbi Ila: Here in years of famine, there in years of plenty.

81 One or two qab of fine flour per seah of wheat grain.
82 Sifra Emor Pereq 4:11, on the verse Lev. 22:7: "For it is his food." This is interpreted that the Cohen may treat heave as he would treat profane food. If he eats profane bread only from the whitest flour and vegetables only if they are free from all blemishes, he does not have to lower his standards for heave.
83 The Cohen may remove the outer leaves of heave vegetables and eat only the perfect ones.
84 While the standard is 1 qab per seah, i.e., a yield of 16.67%, a very selective Cohen will be able to refine it to a yield of only 10%, corresponding to heave of the tithe.
85 The standard of the Mishnah has to be followed in years of famine; any refinement is possible in a year of plenty.
86 There, we have stated: "The center parts of water melon and what is cleaned from vegetables of heave, Rebbi Dosa permits to laymen but the
Sages forbid.” Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: They taught that only for what is cleaned from vegetables of gardeners\(^87\). But for what is cleaned from vegetables of private people, even the rabbis will agree. Rebbi Abun asked: Is it not reasonable that this refers only to the Great Heave, but for heave of the tithe\(^88\) torn-off leaves do not count for leaves, neither do torn-off stems for stems?

\(^{86}\) Mishnah Idiut 3:3, Tosephta 10:2. \(^{87}\) Since they clean large quantities of vegetables for the market, they will find a use for the leaves taken off. If they are of heave, they do not lose their status. But in private households, the cleanings of vegetables are garbage and garbage of heave is profane (R. Abraham ben David, Commentary to Sifra Semini Pereq 4:2.).

\(^{88}\) Which has to be exactly 10%. Therefore, the leaves to be discarded never were sanctified as heave and the Sages agree with R. Dosa in that case.

\[\text{Mishnah 6: If someone removed heave wheat from a chest, one does not oblige him to sit down and pick out the last grains but he sweeps it as usual and then fills it with profane grain}^{89}\].

\[\text{Mishnah 7: Similarly, if someone empties an amphora of oil, one does not oblige him to sit down and clean it with his fingers but he treats it as he treats profane vessels.}\]
Mishnah 8: If one pours from pitcher to pitcher one lets drip three drops and then may fill it with profane [wine]. If he turned it and it accumulated, that is heave. How much should heave of the tithe of demay be that he is required to deliver it to a Cohen? An eighth of an eighth.

Most Mishnah mss. read הָכִית בִּנְיָאָה יַחְצָה, but the text of the Leyden mss. and Venice print is supported by some of the best ms. evidence, the Mishnah edited by Low, the Munich ms. of the Babli, and the Parma ms. of the Mishnah. The text does not mean that the grains collected in sweeping the storage bin can be added to profane grain.

If one empties a pitcher of heave oil or wine, one holds it until at the end three distinct drops have fallen out. Then one may assume that the pitcher is empty. But if instead of refilling the pitcher with profane fluid one lets it lie on its side, then any fluid that accumulates is heave.

The only gift to the Cohen from demay; cf. Demay, Introduction.

$\frac{1}{64}$ of a log, or about 8.33 cm$^3$. Less than this amount he burns or leaves for a Cohen to pick it up himself.

Haslakbah 5: There, we have stated: "If he turned it and it accumulated, that belongs to the seller." Rebbi Johanan said, there is no "belongs to the seller" but "belongs to the buyer", as you say here. Rebbi Isaac bar Eleazar said, it is because of abandonment. Is it the same for consecrated food? Rebbi Abbahu came in the name of Rebbi Johanan: It is the same for consecrated food.
Baba Batra 5:9. If somebody buys wine or oil and the grocer filled a measuring pitcher, he has to empty his pitcher into the buyer's vessel until three separate drops fall out at the end. Since what would accumulate is heave.

Since the buyer does not expect more than what he had when three drops fell out, the remainder that could be picked up after waiting several hours is not part of the sale contract and belongs to the seller. In the Babli, Baba Batra 87b, this argument is credited to R. Abbahu.

Oil and wine for sacrifices have to be poured out until three separate drops fall out.

Rebbi Hoshiaia said, this was taught only for consecrated food which can be permitted. But of consecrated food which cannot be permitted one has to give back even the most minute amount. Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya asked: That log of oil of the leper, must he give it back or not?

If you say he must give it back, and he did not, he transgresses by default. If you say he need not give it back, and he did, he transgresses by excess. Rebbi Hinena did not say so, but Rebbi Hoshiaia said, this was taught only for consecrated food which can be permitted. But of consecrated food which cannot be permitted one has to give back even the most minute amount. That log of oil of the leper belongs to those...
Consecrated foods which can be permitted are those which must be eaten by Cohanim after certain actions have been taken. In general, a flour offering must be eaten by Cohanim after a handful of the offering and its incense have been burned on the altar. Between dedication and burning, the flour and its accompanying oil are forbidden for everybody. However, the flour offering of a Cohen must be completely burned on the altar; it is consecrated food which never can be permitted. Also, wine offerings are poured completely on the altar; they never can be permitted.

The person healed from zara'at (commonly translated as "leprosy") has to bring a sacrifice including one log of oil (Lev. 14:10,21). No instructions are given in the text what to do with the oil left over after the conclusion of the purification ceremony. "Giving back" means waiting until all remaining oil has collected at the bottom of the flask and then emptying it.

In both cases it will not be an exact log if the rules are not followed.

For him it is not an unresolved question but a straightforward conclusion.

Rebbi Halaphta ben Shaul stated: A pot in which heave was cooked is cleansed three times with boiling water and that is enough. Rebbi Abba said, one does not learn from this for carcass meat. Rebbi Yose said, I objected before Rebbi Abba: Heave implies a deadly sin, carcass meat is a simple prohibition, and you say so? He said to me, it follows him who says, they accepted tithes voluntarily.
101 A clay pot. In general, one deduces from Lev. 6:21 that clay vessels cannot be cleansed from impurities.

102 In order to use the same pot for profane food available to Non-Cohanim, the remains of heave which entered the porous walls have to be removed.

103 A clay pot in which non-kosher meat was cooked cannot be rehabilitated to be used for kosher food.

104 R. Eleazar in Ṣevi‘it Chapter 6, Notes 11-13. It is the operative opinion of the Yerushalmi that the duties upon the Land have rabbinic character only as long as the entire Jewish people do not live in the Land and the land distribution of Joshua has not been re-established. Therefore, eating carcass meat which is a biblical prohibition is a much more severe sin than unauthorized use of rabbinic heave.

Rebbi Justus bar Shunem asked before Rebbi Mana: We have stated: "If he turned it and it accumulated, that is heave," and here you say so?

He said to him, here through the fire it becomes inedible and disappears.

Repeated heating of boiling water will not only destroy the remaining heave as food, when it loses its sanctity, but also remove it. This cannot be compared to the Mishnah where the heave oil accumulates in the cold vessel.

Yeast of heave, the first and second are forbidden, the third is permitted. When has this been said? If he added water. But if he did not add water, even the third is forbidden.

Yeast of second tithe, the first is
forbidden but the second permitted. Rebbi Meir said, the second by imparting taste. Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Yozadaq, the consecrated is like the accumulated.

106 Reading of the Leyden ms. The Venice print has an unintelligible "the holy corresponds to its count;" since consecrated food of the Temple can become impure in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th degrees, it is implied that for them afterwine is forbidden to the fourth degree. This reading was already conjectured by R. Moses Margalit; it was accepted by R. S. Lieberman. Since this reading parallels the interpretation of the Babli, it has to be rejected.

107 Tosephta 10:12, Babli Baba Batra 97a. Each of the three texts represents a different tradition.

108 It is difficult to understand what "first, second, third" means if no fresh water was added to the wine barrel. The reference is to afterwine obtained by pouring water over the pomace remaining in the vat after the wine was drained. It is assumed that the volume of afterwine obtained does not exceed the volume of water put in; in that case the afterwine is presumed not to contain any heave wine and the prohibition of the first and second afterwines is only rabbinical.

109 The second afterwine transmits the holiness of second tithe as long as it can be tasted in a mixture; cf. Halakhah 2.

110 All afterwine made from grapes that are intrinsically sacred (in that they belong to the altar and cannot be redeemed) remains sacred in any amount. There is no other source indicating that afterwine was ever made from intrinsically sacred grapes.

"112The clay pot of the sufferer from discharge, the first is impure but the second pure. When has this been said? If he did not put water in it, but if he put water in it even the tenth is impure."

111 Reading of the Rome ms. 112 Tosephta Tahorot 5:4 and Babli Leyden and Venice: "the bridle". Zebahim 79b: The clay pot of the
sufferer from gonorrhoea, the first and second rinses are impure but the third is pure. When has this been said? If he did put water in it, but if he did not put water in it, even the tenth is impure. Rebbi Eliezer ben Jacob said, even if no water was put in (but other, not impure people, used it), the third is pure.

It is clear that the Yerushalmi tradition cannot be reconciled with the Tosephta-Babli tradition. The concurrence of the mss. shows that the tradition is original. The Yerushalmi holds that water in a clay chamberpot becomes impure with the original impurity of the urine of a sufferer from gonorrhoea (Lev. 15); hence, presence or absence of remainders of the urine in the walls of the chamberpot becomes irrelevant.

Rebbi Yudan, the son of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina's sister, in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina: Less than that he puts in his fire\textsuperscript{114}. Rebbi Yannai in the name of Rebbi Jehudah: "Solid food corresponding to a cooked easy egg\textsuperscript{115}. That means that the volume of an egg\textsuperscript{116} is valid in impurity, but pure the minutest amount must be delivered. If it is demay, but if it is certain it must be delivered impure or pure, much or little."

\textsuperscript{113} This paragraph deals with the amounts of heave of the tithe of demay to be delivered to the Cohen.

\textsuperscript{114} This sentence also is in Tosephta 10:6, which more or less parallels the statement attributed to R. Jehudah in this paragraph.

\textsuperscript{115} "Easy egg", mentioned in Mishnah \textit{Sabbat} 8:5, is defined in the Babli \textit{Sabbat} 80b as a chicken egg, reputed to be quickest to be cooked among all kosher eggs.

\textsuperscript{116} Even a small chicken egg has a volume of at least $3.5 \times \log_2 29 \text{ cm}^3$. 

Mishnah 9: Heave vetch may be fed to domestic animals, wild animals, and chickens. An Israel who rented a cow from a Cohen feeds it heave vetch. A Cohen who rented a cow from an Israel may not feed it heave vetch even if he is required to feed it. An Israel who received a cow from a Cohen by appraisal may not feed it heave vetch. A Cohen who received a cow from an Israel by appraisal may feed it heave vetch.

117 If these animals are possessions of the Cohen, as explained in the Halakhah. The determining factor is ownership.

118 At the time of transfer of ownership, the value of the cow was appraised but not paid. The Israel will fatten the cow. If it is finally sold, the original owner will receive the appraised value and part of the added value. Since there is transfer of ownership, some rules will have to be observed to avoid giving the Cohen's part of the added value the status of forbidden interest.

Halakhah 6: From where that a cow of a Cohen which was appraised at an Israel's cannot be fed vetch? The verse says (Lev. 22:11): "If a Cohen..."
buys a living being with his money, etc. I could think, he may not feed it vetch, the verse says, "they." Some Tanna'im state: I could think, he may not feed it vetch or fenugreek. Rebbi Ḥizqiah, Rebbi Jeremiah, Rebbi Hiyya, in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The word of the Torah is that here, there is no "fenugreek." Did we not state: From where that a Cohen who bought a slave in partnership with an Israel, even if the latter has only a one percent interest, cannot feed him heave? The verse says, "If a Cohen buys." Bar Qappara stated: Neither one of them may eat heave.

119 (Lev. 22:11): "If a Cohen buys a living being with his money, he may eat of it; whoever is born in his house, they shall eat of his bread." The ownership must be 100% the Cohen's.

120 The argument is elliptic. It is a little more explicit in Sifra Emor Parashah 5:6: "They shall eat," they but not an animal. I could think an animal could not eat [heave] vetch? The verse says, "a living being".

121 Vetch is human food only in times of famine; fenugreek is human food. R. Johanan follows the argument of Note 117 to exclude feeding animals heave of human food.

122 Why should an animal given to the Cohen on appraisal be fed heave vetch if the Israel has a continuing monetary stake in the animal?

123 Bar Qappara (and the editors of the Yerushalmi) disagree with the Mishnah and forbid heave vetch in all cases of an animal given on appraisal.
Mishnah 10: One lights "oil to burn" in synagogues, houses of study, dark passageways, and near the sick with permission of the Cohen. If the daughter of an Israel married to a Cohen is used to visit her father, her father puts up lights with her permission. One puts up lights at a wedding but not in a house of mourning, the words of Rebbi Jehudah; Rebbi Yose says, in a house of mourning but not at a wedding. Rebbi Meir forbids in both cases, Rebbi Simeon permits in both cases.

124 Impure olive oil of heave which must be burned. It may be used for lighting. Since Cohanim also use public institutions such as synagogues, houses of study, and public roads, their consent to the use of impure oil for the institutions is implied.

125 She is a member of the Cohen's family and stands in his stead in matters of heave.

126 The Halakhah will discuss the four possible opinions.

"One lights ‘oil to burn’ in synagogues, houses of study; etc.” Simeon bar Abba in the name of Rebbi Johanan, so is the Mishnah: "and near the sick with permission of the Cohen." That means, the earlier parts of the Mishnah even without the permission of a Cohen. Rebbi Hiyya stated: "Sickbed visits have no measure." Rebbi Hiyya bar Ada said, the Mishnah says so: "and near the sick with permission of the Cohen."

127 The permission of the Cohen is needed only for burning at the bedside of a Non-Cohen; public buildings can be lit since the utility for some Cohen is assured.

128 One may visit the sick at all
times, even after dark; therefore, the Babli, Nedarim 26b, is not quite sure about the meaning of the statement.

Rebbi Jeremiah asked before Rebbi Zeira: So far heave that fell to him from the house of his maternal grandfather, a Cohen. Perhaps also from the heave of his own threshing floor? He said to him, who could tell you, from the heave of his own threshing floor? Rebbi Jonah and Rebbi Yose; Rebbi Jonah followed Rebbi Jeremiah, Rebbi Yose followed Rebbi Zeira. He who says, from the heave of his own threshing floor, may he go and light a lamp? Following him who said, heave that fell to him from the house of his maternal grandfather, a Cohen, would he not need empowering anyhow? He said to him, when he transfers it to him through a third party.

129 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden: "split, distributed".
130 This refers to the part of the Mishnah speaking of the father of a Cohen's wife. The Mishnah presupposes that the Israel is the rightful owner of some impure heave oil. One possibility is that it came to him as an inheritance.
131 Maybe he is an olive grower and the oil is his from his own oilpress. "Threshing floor", referring to grain, simply denotes the place and moment the obligation of heave was created.
132 That an Israel may use impure heave from his own harvest to the benefit of a Cohen without ever transferring ownership.
133 The Rome ms. has here a lengthy addition: ר בן בר כהן בן קומר ר וניש למומע זאמך בחרמה שפולה יי מכית אבר ... "Rebbi Abba bar Cohen asked before Rebbi Yose: According to him who said, heave that
fell to him from his maternal grandfather, a Cohen, without that would he not . . ."

134 Since he is an Israel and you said that an Israel cannot use his own heave for the benefit of a Cohen, he should not be able to use his inheritance without transferring ownership to his son-in-law.

135 He cannot transfer the ownership of his own possessions without actually performing some act of transfer but he may tell a third person to accept disposal rights of this heave for his daughter. Then he can use the oil for her benefit.

It was stated: "If an Israel and a Cohen were partners in a store, the Israel may fill the lamp with oil to burn and go to the upper floor and down into the store in the business of the Cohen, but not his own. If a Cohen came to an Israel to help him with his accounts, the latter may light oil to burn for him." Where is the empowering? He said to them, when he transfers it to them through a third party.

136 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden: "if he lit"; this language is proper for the quote of the same baraita below.

137 A somewhat similar text is in Tosephta 10:9, but there the Israel is the employee of the Cohen and it is clear that what he does in the store is for the benefit of his employer. In the baraita here, "the business of the Cohen" means anything in which the Cohen has some monetary interest; it only excludes private affairs of the Israel.

138 The visit of the Cohen is for the benefit of the Israel. In this case, the same problem arises as in the previous case of inherited oil, cf. Notes 131-132.

139 R. Ze'ira, the author of the preceding paragraph.
It was stated: An Israel woman who came to work for a Cohen, but not for an Israel.\textsuperscript{140}

This \textit{baraita} fragment must have some personal use, cf. Tosephta 10:9 and the two following paragraphs.

It was stated: "An Israel woman who comes to a priestly woman to get fire dips her wick into oil to burn and lights." Rebbi Huna in the name of the house of Rebbi Yannai: It was a time of wolf packs; there was no court which disestablished. (As you say there, there was no court which disestablished, so here there was no court which disestablished!)\textsuperscript{142}

\textsuperscript{140} This entire paragraph is taken from \textit{Shevi'it} Chapter 4, Notes 39-42. A somewhat similar statement is in Tosephta 10:9. From here to the start of the discussion about weddings, the text is also in \textit{Sabbat}, Chapter 2, fol. 4c/d.

\textsuperscript{142} This sentence, which embodies the essence of the argument in \textit{Shevi'it}, is out of place here. As R. S. Lieberman notes, it seems from the Tosephta that the Israel woman needs the light to go home in the night from the Cohen's house. This kind of use is generally accepted by popular practice since it is necessary if the Cohen should have any kind of social life.
If cattle of a Cohen was fed at an Israel's, or the garment of a Cohen being woven at an Israel's, he lights for this oil to burn without hesitation. If a Cohen came to an Israel to help him with his accounts and he lit oil to burn for him, even after [the Cohen] left one does not require him to extinguish it before it burns out by itself." Rebbi Hanania from Akhbar worked at R. Hiyya's from Sepphoris. When he left, the latter filled him a lamp full of oil to burn. Were we not of the opinion to say, "to work for a Cohen, but not for an Israel"? They said, if he had not done this for him, he would not have come. They thought, when he arrived at his house, he had to extinguish it. Rebbi Hinena said, this happened to me; by this he awoke, by this he got up early.

143 Reading of the Rome ms. and the parallel in Ṣabbat. Leyden: "we abandon".
144 Tosephta 10:9.
145 He appears only here (and in the parallel in Ṣabbat). His employer, R. Hiyya from Sepphoris, is also quoted in Ṣabbat in a discussion with R. Ammi. Therefore, both men belong to the third generation of Galilean Amoraim.
146 Ada the nurse asked Rebbi Ammi: Since I am dipping wicks at a sick person's? He said to him, it becomes insignificant in the wick. Rebbi Jehudah ben Pazi instructed those of Bar Nehemiah in this way. Rebbi
Immi took a wick, Rebbi Ilia did not take a wick\(^\text{147}\). Did Rebbi Ilia not agree with Rebbi Immi? Rebbi Ilia thought because of robbery; in addition, the nurse will spoil the consecrated food\(^\text{148}\).

146 The question is elliptic, so is the answer. It is not even clear whether R. Immi ruled to permit (R. Eliahu Fulda) or prohibit (R. Moses Margalit). It seems, with R. Eliahu Fulda, that the paragraph refers to the statement in the Mishnah that oil to burn may be used for all sick persons with the consent of the Cohen. The question now is whether from this oil the nurse can light for himself. The answer is that the value of the oil is insignificant.

147 Dipped in oil for burning given to the sick.

148 Will not treat it with due respect but will use it in dirty places.

Gamliel the twin asked Rebbi Yasa: May one add profane oil and light\(^\text{149}\)? He said to him, Rebbi Hoshaia stated only that one is not required to squeeze it out\(^\text{150}\).

149 May one add profane oil to oil for burning and use it to light for a healthy Israel with no connection to any Cohen?

150 In the baraita/Tosephta quoted above, Note 142, the Israel does not have to extinguish the light when the Cohen leaves, but he is not permitted to start burning oil for burning in the absence of the Cohen. Therefore, Gamliel's question has to be answered in the negative.
Rebbi Abbahu said, Jonathan ben Akhmai did teach me: The daughter of a Cohen standing Sabbath eve with a light filled with oil for burning, adds some profane oil and lights\(^\text{151}\). Rebbi Zeira said, what is the nature of this\(^\text{152}\)? He said to him, he was a great personality, well versed in the Mishnah. Rebbi Hyya from Kefar Tehumin explained this to Rabbi and he appointed him rabbi\(^\text{153}\).

\(^\text{151}\) Mishnah \textit{Sabbat} 2:2 states that Sabbath lamps may not be filled with oil for burning. It is now stated that this refers only to lamps filled exclusively with oil for burning, not to a mixture of that with profane oil.

\(^\text{152}\) Can this statement be trusted? Since the Babli does not mention the possibility of adding profane oil, it certainly must disagree.

\(^\text{153}\) R. Hyya from Kefar Tehumin was a third generation Amora in Galilee. Therefore, "Rabbi" mentioned here cannot be Rebbi; it must be R. Jehudah II Neśia, or possibly R. Johanan. The person given the title "rabbi" seems to have been Jonathan ben Akhmai.

Here ends the parallel in \textit{Sabbat} 2.
"One puts up lights at a wedding but not in a house of mourning, the words of Rebbi Jehudah; Rebbi Yose says, in a house of mourning but not at a wedding. Rebbi Meir forbids in both cases, Rebbi Simeon permits in both cases." What is the reason of Rebbi Jehudah? At a wedding, since their garments are clean, they will not touch it. In a house of mourning, since their garments are dirty, they will touch it. What is the reason of Rebbi Yose? In a house of mourning, since they are subdued, they will not touch it. At a wedding, since they are unrestrained, they will touch it. What is the reason of Rebbi Meir? In a house of mourning, since their garments are dirty, they will touch it. At a wedding, since they are unrestrained, they will touch it. What is the reason of Rebbi Simeon? In a house of mourning, since they are subdued, they will not touch it. At a wedding, since their garments are clean, they will not touch it.

In the house of Rebbi Yannai they said, practice follows Rebbi Simeon. Rebbi Jacob bar Aha in the name of Rebbi Joshia: Practice follows Rebbi Simeon. Rebbi Yose from Sidon asked before Rebbi Jeremiah: Otherwise, what would we say? Rebbi Meir and Rebbi Simeon, does practice not follow Rebbi Simeon? He said to him, it is from the preceding paragraph. Rebbi Jehudah says similar to these two, Rebbi Yose says similar to those two, between Rebbi Jehudah and Rebbi Yose, practice follows Rebbi Yose.

154 Since they will not touch it, there is no danger that any oil will be used for other than approved purposes.

155 This is false, cf. Chapter 3, Note 25.

156 If the disagreement between RR. Meir and Simeon is taken as fundamental, practice should follow one of the opinions intermediate between the fundamental opinions. This would lead
May one use oil for burning on Hanukkah? They said in the name of Rebbi Yannai: One uses oil for burning on Hanukkah. Rebbi Nasa said, I never knew my father. My mother told me, your father said that he who has no profane oil may use oil for burning on Hanukkah\(^\text{157}\).

\(^{157}\) Even without permission of a Cohen (Maimonides Terumot 11:18). In the Babli, Sabbath 21a/b, this is a matter of controversy. The Yerushalmi's position there is represented by R. Zeïra in the name of Rav Mattanah or Rav, the opposite position is taken by Rav Huna.
Introduction to Tractate Ma'serot

The Tractate is devoted not to the manner in which heave and tithes are given; that topic was dealt with in tractates Demay and Terumot. Its main topic is the determination of (a) which agricultural produce is subject to heave and tithes and (b) at which point in time heave and tithes are due. Subject (a) is purely rabbinic in character since both in the Torah and in Nehemiah 10:25, tithes are restricted to grain, wine, and olive oil. The topic is discussed mainly in Chapters One and Five.

Most of the Tractate is devoted to subject (b). As a matter of principle, only the completion of the harvest activates the duty of heave and tithes. Before the end of processing, any produce may be eaten untithed (and without heave) as a snack. However, prior sale and a number of other actions may cause an earlier start of the obligation of heave. The bulk of the discussions in the Tractate centers on the circumstances under which produce may be consumed without the obligation of giving heave or tithes.

The agricultural worker who eats from the produce which he is harvesting (Deut. 23:25-26) always eats untithed. In the later part of Chapter Two, the obligations of the farmer and the rights of his workers are detailed.
For the interpretation, as always the main guides are Maimonides and R. Simson of Sens. Of the Eighteenth Century commentators, the most useful is R. Eliahu Fulda; the least useful are R. Moses Margalit (משה מנה), R. Eliahu Wilna and, from the Twentieth Century, R. H. Kanievski, all of whom tend to emend away the difficult portions and the disagreements with Babylonian tradition. Similarly, the preliminary translation and explanation by J. Neusner and Martin S. Jaffee (Chicago, 1989) heavily depend on the emended Wilna text and a presumed but untenable identification of the Tosephta underlying the Yerushalmi with the Tosephta in our hands. The manuscript evidence, while meager, definitely excludes most emendations. Of modern commentaries, that by R. Saul Lieberman (Tosefta ki-fshutah, New York, 1955) and R. Y. Qafeh’s commented edition and translation of Maimonides’s Commentary are most useful. Other sources are quoted by name when used.
Mishnah 1: They declared a principle for tithes: Anything that is food\(^1\), is guarded\(^2\), and grows from the earth\(^3\), is subject to tithes. They declared another principle: Anything that is food from start to end\(^4\), even though it was kept to grow, is subject to tithes small or large. But anything that is not food from the start but at the end is food\(^5\), is not subject to tithes until it becomes food.

1. But not industrial crops such as indigo.
2. This excludes wild growing berries, etc.
3. This excludes mushrooms and truffles which take their nourishment from decaying plants.
4. For example lettuce and most vegetables which could be eaten even if very small. These are subject to tithes when harvested.
5. Such as fruits, inedible in the early stages of development.
Halakhah 1: "They declared a principle for tithes, etc." It is written (Deut. 14:22): "You should certainly tithe all produce of your seed." I would say, everything is subject to tithes. The verse says, "all produce of your seed," this includes. Does it include garden seeds that are not eaten? It is written: "produce of your seed," and it is written: "which your field produces every year." How is that? Take from among them anything that is food and is guarded.  

Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: יحضور "in the Sabbatical." 

6 The argument is rather cryptic since it also involves v. 23 which is not mentioned in the text. The full text of the verses is: "You should certainly tithe all produce of your seed which your field produces every year. Then you should eat before the Eternal, your God, at the place He will choose to let His Name dwell there, the tithe of your grain, your cider, and your oil, as well as the firstborn of your cattle and sheep, so that you shall learn to fear the Eternal, your God, all the days." While the second verse refers only to Second Tithe, the insistence of the first verse, נזירות, "you should certainly tithe", is taken to mean that the rules apply to both tithes equally (Sifry Deut. 105). The Babli frequently (Berakhot 36b, Pesahim 44a, Bezah 3b, Yebamot 81b, Nedarim 51a, Bekhorot 54b, Hulin 120b) insists that the second verse restricts tithes in biblical law to grain, grapes and wine, and olives and olive oil. All other tithes are considered only rabbinic. The Yerushalmi here, by not quoting the second verse explicitly, extends biblical obligations of tithe to all fruits. However, for practical purposes the Yerushalmi declares all tithes, including grain, wine, and oil, as voluntary (rabbinic) obligations in force since the return from Babylonian captivity (Sevi’it Chapter 6, Notes 11-13). Therefore, the biblical law as explained here is applicable only to the past, from Joshua to the destruction of the first Temple, and the future, the
includes seeds that are not food. The Sifry goes on to include vegetables that are not seeds from the verse Lev. 27:30: "All tithe from the earth, from seeds of the earth, from fruits of trees, belongs to the Eternal." Here, "from the earth" is taken to denote vegetable food that is neither seed nor tree fruit. While Lev. 27:30 is discussed in the next paragraph in parallel to Deut. 14:22-23, the argument of the Sifry is not mentioned and in the Yerushalmi it is the generally accepted opinion that tithes of vegetables are purely rabbinical, cf. Note 17.

Some want to understand it from the following: (Deut. 14:22): "You should certainly tithe," a general statement. "All grain of your seed," a detail. For every general statement followed by a detail, the general statement only implies the detail. That means, only grain. From where legumes? The verse says (Lev. 27:30): "All tithe from the earth, from
seeds of the earth, from the fruit of the tree, belongs to the Eternal." This includes seeds of garlic, cress and rocket. I might think to add the upper part of arum and the seeds of vetch, the seeds of onions, the seeds of turnips and radishes, and all other garden seeds that are not eaten; the verse says, "from seeds of the earth," and not all seeds of the earth. (Lev. 27:30) "From fruits of trees," to include all fruits of trees. I might think to add acacia and salmons pods, and carobs from dry land; the verse says, "from fruits of trees," not all fruits of trees.

8 Sifra Behuqotai Pereq 12(9); Sifry Deut. 105.
9 While נטעו in biblical Hebrew means "yield" in general, its meaning in rabbinic legal texts is limited to "grain".
10 This is the meaning of Syriac نتله and of Maimonides' (Ma'serot 4:6) Arabic نتله. The inedible part carrying the seeds.
11 Talmudic interpretation gives to a prefix נ a partitive meaning.
12 Some Sifra and Sifry sources read סכומר "sycamore".
13 The commentators take אלמה as a place name. (A place is mentioned in Mishnah Yeabamot 16:6. Cf. also Sulmo, later Salmona, birth place of Ovid (E. G.).) However, since the other two kinds are trees, the word also must denote a tree, possibly connected with Accadic sulmu "black (tree)."
14 Some Sifra and Sifry sources read סכומר "sycamore".
15 The commentators take אלמה as

Vegetables from where? Issy ben Jehudah says, tithes of vegetables are from their words.
It is not clear whether the original institution of Ezra or an addition from later times.

Rav Hisda said, if somebody declared his standing grain ownerless, came back and retook possession, and illegally gave heave, that is heave. What is the difference between standing grain and ears of grain? Standing grain, if he illegally gave heave before he declared it ownerless, that is not heave. Ears, if he illegally gave heave before he declared them ownerless, that is heave. Rav Hinena in the name of Rav Hisda, the same applies to a dedicated crop. The words of the rabbis disagree, since Rebbi Johanan said in the name of Rebbi Yannai: (Deut. 14:29) "The Levite shall come,
because he has neither part nor inheritance with you." You are obliged to
give him from what you have but he has not. This excludes gleanings for
which your and his hands are equal. Gleanings, forgotten sheaves, peah,
and abandoned property are all equal. Rebbi Johanan said, the company
did ask: But dedications, where your and his hands are not equal, are
treated as if your and his hands were equal. Said Rebbi Ila, what are we
talking about? If the heap was made when it was ownerless or dedicated,
the Torah said (Deut. 18:4) "the first of your grain", not the ownerless,
"the first of your grain", not Temple property. But we must be talking
about ears that he declared ownerless and of which he retook possession.
If they were ownerless, he would be free, if dedicated, he would be
obligated. If they were ownerless, he would be free, since Rebbi Johanan
said in the name of Rebbi Yannai: (Deut. 14:29) "The Levite shall come,
because he has neither part nor inheritance with you." You are obligated
to give him from what you have but he has not. This excludes gleanings
for which your and his hands are equal. If dedicated, he would be
obligated, from the following: "If somebody dedicated standing produce
and redeemed it standing, it is obligated." What is the difference between
ownerless and dedicated? Ownerless [property] is outside the power of
everybody, dedicated [property] is not outside the power of the Temple
treasurer. Rebbi Abin said, it did not even go outside the power of its
owners since he must say to him you redeem first.

18 Produce collected from owner-
less property is not subject to heave and tithes, as deduced later in this
paragraph from Deut. 18:4. In general, if somebody gives heave and tithes
from exempt produce, his action is invalid and no sanctity is attached to the heave given. Standing grain is not under any obligation of heave. The obligation of heave and tithes falls on
the grain when it is stored after threshing but there is a latent obligation from the time it is cut since then it is potential commercial produce. Therefore, if heave was given from standing grain, that is an invalid act; if heave was given from cut ears of grain, this is against the rules but valid. If the exempt produce was cut while in the possession of its owner, a latent obligation is on it which can be activated by his giving heave and tithes "illegally", i.e., against the rules.

In the Babli (Nedarim 44b, Baba Qama 28a,94a, Temurah 6a, Hulin 134b, Niddah 51a), a similar principle is established using the grape harvest as an example. The entire argument disregards the opinion of R. Yose [Peah 6:1 (fol. 19b), Demay 3:2 (fol. 23b), Nedarim 4:10 (fol. 38d)] who rejects the concept of ownerless property and holds that the owner has full responsibility for his abandoned property until it is taken up and acquired by another person.

19 As indicated below, a crop which is Temple property is exempt from heave and tithes, as well as from the gifts to the poor. Rav Ḥisda wants to extend this exemption to standing grain which was dedicated to the Temple and redeemed while standing. In that case, there certainly is no exemption from the gifts to the poor, Peah Mishnah 4:5.

20 Terumot 1:5 (fol. 40d), Hailah 1:3 (fol. 57c), Nedarim 4:10 (fol. 38d); as tannaitic statement Sifry Deut. 109.

21 By Rav Ḥisda. One continues to show that Rav Ḥisda’s statement is wrong.

22 Mishnah Peah 4:5.

23 The prior owner of dedicated property retains the right of first refusal when the Temple wants to sell the property (Sifra Behuqotay Pereq 10).

רבבי זיירה רבית יסא ובש רביך לוער קוהרא שדח הבקר מיתב במשארות. רבבי
ינוח מפורק למשרא בקך בשדה הבקר וידדוכל.

Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Yasa in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: If somebody sowed an ownerless field, the crop is subject to tithes. Rebbi Jonah offers the language: Because he acquired the ownerless field and its growth24.
Any agricultural work on an ownerless field is an acquisition (Babli \textit{Baba Qama} 54a/b). Therefore, sowing grain never grows as ownerless.

Rebbi Hiyya bar Ada asked before Rebbi Johanan: Are truffles and mushrooms obligated for tithes? Rebbi Johanan said to him in the name of Rebbi Simai, it is written (\textit{Deut.} 14:22): "You should certainly tithe all produce of your seed." Anything which is sown and grows. This excludes truffles and mushrooms which grow but are not sown. Rebbi Jonah offers the language: Because the earth extrudes them.

---

25 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: \textit{סוסurity}, an otherwise unknown name.

26 They reproduce by spores, not seeds.

27 Lacking chlorophyll, they live not on air and earth but on decaying organic matter.
"Even though it was kept to grow it is subject to tithes small or large.  
Does this imply that if it was not kept to grow it is not subject to tithes 
small or large? Rebbi Immi in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: To 
exclude the words of Rabban Gamliel as we have stated there: "Rabban 
Gamliel says, flower buds of fenugreek, mustard, and white beans are 
subject to tithes." Rebbi Yasa said, did Rabban Gamliel obligate them 
because of food? If it were so, what about their greenery? But Rabban 
Gamliel says, they are important as food, but the rabbis say, they are not 
important as food. In addition, from what we are stating: "Rebbi Joshua 
said, I never wanted to tell anybody go, collect flower buds of fenugreek, 
mustard, and white beans and cook them, to free them from tithes."

28 Quote from the Mishnah.
29 The seeds of fenugreek, mustard, and beans are food and 
subject to heave and tithes. Should this imply that any other part of these 
plants is also subject to heave and tithes? By the time the seeds are ripe 
and edible, the remainder of the chalice, developed from the flower 
buds, has turned into wood and is 
inedible. This is the opposite of the 
case of the Mishnah, parts of plants 
that are food at the beginning but non-
food at the end.
30 Tosephta 3:7. There, the name 
is R. Joshua ben Qabusai.
31 While he agrees with the rabbis 
that these flower buds (which, it seems, 
have to be cooked to become edible) 
are free from tithes, he did not want to 
state this publicly since Rabban 
Gamliel objected.
It was stated\(^32\): "Everything that is food at the start but not at the end." What is this? As we stated: "He who keeps the castor plant\(^33\) for seeds, his opinion is inoperative\(^34\); for single stalks it is not inoperative\(^35\)." Rebbi Jonah said, only if he collected greens\(^36\). But if he did not collect greens, do we say that wood is subject to tithes?

\(^32\) Tosephta 1:1. In the Vienna ms., the Tosephta is rudimentary as quoted here. In the Erfurt ms., it continues: For example, if somebody keeps vegetables for their seeds, they are obligated at the start and free at the end.

\(^33\) Arabic אַחֲרֵי מַה; identification by H. L. Fleischer.

\(^34\) Since nobody plants an entire field for seeding (not to extract industrial oil from the seeds), his action does not follow agricultural practice and does not free from tithes.

\(^35\) Since every farmer will produce some seeds for next year's crop.

\(^36\) If he never used the plant as food when it still was edible, it is not food and is free from heave and tithes in all respects.

"But anything that is not food from the start but at the end is food, is not subject to tithes until it becomes food." What is that? That is what we have stated next: "From when are fruits subject to tithes? Figs from the moment they start to ripen.\(^37\)"

\(^37\) The last sentence of the first following Mishnaiot. Mishnah is the introduction to the
Mishnah 2: From when are fruits subject to tithes? Figs from the moment they start to ripen, grapes and wild grapes when they start to produce sap. Sumac and mulberries when they start to become red, and all red fruits when they start to become red. Pomegranates when they become soft, dates when they start to become bloated. Peaches when they get stripes, walnuts when they form a container. Rebbi Jehudah says, walnuts and almonds when they develop a shell.

Halakhah 2: What means "ביהיה"? Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba said, if it comes alive, as you say (Zach. 11:8): "And their souls were too much for me."³⁸ Rebbi Abba bar Jacob in the name of Rebbi Johanan: When they start to become red outside³⁹. Do all figs become red on the outside? Rebbi Tanhum bar Marion said in the name of Rebbi Johanan: He takes one and puts it somewhere. If that one ripens within 24 hours they are obligated, otherwise they are free.

³⁸ Cf. Sevi'it Chapter 7, Note 84. moisture in the fruit.
³⁹ Here and in the paragraph on
mulberries, "red" means any color other than green. Figs are either green or dark violet.

Rebbi Ze’ira in the name of Rebbi Yasa: When they are called wretched grapes⁴⁰. Rebbi Ayvo bar Nagari⁴¹, Rebbi Tanhum bar Ilaï⁴² in the name of Rebbi Nahum bar Simai: Only if their seeds are visible from the outside⁴³.

40 Bad but edible. R. Isaac Simeoni notes that such grapes are called *uve malate* in Italian, paralleling the language of the Mishnah.
41 Tiberian Amora, student of R. Hiyya bar Abba and R. Ila.
42 Elsewhere, he is called R. Tanhum bar Hanilai or bar Hanina; a student of R. Joshua ben Levi and teacher of R. Levi.
43 The skin becomes transparent.

Rebbi Johanan said: I was riding on my grandfather’s shoulder when I heard the voice of Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar who was sitting and stating: "One collects the insides of a sweet melon⁴⁴ but one does not collect the insides of a water melon." What is the difference between the insides of a sweet melon and those of a water melon? Rebbi Simeon ben Barsana⁴⁵
said, the insides of a sweet melon are for eating, those of a water melon for sowing. If you would say so, you will end up sweeping the ground on the Sabbath.\textsuperscript{46}

44 The seeds and the loose tissue in which they are embedded.

45 In \textit{Terumot} 2, Note 72, he is called ben Karsana, in the Rome ms. ben Parsana.

46 It is difficult to understand what the entire paragraph means and how much to trust the testimony of a toddler. It is not known which kind of melon corresponds to \textit{melopepo}; it must be a kind whose seeds, similar to pumpkin seeds, are food after roasting. Water melon seeds with their thick, black shell are not treated as food and never subject of separate tithe.

Sweeping the floor on the Sabbath is forbidden, cf. \textit{Shabbat} 3:4 (fol. 6a), Tosephta \textit{Shabbat} 16:20. One has to assume that R. Simeon ben Eleazar permits to collect (for roasting during the week) on the Sabbath the seeds of sweet melon eaten with the Sabbath dinner; the commentary of the editors of the Talmud is that in that case, people will come to sweep their dirt floors, \textit{_windows}, to collect the seeds, which may be forbidden by biblical law. (The sweeping of stone floors, \textit{windows}, is only forbidden by rabbinic decree as a weekday occupation.)

New section. "All red fruits when they start to become red." Miasha\textsuperscript{47} stated: Even if only one pomegranate was soft, all\textsuperscript{48} is connected for tithe. "A bunch of grapes one berry of which became red is all connected for tithes.\textsuperscript{49}" Rebbi Hanina said, they\textsuperscript{50} made it clear to us, [this refers to] the
entire vine, even to the entire strain. They added and made it clear, all this direction. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, the entire vineyard. If it was a small vineyard and he made it large, large and he made it small, one and he split in into two, two which he united?

47 Usually he is called Rebbi Miasha. R. S. Lieberman (Tosefta kifshuah Zeraim p. 667), who holds that R. Hanina mentioned later is the first generation Amora, takes מיריס to be the sugar-berry-tree, Celtis australis, mentioned as illustration of the Mishnah. Then he starts a new sentence: "It was stated . . ."

48 The entire pomegranate tree is now subject to tithes. The Hebrew text is difficult, the interpretation follows Maimonides (Ma'serot 2:5).

49 A similar statement, in the name of R. Ismael ben R. Yose, is in Demay 1:1 (Note 53) and Tosephta Ma'serot 1:1.

50 The missing subject must be R. Miasha and his school. This shows that "R. Hanina" here is the fourth generation Amora who usually is called R. Hanania.

51 All vines of the same strain in the vineyard.

52 All vines of this strain in this direction as seen from the dwelling of the owner.

53 Small and large vineyards are defined in Kilaim Chapter 4. Since one now agrees that one berry makes the entire vineyard subject to tithes, the question is whether the legal definition of the vineyard refers to the time the first berry became red or to the time of tithing. The question is not answered, probably because it never arose in a practical case.
Samuel said, if a pumpkin was punctured, all that grows in that depression is forbidden. The same holds for bunches of dates.

"Rebbi Yose said, Jonathan ben Harasha from Genezareth asked Rabban Gamliel and the Sages at Jabneh: What is the status of punctured soft dates on their tree? They said to him, that entire date palm is forbidden." Rebbi Yose said, that statement is needed if all dates are punctured; you should not say, since a snake does not usually do this, a cloud of birds rested on them and pecked at them. Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rebbi Simeon the Pious: Punctured soft dates on their tree are forbidden, but people behave as if they were permitted and they are not hurt.

54 It was the practice to plant several pumpkins at opposite corners of a depression and to make them grow in different directions, cf. Kilaim 3:1. The entire bunch is forbidden if one date shows a puncture mark that might come from a snake bite; cf. Terumot 8:4-5.

56 Tosephta Kelim Baba Batra 5:6. Nothing else is known about him.

57 Nothing else is known about him.

58 The Amora.

New section. "Pomegranates when they get soft." Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Assi: When the food gets soft in his hand. Rebbi Jehudah bar Pazi in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: From when half the juice
is in them. Rebbi Jonah asked: Maybe he understood that from teachers of homilies? (Deut. 1:28) "Our brethren made our hearts melt," they split our hearts in two.

59 This interpretation, taking the hiphil of as Greek "half", is not recorded in any Targum or known Midrash. From the homily one might infer that the local pronunciation of was or that the short vowels and were practically indistinguishable.

59 R. Jonah's objection determines practice according to R. Ze'ira.

"Dates when they start to become bloated." Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba said, when the indentation is straightened out. Rebbi Jonah asked: How do we hold? If the indentation is straightened out, it is wind-fall! If the pit can be separated, it is fully ripe! The rabbis from Caesarea say, when they are ready to be eaten.

60 If the shape of the date is convex all around.

61 A normal date is concave around the pedicle. If it is bloated there also, is it unsound and not food.

62 In that case, one does not need a special rule.

"Peaches when they get stripes." Rebbi Ze'ira in the name of Assi: When they get red stripes.
"Walnuts and almonds when they form a container. Rebbi Jehudah says, walnuts and almonds when they develop a shell. They said, the inner skin close to the edible part. The Sages agree with Rebbi Jehudah regarding filberts, pistachios, pine nuts, when they develop a shell."

63 A hard shell acting as a container for the edible nut.
64 Determination of I. Löw and S. Liebermann (Tosefta ki-fshutah p. 667-668). Following Payne-Smith, the same word in Syriac denotes pistachios, but this cannot be the meaning in Hebrew since pistachios are mentioned separately.
65 Tosephta Ma'serot 1:1: "Filberts, pistachios, pine nuts, when they develop a shell. Walnuts and almonds when they form a container, Rebbi Jehudah says, when they develop a shell. What shell did they talk about? The inner skin close to the edible part." In this formulation, practice follows R. Jehudah; in the formulation of the Yerushalmi it follows the Sages.

Carobs from when they become spotted, and all black ones when they become spotted. Pears, golden apples, quince, and sorbs, when they get bald, and all white ones when they get bald. Fenugreek so that a new plant grows. And olives when they contain a third.

66 When the originally green pods start developing black spots.
67 These trees have been identified in Kilaim 1:4, Notes 73,74.
68 When they lose their down-like small hairs.  
69 When the fenugreek seeds will produce new plants.  
70 This has been explained in \textit{Sevi'it} 4:9, Note 104. It really means that the olives, when pressed, yield one ninth of the amount of oil recoverable from ripe fruits.

\begin{quote}
Halakhah 3: Rebbi Hinena bar Pappa stated, for carob trees their forming clusters means their sprouting\(^{71}\). "All black ones", e. g., bunches of the myrtle and bunches of senna [berries]. Quince, quince\(^{72}\). Why are they called "prepared", because there is no tree only producing for the pot except that kind.
\end{quote}

71 This sentence is from \textit{Sevi'it} Syriac. This statement and the next sentence are from \textit{Kilaim} 1:4, Notes 78-79.  
72 The same meaning; the first word is in Hebrew, the second in Syriac. אַל-כָּלַטַבְּנָם. קָנֹם מַּאֲלוֹנִי מַרְפֹּאֵי. מְשַׁקִּירָהוּ. רְבֵי הִינְנָא בָּרְ פַּפָּא אַמִּרְי מְשַׁקִּישׁ קוֹרָהוּ קוֹרָהוּ בּבְנָה. וְנֵי רְבֵי שָׁמְעִינָא בֵּרְ יָחֵי מַשָּׁחֲתוּלִי מִמֻּס. אֲנָה אַעֲבָּדָא קָוֵי רְבֵי חִינְנָא בֵּרְ שָׁמְעִיןָא בֵּרְ פַּפָּא. הָוָרָה

\begin{quote}
New section 1. "All white ones," e. g. בָּרֵי הָרֵי מְרִיפֵי. Rebbi Hinena bar Pappa said, when they get white bald spots. Rebbi Simeon ben Yohai stated, when water starts to flow in them\(^{74}\). There came a case before
\end{quote}
Rebbi Hanina and he wanted to act following Rebbi Hinena bar Pappa. He had second thoughts and said, do they get bald because of the edible part? Rather it is because a worm is in them!

73 This fruit has not been identified. The Rome ms. has מַסְפִּירָתָה מְנַשֵּׁשָׁתָה which Low reads as נַחַלָּת הָא "medlars".

74 When juice can be extracted from the fruit.

New paragraph 2. "Fenugreek so that a new plant grows." So is the Mishnah: So that it would grow if sown75. How can one check? Rebbi Samuel bar Nahman in the name of Rebbi Jonathan: He takes a handful and puts it into a pot full of water. If the greater part of it will sink down, it is obligated; otherwise it is exempt. Rebbi Jonah asked: In this case, should not that which sank down be obligated, what did not sink down be exempted76? But it must have been said about the greater part of each single ear77. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun confirmed: It has been said about the greater part of each single ear.

75 The criterion is obviously impractical for fenugreek grown for sale. Hence, it must be formulated as hypothetical.

76 Since fenugreek seeds are extremely small and valuable, a handful of seeds will come from many plants and, therefore, all seeds from one ear can sink or float. This would make the ear either subject to tithes or exempt.
The advice to take a handful is impractical. The basic method of checking is correct; it leads to the determination whether there is an obligation or not. But it must be applied to each ear separately (as long as there is any doubt.)

Rebbi Zeira said: It is written (Deut 14:22): "You shall certainly tithe all your seed-yield." Anything which will grow when sown; this excludes seeds less than one-third ripe which will not grow when sown. Rebbi Hinena in the name of Rebbi: The fluids from grapes or olives which are not one-third ripe will not prepare [for impurity].

Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Hanina: From when are olives subject to tithes? When the quickly growing summer fruit first ripens. If no quickly growing summer fruit ripens, when white figs first ripen. If there are no white figs to ripen, when the second batch is seen in the

78 Is subject to tithes. This paragraph starts the discussion of the last part of the Mishnah, about olives. This interpretation of the verse, universally accepted in the Yerushalmi (cf. Sevi'it 2:7, fol. 34a, Hallah 1:4, fol. 57d), is in the Babli (Sukkah 36a) ascribed to R. Simeon only, as a minority opinion.

79 Cf. Demay Chapter 2, Notes 136,141.
muqzeh\textsuperscript{84}. Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Yose said in the name of Rebbi Tanhum bar Hiyya, when the first really white white figs ripen. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun said, this refers only to white figs of the same place.

80 The Great Rebbi Hiyya.
81 As a practical criterion.
82 These fruits have not been identified.
83 Cf. Mishnah Demay 1:1, Ṣevi'it 4:1. These figs stay on the tree for three years; one looks at the first ripe fruits of the third year.
84 This is the place where cut-up figs are left to ferment to be made into fig cakes. (Since during the fermentation process the figs are inedible, the term muqzeh is transferred (regarding the rules of Sabbath and holidays) to denote anything unusable which, therefore, may not be moved on the Sabbath or the holiday.)

Mishnah 4: Of vegetables green melons\textsuperscript{85}, pumpkins, water melons, sweet melons\textsuperscript{85}, [also] apples and cedrats\textsuperscript{86} are obligated large and small. Rebbi Simeon frees cedrats when they are small\textsuperscript{87}. What is obligated among bitter almonds\textsuperscript{88} is free among sweet almonds\textsuperscript{89}; what is obligated among the sweet is free among the bitter.

85 Cf. Kilaim 1:2, Notes 38, 39.
86 Definition of Maimonides from the Arabic קדחת, R. This citrus medica is sweet with very thin skin; the thick-skinned variety which is inedible unless cooked is
forbidden for use on the holiday of Tabernacles by R. Aqiba, see below.

87 In Mishnah Sukkah 3:5, a "small" cedrat is defined as one the size of a walnut (R. Meir) or a chicken egg (R. Jehudah).

88 These might be edible only if they are extremely young, before they become poisonous. Later they are only used in small quantities for cooking or baking.

This sentence is also in Mishnah Hulin 1:5. The interpretation follows Maimonides and Rashi Hulin 25b.

89 They are not usually eaten when they are undeveloped.

Halakhah 4: There\textsuperscript{90}, we have stated: If somebody buys a vegetable field in Syria\textsuperscript{91}, if this was before the start of the season of tithes, he is obligated. But if it was after the start of the season of tithes, he is free. And here, you say so\textsuperscript{92}? Hizqiah said, the Mishnah\textsuperscript{93} speaks of a field of green melons or pumpkins. Rebbi Zeîra said, even if you hold this about a general field of vegetables, there still is a limit, only after if grew three twisted leaves\textsuperscript{94}.

90 Mishnah 5:5.

91 The obligation of tithes in Syria is purely rabbinical. If the field was a Gentile’s possession when theoretically the obligation of tithes started, it remains free at all times (Mishnah 5:5). In Mishnaiot 1 - 4, the start of the obligation is only potential; the actual obligation starts only when the harvest is stored, as explained in Mishnah 5.

92 Our Mishnah here states that once the vegetable starts growing, it is potentially subject to (rabbinic) tithes; there never would be a time "before the season of tithes."

93 The Mishnah here which denies
a time before the season of tithes.

94 Even if all vegetables are held to be always in the season of tithes, as long as there are no vegetables to be used there can be no tithes. The expression מ"ח"ל ת"כ "wick" used here in an agricultural sense is not recognized in the dictionaries and not explained in the commentaries. In Arabic, פֶל is either a wick or a pod of seeds of certain shrubs.

95 Nehorai bar Shania said in the name of Rebbi Simeon: Small apples are exempt, large apples are obligated. Honey apples are obligated large or small." What is the status of the Mishnah? One may say small ones are in dispute, one may say honey apples in agreement with everybody.

95 Tosephta 1:1. Nehorai bar Shania (נֶחְוָיָי, vocalized reading of a Geniza fragment) appears in Rosh Hashanah 2:1, fol. 57d, as one of the sages of the Synhedrion at Usha.

96 Greek μελίμηλον, το. ("Summer apple", prunus praecox. In Greek authors, the word is also used for a drink made from the fruit. According to I. Löw, the fruit of an apple-tree on quince stock.) In the Tosephta, edited outside the Greek-speaking world, the word is corrupted to מְלִיָה, מְלִיָה. מְלִיָה, מְלִיָה, מְלִיָה.

97 Since the Mishnah declares all apples to be potentially subject to tithes, whether commercially usable or not.

98 According to this opinion, "apples" in the Mishnah means only "honey apples".
Rebbi Aqiba says an unripe cedrat is not a fruit, but the Sages say it is a fruit. Rebbi Hila, Rebbi Yasa, in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: It follows that Rebbi Simeon follows the argument of his teacher, Rebbi Aqiba. Just as Rebbi Aqiba said it is not a fruit, so Rebbi Simeon said it is not a fruit. Rebbi Yasa said, is everything usable for lulab subject to tithes and everything not usable for lulab not subject to tithes? Did they not object, there is one that grew in a form or one shaped like a ball; it is not usable for lulab but subject to tithes! It is reasonable [to hold that] Rebbi Simeon agrees with Rebbi Aqiba but Rebbi Aqiba does not agree with Rebbi Simeon. Rebbi Simeon agrees with Rebbi Aqiba since it is written (Lev. 23:40) "fruit" and it is not a fruit. Rebbi Aqiba does not agree with Rebbi Simeon, there is the spotted one, one that grew in a form, or one shaped like a ball; it is not usable for lulab but subject to tithes.

99 This is a copy of the text in Sukkah 3:7, fol. 57d. The parallel, but different, discussion in the Babli is Sukkah 36a/b.

100 Since רֶכֶס originally means "unripe grape berry", Rashi in Sukkah 36a defines רֶכֶס as a small cedrat the size of a grape berry. This seems to contradict the Mishnah, cf. Note 87.

101 He frees apples from tithes if their seeds will not sprout. A different argument about this subject in the Babli is between Rabba (bar Nahmani), Abbai, and Rava (bar Rav Joseph bar
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102 Following the text in Sukkah: ΊΩΚ. Since its seeds will not sprout.

104 The "four kinds" taken for the festival of Tabernacles, Lev. 23:40.

105 Greek τύπος "form". It grows in an unnatural shape.

106 Cedrat is called "fruit of the hadar tree", implying that its seeds should be fertile.

107 Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose stated in the name of his father: Bitter almonds are free; sweet ones are not obligated before the outer shell separates. Rebbi Hanina instructed in Sepphoris following that statement of Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose. What did he instruct about? The people of Sepphoris said, about bitter ones. Rebbi Zeira said, about sweet ones. Rebbi Johanan said, if they came down here they would become obligated. If they are brought up, they already are free. Rebbi Phineas instructed: After one saw three with detached outer shell, he gives heave for the entire box. Rebbi Mana said, only he may not give heave from one box for another.
107 The entire sentence may be tannaitic; a similar formulation is in Tosephta Hulin 1:24.

108 Tosephta 1:2: "Rebbi Ismael ben Rebbi Yose stated in the name of his father: Bitter almonds are obligated both small and large; sweet ones are not obligated before the outer shell separates." The Babli (Eruvin 28b, Hulin 25b) quotes both statements, "some people say free, some people say obligated."

109 This is the only explanation given in the Babli, Hulin 25b.

110 R. Johanan in Tiberias usually disagrees with the practical rulings of R. Hanina in Sepphoris, cf. Ševi'it Chapter 1, Notes 24-26. He follows the Mishnah, that small bitter almonds are subject to tithes.

111 Even if bitter almonds from the mountain region were temporarily at Tiberias, when they return to Sepphoris one has to follow the ruling of R. Hanina.

112 The soft, green outer shell containing the wooden shell of ripe almonds.

113 As long as there is a question whether all almonds are subject to tithes.

114 Mishnah (fol. 48c)

115 Mishnah 5: What is their threshing floor for tithes? Green melon and pumpkins from when they are cleaned; if they are not cleaned, when one makes a heap. Water melons, when they are cleaned; if they
are not cleaned, when he puts them in storage. Vegetables sold in bundles, when they are bundled. When he makes no bundles, when he is finished filling the vessel; if he does not fill the vessel, when he is finished harvesting. A fig basket when he covers it; if he does not cover it when the vessel is completely filled; if he does not completely fill the vessel, when he has collected all he wants. When has this been said? When he brings it to market. But if he brings it to his house, he may eat snacks from it until he reaches his house.

114 Reading of the Leyden ms. The Mishnah mss. of the Maimonides tradition have active טפשמא, most other Mishnah sources and the Rome ms. have טפשמא.

115 Since heave and tithes have to be given "from the threshing floor and the wine cellar" (Num. 18:27), the obligation starts only when the finished produce is stored. Before that time, one is permitted to eat snacks from the harvest without tithing since permission to eat snacks on the field is explicitly granted the agricultural worker (Deut. 23:26). Vegetables, which need neither threshing nor wine making, become subject to heave and tithes as soon as they are brought into storage, as noted at the end of the Mishnah. The problem discussed here is that of the farmer who brings his vegetables directly from the field to market. Since he will sell his vegetables on the way to the market in case he finds a buyer, the obligation starts as soon as the fruits and vegetables are ready to be transported from the field.

The Mishnah deals with fruits and vegetables that do not ripen together; they are collected and sold over an extended period of time.

116 Since_SEQ_in Arabic, it is reasonable to explainטעס as Semitic "preparing a melon as food."

Oriental sources (Maimonides, Rabbenu Hananel) explain that the reference is to the fine hair (טעס) growing on very young melons, zucchini, and cucumbers. For Rashi (Bezah 13b, Baba Mez'ı'a 88b), טס is the remainder of the flower which falls off by itself when the melon is harvested. The fine hair disappears from the ripening fruit without intervention by the farmer.
his Code (Ma'aser 3:8), Maimonides remains true to his active reading in the Mishnah and formulates: "After he (the farmer, actively) rubs them clean." Maimonides and R. Hananel both explain that ךל"ש is the technical term for watermelon corresponding to ספ for sweet melon, without connection to קלח "preserving by prolonged cooking." Levy explains the word here as meaning: fully ripened by the sun. The Tosephta, 1:6, mentions cooking only for sweet melons, melopepones; if they are collected to be cooked they become subject to tithes only after cooking.

Halakhah 5: When its peksos is removed, when its šelqoq is removed. "When he continued removing peksos or šelqoq, it becomes tevel only when he finished with all he needs." When he removed peksos or šelqoq when it was property of the Temple and redeemed it, if he made a large bundle in the field, but if he made a small bundle for the market, it became tevel." Rebbi Ezra asked: The work on the field is not yet finished and you say so? But so it must be: If he made a large bundle in the field and he intends later to make it into small bundles for the market, it became tevel.

118 In Hayerushalmi Kifshuto, p. 49a, S. Lieberman accepts the determination by H. Yalon that רח in the Yerushalmi may have the meaning of "from the time that". This sentence is one of his examples. It is possible to read the sentence: "[טב and קלח mean:] he removes peksos and šelqoq."
119 Peksos and šelqoq are the nouns corresponding to פקס שלק and selqoq meaning either small hairs or the remainder of the flower, cf. Note 116.
120 Tosephta 1:5. There, the verb is פַּסֵׁק instead of פַסִיק, a purely dialectal variant. The text supports the interpretation of Maimonides.
121 Temple property is exempt from heave and tithes. If, however, the yield of the Temple's fields was redeemed at a stage when for fully profane produce no tithes were yet due, the tithes will become due as if it had been profane from the start.
122 Then no tithes are due until the produce is stored. The revision later shows that the baraita is elliptic, not defective.
123 In the Rome ms: יְאָרָא.
124 Since he wants to sell without bringing his fruits first to the house, he would also sell if he finds a buyer on the field. Therefore, for him the harvest is completed.

"If he had one basket and he intended to fill half of it, it became tevel once it was half filled. If he intended to fill it completely, it does not become tevel until it is completely filled. If there were two and he intended to fill both of them, they do not become tevel until he filled both of them. When has this been said? When he brings it to market. But if he brings it to his house, he may eat snacks from it until he reaches his house. What is the difference between him who brings to market and him who brings to his house? When he brings to his house, it depends on..."
his intention. But if he brings to market, it does not depend on his intention but on that of his customers. Maybe he will find a customer; therefore, it becomes *tevel* immediately.

125 A *baraita* from a collection that graph has been explained in Note 115. has not come down to us. The para-

**Mishnah 6:** Dried pomegranate cells, raisins, and carob when he makes them into a pile. Onions when they are cleaned, if he does not clean when he makes them into a pile. Grain when it is in smooth piles, if he does not smoothe when he makes it into a pile. Legumes when they are sifted, if he does not sift when he makes smooth piles. Even though he made smooth piles, he may take from the broken ones, from the sides, and from what is in the chaff and eat.

**Mishnah 7:** Wine after he cleaned it\textsuperscript{126}. Even after he cleaned it he may collect from the upper part of the winepress or the pipe\textsuperscript{127} and drink. Oil after it descended into the barrel. Even after it descended, he may
take from the press, the weight, and between the beams and put it on a pizza or into a bowl but he should not add it to a hot pan or pot. Rebbi Jehudah says, he may put it anywhere except into anything containing vinegar or fish sauce.

126 From the fermenting yeast and the membrane which formed on top of the fermenting wine. It is clear from the Tosephta quoted later that this cleaning comes after the removal of seeds and skins from the fermenting wine; the removal is called "fishing out".

127 Any fluid that is not in the fermentation vat will not be wine and, therefore, is not subject to tithes.

128 Oil clinging to these places can never be stored; it is exempt from tithes.

129 Cooking is an action that should come after storing. Therefore, cooking itself makes any produce liable to heave and tithing (cf. Halakhah 4:1). R. Jehudah disagrees and restricts the rule to cooking in a reacting medium.

Halakhah 6: It was stated: When he makes a pile on his roof top. Rebbi Jonah asked: Therefore, not on his field? Rebbi Hinena said, it tells you something additional: even if he makes a pile on his roof top.

130 One cannot make a pile on the roof without bringing the fruits to the house. Nevertheless, if the intention is to dry the fruits, they become subject to tithes only when the dried raisins or pomegranates are stored.

"Onions when they are cleaned," when he removes what is clinging to them.
The reading nulls "podagra, gout" of the Leyden ms. and the Venice print makes no sense, neither does the Rome ms.'s מַשָּׁכֶת. The translation follows R. M. Margalit in reading מַשָּׁכֶת, cf. Peah Chapter 3, Note 71.

Grain when it is in smooth piles." Rebbi Hanania in the name of Rebbi Johanan: When he straightens his heap. But did not Rebbi Jacob ben Sisin state: "When does he start to give heave from his threshing floor? When he removes the pitchfork." Here, when he intends to smooth, there if he did not intend to smooth. It was stated: "He sifts part and gives heave from the sifted part for what is not sifted." Rebbi IIa said, for this is the way of householders to bring it into their houses. What is the reason? (Is. 30:24) "The bulls and young donkeys which work the soil will eat sour mix." If he sifted grain dedicated to the Temple and then redeemed it; since he was able to eat from it as a snack and now he cannot eat, it is as if he did it with the permission of the Temple and he is obligated. Rebbi Hinena objected: Did we not state, "if he took out..."
and cleaned what was dedicated to the Temple, he is free?" Rebbi Yudan said, there it is not impossible for him not to preserve or not to cook a long time. But here it is impossible for him not to smooth it, as Rebbi Ila said, the bulls and young donkeys, etc.

132 Usually called R. Jacob bar Sisi; cf. Berakhot Chapter 4, Note 121.
133 Tosephta Terumot 3:11. For the definition of הַלָּא as "pitchfork", used to turn around the grain, cf. S. Lieberman, Tosephta ki-fshutah, p. 327.
134 Tosephta Terumot 3:11.
135 The argument is from the end of the verse which was not quoted: "Which had been winnowed with shovel and fork."
136 The argument is elliptic. If a person dedicated his crop to the Temple and then redeemed it, if the dedication was of grain on the stalk and the redemption was after that grain was threshed and sifted, the completion of the work on the harvest was while the grain was the Temple's and, therefore, the grain is exempt from heave and tithes. However, if the grain was dedicated threshed and redeemed sifted, since sifting is not done with commercial grain where a certain amount of impurities is permitted (Mishnah Baba Batra 6:2, cf. Kilaim Chapter 2, Note 1), sifting brings an exemption only if done by Temple personnel, not by another person.
137 Tosephta 1:7, speaking of wine dedicated when in the fermenting vat.
138 The argument of R. Yudan is from Halakhah 4:1; there, the language is easier to understand since he uses only יָסְפַּר "impossible". Yerushalmi יָסְפַּר "impossible", contracted from אָסְפַּר, is not Babylonian and modern Hebrew אָסְפַּר "possible"; cf. Peah Chapter 7, Note 170.
139 Mishnah 4:1 speaks of a person who preserves somebody else's produce possibly without the owner's consent.
140 Since they certainly will eat unsifted grain, sifting in general is unimportant for determining the point when heave and tithes are due.
We have stated\textsuperscript{142}: "But he collects from under the sieve and eats." Rav Hisda said, because it misses the action of the wind\textsuperscript{143}. Rebbi IIa in the name of Rebbi Yasa: It misses rest\textsuperscript{144}. But did we not state: "Wine after he cleaned it?" For him who says because it misses rest [it is understandable]\textsuperscript{145}. For him who says because it misses the action of the wind, it still misses [removal of] its yeast. Rebbi Benjamin ben Gidul objected: Did we not state: "Oil after it descended into the barrel?" For him who says because it misses rest [it is understandable]. For him who says because it misses the action of the wind, it still misses clearing up\textsuperscript{146}.

\textsuperscript{142} Tosephta 1:6 a similar formulation, referring to legumes. The Rome ms. has יִפְּטָר instead of עֵמֶק which at least in Babylonian style is required for a tannaitic statement which is not a Mishnah. When legumes (peas or beans) are sifted, if one grabs some peas in the air, they are permitted as snack without tithing.

\textsuperscript{143} The sieve will retain coarse impurities, the wind will carry away light impurities. Therefore, taking peas directly under the sieve is taking before the processing of the harvest is finished.

\textsuperscript{144} Processing is only finished if all legumes are at rest in some pile.

\textsuperscript{145} In both cases where this argument occurs a word fell out because it looked like a duplication: כַּמְּנַעֲרֵי יָטָר יָתָה. "For him who says because it misses [rest] (Hebrew root יָטָר), it is understandable (Aramaic root יָטָר)."

The objection is from the statement of the Mishnah that one may take wine from the funnel leading from the press to the vat, which corresponds to taking peas when they fall down from the sieve.

\textsuperscript{146} Following R. Eliahu Fulda, deriving Vָּטָר from the root זָל ל"to become (optically) clear", not from זָל ל"to save".
If he was eating when night fell Friday evening or when he gave it to another person it did not become tevel." Rebbi Jeremiah wanted to say, when it was put on pitta bread or into a bowl, but when it was in a flask it became tevel. Rebbi Yose said, even in a flask it did not become tevel. Rebbi Jeremiah said to him, does not the Sabbath create tevel? He answered him, does not buying create tevel? He retorted, following what Rebbi Yose said in the name of Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Jonah, Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, even what is in a flask did not become tevel, in case it was not fully processed, since he would in the end return it. The strength of Rebbi Jeremiah is from the following: "In addition, Rebbi Eliezer said a person may stand near the muqzeh on a Friday of a Sabbatical year and say, from here I shall eat tomorrow." He mentioned only the Sabbatical year; that excludes the other years of the Sabbatical cycle. How does Rebbi Jeremiah argue about this? You
cannot return it to its place as *muqzeh*\(^{154}\), therefore it creates *tevel*. A *baraita* disagrees with Rebbi (Jeremiah)\(^{155}\): There are no snacks on the Sabbath. He explains it, anything that has *muqzeh*\(^{154}\). In the opinion of Rebbi Jeremiah, whether it has *muqzeh* or does not have *muqzeh*.

147 A snack of produce not subject to heave and tithes. Since for the Sabbath it is a biblical commandment to "prepare what one brings" (*Ex. 16:5*), no food on the Sabbath can have the legal status of a casual snack, as formulated later in this paragraph. Therefore, one would assume that at nightfall all produce automatically becomes subject to heave and tithes and will be forbidden as food since no heave or tithes may be declared on the Sabbath. The formulation of the Tosephta, 1:8, is: "If he ate Friday evening and had leftovers, after nightfall it remains permitted."

Similarly, transfer of property in general presupposes completion of processing and requires heave and tithes. The exemption given here refers only to leftovers of snacks. In the Tosephta it is stated explicitly that these leniencies do not apply if it was clear from the start that the quantities were so large that the person could not finish eating his snack.

148 The examples show that now one speaks of olive oil, mentioned in Mishnah 6.

149 The usual vessel to keep cooking oil.

150 The Rome ms. has " did not become *tevel*," a clear scribal error.

151 To be fully processed.

152 Mishnah *Bezah* 4:7.

153 The figs, grapes, or pomegranates in the *muqzeh* were not yet removed from there; the processing was not yet finished.

154 If after drying it is edible, the processing is finished.

155 This is the reading in both mss., but it must be רבי יושע since the *baraita* spells out the position of R. Jeremiah. One may conjecture that a common Vorlage of both mss. was copied from a text in which the name was simply given as ר' יהושע which was wrongly read as ר' יהונתן. In copies of the Babli, however, can only mean R. Jehudah, R. Yose, or R. Johanan.
Rebbi Mana asked: If it was a full flask put between two beams it became tevel or maybe since it was deposited at a place where processing was not finished it did not become tevel?  

This refers to the statement in Mishnah 6 that oil between the beams of the oil press is not subject to tithes. The question is not answered, probably because the answer is obvious that oil in a flask is not oil clinging to any part of the oil press.

Rebbi Jehudah bar Pazi, Rebbi Simon, in the name of Rebbi Yose bar Hanina: Unless he would burn his hand if he put it in. Everybody agrees that a second vessel is permitted. What is the difference between first and second vessels? Rebbi Yose bar Abun said, here the hand holds, there the hand does not hold. Rebbi Jonah said, in both cases the hand does not hold but they decreed removal for a first but not a second vessel. Rebbi Mana said, that platter of rice supports my father, that platter of grits supports my father since you remove it from place to place and it is still boiling.
157 In a Geniza fragment, the spelling is always צ.
158 Vocalization from the Geniza fragment; Greek πίναξ "platter", cf. Berakhot 9:3, Note 130.
159 Reading of the Rome ms. and the parallel in Sabbath 6b; Greek δρυζα "rice", cf. Berakhot 6:1, Note 74. In the Geniza fragment, וה franca. Leyden and Venice: זארית.
160 The Rome ms. and the parallel in Sabbath 6b read דרגותא without change in meaning. Geniza: דרגותא.
161 This and the next three sections are copied from Sabbath Chapter 3, in the discussion of Mishnah 5: "If a (still hot) samowar was emptied, one may not fill it (on the Sabbath) with water to heat the water but one may fill it with (a large quantity of) water to make the water lukewarm." The problem is, what larger category of vessel does the samowar represent regarding cooking on the Sabbath? For that category it will then be forbidden to use untithed oil as specified in our Mishnah.
162 In the Babli (e.g., Sabbath 40b), the vessel is forbidden if מיה סולאמ תב. the hand jumps off (or trembles) when it touches. One may assume that Galilean התפות "rules over", which had lost the /š/, sounded in Babylonian ears like Biblical (Job 6:10) מחלות "trembles". This required a switch between "permitted" (if התפות) and "forbidden" (if מחלות).
163 A vessel into which the hot food was poured. According to Rashi, a "first vessel" is one whose walls heat the food, a "second vessel" one whose walls are heated by the food, as, e.g., a thermos bottle. "Permitted" here means that cold water or food can be put into it without restriction. "Everybody" is R. Meir and R. Jehudah who in the Halakhah in Sabbath disagree on the technicalities of turning cold water into lukewarm.
164 In his opinion, once the fire under the samowar is extinguished there cannot be any biblical prohibition of cooking; the entire Mishnah is rabbinic.
165 R. Jonah.
166 Being far from the fire, it is no longer a "first vessel".

מה лиים Malkîn Malkîn, לברוחו, עלולות Malkîn Malkîn. רבי יונה אמר אסGOR. בך כל ראה, הוא Malkîn, לברוחו fark מיתא אסGOR. שלום ובראשו ביא. ויאקח 165 עיריאו.
May one put spices at the bottom and pour\textsuperscript{167} on them from above? Rebbi Jonah said, it is forbidden and pouring acts as first vessel. The force of Rebbi Jonah comes from this\textsuperscript{168}: "Both vessels used for cooking or into which it was poured boiling." (And here, you say so?)\textsuperscript{169} Rebbi Yose said, there a pottery vessel absorbs; spices are not cooked\textsuperscript{170}. Rebbi Yose bar Rebbi Abun objected: Did we not state\textsuperscript{171}, "the same holds for brass vessels." Can one say that brass vessels absorb?

\textsuperscript{165} In the Genizah fragment: יַעֲרָיָה.

\textsuperscript{166} In the Genizah fragment: יְרֶקֶת.

\textsuperscript{167} Boiling water. Is this cooking on the Sabbath and cooking in the sense of Mishnah 7 here? The question arises because of Mishnah \textit{Sabbat} 3:6: "One may not put spices into a hot pan or a pot taken from the fire, but one may put them on a plate or a bowl." This is similar to using oil as described in Mishnah 7 here.

\textsuperscript{168} Mishnah \textit{Zebahim} 11:7. \textit{Lev.} 6:21 prescribes that pottery vessels after being used to cook a \textit{ḥattat} sacrifice must be broken and metal vessels cleansed and washed. The Mishnah explicitly includes pouring hot water in the biblical definition of "cooking".

\textsuperscript{169} This sentence is missing in the \textit{Sabbat} text and is out of place here.

\textsuperscript{170} It is generally agreed that pottery must be broken because it absorbs particles from the sacrifice which on the following day become forbidden. Cf. J. Milgrom, \textit{Leviticus} 1-16, pp. 404-407, New York 1991.

\textsuperscript{171} \textit{Sifra} Zaw, \textit{Pereq} 7(1). The argument is that \textit{Lev.} 6:21 reads a passive "a pottery vessel in which something has been cooked", not "in which one cooked". This is taken to mean that one cooks \textit{in}, not by the vessel. In that case, the vessel is really "second vessel" (cf. Note 163) since its walls do not transfer heat to the meat being cooked. The only case one can think of is pouring boiling water into the vessel. Since the argument of R. Yose does not work for metal pots, R. Jonah is justified.
Can one pour in from a stream? Rebbi Hanina, the son of Rebbi Hillel, said, the disagreement of Rebbi Jonah and Rebbi Yose. Rebbi Isaac bar Gufta asked before Rebbi Mana: If he did this on the Sabbath, is he guilty because of cooking? If he did this with meat and milk, is he guilty because of cooking? He said to him, parallel to what Rebbi Zeira said, what is certainly a dumpling? Only if fire burned underneath it. So here also, what is certainly a cooked dish? Only if fire burned underneath it.

172 Genizah fragment: מי.  
173 Genizah fragment: משל. The Leyden/Venice text shows intrusion of Babylonian usage.  
174 If boiling water was poured in a stream coming from a vessel much higher than the receiving one, do we say that the water in the receiving pot is certainly no longer boiling?  
175 A fifth generation Galilean Amora who is only mentioned for his questions to R. Mana.  
176 The prohibition of combining milk and meat together is given three times (Ex. 23:19, 34:26, Deut. 14:21) with emphasis on cooking.  
177 Flour balls cooked in boiling water.  
178 Pouring hot water over food on the Sabbath or pouring boiling milk over meat not over the fire are rabbinical prohibitions.  
179 In the opinion of R. Jehudah, salt is like fish sauce and wine like vinegar.
Both in the Mishnah here and in Sabbath 3:5, R. Jehudah holds that vinegar and fish sauce cure and, therefore, act as if cooking.

Mishnah 8: The round fig cake when he smoothes it\(^{180}\). One may smoothe \textit{tevel} figs and grapes, Rebbi Jehudah forbids it\(^{181}\). If one smoothes grapes they are not prepared\(^{182}\); Rebbi Jehudah says, they are prepared. Dried figs when he presses them and in a bin if he planes with a roller. If, while he presses in an amphora or planes in a bin, the amphora broke or the bin collapsed, he may not eat from the contents as a snack\(^{183}\), but Rebbi Yose permits it.

\(^{180}\) Maimonides translates by Arabic \textit{ямול} "he polishes it", by rubbing with the palm of his hand. For the anonymous Tanna, the obligation of tithes starts with the beginning of the polishing action.

\(^{181}\) Since polishing is done by squeezing some juice out of the fruit, R. Jehudah considers this to be commercial use of the juice which requires prior taking of the heave.

\(^{182}\) Prepared for impurity of food-stuffs, cf. \textit{Demay} Chapter 2, Note 141. Wine is one of the fluids preparing for impurity. R. Jehudah considers the juice pressed out from grapes or raisins as wine; the anonymous Tanna considers it as useless fluid (Maimonides) or as food, not juice (R. Hananel).

\(^{183}\) Without tithing since by starting he activated the obligation of heave and tithes.
Hananiah the son of Rebbi Yasa said, where do Rebbi Jehudah and the rabbis disagree? If it is *tevel* by their words. But for *tevel* by biblical decree, the rabbis also will agree.

184 That working on *tevel* produce should be permitted.

185 All the cases discussed in later chapters which trigger the duty of heave and tithes when the harvest is not yet stored when the biblical obligation starts; cf. Note 115.

Rebbi Mana said it without attribution, Rebbi Abun [said it] in the name of Rebbi Joḥanan: Rebbi Jehudah stays with his opinion, the rabbis stay with their opinion, as we have stated: "Olives which somebody crushed with impure hands are not prepared, to let them soak up salt they are prepared, to know whether they contain sap they are not prepared; Rebbi Jehudah says they are prepared." The rabbis say, he checks their sap. Rebbi Jehudah says, he checks their body. Here, the rabbis say he polishes with their sap, Rebbi Jehudah says, he polishes with what he has.

186 In the second part of the Mishnah, polishing raisin cakes.
187 Tosephta *Tahorot* 10:11, Babli *Šabbat* 145a.
188 In the Babli: "prepared." While olive oil is one of the fluids which
prepare for impurity, for the Tanna'im of Yerushalmi and Tosephta the sap which oozes out of the broken olives is not oil and is discarded. For the Tanna of the Babli, breaking olives before pressing produces virgin oil. For unclean hands, cf. Demay Chapter 2, Note 136.

189 In the Babli: "not prepared." For Yerushalmi and Tosephta, the wetness of the olives is desirable since salt will not dissolve and enter the olives when they are completely dry. In addition, it is asserted that in this case the fluid has the status of oil since pickled olives are eaten for their oil.

190 The three sources all have different formulations but they agree that checking whether the olives already contain oil does not turn the sap into oil since it is not collected, but for R. Jehudah it is oil. Similarly, the grape fluid used to glaze the raisin cake is not wine for the anonymous Tanna but is wine for R. Jehudah.

Rebbi said to his son Rebbi Simeon, climb up and bring us dried figs from the barrel. He said to him, is it not forbidden because of muqzeh? He retorted, are you still holding that? Nothing but figs and grapes can be forbidden because of muqzeh! Rebbi Samuel bar Sisarta: Because they stink in between. Rebbi Zeira asked before Rebbi Assi: Is it not reasonable to hold that the case involved split dates? He said to him, that is my opinion also. Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun, Rebbi Isaac bar Bisna in the name of Rebbi Johanan: The case involved split dates.
191 Reading of the Rome ms. Reading of the text in Bezah and in Venice/Leyden later in this paragraph:

The main place of this and the following paragraphs is Bezah 4:1, fol. 62b.

193 In the Babli (Šabbat 45a) this is a statement of Samuel in the tradition of R. Simeon ben Iohai.

194 Since Rebbi asked his son "to climb up", the dried figs were still on the roof, the usual drying place for figs. Since the status of these figs was not checked before the holiday began, it is not clear whether it was known before the start of the Sabbath that the dried figs already had reached a state in which they were edible before the start of the holiday. But unripe (or never ripe) dates which are spread out on the roof to mature and become sweet never pass through a phase during which they are inedible. They would be a prime example for food left to dry which is never muqzeh.

194 A Galilean Amora, student of rabbis Ammi and Assi (Inmi and Yasa), and colleague of R. Zeira. He is mentioned several times in the Babli.

"He said to him, nothing but figs can be forbidden because of muqzeh!" Rebbi Jacob bar Zavdi in the name of Rebbi Abbahu: that is, concerning the Sabbath. But concerning tithes, everything may pass through a stage of muqzeh. Rebbi Yose said, the Mishnah said so: "Dried figs when he presses them and in a bin if he planes with a roller."


196 "And grapes" has fallen out by a scribal error; grapes are also mentioned in the parallel in Šabbat.
While dried figs can be used as soon as they are edible again, if he had the intention from the start to store the finished produce in an amphora or a bin, the treatment in a case of muqzeh is irrelevant for tithes. Similarly, any produce put out to dry is free from tithes until it is brought to its final storage.

Rebbi Johanan said: The words of the first teacher imply that neither does the bottom need the top nor the top the bottom. The words of the last teacher, [the bottom] needs the top but not the top the bottom. Rebbi Eleazar said, that is Rebbi Me'ir's. He said to him, that you should not think to say it is an anonymous opinion and, against Rebbi Yose, practice follows the anonymous opinion. Therefore, one needs to say that this is Rebbi Me'ir's and between Rebbi Me'ir and Rebbi Yose practice follows Rebbi Yose.

This refers to the disagreement between the anonymous Tanna and R. Yose about dried figs being pressed into an amphora. The first Tanna holds that the start of pressing brings on the obligation of tithes since there is no longer any processing involved.

This sentence is corrupt in both mss.; the complete sentence is only paraphrased by R. Simson. R. Isaac Simponti has a complete sentence which, however, does not seem to be correct. The argument can best be reconstructed from Tosephta 1:11: "If, while he presses into an amphora or planes in a bin, the amphora broke or the bin collapsed, he may not eat from the contents as a snack, but Rebbi Yose permits it because the bottom needs the top." R. Yose holds that pressing dried...
figs into an amphora is processing, that pressed figs are different from loose dried figs and, therefore, the end but not the start of the operation counts for tithes.

Maimonides in his Commentary and his Code (Ma'aser 3:16) treats this statement as a disagreement between Rebbis Johanan and Eleazar and holds that practice follows the anonymous teacher.
Mishnah 1: If somebody passed by the market place and said: "take some figs," one may eat without tithing. Therefore, if they brought to their houses, they must put in order as certain produce. "Take some figs and bring them home," one should not eat them as a snack. Therefore, if they brought to their houses, they have to put in order only as *demay*.

1. A person not certified as trustworthy or a Fellow, see the Introduction to *Demay*. A trustworthy person will not give away anything not fully tithed.

2. As is a gift, cf. Note 5.

3. Since he offers single figs, we assume that they are freshly harvested and never were near the offerer's house. Therefore, they are not yet under the obligation of heave and tithes. When they become obligated upon being brought to the recipient's house, they must be treated as fully untithed.

4. If the vulgar offers figs as fully tithed, one has to assume that only heave was given but not tithes as explained in Tractate *Demay*.
Halakhah 1: Samuel said, this is Rebbi Meir's opinion since Rebbi Meir says a gift is not like a sale. Rebbi Yose said, it is the opinion of everybody. This was asked of those from Rebbi Yannai's house and they said, we used to give to one another in the fields and ate without putting in order. How can this be? Following him who held that they accepted tithes voluntarily.

5 It is stated in Halakhah 4:1 that produce which would become obligated when brought to storage also becomes obligated if it is sold on the field; the buyer may not eat a snack without giving heave and tithes. In general, we hold that the formal rules of transfer of property by a gift are the same as by sale in all respects. R. Meir is quoted here and in Ma'ser Šeni 1:1 to hold that, while a gift is only valid if it were valid also as a sale, a gift does not induce the obligations of heave and tithes.

6 Since practice follows the Mishnah, the Mishnah cannot describe a minority opinion. R. Yose is proven correct.


Our Mishnah [deals with] the case that most people bring to their houses but in case most people bring directly to market one has to put in order only as demay. If we were dealing with the case that most people bring to their houses, is that not what we have stated: "Take some figs and bring them home," one should not eat them as a snack? Since he said, "take some figs and bring them home," it is as if he said, "take, I am taking care of the tithes for you." But if most people bring directly to
market he is not trusted if he says to somebody, I did tithe, nor is he trusted if he says to him, I am bringing mine to my house. This refers to the first part of the Mishnah. If the farmer is a Fellow and he brings his figs directly to market he has to tithe (by the rules of fellowship) so that the vulgar who buys from him will not become guilty when he takes the figs home. Therefore, if the seller is not trustworthy, he still can be assumed to have given heave even if the figs never got near the house since collecting the figs is the last act of harvest, comparable to threshing for grains.

8 This refers to the first part of the Mishnah. If the farmer is a Fellow and he brings his figs directly to market he has to tithe (by the rules of fellowship) so that the vulgar who buys from him will not become guilty when he takes the figs home. Therefore, if the seller is not trustworthy, he still can be assumed to have given heave even if the figs never got near the house since collecting the figs is the last act of harvest, comparable to threshing for grains.

9 Before going to market. Then the fruits are subject to heave and tithes by biblical standards.

10 The second part of the Mishnah. Therefore, the first part cannot refer to the same case.

11 Since the giver is not trustworthy, the recipient still has to treat the gift as demay.

12 If he were trustworthy, in the first case one would also require tithing only as demay, not as certain as required by the Mishnah.

If he gave much, even if he said, take and eat, it is as if he said, take and store. If he gave him anything that usually is not eaten raw, even if he said, take and eat, it is as if he said, take and store. If [the recipient] was an important personality who does not usually eat in public, if he said, take and eat, it is as if he said, take and store. If there were two people; to one he said, take and eat; to the other he said, take and store. The one to whom he said, take and eat, is free; the one to whom he said, take...
and store, is obligated. Rebbi Yose said, is that not a Mishnah (2:2): "They eat and are free but the owners of the gate or the store are obligated?" Rebbi Jonah said, it is everybody’s opinion; here for demay, there for certain.

Even if he uses the language specified in the Mishnah for the first case, the rule to be followed is that of the second case if a typical person will not be able to eat all of it on the spot. Similar arguments hold for the next two cases.

The first case of the Mishnah.

The second case.

If a passer-by gives fruits to a group of people gossiping at a place where the owner’s own produce would become obligated, the visitors may eat them as a snack but not the owners. R. Jehudah also permits the owners to eat as long as they stay in the group. He must disagree with the rules just given.

Mishnah 2 speaks of untithed fruits, Mishnah 1 of demay. R. Yose’s argument is invalid; the rules must be spelled out and cannot be inferred from the Mishnah.

"Go and collect for yourself 20 figs from my tree and I will eat my fill from yours,' he who eats his fill is free and he who eats a fixed number is obligated." Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya asked before Rebbi Ze’ira: Can a person not eat one by one with permission and be free? He said to him, yes. Then why is he obligated here? He said to him, when he takes them together. If he takes them together, even he who eats his fill should be obligated! Is he not forbidden because of barter? Rebbi
Shammai said, there is no barter since this man only wanted to make him hungry that he should eat\textsuperscript{24}.

18 Tosephta 2:6.
19 He eats as a snack, untithed.
20 The fixed number makes it a business deal for which the fruits have to be tithed.
21 If he first collects 20 figs and then eats them, he must tithe first. If he eats every fig before he picks the next one, it is a snack and needs no tithing.
22 If the answer stands, the Tosephta is misleading. It should say, he who eats while collecting is free but he who collects and then eats is obligated.
23 There is no difference whether one picks and then eats or eats while picking. The person who gets 20 figs gets them by barter and has to tithe in any case; the question of R. Abun bar Hiyya seems irrelevant.
24 20 figs to eat in one sitting is a large amount. The person who wants to eat his fill is afraid the other person, who probably is poor, would not eat enough. So he induces him to eat a large quantity; there are two snacks and no barter. The objection of R. Abun bar Hiyya is supported; the Tosephta cannot represent practice.
Go and collect for yourself 20 figs from my tree’, he eats as usual and is free. ‘Go and fill a basket,’ he should not eat before tithing. When has this been said? About a vulgar. But from a Fellow he can eat and does not have to tithe, the words of Rabbi. Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, when has this been said? About a vulgar. But from a Fellow he has to put it in order as certainly untithed since Fellows are not suspected to tithe what is not earmarked. Rabbi said, I prefer my words to those of Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel. It is preferable that they should tithe what is not earmarked than to feed tevel to the vulgar.

Rabbi Zeira said, from both their opinions [it follows that] even a Fellow who sends to another Fellow must tithe. They ventured to say, he who said that Fellows are not suspected to tithe what is not earmarked, when somebody is a Fellow he has to tithe. And he who said, it is better to tithe what is not earmarked than to feed tevel to the vulgar, if he is a Fellow he has to tithe. Rabbi Jonah asked: Here you declare him to be a Fellow, there you declare him to be a vulgar. Rabbi Yose said, in both cases, he is a vulgar. But because of the rare one who puts in order he is called a Fellow.

25 Tosephta 2:5, Babli Eruvin 32a.
26 In the Tosephta and Babli (printed editions and Munich ms.): 'He may eat a snack and tithes as certainly untithed.' But R. Hananel reads in the Babli: 'He may eat a snack and tithes as demay.' The Yerushalmi does not deal with the problem; the baraita simply states that he "is free" to eat an untithed snack.
27 In the Tosephta and Babli: He may eat a snack and tithes as demay; since the giver specifies a measure he might have given tithes for his gift from another batch. Here R. Hananel reads: 'tithes as certainly untithed.' The Yerushalmi does not deal with the problem: According to Mishnah 1:5, a filled basket subjects all figs in it to heave and tithes. It is clear that then the figs cannot be eaten untithed. But the status of the tithing, whether de
may or certain, is not determined.

28 See Terumot 4:3, Note 21; 2:1, Notes 3,6.

29 This is the formulation of the editor. Rebbi would have said "my father".

30 Transgressing a positive biblical injunction.

31 Committing the grave sin of "putting a stone in the path of a blind man." Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel holds that the just should never sin to save the wicked; this is his position everywhere, cf. Demay 3:8, Note 135, Mishnah Ma'aser Sheni 5:1; Babli Baba Qama 69a.

32 See Demay 2:2, Note 125 (R. Zeira in the name of R. Johanan). In Halakhah 5:1, the rule is attributed to R. Simeon ben Laqish.

33 The recipient has to tithe as certainly untithed if circumstances indicate that the produce could not have been titthed by the giver, as in the case here since the figs collected in the recipient's basket could not have been delineated by the giver; cf. Demay 3:3, Notes 79 ff.

34 The giver has to tithe by the rule of Rebbi; the recipient has to tithe by the rules of demay.

35 The recipient is treated as a Fellow since he is required to tithe demay. On the other hand, he is treated as a vulgar in Rebbi's argument.

36 If somebody is not a Fellow, he nevertheless may not be a vulgar in the legal sense of the word.
another I shall tithe for you, he does not have to be with him. There\[41\], we have stated: "If he put it in a tree, higher than ten hand-breadths it is not an eruv, lower than ten hand-breadths it is an eruv." Rebbi Eleazar said, he has to be with him\[42\]. And here, you say so? Rebbi Hiyya bar Ada said, here about an adult, there about a minor. Rebbi Hananiah said in the name of Rebbi Hanina, you may even say in both cases we deal with an adult or in both cases we deal with a minor. There, when he says, make an eruv for me! But here, he says I shall tithe for you\[43\]. This learns from that and that learns from this. This learns from that, if he says I shall make an eruv for you, he does not have to be with him. That learns from this, if he says tithe for me, he has to be with him.

38 Reading of the Rome ms. and the Leyden and Venice texts in Eruvin 3. Leyden and Venice here: מַשְׁכָּא נַעַר יֵאלָרְךָ.
39 The paragraph has a parallel in Eruvin 3, fol. 20d.
40 This must be R. Yose ben R. Hanina since R. Eleazar quotes in his name. No Rebbi Sheshet is known from another source; Rav Sheshet holds in Babli Eruvin 32a that one always may trust an agent to fulfill the duties of his agency. This is rejected here. The older R. Yose ben Hanina is not likely to quote from the younger Rav Sheshet.
41 Mishnah Eruvin 3:3. For the notion of eruv, cf. Peah 8, Note 56.
42 The previous Mishnah states: "An eruv sent through an insane, a deaf and dumb, or a minor is invalid. If the eruv will be delivered to a competent person, it is valid." In the interpretation of the Yerushalmi, the two Mishnaiot belong together; the person who puts the eruv into a tree at the border of the Sabbath domain is an agent of the person who intends to use the eruv. The latter has to check that the agent executed the terms of his agency.
43 The initiative is the agent's, not the beneficiary's.
Go and collect for yourself 20 figs from my tree’, he eats one after the other and is free. ‘Go and fill a basket.’ Rebbi says, I say that he has to show him the basket. What is the measure of a basket? Rebbi Samuel bar Nahman in the name of Rebbi Jonathan: A standard basket is four qab, a large one a seah, a small one three qab. Rebbi Jonah asked: Has this been said for tithes or for contract law? If you say for tithes, then certainly also for contracts. If for contracts, then not for tithes. It was obvious to Rebbi Yose that this was said for tithes, and certainly also for contracts.

He follows the Tosephta and disagrees with the Amoraim who fix standard sizes of baskets.

In the Rome ms: R. Johanan in the name of R. Simeon ben Yehozadaq.

In Tosephta 2:7, a large basket is ≥ a seah, an average one ≥ three qab, a small one ≥ two qab. For the volumes of seah and qab, cf. Peah 3:7, Note 108.

If the seller contracts to deliver a basket of a commodity, is he bound to deliver the standard volume even if this is not specified in the contract? The question is impossible for the Tannaim who specify only minimal sizes; for them, the measures must refer to tithes.

For Rebbi, it gives the donor an indication which quantity to tithe for his gift to be collected.
Mishnah 2: If they were sitting in a gate or in a store and he said, take some figs, they may eat and are free, but the owners of the gate or the store are obligated. Rebbi Jehudah frees them unless they turn their faces away or change their places.

49 The person of Mishnah 1 who is giving away figs.
50 Since for them "the figs see the house" and, therefore, are subject to heave and tithes.
51 Since one is not supposed to be eating in public, he defines the house which induces the duty of tithes as a place in which the owner can eat without embarassment.
52 In order to eat in privacy.

Halakhah 2: That means that the house creates tevel for its owner but not for others. Rebbi Eleazar said, Rebbi Jehudah and Rebbi Nehemiah said the same thing as we have stated: "Rebbi Nehemiah says, every [courtyard] in which a person is not ashamed to eat obligates." Rebbi Yose said, we thought that Rebbi Nehemiah and the other rabbis disagree about a courtyard in which he would be ashamed to eat anywhere. That means, not one in which he would be ashamed at some place but not at another. Since Rebbi Eleazar said Rebbi Jehudah and Rebbi Nehemiah said the same thing, this implies that a place where he
would be ashamed is free and one where he would not be ashamed is obligated.

53 The opinion of the anonymous majority.
54 Mishnah 3:5, reporting the opinions of various rabbis about the definition of a courtyard which induces the obligation of heave and tithes. R. Jehudah also is quoted in this Mishnah in a statement which does not necessarily conflict with R. Eleazar’s opinion.

Rebbi Joḥanan said, Rebbi Jehudah implies that they made it like a branch hanging into the courtyard\(^55\). In the opinion of Rebbi Joḥanan, if he eats single ones, eats in a public place, and leaves some remainder. In the opinion of Rebbi Eleazar, even if he does not eat single ones, even if he does not eat in a public place and leaves no remainder\(^56\).

55 As long as the fruits hang on the branch, they are not obligated. Once harvested, they become immediately obligated unless they are eaten as snack singly (Note 21), in a place free according to Rebbis Jehudah and Neḥemiah, and before the harvest is completed, i. e., while some fruits remain on the branch.
56 The character of the courtyard alone determines the obligation.
Mishnah 3: If somebody brings fruits from Galilee to Judea or if he is on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, he may eat until he reaches his destination; the same holds for the return journey. Rebbi Meir says, until he reaches the place where he stays for the Sabbath. Peddlers who make the tour of villages may eat until they come to the place where they will stay for the night. Rebbi Jehudah says, the first house is his house.

56 Untithed fruits as a snack. eaten on the Sabbath; see below and Mishnah 3:2.
57 Untithed fruits collected just before his departure.
58 Since no untithed fruit may be eaten on the Sabbath; see below and Mishnah 3:2.
59 In the village where he wants to stay overnight.

Halakhah 3: When fruits were collected not for use on the Sabbath and the Sabbath started, Rebbi Johanan said, the Sabbath makes it tevel, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, the Sabbath does not make it tevel. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish objected to Rebbi Johanan, since you say the Sabbath makes it tevel, did we not state: "If somebody brings fruits from Galilee to Judea or if he is on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, he may eat until he reaches his destination; the same holds for the return journey?" We stated about...
this: Even if he stayed overnight, even if he stayed over the Sabbath! He said to him, when he wants to stay for the Sabbath. You should know that this is so since we have stated about this: "Even if he stayed for the Sabbath on Monday." Can you have the Sabbath on a Monday? It must be that he wants to stay for the Sabbath; here also if he wants to stay for the Sabbath.

60 The Sabbath causes tevel if he stays by choice, not by necessity. If he stays over Sabbath at one place during a trip, it is not creating tevel, if he stays in one place on a vacation or for work, his room becomes his house and induces tevel. In the Babli, Bezáh 35a, R. Johanan restricts this to produce fully processed.

61 In Tosephta 2:1, the formulation is: "R. Meir says, if he arrives at the place of his choice for the Sabbath he must tithe even if it is a Monday."

Everybody agrees that staying overnight does not induce tevel. What is the difference between staying overnight and staying during the Sabbath? A person happens to stay overnight, nobody happens to stay during the Sabbath. A person will stay anywhere overnight, nobody stays everywhere during the Sabbath.


63 Since the choice for staying over the Sabbath is deliberate, that place takes the quality of home.
It was stated: "It happened that Rebbi Joshua went to Rabban Johanan ben Zakkai in Bene Ḥayil, and some local people brought them fruits. Rebbi Joshua said to them, if we stay overnight, we are obligated to tithe; otherwise, we are not obligated to tithe." Rebbi Zeira said, Rebbi Joshua insists on cleanliness. Rebbi Mana said to him, are all others insane? But Rebbi Joshua, who frequently was attended to, says that staying overnight induces tevel. For all others, who are not frequently attended to, staying overnight does not induce tevel. But did we not state: "Peddlers who make the tour of villages may eat until they come to the place where they will stay for the night." Where is their overnight stay? In their house! Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish in the name of Rebbi Ḥanina: Like those of Kefar Ḥanina who go out, trade in four or five villages, return, and sleep in their houses.

64 Tosefta 2:1, Demai 3:1, Note 5.
65 In the other sources, the place of Rabban Johanan ben Zakkai is Beror Ḥayil.
66 Reading יָלָל as contracted from לַיְלִּי found in the other sources. The Tosephta seems to contradict the Mishnah.
67 He will stay only in a clean room. Therefore, for him staying overnight is comparable to staying during the Sabbath and counted as if he stayed in his own house.
68 To want to stay in dirty, unhealthy surroundings.
69 He was so famous that people
prepared his lodgings specially for him; personally.
The lodgings could be considered his place of rest.

लाभ जब शाही रहें और अनेक लघुत्व उसका बिंदु है. हायया.

Rebbi Halaphta ben Shaul stated: A person wants to unload his wares in the first house he encounters and stay overnight there.

71 This is an attempt at explaining the position of R. Jehudah in the Mishnah, that a traveler is obligated from the moment he arrives at the first house of the place in which he intends to stay overnight.

मिशनाह 4: Fruits from which he gave heave before they were completely processed, Rebbi Eliezer prohibits to eat snacks from them but the Sages permit it except for harvesting-baskets of figs. Rebbi Simeon permits from a harvesting-basket of figs from which heave was taken but the Sages forbid.

72 As explained in Chapter 1, Mishnaiot 2 ff.
73 He holds that once heave was given, tithes also must be given even though the obligation of heave and tithes never starts before the end of processing.
74 Most figs are harvested for processing into fig cakes and dried figs. But, as the preceding two Mishnaiot show, some figs are used or sold directly from the basket used when harvesting the figs.
Halakhah 4: Where do we hold? If about a harvesting-basket of figs, everybody agrees that it is forbidden. If about oil olives and wine grapes, everybody agrees that it is permitted. But we deal with dates intended for pressing, dried figs intended for pressing. Rebbi Eliezer says, heave creates tevel of fruits not completely processed but the Sages say, heave does not create tevel of fruits not completely processed.

75 In the discussion between the Sages and R. Eliezer, disregarding the opinion of R. Simeon.
76 Into date cakes.
77 Into fig cakes. Tosephta 2:2 explicitly states that the disagreement between R. Eliezer and the Sages refers to these cases only. That Tosephta cannot have been the basis of the Yerushalmi.
78 Since heave was already given, this tevel refers only to tithes and the heave of the tithe contained in the First Tithe.

Can First Tithe induce tevel? Where do we hold? If about a grain heap that was smoothed, everybody holds that it is forbidden. If First Tithe was given from ears, everybody agrees that it is permitted. But we deal with dates intended for pressing, large figs intended for

pounding\textsuperscript{77}, of which he gave the Great Heave and then changed his mind to store them as they were. Then he transgressed\textsuperscript{81} and gave First Tithe. If you say that \textit{tevel} was created retroactively, the heave induces \textit{tevel}. If you say that \textit{tevel} is created from there onwards, the First Tithe induces \textit{tevel}.

\textit{79} For Second Tithe or the tithe of the poor, depending on the year in the Sabbatical cycle.

\textit{80} Tosephta 2:2: "R. Eliezer concedes to the Sages that if somebody gave heave from ears but intends to thresh the grain, from grapes but intends to make wine, from olives but intends to make oil, he can eat snacks from them." The reason is that heave and tithes of grain are always referred to as "from the threshing floor" (\textit{Num. 15:20; 18:27,30}) or "from flour" (\textit{Deut. 12:17, 14:23, 18:4}). By biblical decree, nothing preceding the threshing may induce \textit{tevel}. Similarly, the obligations on the grape and olive harvests are referred to as heave of "cider and oil" (\textit{Deut. 12:17, 14:23, 18:4}).

\textit{81} Since he gave heave when it was not due, he should first give heave when it is due before giving First Tithe.

\textit{82} If somebody buys dates to press them, dried figs to pound them, he may not eat a snack from them and must tithe as \textit{demay}, the words of Rebbi Meir. But the Sages say, he may eat a snack from them and must
give tithes as certain, the words of Rebbi Yose." Rebbi Hilai, Rebbi Lazar in the name of Hilfai; Rebbi Jonah said, it was found on the writing tablet of Hilfai: He may eat a snack from them and gives tithes as certain. This is difficult! If he may eat a snack from them, he should give certain tithes. If he tithes as *demay*, he should be forbidden to eat them as a snack! Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Hila: He may eat them as snack because their processing is not finished; he gives certain tithes since he [the seller] knows that his house induces *tevel*, he will separate heave from the start.

82 Tosephta 2:3., reading of the Erfurt ms.
83 The last clause is missing in the Tosephta. The text here seems to be the conflation of a Tosephta in the name of the Sages and a *baraita* in the name of R. Yose. Since R. Yose (ben Halaphta) determines practice, there is no difference in fact between Tosephta and *baraita*.
84 Two different opinions on the chain of transmission, whether oral or written.
85 This is the reading in both mss. and the *editio princeps*. However, the text requires that one read "tithes as *demay*".
86 This implies that the fruits are not yet processed; the obligation of tithes has not yet started and, therefore, the seller could not have given heave and tithes.
87 The seller certainly gave heave; the buyer may not eat from the produce before separating the heave of the tithe.
88 The obligation of heave did not start yet.
89 The vulgar seller knows that the house induces *tevel* because this is a biblical commandment. He does not know the requirement that the processing has to be finished since that is only a rabbinic interpretation of the verse.
Rebbi Eleazar said, the Mishnah deals with any harvesting-basket.

Rebbi Simeon permits by a reasoning *a fortiori*: Since you say it is permitted if it carries the potential obligation of three tithes, so much more if it carries only the potential obligation of two tithes. Does the First Tithe create *tevel* for the Second? Since you say it is permitted if it carries the potential obligation of two tithes, so much more if it carries only the potential obligation of one tithe.

---

90 The statement of R. Simeon in the last sentence of the Mishnah.
91 Not only of figs.
92 Tosephta 2:2; instead of the Yerushalmi stereotype the Tosephta has the Babylonian Tosephta.
93 Great Heave, First and Second Tithes.
94 For him, heave does not create *tevel* for any produce whose processing was completed outside the farmhouse as long as the farmer intends to bring the produce to the house for storage.

---

**Mishnah 5:** If somebody says to another person, here take this and give me five figs for it, he should not eat before he tithed, the words of Rebbi Meir. Rebbi Jehudah says, if he eats them singly he is free, if he takes them together he is obligated. Rebbi Jehudah said, there is a
story that a rose garden was in Jerusalem whose figs were sold three or four for an *as* and nobody ever gave heave and tithes for them.\(^98\)

95 A Roman coin, one twenty-fourth of a denar.

96 Since a sale induces *tevel*; cf. Note 5.

97 If he holds at least two figs simultaneously; cf. Note 21.

98 They were only used as single snacks.

99 R. Meir holds that a sale creates *tevel* if the gatherer collected to sell without knowing what the buyer would do. But if the figs are picked by the person who eats them, even R. Meir will agree that the sale does not induce *tevel*.

Rebbi Hila in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Just as they differ here they differ about a secure courtyard\(^100\) since Rebbi Johanan said that [the rules of] buying, courtyard, and Sabbath are not biblical\(^101\). Rebbi Immi in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, the most reasonable of these is the secure courtyard\(^102\).
In Mishnah 3:5, R. Ismael declares that a Tyrian courtyard, defined as one where vessels are safe from being stolen, acts like a house for tevel. Since they induce tevel only by rabbinic decree, R. Jehudah insists that leniencies are possible which would be impossible for biblical obligations. The problem here is that all tithes except those of grain, wine, and oil are rabbinical. R. Eliahu Fulda notes that the basic hypothesis in all tractates of Zeraim is that the covenant of Nehemiah stipulates that all obligations on the Land be kept as if they were biblical.

The colleagues in the name of Rebbi Johanan: So did Rebbi Jehudah disprove Rebbi Meir's argument: Do you not concede to me that one who gives to his son is free? What is the difference between gathering and giving to his son or gathering and giving to another person? Rebbi Yudan asked: What did you see to say 'if he gathers and delivers,' can we
not say 'if he gathers and eats' \(^{104}\). Rebbi Mana said, there cannot be "if he gathers and eats", only "if he gathers and delivers," because of that rose garden \(^{105}\). Can you say the rose garden [is a case of] gathering and eating? No, gathering and delivering! There also, he gathers and delivers because he \(^{106}\) would say to him, if you enter you will damage its roses! A baraita \(^{107}\) disagrees with Rebbi Mana's argument: "I am selling you the vineyard", this is a valid sale even if there are no vines since he sells him [the real estate] by description. 'I am selling you the orchard', this is a valid sale even if there are no trees since he sells him [the real estate] by description \(^{108}\)."

---

103 Since it was agreed in the first paragraph of this Halakhah that R. Meir frees from tithes if not the fruits themselves but the right to gather them was bought, the fact that money changes hands between the farmer and a stranger but not between himself and his son becomes irrelevant.

104 In this case, R. Jehudah's reputed argument becomes irrelevant.

105 According to R. Mana, Rebbis Johanan and Eleazar cannot be correct.

106 The owner of the rose garden to the buyer of figs.

107 Tosephta Baba Batra 6:18 (in different order), Yerushalmi Ketubot 8:7 (fol. 32b), Babli Baba Batra 7a, Baba Mezi'a 104a (both parallel the Tosephta).

108 The Babli adds a clarification: Only if the properties were known as "orchard" or "vineyard". In any case, it is shown that the "rose garden" need not contain any roses; R. Mana's argument is invalid and the statement of Rebbis Johanan and Eleazar stands.
Mishnah 6: If somebody says to another person, here take this as for twenty figs that I shall choose, he chooses and eats; for the bunch of grapes that I shall choose, he selects single grape berries and eats; for the pomegranate that I shall choose, he picks single kernels and eats; for the watermelon that I shall choose, he bites off and eats. But if he said, for these twenty figs, for these two bunches, for these two pomegranates, for these two watermelons, he eats as he is used to and he is free since he bought when it was still connected to the ground.

In this entire Mishnah, the fruits are still on the tree or, in the case of the watermelon, on the ground connected to their roots. In the first scenario, the fruits are chosen after the deal is closed; they are bought and, since buying induces teshuvah, when harvested are subject to heave and tithes. In order to avoid the heave, it is necessary that they not be harvested. This means that only single berries may be plucked, not the entire bunch, not even two grapes together; small slices must be cut off the watermelon and be eaten when the watermelon still sits on the ground connected to its root; the entire watermelon will be eaten. In most cases, this means that heave and tithes cannot be avoided if the fruit is not specified at the time of the sale.

In the second case the sale was concluded when there was no possibility of an obligation of heave and tithes; it is as if somebody buys an entire field of standing grain; when he harvests he is in the place of the original farmer and his produce will become subject to heave and tithes only when it is brought to storage after full processing.
Halakhah 5: \(^{110}\) Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Johanan: He plucks single berries\(^ {111}\) and eats. Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba said, that is what my teacher did. It was stated in the name of Rebbi Yose: If he bit off the minutest amount from a watermelon, he acquired it. Rebbi Jonah asked, does this also hold for a pomegranate\(^ {112}\)?

110 In the Leyden ms. and Venice print, this is the end of Halakhah 5.
111 But never two together.
112 The positive answer is too obvious to be noted since otherwise the fruit is lost.

Mishnah 7: If somebody hires a worker to slice figs; if that one told him, on condition that I may eat from the figs, he eats and is free; on condition that I and my son will eat, or that my son may eat in lieu of my wages, he may eat and is free, and his son may eat but is obligated; on condition that I may eat while cutting and after cutting, while cutting he eats and is free, after cutting he eats and is obligated since he does not eat because of the Torah. That is the principle: He who eats because of the Torah is free\(^ {113}\); if he does not eat because of the Torah he is obligated.

113 The agricultural worker is always permitted to eat from the produce he is harvesting or processing, Deut. 23:25,26. But after he is finished
working he has no right to eat, nor has his son, unless he pays for the produce. But then he eats because of a commercial transaction and is obligated for heave and tithes.

**Halakham 6:** Why do I need "on condition"? Even without "on condition"! Rebbi Avin in the name of Rebbi Shammai: It is necessary, even if he says "on condition"!

114 Since he eats by biblical decree, there is no need to stipulate.
115 The Mishnah does not state a condition, that the worker may only eat if he stipulates so, but a leniency: Even if the worker stipulates and it looks like a commercial transaction, that stipulation, being unnecessary, is being disregarded and he eats by biblical decree, not by buying. This naturally means that the worker must stay within the bounds of the biblical decree, whose details are explained in the following paragraphs, in order to remain free from heave and tithes.

**תפקית תגנינת היה עשה בנייו אבל לא ברך וברכתו מביתו על הספרי חרהו אינכם ככבריך אלא ברכתיו מקשה**. ברך וברך לא בנייו אלא בברכתיו מקשה על הקמוס בחיה אינכם אבל ברכתיו מקשה. ברך וברך ימי הקמה את מביתו או ארץ שבנין ברכתיו ובגופו. אמר רבי עזרא בר ברך שלוחון אין ברך ברך וכן בברך. ממושב ב럼ון בורשים ומכפרים בברך ידוער בבית הדרים. דידי הוא דידי מידש שトイולר מאור על גיל בר שלドイילר מאור. בא על חובל הפתים. דידי הוא דידי מידש שトイולר על גיל בר שלドイילר מאור. בא על חובל הפתים. דידי הוא דידי מידש שトイולר על גיל בר שלドイילר מאור. בא על חובל הפתים. דידי הוא דידי מידש שトイולר על גיל בר שלドイילר מאור. בא על חובל הפתים. דידי הוא דידי מידש שトイולר על גיל בר שלドイילר מאור. בא על חובל הפתים. דידי הוא דידי מידש שトイולר על גיל בר שלドイילר מאור. בא על חובל הפתים. דידי הוא דידי מידש שトイולר על גיל בר שלドイילר מאור. בא על חובל הפתים. דידי הוא דידי מידש שトイולר על גיל בר שלドイילר מאור. בא על חובל הפתים. דידי הוא דידי מידש שトイולר על גיל בר שלドイילר מאור. בא על חובל הפתים. דידי הוא דידי מידש שトイולר על גיל בר שלドイילר מאור. בא על חובל הפתים. דידי הוא דידי מידש שトイולר על גיל בר שלドイילר מאור. בא על חובל הפתים. דידי הוא דידי מידש שトイולר על גיל בר שלドイילר מאור. בא על חובל הפתים. דידי הוא דידי מידש שトイולר על גיל בר שלドイילר מאור. בא sobre el mapa. o sobre el mapa. o sobre el mapa.
There, we have stated: "If he worked with his hands but not with his feet, with his feet but not with his hands, even on his shoulder, he eats." We have stated about this, with his hands he makes bundles, with his feet he creates support, even on his shoulder he carries. "Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah says, only if he works with his hands, feet, and body," as in threshing where he works with his hands, feet, and body, so for anything he works with his hands, feet, and body.

118 Threshing, just as threshing is particular in that it applies to plucked [grain], so for anything plucked. This excludes him who thins among garlic and onions, makes supports for vines, and weeds under an olive tree.

Threshing, just as threshing is particular in that it applies to growth from the earth, so for anything growing from the earth. This excludes him who milks, makes cheese, or churns milk.

Threshing, just as threshing is particular in that it does not apply after processing, so for anything not after processing. This excludes him who separates dates or dried figs, wine after it is fermented and olive oil when it descends into the vat.

Threshing, just as threshing is particular in that it applies before the obligation of tithes, so for anything before the obligation of tithes. This excludes him who kneads dough, separates, or bakes.

116 Reading of the Rome ms. and the parallel in Baba Mezi'a 7:2, fol. 11b. Leyden and Venice: ריפס "makes supports".
117 Mishnah Baba Mezi'a 7:4.
118 Threshing refers to Deut. 25:4: "You may not muzzle an ox while he is threshing." This is discussed in the Yerushalmi (here and Baba Mezi'a 7:2, fol. 11b), the Babli Baba Mezi'a 89a, Sifry Deut. 287, and the Tosephta Baba Mezi'a 8:7. The Yerushalmi sources (Yerushalmi, Sifry, and part of the Tosephta) take "threshing" as the catch
word; Babylonian sources (Babli and part of the Tosephtha) refer to "an ox". The Yerushalmi part of the Tosephtha, a text lacking the rethorical formulas, is reproduced in Yerushalmi Baba Mezi'a 7:2. The list of exclusions, without its justification, is Mishnah Baba Mezi'a 7:2.

Tosephtha 2:16 allows the workers to eat the onion or garlic plants which they remove for thinning.

119 According to Rashi (Baba Mezi'a 89a) using an instrument.

120 Babylonian sources add "the obligation of hallah", referring to countries outside the Land. Since flour is not under the obligation of hallah as long as it is not kneaded as dough, the expression "before the obligation of" is shorthand for "anything not under the obligation at the start of work." This applies also to the Yerushalmi version since the farmhand who turns threshed and winnowed grain into an orderly heap may eat from the grain even though at the end of his work the heap is subject to heave and tithes.

121 Separates the dough into smaller loaves for baking.

122 It is written (Deut. 23:26): "If you come into your neighbor's standing grain." I could think that this means everybody; the verse says "do not swing a sickle over your neighbor's standing grain," he who has permission to swing a sickle, that means the laborer. Issy ben Aqabiah says, the verse speaks about everybody. Why does the verse say, "do not swing a sickle over your neighbor's standing grain?" He has no right except at the time of swinging the sickle. It was stated: Rebbi Simeon ben Iohai says, how far was the Torah careful about robbery that...
it judged between a human and his neighbor about a swing of the sickle!

How great is labor, since the generation of the Flood was destroyed only because of robbery, but the laborer does his work, eats, and is free of any robbery!

122 Similar texts in Sifry Deut. 266, 267; Babli Baba Mezi'a 87b.

123 It seems that Issy ben Aqabiah's text is corrupt. The Rome text reads:

The verse says 'do not swing a sickle over your neighbor's standing grain,' he has no right except at the time of swinging the sickle.'

In this version, Issy ben Aqabiah agrees that only the laborer has the right to eat from the farmer's harvest and only at harvest time; this is the position of Aqabiah ben Mehalalel, Midrash Haggadol Deut., ed. S. Fish (Jerusalem 1975) p. 533 = Midrash Tannaim, ed. Hoffmann, p. 153.

124 This baraita is not found in any other source.

125 It is written (Deut. 25:4): "Do not muzzle an ox while he is threshing." Is there only an ox in the cut and a human in the standing?
May a human eat from the cut? If an ox which does not eat from the standing may eat from the cut, a human who may eat from the standing should *a fortiori* be able to eat from the cut. The verse says, "do not muzzle an ox while he is threshing." To an ox applies "do not muzzle"; to a human "do not muzzle" does not apply.

May an ox eat from the standing? If a human who does not eat from the cut may eat from the standing, an ox which may eat from the cut should *a fortiori* be able to eat from the standing. This means, if "do not muzzle" applies to one case, it also should apply to the other. The verse says, "do not muzzle an ox while he is threshing." You may not muzzle him when he is threshing but you may muzzle him for what is standing on the ground.

125 A similar argument is in Babli *Baba Mezi'a* 88b.
126 Only cut grain can be threshed, so the ox certainly eats from cut grain when threshing. Since it was established that the laborer may eat during the harvest, there is no reason to require that he eat only from the remaining standing grain and not from the ears already cut. Therefore, he certainly may eat from cut grain on condition that some be still standing; Mishnah *Baba Mezi'a* 7:2.
127 After the harvest has been completed.
128 May an ox be muzzled working the field?

---

From here they said, a person may renounce for himself, his adult son or daughter, or his adult male or female slave, or his wife, because they have a mind. But he may not renounce for his minor son or...
daughter, or his minor male or female slave, or his animal\textsuperscript{131}, because they have no mind."

129 The Mishnah which states that a laborer can sign away his right to eat from the harvest for a financial consideration. Then he can also hire out his adult children or slaves without right to eat for additional payment. If he would sell himself as a Hebrew slave (assuming that the Jubilee laws are in effect, cf. \textit{Seviit} 1:1, Note 7), he could stipulate in exchange for a lump sum payment that his wife would not be supported by his master.

130 Mishnah \textit{Baba Mezi'a} 7:6. That Mishnah is not discussed in either Talmud.

131 He cannot rent out his animal for threshing and stipulate that it may be muzzled.

He who eats by biblical decree, should he not be obligated\textsuperscript{132}? Rebbi Jonah said, the Torah freed him\textsuperscript{133}.

132 Since the laborer may eat from the harvest as the result of a contract between himself and the farmer, did he not acquire the right to eat by executing the contract (even if oral) and should he not be treated as buyer of the fruit he is eating and be obligated for heave and tithes?

133 Since the verses treat his eating as integral part of the harvest, the (rabbinic) obligation of a buyer cannot be applied here.
**Mishnah 8:** If he was working with lēhāsim\textsuperscript{134} he should not eat benôt ševa\textsuperscript{135} and vice-versa. But he may hold back until he reaches the place of good ones and eat there. If somebody switches with another person\textsuperscript{136} so that each one eats directly, or each one cuts\textsuperscript{137}, or one eats and one cuts, he is obligated. Rebbi Jehudah says, he who exchanges to eat is obligated, to cut is free.

\textsuperscript{134} The Mishnah mss. have לכסים, בלכיסים בלכסים בלכיסים בלכיסים. These are cooking quality figs irrespective of the strain, cf. Arabic \textit{balas} "cooking dates".

\textsuperscript{135} Light green delicacy figs. Since these two qualities are distinct for commercial purposes, they are distinct for the laborer.

\textsuperscript{136} Two tree owners; their barter is a commercial transaction and induces tevel.

\textsuperscript{137} He prepares the figs to be dried into fig cakes. R. Jehudah holds that in this case the processing is not completed and a commercial transaction does not induce tevel, cf. Note 80.

---

**Halakhah 7:** There\textsuperscript{138}, we have stated: "When he is working on figs he should not eat grapes, on grapes he should not eat figs." On that, we stated: If he is working on one branch, he should not eat from another branch\textsuperscript{139}. Also, we have stated: "When he is working with lēhāsim he should not eat benôt ševa' and vice-versa." This is needed, even if both are on the same branch.

\textsuperscript{138} Mishnah \textit{Baba Mezi'a} 7:4.

\textsuperscript{139} The Babli, \textit{Baba Mezi'a} 91b, only notes that if he is working on one vine, he should not eat from another vine.
It is written (Deut. 23:25): "If you come into your neighbor's vineyard". I could think that this means everybody; the verse says: "Do not put into your own vessel," but you may put into somebody else's vessel. Who is this? This is the laborer. "You may eat grapes." Do we not know that in a vineyard there is nothing to eat but grapes? Why does the verse say, you may eat grapes? From here [it follows] that if he works fig trees he cannot eat grapes, vines he cannot eat figs. "All your soul's desire," anything that is free from tithes. What you eat without obligation also the laborer may eat without obligation. "All your soul's desire," from here that the laborer should not eat more than the value of his wages. From here did Rebbi Eleazar Hisma deduce that the laborer should not eat more than the value of his wages, but the Sages permit it. From where that his wages are called his soul? Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina, it says here "his soul" and it says at another place "his soul" as it is written (Deut. 24:15): "For that he carries his soul." Just
as "his soul" there means his wages, so here "his soul" means his wages.

"Until you are satiated," that he should not eat and vomit\textsuperscript{148}. "Until you are satiated," that he should not peel figs or suck out grapes\textsuperscript{149}.

140 Reading of the Rome ms. and all parallel texts; missing in Leyden ms. and Venice print.

141 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: רבי חנינא זו כ-renan.

142 A different text with similar meaning in Sifry Deut. 266; a different baraita Babylon Mezi'a 87b.

143 The verse reads: If you come into your neighbor's vineyard you may eat grapes to all your soul's desire until you are satiated, but do not put anything into your own vessel.

144 Who harvests into the farmer's vessel.

145 What is the practical difference between "you may eat in the vineyard" and "you may eat grapes in the vineyard"? The same argument Yerushalmi Baba Mezi'a 7:5.

146 This and the following parallel argument refer to the employer's soul and desire, not the laborer's. This interpretation is also in all parallel sources.

147 A Tanna of the third generation, student of R. Joshua in the Academy of Jabneh. His statement is in Mishnah Baba Mezi'a 7:4, Tosephta Baba Mezi'a 8:8.

148 He should not induce vomiting to free his stomach for more food.

149 Tosephta Baba Mezi'a 8:8. The laborer has to eat all that is edible.

150 The laborers are permitted to dip their bread in sauce so they should eat more grapes. The employer is permitted to give them wine to drink so they should eat less grapes. The owner of a cow is permitted to starve her through the night so she should eat much while threshing. The
employer is permitted to feed her bundles of straw so she should not eat much while threshing." Rebbi Abbahu said, give citrus to the animals! Rebbi Hanania fed them fig cake. Rebbi Mana fed them carrots. 

Rebbi Hiyya stated: The laborer may eat the first bunch of grapes. It was stated, the last bunch. Rebbi Samuel in the name of Rebbi Hila: If he put it in the basket it is forbidden. Rebbi Yose said, that needs to be said if he harvests and another transports. But if he harvests and transports originally he eats because of local usage. At the end he eats because of "the laborers eat when they go from one row to the next and when they return to the winepress, and the donkey until it is unloaded."

---

150 Reading of the Rome ms., the Tosephta and the Babli. Leyden and Venice: מס.
151 Tosephta Baba Mezi'a 8:3,4; Babli Baba Mezi'a 89a, 90b.
152 Cf. Demay 2, Note 63.
153 Even before he harvested one bunch for his employer. A similar text in Tosephta Baba Mezi'a 8:8. Therefore, R. Hiyya is R. Hiyya the elder.
154 In that case, his work on the bunch is finished the moment it is put into the basket; it no longer is his harvest.
155 From one vine to the next or to the winepress.
156 Not by biblical decree. Therefore, this rule is valid only where it is included in the standard labor contract by local custom.
157 Mishnah Baba Mezi'a 7:5. This rule is justified in the Babli (Baba Mezi'a 91b) as being in the employer's interest, so that the laborers are free to
work when they arrive at the next row. This means that this rule also may be modified according to local custom. If an animal carries food and if it can turn its head and eat from it, one is forbidden by biblical law to prevent it from eating.

It was stated: A person may use a trick so his workers will eat ten and cut one. Some Tannaim stated: That they will cut ten and eat one. We understand "that they will eat ten and cut one." But "that they will cut ten and eat one"? Rebbi Abin said, that you should not say it is as if done after the end of their work, and it should be obligated.

Explanation of R. Eliahu Fulda: If somebody wants to give figs to another person he employs him pro forma. Then the other may eat as much as he likes without tithing as long as he cuts a fig from the tree, i. e., harvests something for the giver. If the recipients perform real work, what is the trick? Since the other person is not a real laborer, without the trick it would be a gift which is subject to heave and tithes.

We understand that eating may be obligated, but should cutting be obligated? Rebbi Eleazar said, this is Rebbi Meir's since Rebbi Meir says...
trade induces *tevel* in produce not completely processed. Rebbi Eleazar said, Rebbi Meir and Rebbi Eliezer both said the same. As Rebbi Eliezer said, heave induces *tevel* in produce not completely processed so Rebbi Meir said trade induces *tevel* in produce not completely processed.

162 This paragraph refers back to the Mishnah which states that if people exchange their harvests they are obligated for tithes according to the Sages.

163 It is not really the same. R. Eleazar proclaims that R. Eliezer and R. Meir will rule the same way in both cases.
Mishnah 1: If somebody transports figs through his courtyard to cut them into pieces, his children and companions may eat and they are free; the same holds for laborers who work for him as long as they cannot claim their meals from him. But those who can claim their meals from him may not eat.

1 They are not fully processed and the courtyard does not induce tevel.
2 This certainly includes his wife; it may also include hired domestic servants.
3 Since the figs are not fully processed there is no reason to require them to tithe.
4 They work on other tasks, not in processing the figs. Therefore, there is no biblical law that permits them to eat. If their meals are part of their wages the employer would pay his debts with untithed fruits and this is forbidden.
Halakhah 1: May he himself eat? Rav said, he is forbidden to eat; Ulla ben Rebbi Ismael said in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, this one is permitted to eat. Rav follows Rebbi Meir, Rebbi Eleazar the rabbis. Does Rav follow Rebbi Meir? Then even his children and domestics should be forbidden! But Rav follows Rebbi, Rebbi Eleazar the rabbis. As Rebbi Simon said in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi, Rebbi Yose ben Shaul in the name of Rebbi: The Sages say, one eats from what is going to the muqzeh only in its place. Rebbi Jacob ben Idi in the name of Rebbi Joshua ben Levi: one eats from what is going to the muqzeh in its place and in other places. Rebbi Yose ben Shaul objected to Rebbi: Did we not state, "carob pods until he collected them on top of his roof?" He said to him, do not object to me about carobs; carobs are animal feed.

5 Without tithing since his status is not mentioned in the Mishnah.
6 Who declares a sale before the end of processing to induce the status of tevel. Certainly he will hold that the presence of produce in the courtyard makes it tevel.
7 At the place where the cut-up figs are fermenting and drying, everybody sees that processing is not finished and one may eat without tithing. But at other places, sliced figs may look like finished food subject to tithing.
8 Mishnah 4: As long as the carob pods have not been stored on the roof, they may be used as animal feed without tithing. Since nobody by looking at a carob can tell whether it has been stored or not, the distinction which Rebbi makes is not applied uniformly.
8 They need human action to become human food.
According to Rav, what is the difference between himself and his children? He is forbidden because he depends on *muqzeḥ*\(^{10}\). His children who do not depend on *muqzeḥ* are permitted. We understand his children, but his wife? Does she not have a claim for food against him\(^{11}\)? Following him who says, the wife's food is not from the Torah. Following what we have stated: "The court will not determine food\(^{12}\) for a wife from Sabbatical money, but she may be given Sabbatical produce to eat at her husband's." Can she not be considered like a worker whose work is not worth a *perutah*\(^{13}\)? It implies that she is not considered like a worker whose work is not worth a *perutah*. Even according to him who says, the wife's food is not from the Torah, does she not have a claim to a dwelling\(^{14}\)? Following what we stated: "If men participate\(^{15}\) with food without the knowledge of their wives, the participation is valid. But if wives participate without the knowledge of their husbands, the participation is invalid\(^{16}\)."

9 Reading of the Rome ms. Venice and Leyden: שְׁמִיא.  
10 Since he is the owner of the courtyard, without the evidence of continued processing the courtyard would induce *tevel* and the duty of tithes.  
11 It is forbidden to pay one's debts with untithed produce. The marriage contract explicitly notes that the husband will "work for, honor, feed, and provide for" his bride "in the manner of Jewish husbands." The language seems to imply that this is a contract following rabbinic guidelines; this is the position of Nachmanides and R. Asher ben Iehiel (Rosh *Ketubot* Chap. 13, Sec. 6.) Maimonides holds
that nevertheless the obligation is biblical, Hilkhot Išat 12:2.

12 Tosephta Ševiṭ 5:22, quoted also in Yerushalmi Ketubot 7:1 (fol. 31b), 13:1 (fol. 34d). The husband left for an overseas trip, stayed longer than anticipated, and now the wife needs money to survive. She may sell some of the husband’s property or take a loan under the supervision of the court. She may not sell Sabbatical produce for her needs since Sabbatical produce may not be used to pay debts of any kind. But if the husband is present, she may eat of his Sabbatical fruits; since his obligation to feed his wife is only rabbinical, this is not considered paying his debts with Sabbatical produce. Similarly here, her eating from figs destined for muqzeh is not considered paying a debt with untithed fruit.

13 The smallest bronze coin, about 2 grams in weight. Amounts less than a perutah are not recognized in law. The worker cannot eat according to biblical law; what he gets is a gift and the rabbis agreed earlier that a gift has the status of a sale for the obligation of tithes. Even though the obligation of the husband to feed his wife might not be biblical, it is the consequence of a contract voluntarily entered upon and it should not be possible to discharge the obligation with untithed produce (except when the wife’s income from her work is more than what she would get from her husband, in which case she is free to stipulate that she will keep her earnings for herself and not be fed by him.)

14 Since she has the biblical right to live in her husband’s house and courtyard, if the courtyard creates tevel for him it should do the same for her; this seems to contradict Rav’s position.

15 In order to turn the dead-end street where they live into a space in which one may carry on the Sabbath, cf. Demay Chapter 1, Note 193.

16 Tosephta Eruvin 6:4. The wife’s right to the dwelling is derivative; there is no reason that the courtyard should create tevel for her. This argument is peculiar to the Yerushalmi; in the Babli (Eruvin 80a) the Tosephta is restricted to the case where the husband disapproved of participation beforehand.
It was stated: All that was brought from the field to town became *tevel*. The *baraita* is Rebbi's, as it was stated: "If somebody brought figs from the field to eat them in his unprotected courtyard, then forgot and brought them into his house or the children brought them, he may bring them back to their intended place and eat." They said that only concerning error; therefore, if intentional it is forbidden. Who stated this? Rebbi! As it was stated: "If somebody brought figs from the field to eat them on his roof, Rebbi obligates, Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah frees." It is as it was stated, "if somebody transports figs through his courtyard to cut them into pieces," therefore, if it is not to cut into pieces he is obligated.

17 *Tosephta* 2:8: "If somebody brought figs from the field to eat them in a courtyard exempt from tithes, then forgot and brought them into his house, he may bring them back to their intended place and eat."

18 Which does not belong to a house and does not induce *tevel*.

19 Without his knowledge.

20 A different text in *Tosephta* 2:10. There, the opinion ascribed here to Rebbi is anonymous.

21 Being exposed to the birds, this is no place of storage; the intention is to eat the figs more or less immediately. Since the figs are transported through the courtyard of the house, Rebbi declares them to be *tevel*; R. Yose ben R. Jehudah frees them since there was no intention of storing. It is also implied that the figs were lifted to the roof directly from the back of the house, so that they never were in the house, not even in front of the entrance door. In this case, they never can become *tevel* and are permanently exempt from heave and tithes according to everybody, as made explicit in the next paragraph.
Rebbi Ulla ben Rebbi Ismael in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Rebbi and Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah brought the harvesting basket over the back of the roofs\(^22\). Rebbi Jehudah ben Rebbi Ilaï saw them and said, look what the difference is between you and the earlier generations. Rebbi Aqiba bought three different kinds for a \textit{perutah} in order to tithe every kind separately but you bring the harvesting basket over the back of the roofs\(^23\)! Why over the back of the roofs, even if he brings them into his courtyard with the intention to eat them on the roof! Is that not the opinion of Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah? Because of Rebbi who was with him\(^21\). An old man saw\(^24\) them and said to them, would you give me some of these? They said, yes. He said to them, you did not give to your father in Heaven, only to me!

\(^22\) Reading \textit{nm} for \textit{nuj} "the gardens" in both mss. and the \textit{editio princeps}.

\(^23\) A similar story, also in the name of R. Jehudah bar Ilaï, in Babli \textit{Berakhot} 35b. In the Yerushalmi, the change from earlier to later generations is from before and after the war of Bar Kokhba. In the Babli, R. Jehudah considers his own generation (before and after the war) as late, the generations in the time of the Temple as early. Since his own son uses the subterfuge, he cannot object to the latter as a matter of law.

\(^24\) Speaking Aramaic, he is characterized as ignorant. He disapproves of rabbinical subterfuges.
Rebbi Johanan follows Rebbi, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah\(^25\). Does Rebbi Johanan follow Rebbi? Even if he would hold with Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah, the Sabbath is more powerful since windfall which falls by itself is forbidden\(^26\). Does Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish follow Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah? Even if he would follow Rebbi, since a secure courtyard\(^27\) is more powerful as Rebbi Johanan said, buying, courtyard, and Sabbath are not biblical. Rebbi Immi in the name of Rebbi Simeon [ben Laqish], the most reasonable of these is the secure courtyard.

---

25 This refers to the discussion in Chapter 2, Notes 99-102, whether the Sabbath or a secure courtyard induce tevel independent of any intention of the owner.

26 Since food for the Sabbath has to be prepared beforehand (Ex. 16:5), fruits which fall from a tree on the Sabbath are forbidden even though collecting them is not harvesting.

27 Chapter 2, Note 101. The rest of the paragraph is also found there, Notes 101-102.
Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Iohai: If someone had two courtyards, one in Magdala and one in Tiberias, and transported it to the one in Magdala intending to eat them in Tiberias; since he transported it in a permitted way it is permitted. It turns out that Rebbi Simeon ben Iohai holds with Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah but is stronger than the latter since Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah speaks about an exempt place but Rebbi Simeon ben Iohai about a place of obligation, but since he transported it in a permitted way it is permitted. Rebbi Eliezer's statement is stronger than either of them, since Rebbi Eliezer said, since he started in a permitted way it is permitted.

28 Both enclosed and guarded, potential sources of tevel.

29 On Lake Genezareth, less than 2000 cubits from Tiberias.

30 Since the storage in Magdala is provisional, the processing is not finished and the courtyard does not induce tevel. Since one courtyard is inactive, so is the second and the fruits become tevel only when brought into storage in house or barn.

31 The roof which never induces tevel.

32 A courtyard which usually induces tevel.

33 Terumot 8:4, Note 74, about a person who started eating a bunch of grapes as a snack and with them entered his courtyard.
Mishnah 2: If somebody takes his workers out to the field, if they have no claim to meals from him, they eat and are free\(^{34}\). But if they can claim meals from him they may eat single fruits from the fig tree but not from the basket or the box or the *muqzeḥ*\(^{35}\).

\(^{34}\) They do not work on the fig trees and do not eat by biblical decree. The farmer may offer them figs on the field but this does not have the status of a gift or a sale and does not create *tevel*.

\(^{35}\) Since any food they eat between meals reduces the amount he has to give to them, the owner cannot discharge a monetary obligation using heave and tithes. Therefore, they may eat only in the way a recipient of a gift may eat untithed food.


Halakhah 2: We understand "not from the basket or the box\(^{36}\)" but "or the *muqzeḥ*?\(^{37}\)" Not "he eats one by one and if he takes them together he is obligated"? Rebbi Isaac said, they considered *muqzeḥ* as being taken together\(^{40}\).

\(^{36}\) Since the harvested fruits are assembled there, they cannot be eaten as a snack; cf. Chapter 2, Note 21.

\(^{37}\) The cut-up figs are lying there singly.

\(^{38}\) Mishnah 3.

\(^{40}\) A *muqzeḥ* of figs is like a heap of grain.
Mishnah 3: If somebody hires a laborer to work with him on olive trees and said to him "on condition to be able to eat olives," he eats one by one and if he takes them together he is obligated. To thin out onions, if he said to him "on condition to be able to eat vegetables" he snips off leaf by leaf and eats but if he takes them together he is obligated.

The Halakhah will explain that the laborer is hired to work around the tree but not on the tree itself. He cannot eat by biblical law; therefore his contract is treated as a sale and is subject to heave and tithes if he takes more than one piece at a time.

The house of Rebbi stated: He eats normally and is free. Rebbi Jonah asked, where do we hold? If he hired him to work with him on the olives, everybody agrees that he eats normally and is free. If he hired him to work the olive trees, everybody agrees that he eats one by one and if he takes them together he is obligated. But we must hold that he hired him to thin out the olives. Since the latter part is about thinning out onions, if he said to him "on condition to be able to eat vegetables" he tears them out leaf by leaf and eats but if he takes them together he is obligated.

If he is hired to work on olives. This statement is not in the Tosephta. Since it is not harvest time, he cannot eat by biblical law and must eat under the rules of commercial trans-
To remove those whose growth is below normal in order to direct the sap of the olive tree to the good olives. Since he removes olives he can be said to harvest and eat them by biblical decree; this is the position of the House of Rebbi. But since the thinning is a long time before the real harvest, this cannot be considered harvesting: the position of the Tanna of the Mishnah. The House of Rebbi holds that a poor worker will be ready to eat unripe, bitter, raw olives.

**Mishnah 4:** If he found single fruits on the road, even next to a field from which the single fruits may have come, or a fig tree that extends over the road and he found figs under it they are permitted under the category of robbery and free from tithes. Olives and carobs are obligated. If he found dried figs, if most people are pressing theirs he is obligated, otherwise he is free. If he found slices of a fig-cake it is obvious that this is post-processing. Carobs, as long as he did not make heaps on his roof he may take down for his animals and is free because he will return the excess.

46 This is the reading of all Yerushalmi sources. The Babli mss. here and in Baba Mezi'a 21b read "cut-up figs."

47 The figs which overhang the public domain are not public property but the owners, knowing some figs will fall down and be spoiled, are resigned to their being taken by passers-by. Therefore, these figs are abandoned property.

48 Everybody is free to take them.
Abandoned property is not "your harvest"; therefore, they are exempt from heave and tithes.

They usually do not fall down from the tree, and if they do they are recognizable as fruits from a specific tree. Therefore, the owners have reasonable hope of recovering all of them at harvest time and do not abandon them (Explanation of the Babli, Baba Mezi' a 21b).

If the figs have been dried and pressed into fig cakes in the field, their processing is finished and the finder has to tithe them as demay. If people of that region do not press their fig cakes in the field, the dried figs are like any other figs found on the road.

They have to be tithed as demay.

While, in general, the roof is not a storage place for food, it is used for carob pods which are so hard as to be virtually safe from birds. These pods are first spread out for drying; the end of processing is that they are collected into orderly heaps. If during the drying process some carobs are taken as animal feed, this does not imply that even for these the processing is completed since the remainder will be returned to be used as food for both humans and animals.

Rebbi Haggai asked the colleagues: What is the reason we stated here that "he is free"? They said to him, because he is eating a snack in the field and is free. He said to them, is our Mishnah needed for that, because he is eating a snack in the field and is free? It must be because of abandoned property since if he brings it to his house he still is free. As it is stated: "If somebody found a harvesting basket covered with leaves,
that is forbidden because of robbery and is subject to tithes." It is for-}

bidden because of robbery since it is something with distinguishing}
marks. It is subject to tithes since the owners still have it in mind.
How far, that he could give heave from abandoned property?
He cannot give heave from abandoned property! "He turns it into money’s}
worth and eats."

When he eats from the fruits.
This was already stated in Mishnah 1:4 and often since.
Tosephta 2:17.
An object found belongs to its original owner if it carries a distin-
guishing mark which the owner could indicate as proof of ownership; Mish-
nah Baba Mezi’a 2:1.
It is not abandoned but subject to heave and tithes as private property.
Does he have to wait before eating the fruits until it is clear that
the owners will not come back and have abandoned the fruits? Probably
the fruits will have spoiled by that time.
Since fruits abandoned before the end of processing can never be-
come subject to heave and tithes and it is forbidden to tithe what is obligated
from what is not obligated (Terumot 1:5).
He estimates the commercial value of the fruits due to the owners
should they return for their property.

Rebbi Jonah asked: Does the fixing of the price create tevel in a sale?
Or maybe, since the owners can take it back there is no tevel?
Rebbi Mana asked: Think of it if one was put in his mouth! Is it not unappetizing?
Can he give it back? If you say so, is he not eating tevel retroactively?
That means, the fixing of the price is like a sale.
This is a general question since a sale of movables is consummated only by taking possession, not by paying the amount agreed on (cf. Kilaim 8, Note 46). This is held to be a rabbinic decree; by biblical law a sale can be concluded also by paying the amount agreed on. In no case does the fixing of a price conclude the sale. The particular question here is what are the legal implications of the finder putting a monetary value on the fruits he found.

The queer formulation as a passive is necessary here since if the finder takes one fruit by all opinions he is taking possession, becomes the owner irrevocably, and incurs a monetary debt to the original owner. For the question to have meaning, a third, uninterested, person must have put the fruit into the finder’s mouth.

If he found a harvesting basket in a place where most people bring to market, it is forbidden to eat a snack from them and he must put it in order as demay. In a place where most people bring to their houses, it is permitted to eat a snack from them and he must put it in order as certain. Half and half, he puts in order as demay but if he brings it to his house he must put it in order as certain.’ Rebbi Jonah asked, does demay create tevel for certain? If you would say so, does he not invert the order? Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Abun, Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Simeon...
ben Yozadaq, he must spell out a condition and say: "If this is from those who bring to market, what I did is valid, otherwise, I did not do anything," so that heave of the tithe should not contain tevel of the Great Heave\(^6^7\). 'Half and half on the field he puts in order as demay but if he brings it to his house he must put it in order as certain.' Should one not be afraid that it was from those who bring to their houses and its Great Heave would contain tevel of heave of the tithe\(^6^8\)? Rebbi Mattaniah said, if he gives a name to his tithes\(^6^9\).

63 Then the processing is completed and is subject to heave and tithes. Since the owner might have tithed before he lost that basket, it must be tithed as demay.

64 Then the obligation starts only when the harvest is brought to storage. In this case, one assumes that it was not tithed at all.

65 As spelled out later, this is if he wants to eat in the field.

66 The rule given for a harvest basket found in a place where 50% move to market makes sense only if either all or none of the fruits are eaten in the field. If some are eaten in the field and tithed as demay, how can they then lose their status as profane and return to that of tevel for Great Heave. This seems to be impossible; cf. Terumot 1:4.

67 If heave of the tithe was taken as demay on the field under the reservation spelled out here and the great heave and another heave of the tithe in the house, the three heaves may be eaten by a Cohen and the remainder is fully profane. If there were no reservation made the first heave of the tithe would be forbidden even to the Cohen as tevel.

68 This is the text in both mss. and the editio princeps but it is difficult to accept since in this case the first heave of the tithe has been declared to be profane and is given to the Cohen only because of the doubt. All commentators emend the text but their emendations do not help much. One has to say that the (slightly varied) text of the baraita introduces a new argument (in preparation for the answer of R. Mattaniah) which does not take the stipulation of R. Johanan into account. It is pointed out that not only does one run into difficulty if the basket was destined for the market but even if it was destined for the house.
In that case, the first heave of the tithe (given as demay) is tevel for the Great Heave and cannot be eaten by the Cohen.

Since Great Heave has no minimum volume by biblical standards, if the basket which was put in order as demay now is tithed as certain, it is sufficient to declare that some minute amount of the heave of the tithe is to be eaten as Great Heave. Since for the Cohen the rules of both are identical, no difficulty is created and the solution of R. Johanan is unnecessary.

So far something that has no threshing floor; but of produce from the threshing floor one separates heave of the tithe but does not need to give Great Heave as it was stated: "If he found cleaned grain on the field, in a heap it is forbidden because of robbery, dispersed it is permitted because of robbery. In any case it is subject to tithes but free from Great Heave because no threshing floor is cleared unless Great Heave was taken."

A related text in Tosephta 2:17. According to the Tosephta, the question in the next paragraph is pointless since tithes may be taken either from the grain or from storage. These grains are leftovers from threshing which were not collected. Therefore, they are abandoned property and legally may be taken up by any passer-by.
From where are tithes taken, from the house or from the field? Let us hear from the following: If a fellow died and in his estate was a chest full of grain, even if he filled it the same day it is supposed to be in order. Is it impossible that he should not have been of clouded mind at least for an hour? Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya said, explain it if he died with a clear mind. Rebbi Hananiah in the name of Rebbi Phineas understood it from the following: "One tenth which I shall separate in the future is given to Aqiba ben Joseph that he should distribute it to the poor." That means, from the house. Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba understood it from the following: "If somebody’s produce was in a storage bin and he gave a seah to a Levite and a seah to a poor person;" that means, from the house. Rebbi Abba Mari understood it from the following: "(Deut. 26:13) ‘From the house’, that is hallah." That means, from the field.

The question is difficult to understand since it was shown in Terumot 2:1 that only Great Heave must be given from the harvest at a well defined place but tithes and the Heave of the Tithe may be given from any untithed produce of the same kind. The question seems to be whether the grain collected after somebody else’s threshing is subject to tithes as a biblical law, in which case it can be used to tithe others and other grains can tithe for it, or it is rabbinic and a special case which needs special handling.

This baraita is quoted in Babli Pesahim 4b,9a; Avodah Zarah 41b, Niddah 15b. It is asserted there that the fact that the grain is in a chest is in itself proof that the grain was fully tithed before storage. In contrast, the Yerushalmi seems to permit a fellow to
deposit his grain in the chest and tithe from it.

75 Then the grain might be untithed even though it belonged to a fellow who was true to his obligations.

76 Mishnah Ma'aser Šeni 5:9, speaking of Rabban Gamliel and his entourage on a voyage from Rome to the Land of Israel who had to tithe his grains before the holiday and did this by a promise of future delivery from storage. This proves that, in general, tithes can be given from anywhere, also from storage for grain found on the road.

77 Mishnah Terumot 4:2, cf. Note 14. It is implied by the Mishnah that both for R. Meûr and the Sages, tithes can be given from another storage facility.

78 Mishnah Ma'aser Šeni 5:10. The Mishnah contains a midrash on Deut. 26:13: "I did remove the sanctified food" refers to Second Tithe and the fourth-year growth, "from the house," refers to hallah, "and also gave it" refers to heave and heave of the tithe, "to the Levite," refers to the Levite's tithe, "the sojourner, the orphan, and the poor," refers to the tithe of the poor, "following all commandments You commanded me;" therefore, if he gave heave of the tithe before the Great Heave he cannot recite the declaration, "I did not transgress Your commandments and I did not forget.”

Since the house is mentioned in connection with hallah heave from dough, it is clear that heaves and tithes are supposed to be taken outside the house, i.e., in the field.

Halakhah 4: Rebbi Jonah said; only on a road, not between a person and his neighbor. Rebbi Jonah said; only olives under an olive tree, carobs under a carob tree, but not olives under a carob tree, carobs under an olive tree. These belong to the finder, property of the owner of the tree.

79 There the olives remain

80 These belong to the finder.
Halakha 5: Are they not pressed in the houses\(^{81}\)? Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya said, explain it where most people press in the fields. Rebbi Zeira asked: Is it not recognizable whether it is pressed or not\(^{82}\)? Rebbi Saul\(^{83}\) said, sometime it jumps from under the roller\(^{84}\), then it is pressed\(^{85}\) and looks as if not pressed. Sometimes a foot squeezes it, then it is not pressed and looks like pressed. Rebbi Eleazar said, that is\(^{86}\), at a place where most people are not pressing in the fields. But at a place where most people are pressing in the fields, those who pressed and the minority who will press in the future are added together.

\(^{81}\) This refers to the statement of the Mishnah that a dried fig is subject to tithes "if most people already pressed their figs." It is agreed that for figs taken to be dried, the end of processing is the formation of fig cakes but it is not stated where the figs were pressed. If the final processing is done in the houses, a dried fig found in the fields is a forgotten fig which may be eaten as a snack untithed.

\(^{82}\) In that case, the Mishnah should have stated that "if it was pressed, it is obligated, if not pressed, it may be eaten as a snack."

\(^{83}\) No R. Shaul is known from any other Talmudic source. The reading of the Rome ms.: R. Samuel, seems to be preferable.

\(^{84}\) During the pressing process.

\(^{85}\) It is not pressed but it has the legal status of "pressed", i. e., processed.

\(^{86}\) There the legal status of a found dried fig is questionable. But if
in the end most people will have pressed their fig cakes in the fields, even in the midst of the processing period any dried fig found in the fields is considered to be processed and subject to tithes.

Some Tanna'im state\textsuperscript{87}: Because it is not proper for a learned person to eat in public\textsuperscript{88}. As for example, Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon who was eating in public and was seen by Rebbi Meir who asked him, are you eating in public\textsuperscript{89}? He effaced himself.

\textsuperscript{87} This refers to the last statement of the Mishnah, that carobs may be used for animal feed without titthing. The language of the Mishnah implies that humans may not eat these carobs as untithed snacks. But since it is stated that processing is not finished, neither courtyard nor house should make it subject to tithes as human food.

\textsuperscript{88} A learned person, for whom the Mishnah was formulated, would not take the carobs to eat them outside the house or a walled-in courtyard. But in house or walled courtyard, the particular carob pod would be processed and subject to heave and tithes.

This paragraph is quoted in paraphrased form in Tosaphot \textit{Qiddušin} 40b, s. v. שמי, and in a different form by R. Asher ben Jehiel \textit{Qiddušin} 1, #65. The Babylonian version (Babli \textit{Qid-

\textit{dušin} 40b, \textit{Derekh Ereẓ} 10) reads: He who eats in public is the companion of the dog; some say he is unacceptable as a witness." This belongs to the Babylonian tradition of enmity towards the vulgar, cf. the Introduction to \textit{Demay}, or to a tradition which accuses cynics of contempt for courts. A confluence of the Yerushalmi and Babli texts appears in \textit{Sefer Hō'itūr} p. 116, a prime example why quotes of early Medieval authors cannot be used as testimonies for the text. Cf. also \textit{Maimonides, Edut} 11:5, \textit{Tur} and \textit{Ṣulḥan Arukh}, \textit{Ḥoṣen Miṣpat} 34, and their commentators. The text of R. Hananel reads (as quoted by R. Yom Tob ben Abraham al-Īṣbili, \textit{Qiddušin} 40b): "Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon was eating in public and was seen by Rebbi Meir who said to him, it is not proper
for a learned person to eat in public of his own food." This must belong to a text tradition of the Yerushalmi quite different from the two extant mss.

89 He made a point of addressing the learned rabbi in Aramaic, the language of the uneducated.

Mishnah 5: Which courtyard is obligated for tithes? Rebbi Ismael says, a Tyrian courtyard\(^{90}\) in which vessels are guarded. Rebbi Aqiba says, one where one person opens and another one locks it\(^ {91}\), is free. Rebbi Nehemiah says, [a courtyard] where one is not ashamed to eat is free. Rebbi Yose says, one into which anybody may enter and nobody asks, what are you doing here, is free. Rebbi Jehudah says, if one courtyard is inside another, the inner one is obligated\(^ {92}\), the outer one is free.

90 Defined in the Halakhah and the Babli (Niddah 47b) as having a permanent doorman.
91 If the courtyard opens into two dwellings and the occupants use the common yard independently, the courtyard is not comparable to a house and cannot be considered an extension of the house.
92 It may be obligated if it belongs just to one house. Since the inhabitants of the inner yard have a right-of-way through the outer one, the outer one is free by R. Aqiba's criterion.
**Halakhah 6:** Which courtyard is obligated? It was stated: Rebbi Ismael says, any with a watchman sitting and watching at the door.

Rebbi Samuel ben Nahman in the name of Rebbi Jonathan: All of them learned it from the house⁹³. The house creates tevel by biblical decree; it says (Deut. 26:13) "I removed the holy food from the house⁹⁴."³

A courtyard induces tevel if and only if a house would induce tevel under the same circumstances. This means that the heave, the sanctified food, is in the house, not in the open.

They heard before Rebbi Johanan that he said to them, practice follows all of them restrictively⁹⁶. Why do they not say it in his name⁹⁷? That not a word of Rebbi Johanan should disagree with another word of his. It was stated⁹⁸: "Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar said in the name of Rebbi Aqiba, one where one person opens and another one locks it is free; two partners but not two tenants." What is the difference between a partner and a
tenant? Just as a partner may object so a tenant may object. Rebbi Jonah said, the Mishnah refers to a landlord and his tenant. The landlord may object to the tenant, the tenant may not object to the landlord. About that they heard before Rebbi Johanan, practice follows Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Aqiba. Rebbi Jonah said, Zeira and Rebbi Immi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Practice follows Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Aqiba. Rebbi Immi said, the house of Rebbi Yannai instructed that practice follows Rebbi Simeon ben Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Aqiba.

95 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: "Rebbi Johanan instructed those of the house of Rebbi Immi." 99 R. Aqiba seems to indicate that the courtyard is only free if one party may open or close over the objections of the other party. This excludes both the text of the baraita here and the Tosephta.

96 A courtyard creates tevel except if it is exempt according to everybody. 100 The interpretation of R. Johanan is more lenient than what would follow from the logical argument of (the much later) R. Jonah. It follows that on the same subject, R. Johanan is both restrictive and lenient.

97 Why is the statement not directly attributed to R. Yohanan? In the Babli, Niddah 47b, the statement is a baraita attributed to Rebbi. 98 Tosephta 2:20. There, the reading is: For example two partners, two tenants.

99 R. Aqiba seems to indicate that the courtyard is only free if one party may open or close over the objections of the other party. This excludes both the text of the baraita here and the Tosephta.

Rebbi Abun bar Hiyya asked before Rebbi Zeira: What does Rebbi Jehudah add to the words of his teacher Rebbi Aqiba? He said to him, nothing.
Mishnah 6: Roofs are exempt even if they are in an obligated courtyard. A porter's lodge, a covered walkway\textsuperscript{101}, and a gallery\textsuperscript{102} are like the courtyard: obligated if the latter is obligated and free if the latter is free\textsuperscript{103}.

Mishnah 7: Sheds\textsuperscript{104}, watchtowers\textsuperscript{105}, and summer shelters\textsuperscript{106} are free. Genezareth huts\textsuperscript{107} even though they contain a hand mill or chickens are free. Potter's huts\textsuperscript{108}, the inner one is obligated, the outer one free. Rebbi Yose says, any which is not a dwelling in summer and winter is free\textsuperscript{109}. A holiday hut on the holiday\textsuperscript{110} Rebbi Jehudah obligates but the Sages free.

\textsuperscript{101} Greek ἐξέδρα, a covered walkway in front of the house.
\textsuperscript{102} To which the apartments of the upper floor open, connected by a stair to the courtyard.
\textsuperscript{103} If fully processed produce is brought there.
\textsuperscript{104} A wooden shed with a slanted roof (Gaonic Commentary Ahilut 18:10; Maimonides).
\textsuperscript{105} Greek πύργος, ō, "tower"; Syriac "small tower".
\textsuperscript{106} Permanent huts to live there the entire summer (Maimonides).
\textsuperscript{107} Permanent huts during harvest time (Maimonides). R. Simson identifies Genezareth huts with summer huts.
\textsuperscript{108} A double hut; the outer one being the workshop, the inner one dwelling and storage facility.
\textsuperscript{109} In Maimonides's autograph Mishnah and some mss. of the Maimonides tradition: Either in winter or in summer.
\textsuperscript{110} A greenery-covered hut, or sukka, for the festival of Sukkot (Lev. 23:42-43).
Rebbi Eleazar said, the Mishnah deals with a roof surrounded by the airspace of the courtyard\(^\text{111}\); Did [the produce] not become tevel when it was transported through the courtyard? Explain it either following Rebbi Yose ben Rebbi Jehudah or Rebbi\(^\text{112}\), when he wanted to cut them up for drying and then changed his mind not to cut.\(^\text{113}\)

\(^{111}\) Even if it is impossible to bring anything to the roof without crossing the courtyard.

\(^{112}\) Halakhah 1, Notes 21 ff.

\(^{113}\) This condition is needed only for Rebbi; for R. Yose ben R. Jehudah it suffices if he intends to store everything on the roof.

Rebbi Abin said, only if the roof is at least four [cubits] square. Just as a house does not induce tevel unless it is at least four [cubits] square, so the roof does not exempt unless it is at least four [cubits] square, as it is stated\(^\text{114}\): A house less than four [cubits] square is free from the obligations of mezuzah\(^\text{115}\) and the parapet\(^\text{116}\), from the obligation of eruv\(^\text{117}\), does not induce tevel, is not counted as a connection to a town\(^\text{118}\); he who makes a vow not to be in a house may sit there; one does not give it four cubits before its entrance door\(^\text{119}\); it does not remain with the
buyer in the Jubilee; it cannot become impure by scale disease, and its owner does not return from the army because of it.

114 A similar baraita in Babli Sukkah 3a/b.
115 Deut. 6:9, 11:20.
117 If a courtyard belongs to a single owner except that a hut enclosing an area less that four cubits square belongs to another person, that courtyard may be used on the Sabbath by the majority owner without an eruv (cf. Demay 1, Notes 192-193).
118 On the Sabbath, one may not go outside one’s town more than 2000 cubits (cf. Peah 8, Note 56). Any house which is within 70 cubits of a house of the town is also counted as part of the town; the count of 2000 cubits starts only at the outermost house. A small building does not count as a house.
119 In a courtyard belonging to several owners, the four cubits in front of the entrance of each house are the private domain of this house, to be used to load and unload. This does not apply to a small hut.

Do they induce tevel for the dweller in watch towers? From what it is stated: An elementary school and a Talmud school induce tevel for the elementary and the Mishnah teacher, but not for others. That means, they induce tevel for the dweller in watch towers.

123 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: naivא נו. אבaniel לא לאהריים. חמא אמויה שמא טאצל לאב
לקר캉ין.מברייה.
124 The watchtowers mentioned in Mishnah 7.
125 Tosephta 3:20: "One does not eat a snack in a synagogue or in a Talmud school if they also contain a dwelling; otherwise, one may eat a snack there."
Rebbi says, four cubits even though there are not four walls. Rebbi Simeon says, four walls even though there are not four cubits. Rebbi Jehudah says, four walls and four cubits. Similarly, Rebbi Jehudah requires it to have a mezuzah. It is reasonable that Rebbi Jehudah agrees with these rabbis, but these rabbis will not agree with Rebbi Jehudah: Even if it has four cubits and four walls it is not required to have a mezuzah and it does not create tevel for tithes.

126 This paragraph explains why R. Jehudah holds that a sukkah creates tevel; for him a sukkah must be a complete dwelling; quoted in Babli Sukkah 3b, Yoma 10a.
127 He requires that a sukkah be a complete dwelling; quoted in Babli Sukkah 3b, Yoma 10a.
128 He does not agree but he requires everything any other authority requires.
129 Since it must be temporary.

Mishnah 8: From a fig tree standing in a courtyard, one may eat one by one and if he took them together he is obligated. Rebbi Simeon says, one in his right hand, one in his left hand, and one in his mouth.
If he climbed to the top of the tree he may fill the fold of his toga and eat.

130 If the figs are collected for eating raw, their processing is completed with picking and the courtyard obligates for heave and tithes.

131 If no two figs are simultaneously in a hand or in a vessel, they are not "taken together."

132 Then he is no longer in the courtyard. The top of the tree is supposed to be more than 10 handbreadths above the ground; cf. Kilaim 6, Note 31.

133 Hebrew "bosom" is used as an equivalent of Latin sinus, as, m., which in addition to "bosom" also means "fold, pocket, purse" (E. G.).

134 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: ש///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////שanything רמאשוגה שגינה

Halakhah 8: It was stated: One gives him time to hit it a first, second, and third time. Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rebbi Zeira: If he collected the second one during the time allotted for the first, both became tevel.

134 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: ש///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////שanything רמאשוגה שגינה

135 The meaning of this paragraph is unclear; the subject is not mentioned in Maimonides's Code.

According to R. Eliahu Fulda, one speaks of unripe figs which need to be softened to become edible. The new information would be that in order to eat a fruit as a snack, it is not necessary to swallow it as soon as it is taken but one may take all the time necessary to make it edible. However, if the second is picked while the first one is still there, both become tevel.

According to R. Moses Margalit, there is a standard time allotted for the eating of each fig (irrespective of its ripeness). According to him, if the second fig is picked while the first still exists, both become tevel. Then one wonders what the statement of R. Zeira means.

According to R. Eliahu Kramer of Wilna, if the second fig is picked during the time allotted to the first, if the first still exists, both become tevel. But if he second fig is picked after the
time allotted to the first, even if the first still exists, only the second one becomes tevel; the first remains permitted.

According to Sefer Nir, the first sentence refers to Tosephta 2:22: “A fig tree standing in a garden which extends a branch into a window, he (mss: eats) (editio princeps: picks) it normally and is free. If he picked and put it on a table, even a single one is obligated.” The first sentence of the paragraph states that even if he did not put it on a table but waited after softening the fig three times, he is obligated. This interpretation is the only one giving the Mishnaic expression "one gives him time" the usual restrictive meaning of "so much but not more." The second sentence is then taken to mean that if the second fig is picked after the time allotted for the first, if the first is not yet completely eaten the existing remainder becomes obligated but the second remains free unless held together with the first.

Rebbi Jeremiah asked: If he threw the first higher in the air than 10 [hand-breadths] and it did not descend below 10 [hand-breadths] when he collected the second one, did both of them become tevel?

This is one of R. Jeremiah’s famous hair-splitting questions which deserves no answer. If the first fig comes to rest on a ledge, it becomes obligated by the Tosephta quoted in the preceding Note. If it descends, the second fig was collected within the time allotted to the first and both become tevel. The statement can be taken as supporting the interpretation of the preceding paragraph given by Sefer Nir.
Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon says, three in his right hand, three in his left hand, and three in his mouth. Since Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon was a glutton, he estimated so for himself. Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Simeon went to his father-in-law Rebbi Simeon ben Rebbi Yose ben Laqonia who repeatedly mixed wine for him which he gulped down. He said to him, did you not hear from your father how one swallows from a cup? He said to him, one gulp if it is unmixed, two gulps [if mixed] with cold water, three with hot water. But the Sages did not estimate this with your wine which is good, or with your cup which is small, or with my belly which is large.

137 He extends his father’s rule from one to three figs each, in contradiction to our general rule that even two at the same place become obligated.

138 A slightly extended version of this story is in Pesiqta deRav Kahana, p. 91a/b. The Babli (Pesahim 86b) has a similar story attributed to R. Ismael ben R. Yose, who had a reputation of being as obese as R. Eleazar ben R. Simeon.

139 Rebbi Joshua ben Qorhah called him "vinegar son of wine." He said to him, why do you call me that? He said to him, you should have gone to Laodicea. He said to him: Do I not mow mowable thorns from the garden? He said to him, you should have gone to the end of the world to let the owner of the garden cut his thorns.
The first part from the story in Babli *Baba Mezi'a* 83b is missing: R. Eleazar ben R. Simeon, known for his psychological profiling of thieves, was forced by the Roman government to act as a detective to discover thieves and robbers. R. Joshua objected: the Roman government executed all robbers and thieves while Jewish law only required double restitution in the case of a thief and simple restitution in the case of a robber. Therefore, collaboration with the Roman Government would be possible murder.

The people of Israel. The imagery is from the Song of Songs.

If it rolled away by itself, can he bring it back as you say there, may he bring them back to their intended place and eat? Is it the same here? There, he brings it back to an exempt place but here he brings it back to a place of obligation. To what do you compare if he stood in the crown of a fig tree, to one who stands in town or in a field? It refers to the following: If he stood in town and said: I know that the workers are forgetting a sheaf at place X; if they forgot it is not a forgotten sheaf. If he stood in a field and said: I know that the workers are forgetting a sheaf at place X; [if they forgot] it is a forgotten sheaf, since it says (*Deut.* 24:19): "In your field and you forget a sheaf." In the field you forget, but in town you do not forget.

A fig from a tree in a walled courtyard which he picked with the intention of eating it right away. Now the fig is lying in the courtyard subject
to heave and tithes.

142 Halakhah 1, about figs from an exempt courtyard which were brought into the house by error; Notes 17-19.

143 Which is an exempt domain by itself.

144 *Peah* 5:6, Note 123. No answer is given. It is difficult to understand the quote since the case in *Peah* is not decided on the basis of logic but of a narrow biblical decree restricted to the case of a forgotten sheaf.

---

Mishnah 9: From a vine planted in a courtyard one may take an entire bunch; the same holds for a pomegranate and a watermelon, the words of Rebbi Tarphon. Rebbi Aqiba says, he takes single grape berries, single seeds of a pomegranate, and picks from the watermelon. Of coriander sown in the courtyard he snips off leaf by leaf and eats; when he takes them together they are obligated. Calamint, hyssop, and thyme in the courtyard are obligated if they are guarded.


146 The restriction does not apply to coriander growing as a weed. For the other three spice plants mentioned, it is enough that they be guarded as valuable plants even if they started as weeds and were not sown by the owners of the courtyard; cf. *Ševiit* 7:7, Note 51; 8 Mishnah 1.
Halakhah 9: There\textsuperscript{147}, we have stated: "If he was eating a bunch of grapes and entered into the courtyard from the garden. Rebbi Eliezer said, he should finish, but Rebbi Joshua said, he should not finish." Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Either Rebbi Tarphon says following Rebbi Eliezer or Rebbi Tarphon says, one makes the cut of food equal to its start. Rebbi Illa, Rebbi Assi in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Either Rebbi Tarphon follows Rebbi Eliezer or Rebbi Tarphon makes one snack containing two or three snacks equal to one snack. What is the reason of Rebbi Eliezer? Because he started with permission. It was stated: "Rebbi Nathan said, not that Rebbi Eliezer said because he started with permission but Rebbi Eliezer holds he should wait until the end of the Sabbath or he should leave the courtyard again and finish."

\textsuperscript{147} \textit{Terumot} 7, Mishnah 3, Halakhah with slight variations in wording.

4; Notes 73-75, the entire paragraph
Mishnah 10: If a fig tree was standing in a courtyard but its crown was hanging over a vegetable garden, one eats as usual and is free. If it was standing in a vegetable garden but its crown was hanging over a courtyard, one eats one by one and if he takes them together he is obligated. If it was standing in the Land and hanging over outside the Land or standing outside the Land and hanging over the Land, everything is determined by the stem. For houses of walled cities, everything is determined by the stem. For cities of refuge, all goes by the crown, for Jerusalem all goes by the crown.

148 Standing in the unwalled garden and picking the fruit there, as explained in the Mishnah.
149 Which can be bought back by the seller only during the first year of the sale, Lev. 25:29-30. The rule given there for houses is extended to trees growing in the city.
150 Num. 35. If the homicide reaches the crown of a tree whose stem is inside 2000 cubits from the wall of a city of refuge, he is safe.
151 Second tithe can be redeemed outside Jerusalem; in Jerusalem it must be consumed in purity. Once it is brought under the crown of a tree of Jerusalem, it cannot any longer be redeemed. The Babli (Makkot 12a) notes that the two last statements are parallel but the reasons are different.

Halakhah 10: It was stated in the name of Rebbi Nechemiah: "A courtyard which regularly is being weeded is like a vegetable garden." Rebbi Simlai said, practice follows Rebbi Nechemiah. It was stated: If most
of it was sown it is obligated, if planted it is free\(^{153}\). Rav Hisda said, only if he planted to embellish the courtyard. This infers from that and that infers from this. This infers from that, if most of it was sown, it is obligated if\(^{154}\) it is weeded. That infers from this, if it was weeded\(^{155}\) it is acceptable only if most of it was weeded.

152 Tosephta 2:20.

153 This is a very difficult text but it is confirmed by Maimonides (\textit{Ma'aser} 4:14), R. Abraham ben David (\textit{ad loc.}) and \textit{Caphtor va-Pherach} (Chap. 32, p. 504). R. Joseph Caro (\textit{Kesef Mishneh} \textit{ad loc.}) explains that a courtyard is always obligated except if it is planted with trees for its beautification since this (a) is permanent and (b) establishes the courtyard as a separate entity, rather than as working space for the house. Since the biblical law requires tithing only when produce is brought to the house, the transformation of the courtyard into a pleasure garden removes the obligation of tithing. The emendation of R. Abraham ben David, followed by R. S. Cirillo, is unnecessary.

154 Even if.

155 The pleasure garden was tended regularly.

הנה ברבים עבודה בכלすることが פטור בעונמה בינתה. ו_hidיהיLabour in the garden can be performed by the public.

פטורין כאן Andrea interpretaiton of the Mishnah.

This means "one eats as usual and is free", when he is standing in the garden; this means "if one eats one by one he is free but if he takes them together he is obligated" if he stands in the courtyard\(^{156}\).

156 Explanation of the Mishnah. mss. and the Mishnah in the Munich ms. The text here is that of most Mishnah of the Babli.
Rebbi Jeremiah asked before Rebbi Zeira: If it was taken with a *dwqny*? Example: Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Abba bar Cahana, and Rebbi Levi were sitting together when Rebbi Zeira was goading those of *Agadah* and called them books of sorcery. Rebbi Abba bar Cahana said to him, why are you goading us? Ask and they will answer you. He said to him, what means that which is written (Ps. 76:11): "For the rage of man brings thanks to You, the leftover rages You will gird?" He said to him, for the rage of man brings thanks to You in this world, the leftover rages You will gird in the future world. He said to him, why can we not say, for the rage of man brings thanks to You in the future world, the leftover rages You will gird in this world? Rebbi Levi said, when You awaken Your rage on the wicked, they will see what You are doing and they will bring thanks to Your name. Rebbi Zeira said, the same turns and turns around and one does not understand anything from it. Jeremiah my son, go to Tyre, wrap your *dwqny* because it is better than anything.

157 Reading of the Rome ms. Venice and Leyden: ר"ט "Tyre".
158 The meaning of the word is unclear. The consensus of the commentators is that it is some instrument to harvest fruits that plucks more than one fruit at a time. The question is whether then the fruits are automatically obligated for heave and tithes even if the primary intent was to get one only as a snack. The negative answer is obvious. This is another
example of R. Jeremiah’s questions; cf. Terumot 10, Note 110.

Possibly ‘אֶפְנָי is corrupted from וְאֶפְנָי “pitchfork”, cf. Kilaim 4:4, Note 60.

Berakhot 1:1, Note 72.

Berakhot 2:3, Note 96.

The allegorical explanation of Scripture which is not based on anything.

Midrash Psalms (ed. Böber, p. 342) explains: ‘For the rage, man brings thanks to You’, when You decreed judgment on Israel by dispersing them, they have to thank You that You did not punish them with all Your Divine might, but ‘the leftover rages You will gird’ to judge the Gentiles on the Day of Judgment.

None of the explanations is necessary.

Halakhah 11: There, we have stated: "Everything inside the wall is like houses of a walled city except fields." “What is the reason of the rabbis? (Lev. 25:30) ‘The house stands.’ Not only houses; from where do we include oilpresses, cisterns, ditches, caves, bathhouses, dovecots, and towers? The verse says, ‘which is in the city’. I could think, also fields? The verse says, ‘the house.’ The house is special in that it is a dwelling, that excludes fields which are not for dwelling. What is the reason of Rebbi Meir? ‘The house stands.’ Not only houses; from where do we include oilpresses, cisterns, ditches, caves, bathhouses, dovecots, towers, and fields? The verse says, ‘which is in the city’.”
164 Mishnah Arakhin 9:5, Babli Arakhin 32a. Here starts the discussion of the last two sentences of the Mishnah, Notes 149-151.

In Sifra Behar Parasha 4(5), the statement is attributed to R. Jehudah. This is confirmed by Babli Arakhin 32a.

166 Sifra Behar Parasha 4(5-6).

167 According to the opinion of Rav Hisda in Babli Arakhin 32a, even R. Meir will agree that an agricultural field is excluded. The only "fields" he includes are sand quarries and fish ponds which have the character of "ditches and caves". In the Tosephta, Arakhin 5:14, R. Meir admits gardens and orchards as entities which cannot be reclaimed by the seller later than one full year after the sale.

168 Mishnah Arakhin 9:5, Babli Arakhin 32a, Tosephta Arakhin 5:14, Sifra Behar Parasha 4(5-7).

169 The Qere in the verse; the Ketib is "the house in a city which has no wall." Since ניד is feminine and ניד is masculine, the relative pronoun should belong to ניד: The house in the city which (i.e., the house) has/does not have a wall. In this interpretation, the positions of R. Jehudah and R. Simeon should be interchanged. In the Babli, the difference between the authors is explained by their different interpretations of the description of Rahab's house (Jos. 2:15).

Rebbi Hinena said, this is only if he arrived by the crown. But if he arrived by the stem, the stem already received him170.
This refers to the cities of refuge. As Maimonides puts it in his Commentary, the Mishnah should be read as: For cities of refuge, the crown also counts.

Our Mishnah follows the House of Shammai who say, all has the status of inside. It was stated: If he turned the crown towards the inside, all is counted as inside. The earlier Tannaim follow the House of Shammai.

The last statement, that ritual Jerusalem is bordered by the wall and all crowns of trees overhanging the wall.

Mishnah Ma'aser Šeni 3:7; Tosephta Ma'aser Šeni 2:12: "Oil presses [built into the wall] open towards the city whose building extends outside, or built inside and opening to the outside, the House of Shammai say, all is counted as inside but the House of Hillel say, what is in the wall and the interior is inside, what is outside is outside."

A similar statement in Tosephta Ma'aser Šeni 2:12: "If a tree stands outside with its crown extending inside, its Second Tithe cannot be redeemed (as being harvested outside Jerusalem). If he turned the crown so as to be outside, its Second Tithe can be redeemed."

Tosephta Ma'aser Šeni 2:12: "Rebbi Yose said, this [the preceding statements about trees and olive presses] are the teachings of R. Aqiba. The earlier Mishnah: The House of Shammai [say] one does not redeem there [in or at the oil presses] as if it were inside and one does not eat sacrifices there as if it were outside. But the House of Hillel say, what is open to the inside is inside, what is open to the outside is outside." For the earlier Mishnah, the Mishnah here is not following the House of Shammai.
Mishnah 1: He who pickles, cooks, or salts in the field is obligated⁰. He who stores in the ground² is free. He who dips³ in the field is free. He who pounds olives to remove the resin is free. He who squeezes olives on his skin is free but if he squeezed and put into his hand⁴ he is obligated. He who prepares wine sauce for a dish⁵ is free but in a pot⁶ it is obligated for it is like a small cistern.

1. All these activities are considered final processing, as explained in the Halakhah. "Cooking" means preserving by prolonged cooking; "salting" is salting to preserve.
2. Unripe produce to ripen during storage.
3. Fruits in salt, salt water, or vinegar, to eat them on the spot as a snack.
4. Since the oil is collected, it is as if pressed in an oil-press and considered processed.
5. A small amount of thickened wine added to a dish already on a plate does not induce the obligation of tithes.
6. If the pot is on the fire, the obligation is induced by the fire. If the pot is empty and cold, the obligation is explained in the Mishnah; the pot acts as miniature vat.
Fire creates tevel, buying creates tevel, salt creates tevel, heave creates tevel, the Sabbath creates tevel, a secure courtyard creates tevel, but Rebbi Johanan said that buying and Sabbath are not biblical. Rebbi Immi in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, the most reasonable of these is the secure courtyard.

7 This refers to the discussion Johanan and R. Simeon ben Laqish, cf. Chapter 2:2-3. For the statements of R. Chapter 2, Notes 101-102.

He who pickles, only if he pickles completely? He who cooks, only if he cooks thoroughly? Let us hear from the following: If one singes ears of grain in the fire they become tevel. Without that, would they not need to be worked over by fire? There is a difference here, because that is the end of their processing. Where has this been said? If one plucks out kernels from ears destined for dough, if it is to eat them rolled they are tevel, but to make a dough they are not tevel.

8 Does it become tevel only if the pickling is completed, or at least if the brine is strong enough that the vegetables would be completely cured if left in the brine for a sufficient time?
9 A similar statement in Tosephta 3:1, in the name of R. Simeon.
10 Since grain is rarely eaten raw.
11 Since the ears are lightly roasted as ears, it is clear that the grains should be eaten unmilled.
12 That the intent counts.
13 Rolled between the fingers to make them edible raw.
14 The language here is unclear since if the ears are destined for dough they are not for eating raw. The parallel in Babli Bezaḥ 13a reads: If somebody brought ears from the field,
if it is to make them into dough [and the ears must be threshed and milled] he may eat a snack from them, if to roll them [and eat them raw], Rebbi declares obligated but Rebbi Yose ben Jehudah declares them to be free [since they are called "grain", subject to tithes, only after threshing.] The baraita here follows R. Yose ben R. Jehudah.

All the argument here proves is that it is possible that pickling and preserving by cooking makes tevel only if the intent was to do a thorough job.

If he pickled or cooked without the owners' knowledge, there is a difference between Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish since these differ: If somebody made a heap [of somebody's grain] without the latter's knowledge, Rebbi Johanan said, it is tevel, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, it is not tevel. Rebbi Yudan said, there it is impossible for him not to make a heap, here it is possible for him not to pickle.

15 Reading of the Rome ms., missing in the Leyden ms. and Venice print.
16 After threshing, the grain must be raked together to be used. Therefore, R. Johanan may hold that the heap was made with the implied consent of the owner. This is not the case for pickling olives. R. Johanan may hold that pickling without consent of the owner does not create tevel. Fragments of this discussion are in Chapter 1, cf. Notes 22, 138.
If he cooked it while it was property of the Temple\textsuperscript{17}, redeemed it, and brought it into a secure courtyard, what is its status? In the opinion of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish\textsuperscript{18} it became \textit{tevel}; this is biblical, that is not biblical. If he brought it into a secure courtyard, redeemed and then cooked it, everybody agrees that it became \textit{tevel}; what did he process while it was property of the Temple\textsuperscript{19}? If he dedicated it, cooked it, brought it into a secure courtyard, redeemed it, and cooked it again, everybody agrees that it became \textit{tevel}\textsuperscript{20}. If he redeemed it\textsuperscript{21} and put it out to dry, what is its status? If you say that fire creates \textit{tevel}, fire frees from \textit{tevel}; if you say that fire does not create \textit{tevel}, fire does not free from \textit{tevel}\textsuperscript{22}.

\begin{itemize}
  \item[17] Temple property is exempt from heave and tithes; cf. Chapter 1, Note 19.
  \item[18] Cf. Note 7. While it was the intent of the person who had dedicated the produce to free it from heave and tithes by processing while it was property of the Temple, R. Simeon ben Laqish will disregard rabbinic processing when dedicated if it is followed by an action which induces \textit{tevel} by biblical law after redemption when the preserve is now fully profane.
  \item[19] In the exempt state, transporting to a secure courtyard is not an act of processing.
  \item[20] By the second cooking.
  \item[21] After a first cooking while Temple property.
  \item[22] For R. Johanan, the first cooking was the processing and anything done later does not count. For R. Simeon ben Laqish, the first cooking outside courtyard or house would not induce \textit{tevel}; therefore, being cooked while Temple property does not count and the later drying is the final processing of profane food.
\end{itemize}
Rebbi Jeremiah asked: If he fried in the field, what is its status? Does not the fire create tevel anyhow? Is it impossible not to use oil?

23 May it be eaten as a snack without tithing?
24 Since we hold that fire always induces tevel, the answer seems obvious.

25 That would be the singeing indicated in Note 11. Since singeing creates tevel, the question of R. Jeremiah is already answered.

Rebbi Yose used to asked in the name of Cahana: Rebbi Jonah said, Rebbi Halaphta ben Shaul stated: If someone organized a meal in a circle in the field he created tevel. If one did not organize a meal a circle he did not create tevel. What organizing in a circle creates tevel? Any meal in a circle with wine. If people prepared to eat in a circle but then did not?

26 To eat together. Snacks are eaten alone.
27 This is Cahana's question; it remains unanswered.

It was stated: "Garlic, garden cress, and mustard seed which were prepared in the field became tevel." That means, tevel garlic with profane oil. Profane garlic with tevel oil?

28 A similar text Tosephta 3:2. Arabic لعذ، Lepidium sativum, garden peppergrass.
29 A kind of Lepidium; Rashi کریشی، French cresson; Maimonides کرینجی.
been asked since oil used to prepare tevel.
condiments is certainly forbidden when

Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Hiyya bar Ashi in the name of Rav: A bunch of grapes which he squeezed into a cup became tevel; into a tamhui it did not become tevel.

31 This becomes a formal drink, 32 Cf. Peah 8, Note 83.

Does not the fire induce tevel anyhow? Explain it if the dish was cold. "In a pot it is obligated;" Rebbi Eleazar said, that refers to an empty pot. The Mishnah does not say so, but "he who prepares wine sauce for a dish is free but in a pot it is obligated for it is like a small cistern."

33 This refers to the last sentence in the Mishnah, quoted in this paragraph. If one puts tevel sauce on any hot dish, the entire dish becomes tevel.

34 Otherwise the statement of the Mishnah were superfluous, Note 6.

35 Which usually is not empty.
Mishnah 2: If children hid figs for the Sabbath and he forgot to tithe them they may not be eaten after the Sabbath until they are tithed. A Sabbath basket the House of Shammai free but the House of Hillel obligate. Rebbi Jehudah says, also one who fills a harvesting basket to send to a friend may not eat from it unless he tithed.

36 They hid it in the field since otherwise the house would have induced tevel. While children have no legal standing, their actions can show their intent which then is determining.

37 But one may eat from these figs on Friday afternoon between the hiding and the start of the Sabbath. Since children do not legally have a mind, their figs can become subject to heave and/or tithes only through the Sabbath itself.

38 Either from a tree whose fruits are only used for the Sabbath (Maimonides) or any arbitrary harvesting basket filled exclusively for eating on the Sabbath (R. Simson); since the person making the collection is an adult, his intent induces tevel even before the Sabbath.

39 For the Sabbath (R. Simson) or any day (Maimonides). In any case, the collection in that particular basket is the end of processing by the farmer.

Rav Hamnuna said, if a child covered a harvesting basket for transport to the market, it became tevel; in any situation in which the intent of an adult has an effect, the action of a minor has an effect. Rebbi Zeira asked: Since the intent of an adult does not have an effect until he opens on the
market, the action of a minor should not have an effect until he opens on the market. The Mishnah disagrees with Rav Hamnuna: "If children hid figs for the Sabbath and he forgot to tithe them they may not be eaten after the Sabbath until they are tithed." Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rav Hamnuna: Explain if it they collected close to sundown when their action was proof of their intent.

40 Mishnah 1:5 states that processing of figs for sale is completed when the basket is covered for transport to the market and the basket is actually transported to the market; while for making fig cakes and domestic uses the processing is never completed in the field. It is not really required that the basket be opened on the market for sale but that the transport should have started; cf. Chapter 1, Note 115. In any case, the action of a minor cannot be more powerful than the intent of an adult; the statement of Rav Hamnuna cannot be accepted without due modification.

41 Here there is no action which proves intent and nevertheless tevel is induced. Maybe the children collected the figs for consumption on Sunday.

42 Children do not plan ahead; they collected for immediate consumption which by necessity must be on the Sabbath.

Does this not disagree with Rebbi Johanan since Rebbi Johanan said, the Sabbath induces tevel? Because they collected for the Sabbath; therefore, not if they did not collect for the Sabbath! Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rav Hamnuna: Even if they collected for the Sabbath one may
eat a snack from them on Sabbath eve. It does not even disagree with Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish\textsuperscript{45}. Are they not children and even if they collected for the Sabbath it is as if they had not collected for the Sabbath\textsuperscript{46}? Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Hila\textsuperscript{44}: Explain if it they collected close to sundown when their action was proof of their intent\textsuperscript{42}!

\begin{itemize}
\item This now refers to the Mishnah: "If children hid figs for the Sabbath". According to R. Johanan, any untithed fruit completely processed becomes tevel at the start of the next Sabbath irrespective of its place. The fact that the figs were collected for the Sabbath should be irrelevant.
\item The names of the authors are switched in the Rome ms, the first answer being by Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi Hila, the second by Rebbi Jonah in the name of Rav Hamnuna. The correct chain of transmission cannot be ascertained.
\end{itemize}

Since the speakers in this paragraph are Amoraim a full generation after R. Zeira, "in the name of Rav Hamnuna" must mean: giving the answer Rav Hamnuna would have given according to R. Zeira.

\textsuperscript{45} In the Rome ms: R. Johanan. This certainly is a scribal error.

\textsuperscript{46} Since for R. Simeon ben Laqish the Sabbath does not induce tevel by biblical law, there must be clear intent to use the fruits on the Sabbath to make them tevel but children have no legal intent.

Rebbi Eleazar in the name of Rebbi Hoshaia: The Mishnah\textsuperscript{47} speaks of a harvesting basket of figs. In the House of Rebbi Yannai they said, even a branch. Rebbi Eleazar ben Antigonos in the name of Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Yannai: Explain it for a fig tree reserved for the Sabbath.
Example: Rebbi Hiyya, Rebbi Assi and Rebbi Ammi were sitting together when somebody passed by with a harvesting basket of figs. He said to him, [we want] to buy! He answered, the Sabbath basket is not for sale. The difference between the Houses of Shammai and Hillel regarding the Sabbath basket. Therefore, its processing is completed as soon as the basket is filled.

Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Rebbi Jehudah spoke only about a Sabbath basket. Maybe Rebbi Jehudah spoke about someone who collected a harvesting basket full to send to his friend, that he cared for it as if it were a Sabbath basket?

The second sentence questions or any basket treated with the same care as a Sabbath basket? The question is not answered since practice does not follow R. Jehudah.

Mishnah 3: He who takes olives from the vat may dip them singly into salt and eat them, but if he salted them as a dish he is obligated. Rebbi Eliezer says, from a pure vat he is obligated but from an impure one he is free because he might put the leftovers back [into the vat].
50 Into which the olives are collected before being transported to the oil press.

51 Since there are many together. The quote in Babli Bezah 35a reads (in most mss.) “if he salted ten together”; this is against the Yerushalmi which forbids even two together.

52 The Babli (Bezah 35a) explains that the person taking the olives is presumed to be impure. This is understood also in the Halakah here.

Mishnah 4: One may drink from the winepress both warm or cold and is free, the words of Rebbi Meir. Rebbi Eleazar ben Rebbi Zadoq declares him obligated. But the Sages say, for warm drink he is obligated, cold he is free53.

53 In the Babli (Sabbat 11b, Eruvin 99b) and one Mishnah ms. the reading is: "he is free because he may return it." In that version, Mishnah 4 is parallel Mishnah 3 and cider, cooked or mixed with warm water, is considered completely processed because returning it would spoil the wine. Maimonides, both in his Commentary and his Code (Ma'serot 5:15) holds that heating induces tevel in all cases.

Halakhah 3: Does this not disagree with Rav? Since Rav said, it is forbidden to eat54. Explain it if he makes his vat in the field. It is still difficult: If salting induces tevel55, why do we need taking together, if taking together induces, why do we need salting? It must be both.
Salted olives from the vat. needed to give the green olives an edible taste.

Mishnah 1. While this salting is not for long-term preservation, it is

Where do we hold? If there are two vats, everybody agrees that it is forbidden. If there is only one vat, everybody agrees that it is permitted. Where do we hold? If he has a pure vat and his friend an impure one. Rebbi Eliezer says, a person may return to his friend’s vat but the rabbis say, a person does not return to his friend’s vat.

The disagreement between R. Eliezer and the anonymous majority who do not accept the distinction he makes.

One pure, the other one impure. Even if he takes from the impure, we do not permit him to return the uneaten olives; maybe he would put them into the wrong vat.

Which is impure. An echo of this discussion is in Tosephta 3:7; there, the text tradition is confusing.

Rebbi Johanan said, for warm [cider] he is obligated because that is not a snack; cold is free because it is a snack and he may put it back. Following what Rebbi Yose said in the name of Rebbi Zeira, Rebbi Jonah, Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, even what is in a flask...
did not become *tevel*, in case it was not fully processed, since he would put it back in the end.

60 Discussion of Mishnah 4.  
61 Halakhah 1:6, Note 151.

Mishnah 5: If somebody peels barley, he may peel one by one and eat but if he peeled and collected in his hand he is obligated. If somebody rolls wheat grains he may blow away the chaff from his hand and eat but if he blew away and stored in the fold of his toga, he is obligated. If coriander is sown for its seed, its greenery is free. If it was sown as vegetable, seeds and greenery are obligated. Rebbi Eliezer said, dill is tithed seeds, vegetable, and perianths. But the Sages say, only cress and wild rocket are tithed seeds and vegetable.

62 The majority of Mishnah mss. read: מָלַקִל בֵּשַׁעָרְיוֹת מָלַקִל אֲשֶׁר אֲסַפְּרוּ אֲשֶׁר אָכְלָם. (fol. 51a)  
63 Concurrent definition of Rashi (Babli Avodah Zarah 7b) and Maimonides (Commentary to the Mishnah).  
64 Sevi'it 7.2, Note 7.  
65 For separate tithes.
Halakha 4: Rebbi Zeira said, I may peel two by two. It is stated so: “Barley, two are free, three obligated; wheat, three are free, four obligated.” Huna bar Hinena and Rav Tahlifa bar Immi were sitting before Rebbi Eleazar. {Rebbi Jonah said, either all are "bar Immi" but this one "bar Rav Immi" or all are "bar Rav Immi."} He had [grains] up to the knuckles of his fingers. They were taking from him. He turned his face to the wall and showed them his hand full. It is stated so: Only he should not sift into a reed-basket or into a wide basket. For the Sabbath, up to the volume of a dried fig. Rebbi Hiyya bar Ada asked before Rebbi Mana: Here, they said for barley, two are free, three obligated; there, you say so? He said to him, there is a difference; here you say that he may put the remainder back. It was stated so: When has this been said, when he is not close to the threshing floor. But when he was close to the threshing floor [he can have] even more since he may put the remainder back.


67 He cannot be the Rav Huna bar Hinena mentioned in the Babli who was a student of Rav Hisda and, it seems, never left Babylonia.

68 In this text, R. Jonah, two generations later, was unsure whether there were one or two Rav Tahlifa bar (Rav) Immi or only one. In the Rome ms., the text reads: “R. Jonah said,
either all are ‘bar Ammi’ but this one ‘bar Rav Ammi’ or all are ‘bar Rav Ammi’ and this one ‘bar Ammi’.” Since this version uses the Babylonian ‘Ammi’ instead of the Galilean ‘Immi’, it seems to be preferable. In this version, it is clear that there were several traditions ascribed to Rav Tahlifa bar (Rav) Ammi. None of these have come down to us.

69 R. Eleazar.

70 A handful of unpeeled grains does not induce tevel as long as they will be peeled one by one according to the rules.

71 If from private to public domain one carries grains less than the volume of a dried fig, one is not guilty.

72 The baraita which allows stripping of barley grains as long as the stripped grains are eaten directly and not stored in any basket.

73 Two barley grains but not three.
collected after the New Year, its seed is tithed for the past and its vegetable is tithed at the moment of its being harvested if it was one-third ripe before the New Year. But if it was only ripe one-third after the New Year, both seed and vegetable are tithed for the future.

74 Here starts the discussion of the second part of the Mishnah, about the tithing of coriander. The two paragraphs refer to Seviit 2:8. The second paragraph is practically identical (except for the order of subjects) with a paragraph there; Notes 80-81.

75 This is the reading here in both mss. and the Venice print. A Roman modius is a dry measure, corresponding to the seah. Because of the parallel with Seviit, the commentators change מיריה into 모르ית, a word that seems to indicate watering periods, cf. Seviit 2:8, Note 83. This must be the intended meaning in the next sentence: If the farmer stops watering in order to hasten the ripening of the seeds, he cannot be interested in the vegetable. Also, one cannot withhold bushels from vegetables. But it does not make much sense to change the reading in the first sentence which speaks of harvesting vegetables. In the second sentence, the expression "two or three" must have slipped in as parallel to the first sentence since the discussion in Seviit 2:8 shows clearly that only the withholding of three waterings determines the crop as seeds.

It was stated: "Dill sown for its seeds is tithed for seeds but not vegetable. If sown as vegetable, it is tithed for seeds and vegetable but not perianths. If sown it for periants, it is tithed for seeds, vegetable, and perianths." But we have stated: "Only cress and wild rocket are tithed for seeds and vegetable!" So is the Mishnah: The only things sown for seeds which are tithed for seeds and vegetable are cress and wild rocket.
76 A similar text in Tosephta Seviit and perianths but the vegetable is free. There, the text reads: "If he sowed it for perianths, it is tithed for seeds and perianths but the vegetable is free.

Mishnah 6: Rabban Gamliel says, the budding fruits of fenugreek, mustard, and white beans are subject to tithes. Rebbi Eliezer says, the caper tree is subject to tithes for its budding fruits and capers. Rebbi Aqiba says, only the berries are subject because they are fruit.

77 In Seviit and Ma'serot Arukh and Maimonides define budding fruits; this is accepted by I. Löw. In his Commentary to Parah 11:7, Maimonides explains as pods. 78 Flower buds of the caper bush. 79 They contain seeds which can be substituted for mustard seeds.

Halakhah 6: Where do they disagree? When he sowed it for its seeds. But if he sowed it as vegetable, even the rabbis agree. It was stated so: "In Bethany they used to permit its vegetable, the words of Rebbi Eliezer." He said only "the words of Rebbi Eliezer;" therefore, everybody else says it is obligated.

80 The majority who cannot agree with Rabban Gamliel; if they agreed, his statement would have been stated as anonymous. Since he obligates the
pods of mustard seed for tithes, they must free them.

81 Tosephta 3:7: They used to permit the vegetables, the words of Rebbi Eliezer.

82 In the Erfurt ms. of the Tosephta, "like you", which S. Klein reads as "in Batanaia", a name of the Bashan region; cf. Tosefia ki-Fshutah p. 698.

It was stated83: "If one sowed Lima beans, barley, or fenugreek as vegetables84, his intention is disregarded; the seeds are obligated but the greenery is free." Rebbi Jeremiah said, that also is from the words of Rebbi Eliezer85.

83 Tosephta Ševi‘it 2:8.
84 To eat the green stalks.
85 We could understand that Lima beans and barley are excluded as vegetables, but fenugreek was stated in the preceding paragraph to be freed only by R. Eliezer. Therefore, the entire statement must be attributed to R. Eliezer. The Babli, Eruvin 28a, accepts the statement as majority opinion.

86 רבי flam אסאר ראש מושמ קיפלי. תניי קי ערכי עאלים איסא איהו. רבי שמואל מקפד למקיבא להו קיפדו בעיון בגר בירושלים. אסיי אסיי רבי דハイ והיא כלמקיה עדים עמים מקרי את

Samuel said, capers are forbidden because of skins88. It was stated so: (Lev. 19:23) "You shall treat as foreskin the foreskin of its fruit;" anything which envelopes the fruit. Rav commanded those of the House of Ati, Rav Hamnuna commanded the colleagues: Tell your wives that when they come to preserve capers to throw away the calix. Rebbi Abba said,
Rebbi Zeira explained to me that all skins grow with the fruit but there, the fruit is on top and the skins below.

86 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: דב רבי אתי.
87 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: דב דוא אשת.
88 If the caper bush is not yet in its fourth year, the fruits are forbidden for any use. Samuel and Rav hold that the calix which remains attached to the fruit will become forbidden with the fruit.
89 The opinion of the Galilean academies is that the atrophied remainder of the calix is not a shell in the legal sense, or a part of the fruit, and therefore not forbidden the first three years. In the Babli, Berakhot 37b, the same conclusion is reached.

משפרט בהימתהו מין קח ח. המשאר משפרט על הימה והימה על משפרט. Abed לא מוה על האביווהו וממ האביווהו עלוהו. אביווהו נחניע עליהו חום ואילו וחרים יערינו. ויילדה מלכה שיאים הנהו שינה כנסת
לשלישית ושוחה משפרט פודוהו ונותנו ח.ג.

Capers and budding fruits are one kind; one tithes from capers for budding fruit and from budding fruit for capers but not from both for ripe fruits or from ripe fruits for them. On the ripe fruits one applies the stringencies of both trees and vegetables. In which respect? If it is after the second year going into the third, he separates, redeems, and gives it to the poor.

90 Or the fifth year of the Sabbatical cycle going into the sixth. Trees are tithed according to the rules valid at the time of fertilization. This would be the 2nd or 5th year in which second tithe is due which has to be redeemed in the absence of a Temple. Vegetables are tithed by the rules of the day of harvest. In the 3rd and 6th years, tithe of the poor is due. Therefore, caper seeds are tithed as second tithe; the tithe is redeemed and then given to the poor as tithe of the poor.
The caper bush. The House of Shammai say, it is *kilaim* in a vineyard but not with grains. The House of Hillel say, it is never *kilaim*, neither in a vineyard nor with grains. Both agree that it is subject to *orlah*. Rebbi Hanina bar Papa stated: Any plant that branches out from its stem is a tree; from its roots it is a vegetable. They objected: But cabbage forms its leaves from its stem! Here when it is sure, there when it is doubtful.

---

91 This sentence is only in the Rome ms. and the parallel in *Kilaim*.
92 This paragraph is also in *Kilaim* 5:8. A shortened version, not mentioning grains, is in Tosephta *Kilaim* 3:17 and Babli *Berakhot* 36a.
93 The House of Shammai are unsure whether caper bushes are trees or vegetables and therefore apply the stringency of vegetables for *kilaim* and those of fruit trees for *orlah*, so that its fruit is forbidden the first three years after planting (*Lev. 19:23*).
94 He is R. Hanina bar Pappai. His statement appears in another version (another redaction) in *Baba Batra* 5:5: "R. Hama bar 'Uqba in the name of R. Yose. Anything that grows from both root and stem is a root (a vegetable); from its stem but not from its root it is a tree." In that formulation, cabbage presents no problem since there is no piece of stem free of leaves.
95 The caper bush. Since for cabbage, the lower end of the stem is the lower end of the leaves, it is questionable whether the lowest leaves come from stem or root.
Mishnah 1: If somebody lifts out plants from his own property and replants them in his own property, it is free. If somebody bought standing produce, it is free. If somebody collected in order to send to a friend, it is free. Rebbi Eleazar ben Azariah says, if similar [produce] is sold on the market, he is obligated.

1 This is neither harvesting nor selling; no obligation of tithe is created.

2 While a sale creates tevel (Hilakhah 4:1), this holds only for produce already harvested.

3 Since this is not a sale.

4 In that case, the produce could be considered fully processed as far as the original farmer is concerned and is tevel.
Halakhah 1: "If somebody lifts out plants from his own property", etc.

Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish: This is Rebbi Aqiba's. As we have stated there, "He may take from the threshing floor and sow and it is free from tithes until he smoothes, the words of Rebbi Aqiba." Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan, it is the opinion of everybody. The Sages agree with Rebbi Aqiba in the matter of young plants. What is the difference between wheat and young plants? For wheat, it was the end of processing; for plants it is not the end of processing. Rebbi Aqiba agrees with the Sages in the matter of turnips and radishes because they spoil. Does wheat not also spoil? Wheat admits another threshing floor, these have no other threshing floor.

5 Reading of the Rome ms. Leyden and Venice: אֵילִּי, "a tree". The earlier commentators all correct the text to אֵילִים "these" (Aramaic).
6 Mishnah Peah 1:6; Notes 275-276.
7 In no way can taking young plants be compared to taking grains from the threshing floor.
8 Threshing is really the end of processing for wheat. Smoothing the heap helps the farmer to know how much grain he has; it is not processing the food.
9 It is not even the beginning since no fruits have been plucked.
10 Taking them out of the ground is the end of processing since in the absence of refrigeration they have to be consumed immediately.
11 The smoothing of the heaps.

לַקֵּחַ לֵעָלָה לְהַבִּירתָם פּוּשָּׁה. רְבּוּ אַמָּר וַהוּ אֵאָשׁוֹר לְכָלִל. רְבּ לֵפְתִּי אֵמֶר לְכָלִּי. וַיִּשְׁלָם רְבּ אָחָה מַאֲה מעַמְרָר רְבּ נְבָשַׁכְּכִּינוֹ לְכָלִּי בַּיִת שְׁמִירָה כְּרֵב מְאַרִי. אַמָּר רְבּ כָּלַּה מִתָּנִינָא אֶמְרָה גַּלְּכָה בָּמָחְסַר בַּכּוּרָה לְכָלַּה פּוּשָּׁה. הַא בַּבּלוּשַׁה חָטִיב. מָאָר אָיִית לְהָלַּה מִכָּה שְׁפִּיכְל בֵּפִימָרַה שֵׁלָא נְכַרְקָּעָה מִלְּאָכָּם לְאָרְבּ מְאַרִי.
If somebody collected in order to send to a friend, it is free.” Rav said, he is forbidden to eat. Rebbi Shammai said before Rebbi Yose in the name of Rav Aha: Rav said this in case he brought it into a secure courtyard, following Rebbi Meir. Rebbi Mana said, our Mishnah implies this: "If somebody bought standing produce, it is free.” Therefore, after it was cut it is obligated. Who is the person who holds that a sale induces tevel for produce not fully processed? Is this not Rebbi Meir? Rebbi Hiyya in the name of Rebbi Johanan, it is from Rebbi Jehudah. It was stated so: "Rebbi Jehudah says in the name of Rebbi Eleazar ben Azariah, also he who sends to his friend olives from the press, young plants, and bundles of fenugreek, should not eat before he tithed since people usually send these things to their friends as tevel.” Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, even if a Fellow sent to a Fellow, he has to tithe. The colleagues asked, we can understand a vulgar who is suspect; is a Fellow suspect? Rebbi Yose said, is the vulgar not like a Fellow in matters of heave? It really is so: People usually send these things as tevel to their friends.

12 The sender.
13 Chapter 2, Halakhah 5.
14 Chapter 2, last paragraph.
15 Tosephta 3:8. There, instead of "bundles of fenugreek” it speaks of "bundles of untreated flax.” The Sages hold that people usually tithe these before they send them.
See Introduction to Tractate *heave*; cf. Demay 1:3, Note 130. Demay; even a vulgar will always give

Mishnah 2: Someone who uproots turnips or radishes in his own property and replants them in his own property for seeds is obligated because that was their threshing floor. Onions which developed roots in storage became pure and cannot become impure again. If a mudslide fell on them and they are uncovered they are as if planted in the field.

17 These vegetables are not processed since they are grown for seeds. Therefore, they are considered harvested. If grown for consumption or sale, they cannot become subject to tithes by being transplanted since that would free the later growth from *heave* and tithes.

18 "when stored on the upper floor of the farmhouse."

19 They became new plants which in their growing phase are immune to any kind of impurity.

20 Subject to the laws of *heave*, tithes, *kilaim*, and the Sabbatical year.

Halakhah 2: There is no difference, whether for sowing seeds, to abandon property, or [to plant] outside the Land. There, we have
stated: "Forever he gives as peah and it is free from tithes until he smoothes." And here you say so? There, he abandons everything, here he abandons only the future growth\textsuperscript{23}. But did we not state "outside the Land?" There is a difference, outside the Land both for the stem and future growth\textsuperscript{24}; is here not a difference between the stem and future growth?

\textit{21 Tosephta 3:8}: "If somebody lifts out plants on his own property to replant them outside the Land, either to produce seeds, or to abandon the produce, or to sell it to a Gentile, he is obligated because he intends to remove them from tithes."

\textit{22 Mishnah Peah 1:6, Note 275.} The main objection is from the next clause in the Mishnah: "If he takes seeds from the threshing floor he is free from tithes until he smoothes."

\textit{23 This implies that "to abandon the produce" in the Tosephta (and here in the Halakhah) means that he retains ownership of the plant (in the Tosephta) and the core of the turnip (in the Halakhah) and intends only to free the future growth. This is illegal. But irrevocable abandoning a plant to public use frees the plant from all heave and tithes legally and, since the poor profit from it, cannot be subject to rabbinic sanctions.}

The Rome ms. has here an addition:

\textit{You should know that is so since we have stated 'for seeds'. Are seeds not equal to later growth?}"

\textit{24 Since the stem of a plant outside the Land is also outside the Land, he takes produce subject to heave and tithes by the act of taking them out of the ground and removes them completely from obligations of heave and tithes for private gain; this is subject to sanction.}
According to Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish who said\(^\text{25}\), \textit{tevel} becomes voided by plurality, it is intelligible\(^\text{26}\). According to Rebbi Johanan who said, \textit{tevel} does not become voided by plurality, he should wait until it is fully grown and tithe for everything\(^\text{27}\). Or might we say that Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish disagree about \textit{tevel} which has this status by a word of the Torah\(^\text{28}\) but for \textit{tevel} which has this status by their word\(^\text{29}\) everybody agrees that \textit{tevel} becomes voided by plurality. Rebbi Abba bar Cohen objected: Did we not state\(^\text{30}\): "Similarly, olives for pressing which were mixed with picked olives, harvest grapes with grapes of gleanings"? Is that not \textit{tevel} by their words\(^\text{31}\)? Rebbi Mana\(^\text{32}\) said, I upheld this: Oil from olives for pressing\(^\text{33}\) which was mixed with oil from picked olives.

\(^{25}\) The disagreement between R. Simeon ben Laqish and R. Johanan is in\textit{ Terumot} 4:1, Note 10.

\(^{26}\) If he replants in a way which will eliminate the duty of tithing from the ripe fruits, it is intelligible that we require him to tithe now since otherwise also the part which grew under a potential obligation will be free if the new growth is more than what is already grown.

\(^{27}\) Since the original \textit{tevel} will not disappear, replanting will never free the current crop and no tithing now should be necessary, in obvious disagreement with the Mishnah!

\(^{28}\) Wine, olive oil, and threshed grain brought to storage.

\(^{29}\) By rabbinical tradition.

\(^{30}\) Mishnah \textit{Hallah} 3:7: "Similarly, olives for pressing (harvested by the owner by shaking the tree) which were mixed with picked olives (gleaned by the poor and exempt from tithes), harvest grapes (subject to tithes) which were mixed with grapes of gleanings (of the poor and exempt from tithes), if he can provide for (the obligated) from
another place, he should do so; otherwise, he takes heave and Heave of the Tithe for everything but the tithes only in proportion."

31 The obligation for heave and Heave of the Tithe even for the proportion gleaned by the poor cannot be biblical; if the exempt amount is more than the obligated, the entire obligation is rabbinical.

32 R. Mana II.

33 Obligated by biblical decree.

Rebbi Mana said, they taught only "for seeds"; therefore, for eating he is free. Rebbi Ḥiyya said in the name of Rebbi Johanan: There is no difference; he is obligated for seeds or for consumption because this is their threshing floor. Rebbi Ḥanina said, because he would transfer it from second to the poor or from the poor to second.

34 Reading of the Rome ms. The Leyden ms. has only ד in place of the last three words.

35 R. Mana I. In the Rome ms., the statement is attributed to R. Ammi (Immi). The reference is to the first sentence of the Mishnah, turnips and radishes grown for seeds.

36 Since a vegetable is always tithed when harvested.

37 He is R. Ḥinena.

38 If the vegetable is replanted in one of the years 2,3,5 of the Sabbatical cycle and finally harvested the next year, second tithe of the already grown part would be changed into tithe of the poor or vice-versa.
Rebbi Johanan in the name of Rebbi Yannai: If a heap of onions produced roots, if one takes from them on the Sabbath he is free \(^{39}\) since he does not want their growing roots. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said to him: What is the worry \(^{40}\) of Sabbath compared to tithes? Did we not state \(^{41}\): "He does not have to worry either because of kilaim, or because of the Sabbatical year, or because of tithes, and they may be removed on the Sabbath." Rebbi Zeira said to Rebbi Abbahu: Look, what did he say! He said only, what is the worry of Sabbath compared to tithes? So he would worry about the Sabbatical for if he would like them to grow roots they would be forbidden \(^ {42}\) because of aftergrowth; otherwise they are permitted because of aftergrowth. Rebbi Maisha said to Rebbi Zeira, is that the strongest? If he had stated about a single onion in the hand \(^{43}\) it would be fine \(^{44}\).

\(^{39}\) While the onions are growing, taking them is not harvesting.

\(^{40}\) About the verb לְכַמָּס see H. L. Fleischer's article in Levy's Dictionary, vol. 2, p. 454.

\(^{41}\) Mishnah Kilaim 1:9, Notes 161-162; speaking of harvested vegetables stored in a pit and covered with loose earth.

\(^{42}\) The next year if that happened to be a Sabbatical year. Cf. Kilaim 1:9, Note 166, that the Mishnah is accepted only for vegetables which did not grow new roots after being harvested. Therefore, the Mishnah there contradicts R. Johanan's statement here.

\(^{43}\) The word מ in "in the hand" is missing in the Rome ms.

\(^{44}\) He certainly does not want to lose a whole heap but a single onion which grew new roots he might replant. If the statement had been
about a single onion we could have inferred that there is a presumption that nobody wants harvested onions to start growing again (and wasting their bulbs) unless there is a clear indication to the contrary.

If they grew roots in a box they are in their previous state for tithes and Sabbatical and if they were impure they did not lose their impurity. If they grew roots in storage they are in their previous state for tithes and Sabbatical and if they were impure they lost their impurity." They are in their previous state and you say they lost? Rebbi Yose in the name of Rebbi La: The Torah emphasized the purity of growing plants (Lev. 11:37): "If from their carcass anything fell on any sown seed which may be sown, it is pure."

45 Tosephta 3:9. The Tosephta reads: "If they grew one on top of the other, growing roots in a box;" the roots are feeding on other onions. Even so, they are not considered planted if in a box.

46 The multiple expression shows that anything remotely similar to sown plants is covered by the purity of growing plants.
Could he who says "guilty", declare free from punishment? It is clear that it should not be: "permitted". Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish holds that he is guilty.

46 Tosephta 3:9. The Tosephta continues (about onions growing roots in storage): "It is forbidden to take out from them on the Sabbath, but if he did he is free from punishment." The language of the Tosephta is consistent.

47 This is the language of the Tosephta; it obviously was not the language of the baraitot before the compilers of the Yerushalmi. A baraita which reads: "It is forbidden to take out from them on the Sabbath, and if he did he is permitted," is inconsistent.

48 Since above (Note 40) he questions the dependence of the status regarding the Sabbath from the status in matters of tithes.
Mishnah 4: A person should not sell his chaff or his oil cakes or his grape husks to somebody not trustworthy in matters of tithe if the latter wants to extract fluids from it. If he extracted, he is obligated for tithes but free from heave since everybody giving heave also thinks of broken grain, what is left on the sides, and what remains in the chaff.

52 Since tithes are fixed percentages but heave should not be measured. "Extracting fluids" refers to oil cakes and grape husks but a similar rule applies to chaff and the single grains that still can be plucked from it after threshing.

53 The parts of grain that cannot be removed from the straw in threshing.

Halakhah 3: So is the Mishnah: A person should not sell his field. Rebbi Simeon permits since he may say to him, I sold mine, go and demand what is yours. If he transgressed and sold, he tithes what he eats but he does not have to tithe for what he sold since we are not responsible for the dishonest.

54 With the produce standing potentially subject to tithes.

55 He, the seller, may say to him, the Levite, go and collect your tithe if

56 Cf. Mishnah Demay 3:5, Note 134.
It was stated: He should not give heave. If he transgressed and gave heave, Rebbi Berekhia said, he is empowered. Rebbi Mana said, he is not empowered; that heave he gave creates tevel for tithe.

Since the Mishnah stated that heave given for all grain threshed includes heave for what is left in the chaff, giving about .5% for heave does not free from giving 10% for tithes even from what was designated as heave.

Rebbi Hanina, the colleague of the rabbis, asked: If he gave heave one in sixty, which is one in sixty-one including broken grain, what is left on the sides, and what remains in the chaff? Rebbi Yose said, is that not the Mishnah: "Since everybody giving heave also thinks of broken grain, what is left on the sides, and what remains in the chaff." Is that not needed only for the excess?

Then the heave would be invalid by rabbinical standards, Mishnah Terumot 4:3.

If everybody gave in excess of the minimum the question addressed in the Mishnah would be no problem. If the Mishnah states categorically that heave given for threshed grain includes all the remainder, it is clear that the rabbinic invalidation of heave which is less than $1/60$ does not extend to the case here.
Mishnah 5: If somebody bought a vegetable field in Syria before it reached the time of tithes he is obligated, after it reached the time of tithes he is free and he can harvest continuously. Rebbi Jehudah says, he may even hire workers and harvest. Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel said, where has this been said? When he bought the field. But if he did not buy the field he is free even after it reached the time of tithes. Rebbi said, all according to computation.

60 For the definition of "Syria", cf. Peah 7:6, Note 119. Produce of Syria is exempt from tithes unless it grew on the property of a Jew, Demay 6:11, Note 172.

61 Then the produce became obligated on the field of a Jew.

62 Himself, for his personal use. The reason one does not allow him commercial harvest is only because of the bad impression; it would look as if a Jew would disregard the obligation to tithe his fields in Syria. R. Jehudah disagrees with this restriction.

63 If he only bought the crop there is no difference whether he bought it standing or harvested.

64 Rebbi disagrees with the anonymous Tanna and holds that in any case he has to tithe the percentage of the crop added in the Jew's possession.

In the Tosephta (3:14), the anonymous opinion is attributed to R. Aqiba and that of Rebbi to the anonymous Sages.
It was stated: If a field became one-third ripe in the possession of a Gentile and a Jew bought it from him, Rebbi Aqiba says the addition is free. But the Sages say, the addition is obligated. Rebbi Abina, Ulla ben Rebbi Israel in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Also the Sages did obligate only for the past; if it was second it remains second, for the poor it remains for the poor. It was stated: Rebbi Jonathan ben Rebbi Yose says, from where that grain one-third ripe before New Year’s day may be brought in during the Sabbatical? The verse says (Lev. 25:3): "You shall gather its yield," [even] in the Sabbatical year. Rebbi Abina, Ulla ben Rebbi Israel in the name of Rebbi Eleazar: Rebbi Jonathan ben Rebbi Yose follows the argument of his teacher Rebbi Aqiba. Just as Rebbi Aqiba said, you follow the first third, so Rebbi Jonathan ben Rebbi Yose said, you follow the first third. Rebbi Zeira said to Rebbi Abina, you say:
two things which contradict one another. Here you teach that the Sages also did obligate only for the past; if it was second it remains second, for the poor it remains for the poor\textsuperscript{70}. There, you teach that Rebbi Jonathan ben Rebbi Yose follows the argument of his teacher Rebbi Aqiba. If Rebbi Jonathan ben Rebbi Yose follows the argument of his teacher Rebbi Aqiba then just as Rebbi Aqiba says the prohibition of aftergrowth is from the Torah\textsuperscript{71}, so Rebbi Jonathan ben Rebbi Yose must say, the prohibition of aftergrowth is from the Torah. If it grew less than one-third ripe before the Sabbatical, in the Sabbatical it is forbidden\textsuperscript{72} as aftergrowth but the sanctity of the Sabbatical did not fall on it since it was grass on which the sanctity of the Sabbatical cannot fall\textsuperscript{73}. If it grew less than one-third ripe before the eighth year, in the eighth year it is permitted as aftergrowth but the sanctity of the Sabbatical falls on it\textsuperscript{74}. Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish both teach that the Sages agree with Rebbi Aqiba in the order of years; if it was second it remains second, for the poor it remains for the poor\textsuperscript{75}.

\textsuperscript{65} Cf. \textit{Peah} 4:5, Notes 90-92.
\textsuperscript{66} A grain field in the Land of Israel. "One-third ripe" means that the grains are fully formed and one-third ripe; not that one third of the growing period has passed. For grain, "one-third ripe" is the Biblical standard for grain that might be harvested, cf. \textit{Ma\'serot} Chapter 1, Note 78, \textit{Sevi\'it} Chapter 2, Notes 63,77.
\textsuperscript{67} The status of grain as far as second tithe or tithe of the poor is concerned is determined by the time it is one-third ripe, rather than by the time of harvest. In this respect, the rules of tithing follow the rules of the Sabbatical.
\textsuperscript{68} \textit{Sifra Behar} (9). There, the name is R. Jonathan ben Joseph, a Tanna of the fourth generation who also is quoted as R. Natan ben Joseph.
\textsuperscript{69} The sixth year's.
\textsuperscript{70} If the Sages determine the rules of tithes by the time the grains were one-third ripe, there is no proof that R. Jonathan ben R. Yose follows R. Aqiba where the latter disagrees with the Sages. Therefore, R. Eleazar should
hold that for the Sages, only the time of the actual harvest and threshing is relevant.

71 Sifra Behar Pereq 4(5); Babli Pesahim 51b.

72 Following R. Aqiba and R. Jonathan ben R. Yose.

73 If the grain was collected as fodder before it was fully ripe for human consumption. It would be forbidden to use the unripe grain as Grünkern; cf. Peah 4:6, Note 86.

74 It should be eaten following the rules of the Sabbatical.

75 They disagree that grain one-third ripened in the possession of the Gentile should be exempt but they admit that the kind of second tithe to be given depends on the year in which the grain was edible as Grünkern.

Rebbi Johanan said, abandonment77, dedication78, and Syria are in dispute between Rebbi Aqiba and the Sages. Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, Rebbi Aqiba agrees with the Sages about budding79 and growing roots80. If somebody sowed a dry spot, it grew one-third ripe, and he made a roof over it: according to Rebbi Aqiba any later growth is obligated81; according to the Sages any later growth is free82. If he sowed in a house, removed the roof, and then made a roof over it: according to Rebbi Aqiba any later growth is free; according to the Sages any later growth is obligated.

76 The Rome ms. does not have בשתיה. In the Venice text, one should read "and Syria", referring to the case of the Mishnah.

77 If somebody took possession of an abandoned field after the grain on it was one-third ripe, R. Aqiba will free the entire harvest from heave and tithes since it was exempt at the time the grain became edible.
78 If somebody dedicated a field to the Temple and redeemed it after the grain on it was one-third ripe, R. Aqiba again will free the entire harvest from heave and tithes. In both cases, the Sages require heave and tithes since at harvest and threshing time the field was obligated.

79 Fruits of trees are tithed according to the rules valid at the time the fruit started to form; cf. Sevi'it 5:1, Note 6.

80 Rice, millet, poppies, and sesame are tithed according to the rules of the time they formed roots, Sevi'it 2:7.

81 Since it is judged by the rules valid at the time it became edible when it was "produce of the field" as required by Deut. 14:22. Whether there is a rabbinic obligation to tithe produce grown in a house is a matter of dispute between Maimonides and R. Abraham ben David (Ma'serot 1:10). The position of Maimonides, that the discussion here is only about the biblical obligations, not the rabbinic ones, is supported by the next paragraph, cf. Note 83.

82 Since at harvest time it is produce of a house, not of a field.

83 This cannot refer to the problem of one-third ripe grain since hallah is the heave from dough. The problem is Mishnah Hallah 2:1: "Produce from outside the Land imported into the Land is subject to hallah. Produce exported from here to there, R. Eliezer makes it obligated, R. Aqiba frees it."
satisfied. There is a rabbinic obligation to give hallah from any dough anywhere. If only one of the two conditions is satisfied, is the obligation biblical or rabbinical?

Rebbi Abun bar Hyya asked before Rebbi Zeïra: He sowed in a flower pot without a hole and made a hole? He said to him, now it has a hole.

84 A flower pot with a hole standing on the ground is part of the earth and its produce is "produce of the field"; cf. Mishnah Demay 5:10, Halakhah Kilaim 7:8. A flower pot without a hole is not subject to the laws governing agriculture in the Land. Since practice follows the Sages, only the status at the time of harvest counts even if the produce grown in the pot is grain.

Rebbi Abun said, Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel goes with the argument of his ancestor Rabban Gamliel. As we stated there: "Jews who were sharecroppers for Gentiles in Syria, Rebbi Eliezer obligates their produce for tithes and the Sabbatical but Rabban Gamliel frees."

85 Why is he not called his father? ban Gamliel, produce grown on the Gentile's property is Gentile produce.

86 Mishnah Hallah 4:7. For Rabban Gamliel, produce grown on the

Rebbi said, all according to computation; this refers to the first part [of the Mishnah].
Mishnah 6: He who makes after-wine and pours in a measured amount of water, if he found the same amount he is free. Rebbi Jehudah declares him obligated. If he found more than his measure he gives proportionally from another place.

87 The Sages hold that the wine he takes out is the water he poured in which only received taste from the pomace, and taste is not taxable. R. Jehudah holds that there was an exchange of fluid between the water and the pomace and now part of the fluid is genuinely subject to heave and tithes.

88 This again is the opinion of the anonymous Sages. Even though the additional amount of fluid certainly came from the pomace, it is not wine in the biblical sense.

Halakhah 5: Rebbi Abbahu said, sometimes in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, sometimes in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Hanina: Only if it fermented. There, we have stated: "After-wine before it fermented cannot be bought with money of [Second] Tithe or make a miqweh invalid; after it fermented it may be bought with money of [Second] Tithe and does not make a miqweh invalid." That Mishnah is Rebbi Jehudah's since we stated: "He who makes after-wine and pours in a
measured amount of water, if he found the same amount he is free. Rebbi Jehudah declares him obligated." Rebbi Abbahu said, sometimes in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, sometimes in the name of Rebbi Yose ben Ḥanina: Only if it fermented. Rebbi Yose said, it is the opinion of everybody since even salt water may be bought with money of [Second] Tithe\(^93\).

89 Unfermented after-wine is simply water. In the Babli, \textit{Hulin} 25b/26a, this is the opinion of R. Yose ben Ḥanina. R. Eleazar is reported to hold that the anonymous Sages and R. Jehudah disagree about all kinds of after-wine but that tithing from a different batch is possible only for fermented wine since otherwise the tithe might be invalid, being from one kind for another.

90 Mishnah \textit{Hulin} 1:7.

91 Second Tithe which was redeemed and the money taken to Jerusalem. (Deut. 14:26) "You may spend the money \textit{for all your heart's desire}, cattle, sheep, wine, or liquor, or anything you want, eat it there and be merry you and your house." This has the structure of two general statements divided by a detailed list. Both for R. Ismael and for R. Aqiba, the general statements have to be interpreted in the light of the list; the money may only be spent on food. This excludes water and salt which are not food. Cf. \textit{Ma'aser Šeni} 1:4, Notes 144-151.

92 As water, cf. \textit{Terumot} 10, Note 139.

93 In the Babli, \textit{Eruvin} 27a, this is the opinion of both R. Eleazar and R. Yose ben Ḥanina; in the Yerushalmi, \textit{Eruvin} 3:1, fol. 20d, this is the opinion of R. Eleazar alone. The Yerushalmi there disagrees with the argument here since R. Aha qualifies the statement of R. Eleazar and permits salt water only if some oil is added, turning it into food. In the opinion of the Babli, the Mishnah in \textit{Hulin} cannot be squared with the one in \textit{Ma'serot} but represents a third opinion ascribed to R. Johanan ben Nuri.
What does he give? Tithes! That means, not heave since everybody giving heave also thinks of broken grain, what is left on the sides, and what remains in the chaff.

**Mishnah 7:** The holes of ants which were near an obligated heap overnight are obligated since it is obvious that they were dragging from what was processed all night.

94 Grains found in antholes the day after a heap of grain was smoothed but not yet tithed have to be tithed since they were taken from grain completely processed but not tithed.

**Halakhah 6:** If somebody made a heap [of somebody’s grain] without the latter’s knowledge: Rebbi Johanan and Rebbi Simeon ben
Laqish. Rebbi Johanan said, it is tevel, Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish said, it is not tevel. Rebbi Johanan objected to Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish, did we not state96: "And similarly women who gave97 to a baker to make sour dough for them, if not one of them had the required amount98 it is free from hallah." (But all of them had the required amount99?) He said to him, because if somebody makes dough in order to distribute it100, the dough is free from hallah. But we have stated101: "A baker who made sour dough for distribution is obligated for hallah." He said to him, do not answer back about a baker. For a baker, it does not depend on his opinion but on the opinions of his customers; maybe he will find a customer and it will become tevel immediately102. He said to him, but was it not stated103: "The holes of ants which were overnight near an obligated heap are obligated,94" therefore, near an exempt heap they are exempt. Rebbi Jonah, Rebbi Abbahu in the name of Rebbi Johanan: Because of resignation104. Samuel ben Abba105 said, only if they dragged tips of ears.

95 This paragraph and the next two are also in Hallah 1:8. The text in Hallah is somewhat better; it is the original since the second paragraph following belongs only to Hallah. The initial statement is also quoted in Ma'serot Halakhah 4:1.
96 Hallah Mishnah 1:7.
97 Flour.
98 The minimum amount of flour to produce dough subject to hallah is 5/4 standard qab. Even if the total amount of flour the baker turns into sour dough is greater than that amount, there is no obligation of hallah since the flour never became his property. This argument is appropriate for questioning R. Johanan's position, not R. Simeon ben Laqish's.
99 This sentence is missing in Hallah. It introduces an extraneous argument; if the baker makes one big batch of sour dough from the flour and the obligated amount is not recognizable, it is clear that all is obligated.
100 To different people to bake their own bread.
101 First part of Hallah Mishnah 1:7.
102 This argument can only be understood by a combination with the text in Hallah 1:8: שַׁמַּא כִּפְצוּ חָמָתָו וַחֲזֹר חָמָתָו "maybe he will find customers and he uses it immediately for dough". Maybe the customer buys the sour dough not for making bread at home but for bread the baker will make for him. Then the sour dough is immediate tevel by the sale in the baker's hands.

The commentators change the text to: "maybe he will not find a customer and he uses it immediately for dough himself". This is unnecessary and false since his own sour dough in his own bread dough can be put in order by one hallah given when the bread dough is completely kneaded.

103 In Hallah 1:8, וַאֲנִי "did we not state", formula appropriate for a Mishnah. But it seems that the formula (for a baraita) used here is correct since hisin מְחַיִיתָה in the Mishnah is replaced by מְחַיִיתָה (in Hallah, one reads only מְחַיִיתָה). One has to conclude that the reading of the manuscripts, מְחַיִיתָה, is not a scribal error but a stand-in for מְחַיִיתָהוּ.

104 עם "resignation" is a technical term for the automatic turning of lost property into ownerless property once the original owners have given up hope for recovery. No declaration of abandonment is needed in that case. Since grains taken by ants have to be considered as abandoned, even if recovered by the original owner they can be subject to heave and tithes only if the tithing of the heap by the original owner also extends to grains not in his possession now. Tithing those grains is tantamount to tithing of another's property without the latter's knowledge.

105 He is Samuel, the head of the Academy of Nahardea. He explains "exempt" not as "already tithed" but "not yet threshed", so that the ants took not grains but parts of ears. In that case, the grains taken by the ants do not fall under our rules. He also must hold that כִּרְרָיָה in contrast to בֵּרֶיַּה denotes an unsmoothed heap which is obligated if the owner does not intend to process further.
Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish objected to Rebbi Johanan\(^{106}\): Did we not state\(^{107}\): "But if he dedicated it before it was finished, the treasurer finished it, and then the owner redeemed it, it is free." Is not the treasurer a different person and you say what he did is valid? He said to him, this follows him who says the treasurer has the status of owner and against Rebbi Yose since Rebbi Yose said, the treasurer is a different person.

---

**106** The argument makes sense only as objection from R. Johanan to R. Simeon ben Laqish. It seems that Maimonides read in the first paragraph "Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish objected to Rebbi Johanan" and in the second "Rebbi Johanan objected to Rebbi Simeon ben Laqish" since in his Code (Ma'aserot 3:7) he follows R. Johanan which probably he would not have done if R. Johanan disagreed with R. Yose, the preeminent Tanna.

**107** Mishnah Peah 4:5 (Note 81), about a field dedicated to the Temple and then redeemed.

---

"Rebbi Hananiah the colleague of the rabbis asked: And even if all were of full measure it should be like something not completely processed, since Rebbi Eleazar, Rebbi Jonah, Rebbi Zeira in the name of Rebbi Eleazar, even what is in a flask did not become tevel, in case it was not fully processed, since he would in the end return it.

---

**108** The words in brackets are in all occurrences of this quote except the Leyden ms. and Venice print here.

**109** This paragraph refers to Mishnah Hallah 1:7. Since nobody makes bread out of sour dough without the addition of plain flour, sour dough is not bread dough ready to be baked,
is not fully processed, and should not be subject to *hallah.*

110 The original statement is in Halakhah 1:6 (Note 151) and Halakhah 4:3 (Note 61) and is explained there.

---

Mishnah 8: Baalbek garlic, Rikhpa onion, Cilician grits¹¹¹, and Egyptian lentils, Rebbi Meir says also colocasia¹¹², Rebbi Yose says also *qrtnym¹¹³ are free from tithes and may be bought from everybody during the Sabbatical¹¹⁴. The seed of the upper part of arum¹¹⁵, the seeds of leeks, seeds of onions, seeds of turnips and radishes, and other garden seeds which are not eaten are free from tithes and may be bought from everybody during the Sabbatical¹¹⁶ and these may be eaten if their father was heave¹¹⁷.

---

¹¹¹ Broken beans.
¹¹² The Rome ms. and the Maimonides autograph of the Mishnah read *
¹¹³ This reading has no correspondence in the variant readings of the Mishnah and generally is considered a scribal error of the Leyden ms. The Maimonides autograph reads *
¹¹⁴ Arabic *
¹¹⁵ Arabic *
¹¹⁶ Arabic *
¹¹⁷ Arabic *legumes, flour-containing seeds other than grain*. The Arabic is the Gaonic definition (Ahilut 18:2) for...
Hebrew יט🧇ה "legumes". Maimonides describes the fruit as "a kind of pea". According to Arukh, it is called in Arabic نٌثٌّٰ "small of tail"; I. Low identifies as *nelumbo nucifera*. These are not cultivated in the Land. The seeds, in contrast to the bulb. Since they are not food, they are not titheable even by rabbinic standards and not covered by the Sabbatical restrictions on "its (the Land's) yield to eat" (Lev. 25:7).

The principle that "growth from heave is heave" (Terumot 9:4) applies only to food. Therefore, the growth from inedible seeds from heave of vegetables is profane since it is not growth from heave.

Halakhah 7: "What is Baalbek garlic? Any with only one hole surrounding the stem. Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, any with only one skin. What is Rikhpa onion? Any whose prick is dissolved in it. Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, any that has no poison."
These are Cilician grits, these are square. It was stated:

"Rabban Gamliel says, there is nothing square from the six days of Creation." Rebbi Berekhiah objected: Did we not state: "The body of _baheret_ is like a square Cilician grit." Rebbi Bisna said, that in itself says that there is no square. Why did we state that? That he should square it. But there are noxious insects! They are full of knots. But there is the bunch of _pila_! It is round below. Some want to say, Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel spoke only about animals. It was stated so: There is square in foods, there is no square in animals.

---

122 Essentially the same text is in _Nedarim_ 3:2 (fol. 37d) and _Sevuot_ 3:9 (fol. 34d). Both Yerushalmi mss. agree here on the text. Therefore, the other texts may be used to instruct the text here but not to correct it.

123 In Tosephta 3:15: "These are Cilician grits: square algosin." The last word is otherwise unknown. Lieberman prefers the reading of the quote from the Yerushalmi in _Arukh_, s.v. קפלק: "אילל גטינ המרובעריסי: these are the fat square ones."

124 Tosephta 3:15.

125 Mishnah _Nega'im_ 6:1. In _Sevuot_ 3:9, the Mishnah is quoted in its entirety. This is necessary to understand R. Bisna's statement: "The body of a _baheret_ (a form of skin disease, _Lev_. 13:18-23) is like a Cilician grit square. The width of a grit is nine lentils, the width of each lentil is four hair-widths; this makes 36 hair-widths."

126 A fourth generation Amora, student of R. IIa.

127 The text of the Mishnah, Note 125. R. Bisna takes the expression "square" in the classical mathematical sense, "determination of the surface area". The Mishnah requires the minimal surface area of a lesion to be $(36)^2$ (hairwidth)$^2$. If the expression did not have its mathematical sense, the numerical indication would be superfluous. "That" in this sentence is the second sentence of the Mishnah.

128 In _Nedarim_ nyaan "lice".

129 In _Nedarim_ נריית "the
knee of the mountain goat.” In Sevuot עינב העסילא. This probably is the correct form of the unintelligible word איבאה "springtime" written here; it has been translated. איפלא סילא III in Levy's Dictionary, a spice, not איפלא II "elephant" nor איפל א I "cleft”. Since in general the deviations of the two mss. of the Yerushalmi Zeraim are not very frequent, it seems that both are derived from the same Vorlage.

124 "These are Egyptian lentils: All whose spheres are sharp-edged125. Rabban Simeon ben Gamliel says, any that have no pebbles126. What are colocasia? All whose pricks are short and their extensions127 are many.” What compares to it? Rebbi Yose said, like these qonyata128.

124 Tosephta 3:15.
125 They are not formed as spheres but are round and flat with sharp edges.
126 No spots harder than their surroundings (explanation of S. Lieberman.)
127 The capillary roots (explanation of S. Lieberman.)
128 No reasonable conjecture has been offered for the interpretation of this word.

Rebbi Jeremiah asked: Is crocus129 permitted as aftergrowth? Rebbi Tanhum bar Jeremiah asked, did we not state130: "One does not buy flax from anybody suspect in matters of the Sabbatical, not even combed?” Is
flax not like wood chips? Rebbi Hinena said, because of its seed. Rebbi Mana said, if it were because of its seed, did we not state: "One does not buy water or salt from anybody suspect of selling heave as profane?" Can you say, water or salt because of their seeds? No, as a fine. Here also as a fine.

Used as dye, not as food. As an industrial crop it is subject to the rules of the Sabbatical but it should not come under the prohibition of aftergrowth since it is not food.

Mishnah Bekhorot 4:8. This shows that industrial products which fall under the rules of the Sabbatical fall under all restrictions as if they were food.

It is inedible.

A source of edible oil.

Mishnah Bekhorot 4:9.

An ad hoc decree from which no general conclusion can be drawn.

Crocus might be permitted as aftergrowth.

Menahem ben Maximus the brother of Jonathan Caiphas in the name of Rebbi Ammi: Flax may be bought from everybody during the Sabbatical. That is, if you do not know whether he is suspect or not. Therefore, if it is clear that he is suspect, it is forbidden. Zeugos, the relative of Rebbi Abba bar Zavda, in the name of Rebbi Abbahu: Vetch may be bought from anybody during the Sabbatical. Rebbi Yose said:
Does our Mishnah say so? "The upper seed of arum, the seeds of leeks, seeds of egg plants, seeds of turnips and radishes, and other garden seeds which are not eaten." We have stated on this: Seeds of indigo, seeds of madder, and seeds of vetch. That implies, not vetch itself. Maybe if you do not know whether he is suspect or not. Therefore, if it is clear that he is suspect, it is forbidden

135 The statement of R. Ammi does not contradict Mishnah Bekhorot 4:8. The seeds of arum, the lower part may be bought even from people known to deal in Sabbatical produce.

136 Follow the same rules.

137 To buy vetch as animal feed but

So is the Mishnah: The seeds on the stem of arum. Some woman had purslain on a block. They fell into a garden and sprouted. The case came before Rebbi Johanan who permitted. Rebbi Hiyya bar Abba said to him, is this not the Mishnah: "And these may be eaten if their father was heave?" He said to him, Babylonian, when you cleared a potsherd for yourself, you found a pearl! You said, is that not the Mishnah!

138 This is the reading and interpretation of Maimonides. The other interpretations (R. Isaac Simponti, R. Simson) have to rearrange the sentence except for R. Isaac Simponti's second explanation, "the seeds of the thorns of arum," which does not fit reality since arum, an aracea, has no thorns.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>63,147</td>
<td>24:15 486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:26</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137,144,414</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220,222,224</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:23</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25:2</td>
<td>220,222,224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25:7-9</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:9</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDICES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is. 30:24 440 Zach. 11:8 419</td>
<td>38:16 18 Ps. 76:11 526 Job 21:10 367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ez. 23:37 277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ἀλεύω</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>Παλαίων</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ἀποψις</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>πάγκρεας</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ἀψίνθιον</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>παρήγορος</td>
<td>378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>εξέδρα</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>πολιτικός</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ήμισυς</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>πύργος</td>
<td>514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κάροινον</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>σάλαξ</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κέρασος</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>τύπος</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κιβώτιον</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>Παλαίων</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κολοβός</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>χολικός</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κολυμβάς</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>χρυστομινός</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κυάνθρος</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>cordax</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λάγηνος, λάγηνος</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>galearii</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μελίμηλον</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>ludi</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>οἰνόμελι</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>rego</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ὀρυξα</td>
<td>446</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>אִיסָר</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>גֵּלַל</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אֶפֶּר</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>בֶּר</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>וַסְלוּ</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>סָחַד</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>יָוֵית</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>גֵּלַל</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>גֵּלַל</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>יָוֵית</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## General Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abraham ben David</td>
<td>126, 131, 184,</td>
<td>Double doubt</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>335, 355, 359, 375,379, 389, 525</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adani, S.</td>
<td>53, 190</td>
<td>Drunk, legally</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agency, criminal termination</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>Ellezer ben Joel Halevi</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggadah</td>
<td>106, 139</td>
<td>Ellezer ben Nathan</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisal</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>Epstein, J. N.</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appraisals</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>Etrog, Citrus medica</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arukh</td>
<td>575</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>Fetus, slaughter of</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asher ben Iehiel</td>
<td>70, 178, 493, 510</td>
<td>Fifth, as fine</td>
<td>23, 196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avery-Peck, A. J.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fill, miqweh</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fish, S.</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baer, S.</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>Fleischer, H. L.</td>
<td>418, 467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bastard</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>Fowl</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben Adrat, S.</td>
<td>93, 356, 357</td>
<td>Frankel, Z.</td>
<td>364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben-Ḥayyim, Z.</td>
<td>vi, 295</td>
<td>Fulda, E.</td>
<td>2, 215, 408, 475, 489, 518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bēt Ḥappērās</td>
<td>311</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood, prohibition</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Gentile, gifts of</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Böber, S.</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>sacrifices of</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caphtor waPherah</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>Hananel ben Hušiel</td>
<td>435, 460, 510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caro, Y.</td>
<td>146, 188, 525</td>
<td>Hermaphroditic</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cirillo, S.</td>
<td>169, 525</td>
<td>Hoffmann, D.</td>
<td>482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay pot, cleansing</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>Homicide, return of</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crimes, multiple</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>Impurity, preparation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaf-mute</td>
<td>5, 12, 27</td>
<td>degrees of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diocletian</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>Insane</td>
<td>5, 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donkey-camel driver</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>Insanity, intermittent</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDICES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jaffee, M. S.</strong></td>
<td>2,408</td>
<td>Plinius</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kanievski, H.</strong></td>
<td>2,41,176,408</td>
<td>Puberty</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kramer, E., of Wilna</strong></td>
<td>53,408,518</td>
<td>Punishment, multiple</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kutscher, Y.</strong></td>
<td>vi</td>
<td>Purification water</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Larceny</strong></td>
<td>141</td>
<td>Qafech, Y.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Levy, J.</strong></td>
<td>412,436,467,577</td>
<td>Rashi</td>
<td>174,233,237,309,373,383,432,435,534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lieberman, S.</strong></td>
<td>3,53,88,118,190,283,355,357,394,408,422,423,436,441,576,577</td>
<td>Resignation</td>
<td>572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lifting heave</strong></td>
<td>146</td>
<td>Sefer Ha’ittur</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Löw, I.</strong></td>
<td>383,425,427,431</td>
<td>Sefer Nir</td>
<td>203,519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maimonides</strong></td>
<td>2,70,73,105,125,126,131</td>
<td>Sexless</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>147,162,178,184,190,268,327,335,339</td>
<td>Simponti, I.</td>
<td>131,579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Margalit, M.</strong></td>
<td>2,53,203,394,408,436,518</td>
<td>Sin, by speech</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marriage ceremonies</strong></td>
<td>252</td>
<td>atonement</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Milgrom, I.</strong></td>
<td>447</td>
<td>Slave girls, sex</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minor</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Taste</td>
<td>364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Tevul Yom</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36-38</td>
<td>Tithes, rabbinic</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Modius</strong></td>
<td>177,545</td>
<td>Vir</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Na’arah</strong></td>
<td>225</td>
<td>Water, of Tabernacles</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neusner, J.</strong></td>
<td>408</td>
<td>Peruah</td>
<td>213,494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obligation, rabbinic</strong></td>
<td>152</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oil, to burn</strong></td>
<td>398</td>
<td>Yallon, H.</td>
<td>vi,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Passover, on Sabbath</strong></td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Zenobia</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Payne-Smith</strong></td>
<td>425</td>
<td>Zuz</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>